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Household Affluence and lts Discontents 

After spending the war in American self-exile, in 1945 Heinrich Hauser 

published The German Talks Back, a defense of cultural autonomy so 

inflammatory that it was never distributed or even reviewed in his 

homeland. Hauser seized upon the kitchen as a metaphor for what he 
described as the "spiritual chasm" separatingAmerica from Germany. 

A pair of sixteenth-century works, The Fat Kitchen and The Lean 
Kftchen, by the Flemish master Pieter Brueghel provided symbols for 
this cultural clash. Hauser characterized the United States as a "fat 

kitchen" stocked with physical comforts reflecting a "corresponding 

philosophy of [ a] more abundant life:' The "lean kitchen" represented 

the flinty asceticism he associated with "Prussianism;' a trait that 

Hauser feit had spread beyond Germany to all of war-ravaged Europe as 

"a new Sparfan philosophy, which prides itself .. . on how many things 
it can do without:' America's prosperity made it alien and alienating to 

the inhabitants of a continent in ruin, Hauser insisted. "Everything 

American-every broadcast, every piece of merchandise, even the food 

shipped as relieffrom the U.S.A.-speaks to the European mind as if in 

so many words: 'This is the way they live over there; their circumstances 
are very different from ours:" As in Brueghel's paired interiors, in which 

the estrangement of obese burghers and starving peasants is "mutualJ. 

and the indignation of the lean is even greater than of the fat;' Hauser 

predicted that American materialism and wealth would only further 

alienate Europeans in the new postwar era. 1 

Attitudes in Germany substantiated Hauser's claims. Following 

Hitler's defeat, faith in an ennoNing asceticism purged of dass grada

tionswas shared by social elites in all four zones of Allied occupation. 

Through 1946 and 194 7, Germans struggled with consumption in 

its most eiemental sense. Food supplies were desperately short. 

Widespread starvation seemed entirely possible. Rationing schemes 

instituted by the Allied occupation, given their inherent "bias against 

inherited wealth and meritocracy and ... favor of the working man;' 

helped create postwar expectations distant from bourgeois norms, as 

Konrad Ja rausch and Michael G eyer o bserve. 2 lntellectuals, ranging 

from writers and architects to social reformers and politicians1 envi

sioned themselves at the threshold of a new era that would muzzle 

glorifications of material excess. By common consensus, a post-Nazi 

society would be egalitarian and socialist-but not Bolshevist. 

CHAPTER ONE 

(jacing page) Two 
generations of German 
women cook on an out
door stove built of scav

enged debris as barefoot 
children watch and 

wait in the ruins of 
Nuremburg, June 1945. 
Photograph by Tony 
Vaccaro from akg-irnages, 
London. 

1 
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Tftc Fat Kitclreu and its 

companlon plcce, Tlre 
Letm Krtc11w, were 

engraved by Pietervan de 

Heyden in 1563 alter 

patnh.ngs by Pieter 

Brueghel the Eider. ln 

Tht uan Krtclwr (trbovt 

rrglrl), em<~Ct.lted peaJ.oants 
crowd around a bo" I of 

mussels "lule .1 weil fed 

burgher Oecs. Althougb 

the table overOow s rn Tlrt 

Fal Kitclten (abovt ltjt), 3 

starving peasant is ejected 
from the room. From 

Hondcr·d tcekerungen 11(111 

oude mecsters Iu lret p,.e" 
te11kablnet der· Rljks 

tmlvusil~/1 (Rotterdam: 

W. L. & ). Brusse, 1920 ). 

2 II Hausehold Affluence and I ts Discontents 

'T'wo journals, Der Ruf (The Call) and E11rle 1111d A11ja11g (End ,1nd 

Beginning), were dedicated to the search for a "tlmd way," navigating 

bctween KasemensozialismriS (barracks socialism) and unbridled 

monopoly capitalism-the latter widely seen as having ;uded and 

abetted the rise offaseist warlords. ·Pnvate ownershtp of the means of 

production seems just as absurd [today] as sl.lvery 2000 years ago," 

declared Alfred Andersch, the coedttor of Der Ruf Statesmen across 

the spectrum of poshvar German pohucs vied to define European 

sociahsm's middle ground.In 1945, Kurt Schumotcher, the 6ercely anti

communist Ieader ofthe SPD (Soctal Democratlc Party) in the British 

sector, advocated a path between the economtc models of the United 

States and USSR, asserting that neither couJd stmply be transferred 

to Germany. At its 1946 convention, the SPD c:hamptoned central 

planning mixed with elements of market capitalism as the recipe for a 

postwar order characterized by freedom and diversity. ~embers of the 

SPD's more conservative rival, the CDU (Christian Democratic 

Union), voiced their commitrnent to the establishment of a "truly 

C hristian socialism:'4 Thesevisionsofa variant of socialism unique to 

its time and place radically redefined the notion of a Sot~rlcrllleg, the 

beliefthat Germany's path through historywas utterly exccptional. 

Even German communists concurred on the necessity of a socialist 

Sondl!lweg.In its manifeste of 11 June 1945, the KPD ( German 

Conununist Party) rejected the Soviet modelas "mappropnate" and 
proclaimed that "an entirely new way must be blazed , .. , In the absence 
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of a normatave conception of postwar socialism-or at least one that 

German citizens were pnvy to- politicallygalvanired .uchitects joined 

the fray, proposing domestic environments for the vague but entacmg 

"new democracy" that would mark the nation's special path into the 

postwar era. 
Gaven an economy an rum, a spartan Iifestyle seemed to comple

ment the que~t for an indigenous socialism. As envisioned by scores 

of German moderna~ts in the mid- to late 19+0s, the postwar home 

would be characterized by radic.11ly ümited consumption. ~1immalist 

design provaded an opportunity to aestheticize poverty as a form of 

redemption and forged a historical link to the legacy ofWeimar-era 

modernisan. A manifesto submitted by the author Alix Rohde-Liebenau 

to a 1947 competition for new concepts in residential design sponsored 

by ßedin's Sovict-licenscd lnsitut für Bauwesen (IfB) recast the nation's 

tragedy as thc catalyst for a cultural revolution. Recalling the spectacle 

of sixmillaon refugees displaced by bombardment and advanci.ng 

armies, shc launched her lract with the dedaration: "We have become 

urban nomads! Just as we ourselves have become mobile, we must have 

movable possessions." Her prescription for domestic reform banished 

sofas, club chairs, feather beds, and decorative odds and ends as arti

facts of a vanashed pasl Even bathtubs were slated for extinction, to 

be replaced by the compact shower stall Postwar furnishings would 

conform to a banary taxonomy. Storagepieces like chests and drawers 

would persa~t only as "built-an" furnishings, a category that included 

wall-mounted sheh-ing and fold-<lown tables and desks. ·Nomadac" 

objects, the alternate category, would comprise simple chairs and stools 

and the wheeled "camp kitchen" - a •tean ldtchen'' in spatial terms- as 

the antidote for what Rohde-Laebenau condemned as the bourgeois 

practice of cooking as "a hobby, a pastime like playing the flute." This 

stringent reconfiguration of domestic environments, it was claimed, 

would expand the function of living space by a factor of two: 

Gennany's firstpostwar years were a time of patehing up and 

making do, mther than of ambitious construction programs. Rohde

Liebenau's prescriptions for household reform found expression ln an 

unbuilt, state -sponsored commission for worker apartments designed 

inl948 by I lermann Henselmann, an up-and-coming talent in the 

lfB, the organization that h.td solicited her minimali.stmanifesto. 

Henselmann's project was for the Thuringian textile-mill towo 

Niederschmalblden. Ofthe twelve hundred workers employed by the 

llcrmlll\n llcnselmann's 

deslgn for a cormnunal 

rcsldence for East 
GermJn textile workers, 

1948. At top, two 
sle!!plng "cabins" open 

onto a meu.tnine walk

way Hned w1th bullt-in 

cablnets; below, tbe 

communal hvUlg room 1S 

Cumished w1th hght

weigbl chatr.. and tables 

and .& tea co~rt. Neue 

8dlllt!dl7 ( 1949): 29-
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mill in the late-1940s, two-thirds were women, most of them single: 

either young and unmarried, or war widows. Henselmatm resolved the 

dialectic of residential campanionship and privacy by appending a 
communalliving room to individual "cabins;' as he labeled the scheme's 

tiny single bedrooms. Hiscutaway drawing shows two floors of stacked 

cabins opening onto a double-height common room and its outdoor 

deck. The shared living space is appointed with a few lightweight 

chairs and side tables, and-just as proposed by Rohde-Liebenau-a 

wheeled trolley with cook plate for preparing snacks and tea. Full meals 

were to be taken at an adjoining residential cafeteria, eliminating any 
possibility of cooking as a "hobby" or gender-specific chore. Another 

renunciation ofbourgeois convention is evident outside the sleeping 

cabins, where the mostpersonal of possessions, clothing, wastobe 

stored in built-in cabinets arrayed along a shared corridor.8 Through
out Henselmann's design, the two-part typology of "nomadic" and 

"built-in'' furnishings proposed by Rohde-Liebenau supported socialist 

collectivity and suppressed private consumption. 

Henselmann's design recruited women as the avant-garde of post

war collective housing and Stalinist Iabor relations, an amalgam of 

idealism and repression that heralded the arrival ofEast Germany's 

new order. Between March and September of 1947, as a series of crises 

strained American and Soviet diplomacy to the breaking point, diver

gent plans for German economic reconstruction emerged. The U.S. 

policy of Soviet containment, announced by President Harry Truman 

in March, was followed in June by the unveiling of the U.S. Marshall 

Plan, administered by the European Recovery Program (ERP). In Sep

tember, the Kremlin issued its response at a pan-European communist 

party conference held in the Polish town of Szklarska Por~ba. The "two 

camps" thesis issued by Andrei Zhdanov, head of the USSR's new 

Department ofForeignAffairs, called the Marshall Plan a program of 

colonial su bjugation and vowed Soviet resistance. At this first confer

ence of the postwar Cominform ( Communist Information Bureau), 

participants denounced the ideal of a socialist Sonderweg as "the illusion 

that there is some third possibility between freedom and imperialism:' 

Du ring the course of the meetings, Bastern Europe's poshvar nations 
tmderwent a titular transformation from "states of new democracy" to 

"people's republics;' signaling their induction into a consolidated 

Soviet bloc.9 Soon after, Germany's Soviet Military Administration 

(SMAD) instituted the fundamentals ofStalinist economic planning in 
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the eastern zone of occupation. Laborunions were stripped of political 

autonomy and integrated into a top-down command structure. Party

affiliated industrial management trumpeted piecework-wages based 

not on the number ofhours worked but production quotas-as a 

breakthrough in socialist productivity. Rather than introducing Soviet 

remuneration systems at Germanindustrial sites with established 

working-class communities, which had long embraced the union motto 
"Akkord ist1\tford/' or "piecework is murder;' SMAD planners launched 

their campaign at textile enterprises "manned" primarily by women, 
who were relative latecomers to Iabor politics. "Not surprisingly;' eco

nomic historianJeffrey Kopstein notes, "by the end of 1947, twice as 

many female workers received piecework wages as male workers."10 

Henselmann's textile mill collective, like similarly "utopian'' plans by 

Russian Constructivist architects a generation earlierJ. envisioned 

environments for proletarians motivated by ideological passionrather 

than material acquisition. 11 Melding beneficence with subjugation, 

Henselmann's plan for a socialist company town presaged the "welfare 
dictatorship" that came to define East German society. 

Minimalist housing design developed und er a different set of 

politicai and economic circumstances in the western sector, with one 

notable parallel: the occupying power's intention to staunch the quest 
for an indigenous German socialism. Local advocates of a "third way" 

quickly discovered the limits of America's democratization campaign. 

In 1948, the U.S. military government revoked publishing licenses for 

Der Rllj and Ende und Anfang. 12 That June, the British and American 

zones introduced a new currency, the Deutschmark (DM), as mone

tary reforms devised by Ludwig Erhard, the manager of the bi-zonal 

economy, went into effect. Erhard dismantled the Nazi-era price 

controls Allied administrators had left intact to control the distribution 

of goods in a postwar economy of shortages. With prices suddenly 

deregulated and paid in a new currency, businesses released their 

hoarded stock. Shop windows that had long been emptywere suddenly 

crowded with goods-including furnishings that appalled German 
design reformers. "A veritable flood of old remainders and new kitsch 

inundated household consumers, who purchased-out of necessity or 

ignorance, naively and at fantastic cost-the abominations offered by 
unscrupulous manufacturers and merchants;' lamented Bauhaus 

alumna Vera Meyer-'1\Taldeck. Shoppers recovering from shortages, 
she insisted, werein no condition toresist the "orgy of ever-wilder 
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The Day /Night Dwelling 
by Jupp Ernst andJosef 
Lucas, displayed at the 

German Werkbund's 

1949 New Dwelling 
exhlbition in Cologne. 

Rheinisches Bildarchiv. 

6 I I Hausehold Affluence and lts Discontents 

products:•u According to Meyer-W.1ldeck and fellow members of the 

German Werkbund, a voluntary organization calling itself"the design 
conscience ofthe nation;' the situation demanded immediate action. 

Founded inl907, the Werkbundunited industrialists, designers, 

social refonners, and government representatives in their advocacy of 

German goods that met the needs of modern life and the demands 
of export markets. 14 During the 1920s, the Werkbund abandoned its 

arts-and-crafts orientation to championmodernist functionalism as 
industrial design's cutting edge. With the rise ofthe Third Reich a 

-
-- ._ . - -. 

: . 
a 
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decade later, the organization underwent another transformation. 

Confronted with the prospect of dissolution, the Werkbund ceded 

control to the Kampfhund, a rival association affiliated with the Nazi 

Party. '' Postwar Werkbund members buried alt memory ofThird Reich 

collaboration to revive their organization, pledging to advance "the 

values of economy, honesty, and good form, which are the very 
witnesses of spiritual order:'16 

A battle~patched exhibitionhall in a Cologne suburbwas the 

setting for New Dwelling (Neues Wohnen), the first major exhibition 

staged by the postwar Werkbund. Hanging from bare steel roof trusses, 

a placard announced "'1\Terkbund is no Luxury" (Werkbund ist kein 

Luxus), a slogan implying that good designwas a necessity rather than 

a privilege. 17 A Iitera! reading would have been just as accurate. The 

1949 exhibit showcased simple, modest objects as an antidote to the 

"false abundance" conveyed by stylistically overwrought furnishings. 18 

Exemplary in this regard vvas the "Day/ Night dwelling;' a minimalist 

manifesto in habitable form by Jupp Ernstand Josef Lucas. Their one

room residential mock-up, designed to be a living/ dining room by day 

and a bedroom by night, consisted of a flush-mounted storage wall, 

simple wooden chairs and tables, and a fold-down cot, with only an 

oriental carpet and single flower vase as decoration. The exhibition's 

opening-day speeches equated asceticism with social and spiritual 

redemption, foreshadowing the thesis of"Building Dwelling Thinking;' 
Martin Heidegger's 1951 address at the v\Terkbund's Darmstadt confer

ence.19 "Privation purifies and tests every object, narrowing it down to 

just what it should be: a bed, a table, a kettle;' argued architect Rudolf 

Schwarz. "All of thesesimple things ... arrive at pure design in the 
home of the poor, and are no more embellished than their use:'20 Com

paring the new postwar era with its Weimar predecessor, Erik Nölting, 
the economic minister ofNordrhein-Westfälen, remarked, "hard times 

in the past also forced downsizing and thrift upon us, but it was a 

healing force that led to new form and a modest yet refined domestic 

culture:'21 Other speakers defended asceticism against profligate con
sumption. "Our men and women ... should learn to distinguish for 

themselves which perceived needs arereal and which are false;' warned 

architect Hans Schmidt. "False needs can be awakened by appearances, 

by enVJ~ by advertising. It is essential to induce wariness and introspec

tion in people:' 22 '"'erkbund minimalism envisioned consumer practices 

shaped by moral choice and collective commitment as the remedy for a 
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corrupt (and corrupting) materialism stoked by advertising's "dream 
merchants:' 23 However, the hodgepodge of New Dwelling offerings, 

which ranged from product designs that were decades old to new furni

ture prototypes so provisionally constructed that they lay in pieces by 

closing day, only served to underscore the bad .. 'Ward state of German 

household manufactures.24 Foranation that had set the global standard 

for modernist home design a generation earlier, the 1949 Vlerkbund 
exhibitionwas the demoralizing reminder of a former avant-garde's fall 

fromgrace. 

POSTWAR FUTURES PAST 

The New Dwelling show prompted reactions "oscillating between the 

highest praise and the mostbitter reproach;' according to Alfons Leitl, 
the editor of the architecture journalBaukunstund Werkjorm.2s The 

exhibit showcased tl1e gap separating reformist design intentions 

from marketplace realities, a disjuncture rich in historical precedent. 

v\Terkbund associates had experimented wiili household minimalism 

once before to address a postwar housing crisis-that following 

Germany's World War I defeat. Interwar modernists commended 

downsized apartments for their efficient floor plans and reduced con

struction costs. The former, they claimed, would eradicate a bourgeois 

domestic culture more concerned with conveying status than satisfying 

needs; tl1e latter would ensure tl1at decent housing was made available 

to the masses. 

Postwar minimalists were heirs to not only the legacy ofWeimar 

modernism but also its discourses on American modernity. As 
Heinrich Hauser reflected1 "For ten years after the First World v\Tar, 

Germany's most popular sloganwas 'Wrr Amerikanisieren uns!' (We 

Americanize ourselves!). Rarely, perhaps never in history, has there 
been a defeated nation so completely enamored of ilie victor's effi

ciency as were tl1e Germansafter 1919:'26 Time-and-motion studies 

developed in the United States by industrial efficiency expert Frederick 

v\Tinslow Taylor, subsequently applied to the scientific analysis of 

household tasks by the home economist Christine Frederick, inspired 

Europeans to redlink residential design and its orthodoxies. ' ·Veimar

era social housing became the preeminent laboratory for modernist 

experiments in the functionalist ethos of spatial compression. The 

Existenz mininwm (subsistence minirnum) dwelling was also, at least 
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nomanally, the product ofbreahhroughs in nutritional science made 

during World War I. By determanmg the subsistence minimum diet 

needed to prevent starvation, German nutritionists helped theli' nahon 

survive the famme cre;ated by an Allied shipping blockade. Theli' meth

ods of calculatmg mmamum human caloric requirements provided a 

paradagm for calcul.1tang resadeotiaJ spatiaJ requirements at war's end, a 

transfer of empli'ical methods that should have raised questions. r 

Domestic space needs are culturally rather than physiologically deter

nuned, usually through comparisons with the living conditions of 

others. As cultural theonst Don Slater points out, ~people do not 

takesuch a zero degrcc of existence as the baseline for assessing tlacir 

ou•11 necds."2~ lntoxicated by the aesthetics of architecture's "Neue 

Sachlichkeit" (ncw objectivity)1 avant-garde designers reinvented 

domcstic cnvironmcnts and practices for the new machine age. The 

subjectivc prctcrcnces of working-class clients were to be replaced by 

thc empirically derived solutions proposed by upper-middle-class 

housing profcssionals. 

From Ameru:a's Thylonst techniques of measuring human movc

ment1 analyzang perfonnance, and increasing assembly line efficiencies, 

the German adeal of a radacally modern Woh11kultur (dwelling 

culture) was born. After reading Frederick's manifeste on rational 

housekeepang ·somethtng of a 'bible' to young architects" in 

Weimar Gemlany:-> Grete Schütte-Lihotzky conducted her own 

ti.me-and motion studaes to create the "Frankfurt kitchen' forthat 

ctty's paoneering social housing program. Herdesign squeezed all food 

storage, preparation, and clean-up functions into a 6.2-by-11.3 foot 

( 1. 9-by 3.44 meter) room rcminasceot of the gaJJey in a train's restau

rant car . .iO Every detail reflected efficiency analysis and planrung, from 

the linear arrangemcnt of counters, appliances, and storage cabinets 

to the Integration oflinoleum floor and baseboard for easy deaning.J1 

The compresscd floor plan elianinated not only unnecessary steps but 

also the trad itional heart of working-class home life, namely1 the ample 

table found in thc conventional Wofmkiiche1 or "live-in kitchen." 

Schlitte-Lihotzky's kitchen displaced fumily activity into an adjacent 

living/dining room, a movc said tobe consistentwith modern hygienic 

principles butthat also precluded any temptation to emulate bourgeois 

domesticity by keeping a parlor reserved for formal use. The Frankfurt 

kitchen was part of a broader program of reforms intended to modern 

ize residents along with their residences. As proclai.med in Das Neue 

The Frankfurt Kitchen by 

G s·cte SchOtte· Lihotzk-y, 
L926. The functlonalist 

Iayout placl!s the primary 

work b-urface bclow tbc 

wlndow; to the right is 

the sink, a rack for drying 

dishes hanging above the 

drain board, w.&ll 
mountcd cabinets, and a 

gttd of undercounter 

cont;uners for llour 

ilnd other cook•ng 
mgredlents. Victoria and 

Albert .Museum, London. 

, 

• 
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Frankfur~ the city's home journal, "The new person demands new 
housing, but new housing also demands new people:'32 1-Vohnkultttr 
enthusiasts exploited the Existenzminimum apartment as an "island 

of opportunity" for the rationalization of private Jives through function
alist d esign. J3 

Unlike the single-purpose Frankfurt kitchen, the primary living 

area of an Existenzminimum residence was planned to accommodate 

multiple uses, including relaxing, entertaining, dining, studying, and in 

some units even sleeping. Programmatic flexibility was made possible 

by a newgeneration oflightweight furnishings that could be rearranged 

or folded away to reconfigure the space for changing activities. Tradi

tional dining suites, sideboards, and upholstered seating, intended 

to be moored in static arrangements, looked clumsy and bloated in 

such small confines. The chairs and tables designed for a modernist 

Wohnkultw· were skeletal in form, their visual transparency creating 

the illusion of spaciousness even in cramped quarters. In an effort to 

influence furniture purchases, the municipal housing authority com

piled a catalog of approved designs, pu blished as the Frankfurt Register. 
A full complement of such domestic appointments outstripped most 

household budgets, resulting in Existenzminimum units dogged with 

archaic furnishings trom the tenant's previous home. 

Frankfurt's campaign to reform living habitsalso collided with 
ingrained categories of social "distinction;' a term often associated 

with the theoretical work of Pierre Bourdieu but originally developed 

in a 1925 study by Edmond Goblot, a French professor oflogic.34 

Goblot coined the concept of distinction while analyzing behavior and 

possessions as semaphores of dass membership. Frankfurt's modernist 

social housing, interpreted in Goblot's terms, reflected areformist 

attempt to displace bourgeois domestic culture (and its emulation by 

working-class aspirants) with an invented realm of distinction that was 

iconoclastic in design and egalitarian in character. Existenzminimum 

housing, however, proved ill-suited to the task. Amenities like central 

heating and electric kitchens pushed rents in Frankfurt's social housing 

so high that most working-class families were excluded. Only a house

hold headed by a salaried white-collar worker or skilled laborer could 
afford to live in Frankfurt's sleek new apartment blocks.3$ With the 

proletariat priced out ofthe new Wohnkultutj cosmopolitan trend

setters soon claimed its modernist furnishings as the Iifestyle icons of 
their own realm of social distinction. 
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The Dwelling (Die Wohnung), a building exhibition staged in 

1927 by the Werkbund, showcased the contradictions ofthe new 

'lft.ollllkultur. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, who would soon assume 

directorshap of the Bauhaus, designed the site planfor a model home 

development an Stuttgart's Weißenhof district lt surveyed housing 

adv.tnces across Europe, featunng :\Ues's four-story apartmeot block 

as the development's domanant structure. According to a v-.·erkbuod 

pohcy Statement, Weaßenhof model homes were tobe "built with an 

eye to the caty ofStuttgart's mosturgent hoosingneeds, wltich ts to say 

for familte~ oflow and maddle income."'.Jo :\fies solicited advice on 

kitchen design from Dr. Erna ~feyer, a disciple ofChristioe Fredenck 

and the author of a popular bestseller, Der neueHaushalt (Tiae New 
Houselto/rl), who distributed suggested guidelines to all participating 

architects. For inter10rs within his own housing block, Mies developed 

a system of rnovable partition walls witb matclling floor-to-ceiling 

doors1 all of which could bc rearranged at tbe tenant's discretion. 

Specifying anass prod uced rather than custom-designed furnish ings 

to appoint apartmenl interiors, Mies, alongwith Bauhaus associates 

Marcel Breuer and Mart Starn, unveiled a new breed of modernist 

~sitting machines" ,lt the exhibition. These distilled the chair's form 

down to a diagram offunction, with bent metal tubing as a structural 

framewerk supporting leather, canvas, or rattan seatiog surfaces.3" 

Weißenhof antcriors established a signature Iook for "Bauhaus design": 

(tlbove) A bedroom 
lnterlor deslgned by 

Llly Reich for the )lUes 
v.tn der Rohe apartment 
block .1t the Wetßenhof 
housmg development. 
Vttr.t Design ~useum. 

(abovt ltft) The apart· 
ment block deSJgned by 

Lud"' Jß \1aes van der 
Rohe fortheGerman 
Werlbund's exhtbttion 
The Dv.:elling (Die 
Wohnung) in Stuttgart's 
Weißenhof di~'trlct in 
1927.ln Lhis photograph, 
thc bu lldlng ls a back
drop used to ndvettise a 
Dalml~!r Bent motorcar. 
Dalmler ßent ArchJv, 

Stuttgart. 

r 
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ascetic astringency enriched with the glint of chrome, polished leather, 
and black varnish. v\Tas this modernist Wohnkultwj with its brittle ele

gance and unmistakable air ofluxury, really intended for "families of 
low and middle income;' as stipulated by the housing exhibition's 

organizers? 

Mies had openly abandoned the design brief, advising another 

participant, the French architect Le Corbusier, that Weißenhof would 
feature "houses for the educated middle-dass:'38 Aesthetic license 

ultimately compromised function as weil as social policy. Erna Meyer 

found only one kitchen design worthy of praise among the exhibition's 
hundred-plus housing units. The cell-like maid's quarters found in 

rnany of the rnodel homes provided a concise assessment of the atti

tude toward housework that prevailed among the exhibition's fifteen 
architects.39 Kurt Schwitters, a Bauhaus art instructor, dissected the 

conflict between stylistic and social reforrn after a visit to Mies's 

rnodel apartrnent: 

Mies combines the spirit of the tirnes with dass. What is dass? 

A new catchword for architects ... Class means quality in con

templation. A tiny object can therefore have dass. But Mies' 

[apartrnent] house is !arge ... and the interiors appear huge as 

weil, with doors that are as high as the ceiling. I don't think that 

one is simply to walk through these doors, one is to stride 

through thern. Talland noble people will stride through these 
"doors of the new spirit" ... Of course, it could turn outtobe 

like the Frankfurt estates, where occupants arrive with their 

.green plush sofas. It is possible that the future residents of the 

v\Teißenhofhousing estate will not turn out to be as mature 

and free-spirited as their own doors. But Iet us hope that the 

apartment house ennobles thern.40 

In both an opening-day address and exhibition catalog essay, Mies 

shunned any mention of the economic context of"the great struggle 
for new forms ofliving;' which he framedas a crusade for cultural 

rnodernity. "The issue of rationalization and standardization is only 

part of the real issue; ' he announced. "The problern of the New Horne 

is ultimately a problern of the rnind."41 At the Werkbund's Stuttgart 

housing exhibition, modernist furnishings were transforrned frorn 
the tools of a reforrnist Wohnkultur to symbolic "stand-ins for its 

intents:'42 
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The "tall and noble people" whom Schwitters described as the 

ideal Wetßenhof res1dents found their uJtimate Iifestyle expression at a 

subsequent \\'erkbund installation in Paris. Germany's contnbution to 

the 1930 Spnng Exhib1t1on ofthe Societe desArtistesDecorateurs, 

des1gned by Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius in collaboration with 

facuJty colleotgues llerbert Bayer, Uszl6 ~toholy-Xagy, and ßreuer, was 

the full-scale mterior of a v1sionary housing collective. A spacious 

The caf~ · barand 

communal gymnaslum 

(top lefl) of a model 
houslng collective 

crcated by ßauhaus 

deslgn tnlents for the 
German We1'kbund 

exhibit dl the Exposition 

de Ia Soci~te des Artist es 

D~corateurs, Paris, 1930. 

Foto \1arbu rg/ Art 
Resource, NY. 
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Iounge invited the building's imaginary res1dents to sit at a cafe bar, 

read, listen to radio, dance, or exercise together. Th1s invocation of a 

communal future, while analogous 10 program to the ~ocialist utopias 

proposed by Soviet modemists in the J 920s, was creJted as a showcase 

for Germanexport luxuries. Suspended above the common room on a 

meta! mezz.anine bridge, visitors gazed down at a ghttenng collection of 

tableware, office equlpment, and cbromJum-steel fumiture that com· 

bmed functionalism with hard-edged opulence. The congregate ufestyle 

depicted in Gropius's installation, whiJe plausible for a luxury ocean 

Iiner, was patently absurd when linked to the rhetonc of social housing. 

Bach resident ofthe futuristic commune, whelher <>mgle or married, 

inhabited an individual Existenzminimum .1partment. Themaleversion 

took the form of a study, sober yet hand some; the female version was 

a chic boudoir stocked with modernist objets de toilettc. Abscnt was 

any indication of a communal kitchen, a facility celebrated in Soviet 

modernist utopias as an incubator of social collectivity but elided from 

the Werkbund's Parisfantasy in the manner expecteJ of a five star 

hoteL ·weimar-era critics of the Bauhausoften scorned its designers as 

"salon .\'larxists:'H Anyone curious to discover what physical form a 

:VIarxist salon might take could examme the furmshed, full -scale 

prolotype assembled by the Werkbund tn Paris. lt was .1lso the last 

opportunity to witness the short-ltved conflahon ofWe1mar mum-

Clpal socialism and export moderoism, a des1gn legacy described 10 

jaundiced terms after the war by Bauhausalumnus Hubert Hoffmann 

as oue ·which (with exceptions) consisted ofthe creation of a few 

p1eces of furniture, houses and appumces for snobs.""' 

As design historian Paul Overy observes, the 1930 Werkbund 

exhibition represented, in fact, "a 'Bauhaus 1dea' that no Ionger existed 

at tlle Bauhaus."45 The school's pedagogy had taken a hard left turn in 

J 928 und er a new director, Hannes Meyer. An impassioned commu

nist, Meyer called for areturn to Existenzmiuim1m1 fundamentalism 

as a springboard for social revolution. Hisdesignfora worker's donni

tory cell, the Co-op Interieur, depkts a Wolu1k11lirtr stripped to bare 

necessities: a pair offolding camp chairs, a meta! spring mattress (oddly 

supported by truncated cones), a shelf stocked with preservcs, and

the one concession to Ieisure-a gramophone.4~> lf proletarians were, 

by Marx's definition, the proprietors of nothing other than their own 

commodified Iabor, Yleyer's model home wao; their proper domain: a 

temporary encampment for tlle foot sold1ers of a dass war. ~ tore an 
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exercise in housing theory than praxis, the Co-op Interieur surely 

would bave alienated workers of the flesh-and-blood variety, but as an 

experiment 111 domesticity it proved revelato~ beinging together tl1e 

axioms of Bauhaus destgn- fuoctionalism, mass productioo, standard

ized furmshmg~ to create a radical (aod radicalizing) eovironment for 

·the semi nomads of today's econonuc life;' as :\ieyer described bis 

lßlagmed chentcle.'· 

The prototype for a standardized Volkswohnung (People's 

Aputment) produced by Bauhausstudentsand exhibited in LeipZig 111 

1929 reveals :\feyer's mflucnce. Like the cheap, mass-produced camp 

chair he chose for bis Co-op Interieur, Volkswohnungprototypes of 

canvas-and wood chatrs, designed aod built by Gustav Hassenpflug and 

Vera Meyer-Waldeck at the Bauhaus furniture workshop, iocorporated 

the skeleta I fr.11mng of lu bular steel chairs while scrupulously avoiding 

their voluptuous forms and firtishes. With the dissolution of the 

Bauhausand thc Naziappropriation ofthe Werkbund in 1933, the 

radical minimalism of Meyer's ~Red Bauhaus" seemed destioed for 

extinction in thal il advanccd neither Germanluxtu-y expert sales 

nor the intercsts ofThird Reich nationalism. Under new ideological 

parameters, however, militant asceticism enjoyed a brief revival in the 

wake of Hitlcr's annexation of Poland. [n conjunction with the Third 

Retch's plans to create large-scale agricultural eoterprises io the newly 

conquered East, Hans Schwippert- who would later become the first 

(tlbove) The Bauhaus 
"Volkswohnung," 
produced ln 1929 by the 
school's wood worltshop 
under the directlon of 

Josef Albers and dtS· 
pl.lyed 1n November of 
that yeu al the G rassi 
\liuseum m Letpzig. 
Bauhaus Arduv, Berlin. 

(aboPt ltft}A mock-up of 
the "Ztmmer Co-op," 
I lannes ~eyer's proposal 
for a radically minimal 
bome, 1926. Deutsches 
Architektu r-.'v1use\tm, 

P r.mk fu rt. 
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postvvar president ofWerkbund-drafted self-build patterns for austere 
wooden furnishings to be assembled by the "Germanized" Poles con

scripted as an agrarian Iabor force.48 A morehumane revival ofMeyer's 
modernist fundamentalism surfaced in initiatives mounted by postw·ar 

v\Terkbund associates like Hassenpflug and Meyer-vValdeck, and in the 

work ofBauhaus alUJnni like Pranz Ehrlich, Seiman Selmanagic, and 
Mart Stam. A luxurious version ofWeimar-era Wohnkultur analogous 

to that of the 1930 Werkbund exhibition in Paris would also find its 

place in the new postwar order. Having disappeared from production 

due to Third Reich restrictions on the use of steel for nonmilitary 

manufacturing, tubular steel chairs by Breuer and Mies were relicensed 

for production in the l950s by Knoll Internationaland became the gold 

standard in decor for corporate offices and U.S. Department of State 

diplomatic facilities, as discussed in the next chapter. 

SELLING THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE 

The future ofWest German consumption catapulted into political 

debate in 1949, the year of the Werkbund's New Living exhibition and 
a federal election. What seemed tobe at stake was V\Test German eco

nomic reconstruction as a "Prussian lean kitchen" or an "American 

fat kitchen;' as Hauserwould have it. SPD policies favored egalitarian 

consumption integrated within the structures of a centrally planned 

economy. The Party's positionwas consonant with that of the 

V\Terkbund and echoed in a New Living show opening-day address 

by Erik Nölting, the SPD economic spokesman. Nölting's political 

opponent, CDU economic strategist Ludwig Erhard, instead stressed 
competition and private investment witllin a "social market economy" 

(Marktwirtschaft). Erhard's objective was to secure social welfare 

planning and its sources of funding through increased productivity 

and private consumption, a position consistent with that of the U.S. 

Marshall Plan. CDU candidates won a bare majority in West Germany's 

firstnational election. For West Germans, the 1950s turned out to 

be not the era of aestheticized austerity proposed by the SPD and 
V\Terkbund but the dawning of a legendary Economic Mirade 

(V\Trmderwirtschaft). CDU Ieaders and U.S. advisors promoted changes 

in consumer behavior that, in aggregate, were intended to facilitate the 

miracle. Consumption emerged as a target of propaganda campaigns 

and state interventions as West Germans, bent on putting the war 
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behind them1 proceeded to construct new lives rooted in material 

aspirations. 
Marshall Planadministrators faced a two-front battle in Western 

Europe. On one hand, intellectuals and public opinion Ieaders often 

regarded America as the purveyor of"a primitive1 vulgar, trashy 
Massenbtltur (mass culture)1 which was in effect an Unkultur (non

culture)1 whose importation into postwar Europe had tobe resisted;' as 
historian Volker Berghahn notes.49 On the other, local communist Iabor 

unions and party propagandists leveraged these stereotypes to portray 

the United States as a military empire ruled by parvenus. Dispelling 

"the old stereotype of the Yank as a cross between a cinematic gangster 
and an uncultivated bumpkin'' was crucial to America's postwar "fight 

to wage the peace;' according to Paul G. Hoffman, the former corporate 

executive who administered Marshall Plan initiatives through the 

Economic CooperationAdministration (ECA).5° Fulmination against 
U.S. "cultural barbarism" became a staple of Germany's Soviet-sector 

media in 194 7, when Alexander Dymschitz, the SMAD officer in 
eh arge of cultural affairs in the eastern sector, denounced America's 

purported contamination of German arts and letters.s 1 These allega

tions of a U.S. consumer "non-culture" were more than just insulting. 

By denigrating American materialism1 they also subverted the Marshall 

Plan blueprint for postwar recovery. European reconstruction would 
be built upon a New Deal variant of "Fordism;' the linkage of mass 

production to mass consumption used by Henry Ford to mollify 

workers as his efficiency engineers raised productivity by rationalizing 
assembly-line tasks.52 In Marshall Plan Europe1 low-cost mass-produced 

' 
consumer goods would reward organized Iabor and its compliance 

with U.S.-sponsored productivity campaigns1 while restering market 

principles to an economy long dominated by industrial cartels serving 
a military state. "Today's contest between freedom and despotism is a 

contest between the American assembly line and the Communist Party 
line;' Hoffman declared.53 The Marshall Plan's subsequent efforts to 

unleash European consumer desire redefined Franklin D. Roosevelt's 
"Four Freedoms," transforming "freedom from want" into the freedom 

towant. 

As depicted in U.S. State Department propaganda regarding 

European consumption, the postwar home and its conunodity culture 

were inherently political. A 1952 Marshall Planpublicity photo shows 

a man standing in front of a wooden trailer with a bowl of food in his 
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U.S. MarsJ1alJ Ploao, 1952. 
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hand; a woman peers from a curtained window behmd him. Titled 

"A Potential Danger;· the accompanying press release states: 

Proudly standing behind rus rickety old car 10 front ofthe Cara

van which is hishome, this German ts one ofthe mtllaonswho 

today-seven years after the end of the war- still hve in dtscom

fort and insecurity. ... Butthis man, taken as a type, ts more 

than just a name on a waiting hst. He represents a potential 

danger to Germany, for in the years of thts type of cXJstence he 

has developed a taste for ulSecure living and has acquired a 

mentality which is an easy prey for communtst propaganda.54 

The Marshall P]an's portrait of a latent communist drew upon preju

dices and fears directed at millions of displaced "expellees" who had 

arrived in western Germany from the East disoriented ;\11d dcstitute. 

Unwelcome newcomers, they were forced to compcte with est;!blished 
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locals for scarce postvvar resources and were quickly stereotyped as 
shiftless and untrushvorthy.ss American propagandists added political 

volatility to this Iist of imagined shortcomings. If nomadic living invited 

Marxist subversion, rooted, middle-class domesticity was the logical 
antidote. 

Although the Marshall Plan policy of encouraging private owner

ship shared the consumer ideology of Arnerica's postwar boom, both 

traced their origins to the Great Depression and federal attempts to end 
it. Franklin D. Roosevelt's ill-fated National Recovery Administration 

(NRA) tried to interrupt a self-perpetuating cycle of underconsump

tion through collective wage agreements intended to increase incomes, 

thus stoking consumer demand. Wary of government regulation, 

business interests fought back with a public relations campaign cele

brating private enterprise as the guardian of an American Way of Life 
characterized by abundance.56 In effect, NRA administrators and their 

private-sector detractors, while operating at cross-purposes, simultane

ously endorsed guaranteed consumption as a prerogative of Arnerican 
citizenship.57 Another New Deal initiative, the National Housing Act of 

1934, and its offshoot, the Federal HousingAdministration (FHA), 

used the single-family suburban house as a instrument of macro

economic intervention. New federally guaranteed loans persuaded 

lenders to reformulate their three- or five-year mortgages as fifteen- or 

twenty-year repayment plans with far lower down payments. Reduced 

mortgage payments permitted more Americans to invest in a home 

and its furnishings, interrupting the cycle of underconsumption. 

Meanwhile, federally funded public works programs improved roads, 

created reservoirs, and constructed hydroelectric stations, creating the 

water, power, and traffic infrastructure required by an anticipated boom 

in suburban development. The high wages and low unemployment 

needed to realize a New Deal consumer republic remained its missing 

ingredients, however, throughout the 1930s. 

The breakthrough came with World War Il. Industrial mobiliza

tion and soaring federal spending created full employment in well-paid 

defense industry jobs.58 In the early l940s, as weapons manufacturing 

boomed, millions of Americans pursued employment opportunities in 
areas of fresh suburban growtl1.s9 New industrial facilities, decentralized 

to Iimit their vulnerability in the event of enemy bombing, spawned 

instaut communities in places like Westchester, California; Midwest 

City, Oklahoma; and McLoughlin Heights, v\Tashington. As innovative 
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builders rethought the conventions of residential construction, FHA 
building standards formulated during the Depression were put to the 
test Developers applied mass-production techniques to suburban con
struction, assigning specialized work teams to precut and preassemble 
portions ofhomes before trucking them to the building site. As urban 
historian Greg Hise has observed, thesewartime experiments predate 
the famed assembly-line building methods of postwar suburbs like 
Levittown, NewYork, bya decade.t<J Bywar's end, all the elements later 

celebrated as the American Way ofLife werein place: the New Deal 
con.flation of democracy with mass prosperity, a generous system of 
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federally subsidized private home mortgages, and demand for a grow
ing assortment ofhousehold durables. America's first generation of fully 
enfranchised "citizen-consumers" was created "from the top down as 

weil from the bottom up;' as social historian Lizabeth Cohen points 
out.61 In its attempt to guide the postwar reconstruction ofWestern 
Europe, the Marshall Plan would attempt to orchestrate a similar chain 
reaction of public-sector economic policy with private-sector produc
tion and consumption. 

The United States launched its campaign to promote the Ameri
can v\Tay ofLite on the continent und er the problematic rubric of 
"propaganda:' For mostAmericans, the word was synonymous with 
"deceit and trickery, with totalitarian rather than democratic methods;' 

as ECA director Hoffman was painfully aware. He defended Marshall 
Planpropaganda by referring back to the term's original meaning: the 
propagation of a belief system. Hoffman defined information as a 
form of communication intended merely to enlighten. In contrast, 
propaganda connoted "the communication of facts ( or non-facts) and 
opinions in an effort to injluence:' Hoffman had initially believed that 
his mission in Europe could be accomplished through information: 
"a man or two in each of the ECA missions overseas to get out press 

releases, contact local editors, and report back home:' He soon was 
persuaded otherwise and warned that in Italy, France, and Western 
Germany, with the help oflavish Soviet funding, "sleight-of-hand 
practitioners of Communist propaganda" created campaigns that were 
"incredibly adroit, incessant, and tailored to the prejudices and emo
tions of people in all walks oflife:' Combating anti-Americanism 
required "a creative approach to the propaganda task" and "a continuing 

program of research and testing, just as [in] our military forces:' It 
would be led by "men who can use all the tools of propaganda with 
imagination, boldness and skill, tempered by ... a sensitive awareness 
of the forces of world ferment:' They would advance a "free world 

doctrine" based upon religious freedom, political civilliberties, and 
a "socially conscious capitalism" that would maximize economic 
opportunity while insuring citizens against "life's common hazards:'62 

Hoffman's "propaganda task" promoting the Marshall Plans New Deal 

synthesis provides an inventory of America's soft-power assets as the 
nationentered the cold war.63 

A classified U.S. intelligence report ofl947 examined Soviet 
propaganda ridiculing the American '.Vay ofLife, and recommended a 
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counter-propaganda offensive based on the themes "American living 
standards" and "try it our way:'64 In the spring of 1948, U.S. military 

administrators in Frankfurt launched their first attempt to linkAmerican 

consumption with anticommunism. They contracted Frederick 

Gutheim, an expatriate German architect with a host ofWeimar-era 

social housing projects to his credit, as an advisor for an exhibition on 

U.S. housing. Patricia van Delden, the chief officer of the OMGUS 

Information Centersand Exhibitions Branch, questioned the wisdom 

ofthe plan: 

In the years since the war, the Congress has failed to pass an 

adequate housing bill, and our own pu blications, easily available 

to the Germans in [U.S.] Information Centers, draw constant 

attentiontothat fact .... European countries, notably Switzer

land, Denmark, Holland and the Scandinavian countries, are 

leading the world in their ... low cost housing programs. lt is 

therefore questionable about drawing the attention of the 

Germans at this point to American low price housing systems. 

Unless we are in the position to explain to the German people 

how they can acquire these houses ... we could be criticized for 
raising false hopes.65 

Van Delden's alternative plan, to "confine ourselves to material showing 

American concepts of architecture;' was disregarded by her superiors. 

Peter Harnden, the director of Exhibitions Programs at OMGUS, 

was charged with producing postwar Germany's first official display of 

American housing. It initiated a steep learning curve that culminated 
in his transforrnation into what Hoffman would describe as "the born 

d. " propagan 1st : 

He is most likely a man who knows something of all the methods 

and means of mass communication and how to orchestrate them. 

But he must also think in terms of the deed which generates its 

own propaganda and how tobring it about, and he knows the 

power of word-of-mouth communication to support more for

malized techniques. The propagandist is not satisfied to inform

he seeks to persuade.66 

Trained in architectme at Yale, Harnden shifted to a career in army 

intelligence during the war. Stationed in Germany after the Nazi defeat, 

he met and married Marie Vassiltchikov, a Byelorussian noble whose 
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famtly had fled the Bolshevik revolution for Weimar Germany. A 

peripheral figure m the fa1led plot to assassinate Hitler, Vassiltchlkov 

was an 1deal inform.:mt m the anthropological sense: culturally 

informed, educatlonally accomphshed, admired by local elites, and 

capable of sharing a hard earned ·awareness of the forces ofworld 

ferment" w1th her propagand1st husband.--- Despite Hamden's burgeon

ing career as an em1ssary of the American Way ofLife, he would end 

ltis career by ·gomg nat1ve;' refusing to relocate to '-\'ashington for a 

promotlon and opting instead to remain in Europe with bis aristocratic 

wife and ciHidren. 
Hampered by limited resources, Harnden's first attempt to pro

mote American housing in Europe relied on photographs solicited 

from architecture schools at Harvard, Columbia, and MIT to Wustrate 

prefabricated construction, advanced hausehold technology, and new 

trends in suburban planning. He contracted the OMGUS Exhibitions 

Workshop, led by Joost Schmidt, the former master instructor of 

graphic design al the Bauhaus, to produce eight scale models and 150 
display panels depictmg residences ranging from single-family houses 

and apartmenls to • homes of the American wealthy." How America 

Lives (So wohnt Amenka} opened in Frankfurt in August 1949. Vis1tor 

attendance was modest, to put it nicely. Despite stellar production 

talent, the show w.ts a cnhcal flop. The paean to U.S. hausehold afflu

ence was largely •gnored by JOurnalists but managed to incur the wrath 

of a proponent of domestic austerity. •we knowwith what pleasure and 

cblld 1sh enthus1asm the American plays with the idol of tecbnology, 

and how much money th1s toy consumes; wrote Rudolf Pfister m the 

architectural JOUrnal De1 Baumeister. ·v,Te bave no time for robots, 

and ... it should go w1Lhout saying-we want to remain sentient 

human bemgs.''• M Photographsand scale models ofhouses neither 

captivated the generat public nor dissuaded elites of the idea tl1at 

cultural barbarism lud made itself at home inAmerica. Tbe head of 

Frankfurt's U.S. Information Center, Donald W Muntz, recognized the 

error and prescribcd a solution: 

lf real honest to god electric stoves, refrigerators and deep-freeze 

units had been on hand, the general attendance figures would 

have bcen astronomic. I can well imagine that tbe problems in 

bnnging these gadgets togetberwould be manifold, but an effort 

here would have paid off."' 

West GermölnS examine 

n wall pnnel tilled 

"llomes ofthe Well-to. 

do" nt the How Arnel'lca 

Llves cxhlbltlon ln 

Pnmkfmt, J 949. U.S. 
N.1tlonal Archives, 

Text Division, RG260 

390/42/ ll / 3 Box323. 
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The "particular failure" ofHow America Laves would not be repeated in 

subsequent American household exhibations. 

In the battle to win European hearts and mmds, the notion of 

conscnptingAmerica's household "gadgets" (and the housewives who 

used them) found academic support m 1949. An enthusiastic reviewer 

deemed the "demonstration effect" theom.ed by James S. Duesenberry 

"one of the most significant contributions of the postwar period to 

our understanding of economic behavior:~o Duesenberry broke from 

economic orthodoxy, which conceptualized consumpllon as a set of 

individual choices basedonrelative price and real income. According 

to Duesenberry, rational decision-maküJg was less important than 

acq u ired and learned habit in consumer preference. Consumers 

informed their choices by observing and assessing other peoplc's con

sumption, not just in terms of social st:\tus, as proposed by Thorstein 

Veblen's notion of"conspicuous consumption;' bu t on the basis of per

ccived need. Utility, in other words, was subjective, and purchasing 

habits based on need changed with exposure to more afflucnt versions 

of need. D uesenberry's theory of a "demonstration cffect" posited that 

individuals became dissatisfied wath their consumption Standardsafter 

seemg superior products in use by others. • ~1cre knowlcdge of the 

existence of superior goods is not a very effective habit breaker," he 

wrote. "Frequent contactwith them may be.'~ Wl11le State Department 

documents make no mention ofDuescnberry, givcn his theory's broad 

reception, it seems likely to have influenced U.S. propaganda mtended 

to expose Europeans to "real honest-to-god electr1c !.toves, refrigerators 

and deep-freeze units"-the gleaming essentials of an "Arnencan fat 

kitchen." 

'\r\Tithin five years ofNazi Germany's uncond1tlonal surrender, 

America unleashed the largest international propaganda effort evcr 

rnounted in a time of peace. MarshaU Planadministrators orchcstrated 

a forceful response to European fears that mass consumption threat

encd the integrity of home and family. KoHsumterroli or "consumption 

terr0(
1
'' as sociologists Theodor Adorno and Helmut Schclsky dubbed 

it, had run rampant at the Werkbund's 1949 cxhibition .\ntl in its 

aesthetic of modernist hausehold austerity. Amcrican propaganda, by 

contrast, attempted to induce ·a radical shift in thc priorities ofindivid 

uals, towards new ideals of personal progress which could be defined in 

the language ofincome and consumption," as lustorian David Ellwood 

observes.- ~ Productivity, Key to Ple11ty, a Man.hall Plan film dubbed tnto 
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a number of1anguages, took audiences through anAmerican suburban 
home to examine its amenities and appliances as the narrator asked, 
"What housewife has not dreamed of a kitchen like this? ... One can 

remain attached to moral values which give a precise meaning to 
existence without neglecting the material factors which contribute to 
the good things in life."73 Model homes exhibitions sponsored by the 

Marshall Plan were not intended to sell a specific type of housing or its 

Germans waiting to 
tour the America at 
Horne exhibit. U.S. 

National Archives, 
Text Division, RG59 
862A.l91, Box 522$ . 
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showcased product lines but the idea that escalating private afiluence 

'vas a crucial outcome of good postwar governance. 

America at Horne (Amerika zu Hause) debuted at \Vest Berlin's 

first annual GermanIndustrial Exhibition (Deutsche Industrie

Ausstellung) in October 1950 as a national election was in progress 

across the border in East Germany. \Vithin the new George Marshall

Haus, a permanent trade fair pavilion built with U.S. funds, an installa

tion produced by Harnden extolled collaborative efforts by American 

Iabor unions and industrial managers to increase productivity. The 

culminating displaysat outside the Marshall-Haus against a lush back

drop of poplars. lt was a single-family suburban home shipped from 

Minneapolis to Berlin as a kit of prefabricated components. German 

carpenters working in round-the-clock shifts had assembled the home 

from crates in just five days, a feat said to demonstrate how American 

productivity advances and harmonious Iabor relations could benefit 

Europeans. The six-room home plus carport lent substance to the 

American promise that workers would be better off supporting innova

tions in production rather than conspiring against them.74 An internal 

memorandum ~s more bombastic, callingAmerica at Home a "patri
otic reaffirmation of our way oflife" and the icon of"a struggle as vital 

to the peace and prosperity of the world as any military campaign in 
history:-'7s John McCloy, the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany, 

saw the exhibit as "the chance to put [ a] living monument to American 

life in Berlin.'"6 And as monuments go, this one was a bargain: $24,000 

exclusive of assembly Iabor but including shipping costs for the pre

fabricated components and a full complement of fumishings.77 

Earlier predictions of astronomical attendance for an exhibition 
featuring "real honest-to-god" appliances proved right on the mark. 

From the moment America at Horne swung open its front door, it was 

mobbed. The surfeit of visitors prompted exhibition sponsors to post 

police at the front and back doors, and to Iimit foot traffic to groups of 
ten in order to avoid darnage to the home's timher floor joists. Interiors 

were coordinated by Bernard Wagner, a German-speaking architect on 

loan from the U.S. Horne and Housing Finance Agency, whose father, 

Harvard professor Martin \Vagner, was the famed urban planner of 

vVeimar-era Berlin.78 Young female American studies majors from 
V\Test Berlin's new Free University worked the floor as tour guides, 

answering questions about "such household miracles as the ... electric 

washing machine, illuminated electric range, vacuum cleaner, mix 
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master, toast master, etc.'~" Among ·the many mirades whicb left tbe 

averageGerman gaspmg," accordmg to anAmerican newspaper report, 

was "a model American kitchen with gleaming electrical apphances 

wruch arealready the tall ofßerlm."~~' Imported kitcben appliances 

were bound to 1m press in 1950, when one-sixth of\\'est Germany's 

industnallabor force remamed uoemployed, an equal proportion of the 

populatton was crowded into housing at three or more inhabitants per 

room, and the average worhng-class family of four spent nearly half tts 

disposable mcome on food. • · Formost Germans, gleaming electncal 

appliances still represenled unbridled wealth rather than middlebrow 

asptrations. 
Marshall Plan admlnistrators deemed America at Horne a success. 

Attendance over the course of the two-week exhibition far exceeded 

expectations. As calculated using discounted admissions purchased 

with an E;tst German idcntity c:.trd, ofthe 750,000 visitors to the 

Marshall Haus, 400,000 had crossed Berlin's internal border to get 

there.u The spatial and structural Limitations ofthe model home ex:hibit 

resulted in visitor numbers far short of demand.83 Braving long waits, 

43,000 Germans, 15,000 from the Bast, had toured the model home. 

Its taste of the Amencan good hfe had mesmerized spectators and, 

accordmg to a report filed by State Department representative PaulA. 

Sbinkman, even dtsarmed a recalcitrant East German agitator: 

(O]ne ofthe latter, a 20 year-old youth who had whipped up a 

forum of200 protestlog '"•est Germans to expound his weU-worn 

Communtst lme of"American economic slavery," changed bis 

views at the end of a specially cond ucted tour of the house und er 

rny personaland friendlyguidance. He admitted ruefully that the 

Ameracan way oflife looked good to him-but that a visit to the 

ModeiAmerican Home was about as far as he could expect to 

travel in th.ll direction.R~ 

U.S. offi.cials called America at Home "a gratifying demonstration of 

what can bc accomplished in selling the American democratic way of 

üfe from the Bcrlin 'showcase' behind the iron curtain in an incredibly 

short space of time."ss Areport to the U.S. Secretary ofState gloated: 

uwhile residents of the Sovtct-sponsored East German Republic were 

being instructed to 'march in festive spirit' to the polls to vote for a 

single slate of cand idate!t, thetr countrymen in West Berlin ... were 

A lour guide demon-
sl mtes an lmported U.S. 
televlsion set at the 
America ilt Home exhibit. 
U.S. National Archives, 
Text Division, RG59 

li62A.191, Box 5225. 
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voluntarily spending the sunny holiday by the thousands at the indus
trial exhibition:'s6 

A final public relations coup dreamed up by the U.S. High 

Commissioner called for the model home to be raffied off as a prize on 

the last day oftheGerman Industrial Fair. Media coverage on RIAS 

(Radio in the American Sector) and in local newspapers, according to a 

classified telegram, was expected to generate a "first dass non-political 
news story at the time of Soviet controlled elections .... Should [an] 

east sectorresident win, we would very much welcome it because pub

licity of favorable or unfavorable action by East [ German] authorities 

would be extremelyvaluable propaganda for [the] u.s:'87 In Washing

ton, the acting U.S. secretary of state had his doubts. There would be 

"no way of gaugingwhether [the] winner of such [a] lotterywould 

be [a] person whose identity could favorably be exploited in this man
ner:'ss The State Department ultimately abandoned its planned raffle, 

fearing the "possibility [ of the] house falling into undesirable hands:' 

v\Tith the American suburban home now inducted into the nation's cold 

'-var arsenal, it had to be secured against unauthorized use, just as with 

any other strategic weapon. 89 
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Cultural Revolutions in Tandem 

In his 1947 article for Fortunemagazine "Is There a German Policy?" 

John Kenneth Galbraith related the insights he had gained as a postwar 

consultant on European economic reconstruction. The despair of 

German citizens languishing in poverty alarmed him, as did a related 
matter: "the problem of the U.S. Army:' Vlhile Galbraith admired the 

work of the U.S. military occupation government, "a few thousand ably 

directed and, in the main, hard-working and intelligent men who run 

the American zone;' he worried that the military occupation garrison 
"enjoys no such reputation:' Surrounded by the war's destitute sur

vivors, Army officers lived "like Persian satraps in the mansions of 

dispossessed Germans:' 0 bserving the behavior of superior officers, 
"unseasoned recruits" attempted to follow their example, according to 

Galbraith. "The U.S. Army is not feared as the Red Army is;' he warned, 

"but it is not a good advertisement ofWestern democracy:'1 A year 

later, Isabel Cary Lundberg, a freelance writer, came to the opposite 
conclusion. Her Harper's article, "World Revolution, American Plan;' 

argued that U.S. soldiers stationed abroad were living advertisements 
for a radical doctrine of abundance: 

[W]e have not the slightest conception of the revolutionary 

potential hidden in our national products, in the articles we use 

every day of our Jives .... 

Intellectuals at home bemoaned the government's failure 

to indoctrinate the GI and make a propagandist ofhim; what the 

intellectuals did notseewas that every soldier, sailor, flier and 

marine ... carried his arsenal of revolutionary weapons in his 

knapsack, duffe! bag and foot locker. 

Lund berg considered the orthodoxview that America was counterrevo

lutionary because it opposed communist revolutiontobe "politically 

untutored and unsophisticated;' and proposed that U.S. military per

sonnelliving overseas, "by virtue of the machines they use, the things 

they have and wear, the things they eat, and the illustrated magazines 

they read, appear, without knowing it or even wishing it, as 'the terrible 
instigators of social change and revolution:"2 

Harper's disclaimer informed readers that Lundberg's article rep
resented "the independent thinking of a well-informed citizen" rather 

than the views of "a 'form er official' or 'recognized authority on foreign 

CHAPTER TWO 

(jacing page) A cigarette 
enjoyed in a Harvey 
Probher sling.back chair 

represents the postwar 
domestic ideal promoted 
at the American Horne 
Furnishings exhibition in 

Stuttgart in 1951. U.S. 
National Archives, Still 
Pictures Division, RG286 
MP GEN0990. 
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affairs:" Hernotion of consumption as a catalyst for cultural revolution 

soon made its mark on historical scholarship, however. David M. Potter, 

the chairman of American studies at Yale, cited Lundberg in his 1954 

book People of PlentJ'J arevisionist exploration of American democracy 

and national character. He insisted that the broader political implica

tions of "conspicuous consumption, not as a mere practice, but, one 

might say, as a system and an act offaith;' had been ignored by the 

architects ofU.S. foreign policy: 

[W]e have been historically correct in supposing that we had a 

revolutionary message to offer but we have been mistaken in 

our concept of what that message was. We supposed that our rev
elation was "democracy revolutionizing the world;' but in reality 

it was "abundance revolutionizing the world"-a message which 

we did not preach and scarcely understood ourselves, but which 

was peculiarly able to preach its own gospel without words.3 

Potter's analysis of American democracy was as startling as his mis

conception of postwar diplomacy. Missing from People of Plenty was 

even the slightest reference to the Marshall Plan or its recruitment of 

American-style consumption in a war waged against another revolu

tionary doctrine, global communism.4 

As they entered the cold war, Bastern Europe's communist parties 
fomented a common cultural revolution under Soviet tutelage.s In 

194 7-the year that East Berlin received a House of Soviet Culture and 

a Society for the Study ofSoviet Culture, both dedicated to forging 

links bet\.veen Soviet and German intellectuals-Alexander Dymschitz, 

the bead of the Cultural Division of the Soviet Military Administration 

(SMAD )1 published a series of articles praising Soviet arts and, more 

specifically, their use of socialist realism in invoking a "new type of 

human being" indigenous to "a ne""' sensible world order:'6 A "creative 

intelligentsia" conforming to Stalinist specifications was reproduced 

throughout the East bloc through what historian Kiril Tomoffhas 
called the "constitutive" tactic of replicating Soviet cultural institutions 

abroad, with local Party authorities as the sole brokers of transfer oper

ations.7 Stalinist doctrine considered the faulty transmission of socialist 

realist aesthetic practices an act of ideological subversion1 making the 

design of environments and objects for postwar life a politically volatile 

undertaking in hard-line nations like East Germany. Intransigence was 

punished and compliance rewarded; in the case ofEast Berlins new 
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Stalinist intelligentsia, salaries were up to fifty timesthat of a typical 
worker.8 As a case study in "Sovietization;' however, East Germany 

deviated from other East bloc nations in the degree to which the 

Sodalist Unity Party ( Sozialstische Einheitspartei Deutschlands or 

SED) was able to re-create faithfully a Stalinist cultural apparatus. 
Success was due in part to East Berlin's easy access to the v\Test.9 The 

open border provided an escape valve through which disillusioned 

members of the intelligentsia emigrated, draining local resistance and 

distilling the remaining reservoir of socialist realist converts. 10 

The cultural component of"world revolution, American plan;' 

as Lundberg called it, differed from the Party's socialist realist revolu

tion in both method and outcome. Consumer culture was of tactical 
importance toMarshall Plan administrators. Their scheme for V\Testern 

European economic recovery called for a "virtuous circ!e;' as Victoria 

de Grazia describes it, "that had mass production push prices lower, 

made the consumption of new goods more general, enriched the busi

nessmen, fostered new investment, and shook up the old hierarchies of 

needs:'11 For State Department reconstruction specialists, aesthetics 

were oflittle concern. However, their policy of outsourcing Marshall 

Plan educational and cu]tural programming empowered American and 

West German consultants who regarded modernism as a semaphore 

for progress. They imbued U.S. propaganda with their aesthetic values, 

many of which appealed to postwar European design professionals, 

having been derived in part from the continental modernism of the 

interwar era. The Marshall Plan's promotion oflnternational Style 
modernism can be considered a case study in "Americanization'' only 

if t11e term is defined, as hisforian Volker Berghahn does, as "a blending 

of those imports that came tobe accepted, on the one hand1 and 

indigenous traditions, on the other;' ultimately yielding its own "pecu
liar mixture:'12 

TASTE AS A GLOBAL COMMODITY 

During the life span of the Marshall Plan, which began in July 1948 and 

ceded operations to new organizations like the Mutual Security Agency 

(MSA) inJune 19511 its advisors attempted to bind V\Testern Europe 

to the United States within a matrix of economic structures, social 
patterns, and cultural practices. 13 They believed that the continent's 

fate would be determined by their success or failure in \!'lest Germany. 
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The nation's economic resuscitation called for more than mere hand

outs. Promoting West Germanexports among "dollar zone" customers 

would be crucial in sustaining a flow of investment capital but required 

a change in consumer attitudes toward a tarnished global brand. The 

tension between economic planning and pu blic memory empted at 

Germany 49, a two-week trade show held in Aprill949 at Manhattan's 

Rockefeiler Center. Administrators of the U.S., French, and British mili

tary occupation zones organized the exhibition, which was funded by 

the more than five hundred West German manufacturers whose wares 

were displayed. 14 \.VilliamJohn Logan of the U.S. Joint Export-Import 
Agency explained in the event's trade catalog: "If Germany is tobe self

sustaining and not supported by the American taxpayer as she is today, 

she must sell her products in the United States to make the necessary 
purchases whicl1 are so vital to her own economy:'JS Opening-day 

visitors braved a gauntlet of picketers with placards exclaiming, "Nazis 
Keep Your Bloody Goods" and "Today the Volkswagen, Tomorrow the 

Death Wagon:'16 Despite the brief distraction of a Nazi flag unfurled 

from a mezzanine balcony by a protester, predominantly friendly 

crowds wandered amid displays including Solingen cutlery, Leica and 

Zeiss Ikon cameras, and Rosenthai porcelain, much to the relief of 

exhibitors and sponsors. With orders rolling in from wholesale buyers, 

manufacturers judged the show a success. 17 

\!\Test Germandesign professionals received a far different evalua

tion of Germany 49 from Herwin Schaefer, a German emigre working 

as an assistant curator in the Department oflndustrial Design at the 

Museum ofModernArt (MoMA). His assessment ofthe household 

goods on displaywas vitriolic: 

It has been quite some time since NewYork has seen a hoard of 

high-priced kitsch and rubbish the likes of which was assembled 

fortheGerman ex.hibition .... Furniture, either deformed and 

devoid of character in an attempt to adhere to some discarded 

trend, or the pride of the show, a colossal dining room suite in a 
knocked-off, misinformed Lollis XV-style . ... It seems that the 

whole world has learned the lesson of Germany's Werkbund and 

Bauhaus, butthat Germany itself refuses to believe it. Either the 

nation has retreated in taste to a phoney Gründerzeit [Victorian

era] pomp (perhaps lent a helping hand by the pompous style of 

the Third Reich), or it is arrogant enough to assume that the rest 
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of the world possesses barbaric taste, and so withholds the best of 

its German-made products.18 

This derision, coming from an authority at New York's MoMA, 
mortified and gratified V\Test German modernists. lt echoed another 

purgatory event in the nation's design history: the scathing assessment 

made by Nationalzeitungreporter Pranz Releaux of Germany's "cheap 

and bad" export goods at the Philadelphia Centetmial Exposition of 

1876.19 Just as Releaux's embarrassing report catalyzed support for 

Germandesign reform, Schaefer's scatlüng reviewwas a call to arms for 
the self-elected guardians of"the nation's design conscience:' "The 

report on the German products at the trade fair, conveyed to the Werk

bund by American friends, was unnerving;' wrote Vera Meyer-lt\Taldeck 
in the catalog for the New Living exhibition. "The New York export 

show should be a warning, spurring us to devote all our energies 
toward recovering the form er high standard [ ofWeimar-era design]:'20 

Werkbund officer Heinrich König relayed Schaefer's description of 
Rosenthaichina as "duttered with atrophied baroque excrescences in 

cobalt and gold" to the firm's board of directors. The insult prompted 

Rosenthai to mount "a determined effort to stop the indiscriminate 

mam1facture of patterns left over from the 'Thirties and 'Forties;" and 

to commission new styles fromJ. among others, the American industrial 

designer Raymond Loewy.2 1 This instrumental use of foreign cultural 

authority by Werkbund elites to advance their own cause is a case study 

in tlle dynamics of successful soft-power diffusion. 

The myth of a spectacular debacle at the New York export 

fair-a reading of events peculiar to Werkbund sourees-also rein

forced efforts to establish a federally funded Design Council in West 

Germany.22 Support for the policy initiative split along party lines. 

Conservative CDU politicians questioned the idea of a state design 

bureaucracy medd!ing with market supply and demand:23 In the oppo

site camp, the SPD's Arno Henning insisted that German consumer 
goods were cultural objects that infused the "austerity of everyday life" 

with "a sense of souJ:'24 V\Torking closely with Werkbund activists, 

Henning developed his winning argument for the creation of anational 

Design Council: that V\Test Germany could not afford another gaffe like 

the one suffered at its New York trade show, and underwriting good 

design would not only be profitable but also constitute evidence of 
post-Nazi cultural reform.25 Parliament established the Design Council 
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in April19S 1, just as the Werkbund's "American friend;' Schaefer, 

accepted a job as the cultural affairs officer representing the U.S. High 

Commissioner for Germany. With modernist product design supported 

by authorities ranging from the '·Verkbund-dominated Design Council 

to America's cultural attache, a consensus regarding the aesthetics of 

democratic reconstruction had emerged in high places. 

The Marshall Plan's reliance upon U.S. museums for export

quality exhibitions granted New York's MoMA a promising opportunity 
to advance modernist design in Western Europe. Schaefer's form er boss 

at MoMA's Department ofindustrial Design, Edgar KaufinannJr.-the 

scion of a family-owned department store chain-was an ideal curator 

for exhibitions presenting U.S. household goods as a happy marriage of 

art and commerce, thus undermining the notion of a clash between 
Teutonic Kultur and American mass consumption. In hisMarshall Plan 

curatorial commissions, Kaufmann advanced a standing project of great 

utility as a soft-power asset: the American appropriation of continental 
modernism. 

MoM.A's first architecture display, Modern Architecture-Inter

national Exhibition, had proclaimed that European avant-garde 

architecture had bright prospects and deep roots in the New World. 

The 1932 exhibitionwas a collective project involving MoMA curator 

Alfred H . Barr Jr., the architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock, 

and an enthusiastic dilettante and national chauvinist, Philip Johnson. 

In aMoMApress release,Johnson stated, "It was in America and by 

Americans that the true modern architecture of today was given the 

impetus which started it on the way to its present well-advanced state 
of development:'26 The show's influential spin-off publication, The 

International Style: Architecture since 19221 affirmed Johnson's patriotic 

boast, dedaring: "It was in America that the promise of a new style 

appeared first, and up to the [First '"Torld] War, advanced most rap
idlY:'27 A decade later, another MoMA exhibition prodaimed America's 

destiny to succeed Europe as modernism's homeland. Organic Design 

in Home Furnishings, a 1941 competition and exhibit conceived by 

Kaufmann and curated by Eliot Noyes, took visitors along a time line 

offurnishings illustrated with photos and wall-mounted chairs. The 

synopsis of modernist design history began with Thonet's No. 9 bent

wood chair, introduced to Europe in 1902. Two iconic Bauhaus objects 
followed: Breuer's 1925 Wassily Chair and Mies's Model MR20, the 

latter unveiled at the 192 7 Weißenhofhousing exhibition. The next 
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step in progress cntailed a change in materials, from chromed steel to 

laminated plywood, as illustrated by Alvar Aalto's Paimio am1chair of 

193L- 32. The time linc concluded with a visit to a gallery furnished 

with prize-winning dcsigns su bmitted in the museum's Organic Design 

competition by Ecro Saarincn ilnd Charles Eames, two members of 

the faculty of the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan. Sensuously 

curved chairs by Eames and Saarinen, according to the installiltion's 

narrative log1c, rcprc~cnted the culmination ofEuropean experiments 

in household modernism, msptring a visiting department store execu

tive, l. A. H1rschm.tnn of Bloomingdale's, to exclaim, "Arnerica must 

A time line, moving right 
to left, !.hows lhe evolu
tton oftbe modern chair 
.tt the Organic Destgn 
m Home Fumishmgs 
exhJbttloo m Ne\\ York's 
~useum of ~odem Art, 

1941. Photograph COpy
right SCALA, Florence/ 
\ofuseum of~odern Art 

NY, IN 148.18, 2007. 

Structur.1lly and stylisti

c.tlly InnovatiVe chairs 
de~lgned by Charles 
Eames :and Eero Sa;arinen 
displ.1yed 01t the Org;anic 
DeMgn 10 Home Fumish
mgs exhibttton m New 
York'l> ~u!>eum of:\ofod
em Art, 194 L Photo
graph copyright SCALA, 
Florence/ :\ofuseum of 
~odem Art NY, 
EX148.2.SSB, 2007. 
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become ... the second Europe."28 Instead, MoMA's postwar "Interna

tional Style"-as defined by American curators and dominated by U.S. 

design talents-found a continental calling in the attempt to transform 

Marshall Plan Europe into a second United States. 

Upon arrival in Europe in 1948, Economic Cooperation Adminis

tration (ECA) administrator Paul G. Hoffman discovered an economic 
"crazy quilt whose varicolored squares had been cutout but not sewn 

together:' Trade protectionism, created to shield national industries 

from foreign competition, had produced a fragmented market inca

pable of reproducing the large-scale, low-cost mass production that 
was liftingAmerica's standard ofliving. Hoffman believed that "the 

greatest single contribution the ECA could make to Europe's enduring 
prosperity was to help it toward economic integration:'29 Kaufmanns 

195 l Marshall Plan exhibition, titled Design for Use, USA, but 

renamed Industry and Craft Create New Home Furnishings in the 

USA (Industrie und Handwerk schaffen neues Hausgerät in USA) for 

its West German premiere, advanced Hoffmans proposed contribution 

topostwar Europe. Five hundred examples of"progressiveAmerican 
design;' characterized by "simple lines and functional forms;' showcased 

innovative products, materials, and production methods. Kaufmanns 

collection portrayed America as a modernist monoculture, implying 

that a unified style of production was the design approach best suited 
to Europe's emergence as a unified trade zone. This theoremwas elabo

rated the following year by We're Building a Bett er Life, an exhibition 

at West Berlins Marshall-Haus trade pavilion, as discussed in the next 

chapter. 

The New Home Furnishings showwas in itself a marvel of cost

effective production. Its contents were recycled from a previous show, 

the 1950 installment of Kaufmanns series of Good Design exhibitions. 

Cosponsored by the MoMA and the Chicago Merchandise Mart, and 

staged annually in NewYork and Chicago, the Good Design project 

reflected the museum's ongoing commitment to infusing modern art 

into daily life. Beginning in 1938 with an exhibition titled Useful 

Objects, curators at MoMA devised strategiestoreward design innova

tors with product placement in a high-profile museum. For 1941's 

Organic Design venh1re, MoMA granted exclusive sales rights to 

department stores in rerurn for corporate sponsorship.30 Good 

Design demonstrated Kaufmanns mastery of the synergies between 

museum and retail promotion. MoMA's partnership with the Chicago 
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Merchandise Mart brought the museum's patronage oflnternational 

Style modernism to the world's largest home furnishings show, 

attended biannually by twenty to thirty thousand buyers. A trek 

through its showrooms had been cause for despair, as related by an 

impresario of postwar modernism, George Nelson: 

Ninety-eight percent of the merchandise on display is appalling 

in its colorless mediocrity .... One goes from floor to floor in a 

daze, seeing the same imitation period pieces repeated without 

end, radios artfnlly hidden in sewing tables, bars tucked away in 

hassocks, and beds that try to look as if George Washington had 

slept in them. A substantial proportion of the furniture labeled 

"modern'' is no better, frequently suggesting a point of origin near 

a jukebox factoryY 

Kaufmannmade no secret ofhis agenda, which was nothing less than 

transforming "the buying habits ofAmerican consumers and the selling 
practices of retailers;' a curatorial initiative "without precedent in the 

United States;' as Terence Riley and Edward Eigen have observed.32 In 

the same way the Good Design project blurred distinctions between 

the museum and department store, Kaufmanns Marshall Plan collabo

ration eroded another set of institutional boundaries: those separating 

U.S. cultural diplomacy from MoMA's mission to establish the aesthetic 

hegemony of modernism in America. 

MoMA's Good Designshowsstruck Kaufmannas tailor-made for 

foreign export: 

In Europe, <lS weil as America, we have found a wonderful 

response in the press to our Good Design exhibitions .... This 

encourages the beliefthat a discriminating show of American 

home furnishing design can present the bestand mostprogressive 

side of our life to the European public in terms which are inten

tionally understandable and sympathetic.33 

Others were not as sanguine. Harold Van Doren condemned the "air 

of Lady Bountiful going democratic" conveyed by "$60 dollar salad 
bowls" and "pretty ash trays;' a collection of objects betraying a mind

set "incapable of coming to grips with the realities of design in everyday 
life:'34 Undaunted, Kaufmann oversaw the installation of the New 

Horne Furnishings exhibit at its Stuttgart debut.35 lt juxtaposed upscale 

furniture by American designluminafies like George Nelson, Saarinen, 
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Ray aod Charles Eames, and Isamu Noguchi with prosaic atems, aoclud
ang a Chemex coffee carafe, Pyrex measunng cups, and Tupperware 
containers, a combinationsaid to demoostrate that "a contemporary 
lafestyle" involved a mixof"many low-cost atems and a few lu>.-ury 
items."l<> K.aufinann displayed these consumer goods in art gallery isola
taon, rather than domestic contexts, granting aesthetic redemptaon to 
household consumption. Cameo appearances by an Eva Zeisel casse
role, a Select-a-Range modular stove, and an Elco potato peeler may 
have revealed the secret Jives of domestic prod ucts ns aesthetic objects 
but not their relationship to the activities of a postw.u kitchen. Still-life 
tableaux featuring a Nelson sectional sofu and side tablc, a Snarinen 
uWomb" chair, or an Eames modular storüge unil conveyed tasteful 
consumption without any "orchestrating concept" indicating how 
such commod ities support a lifestyle.3" Kaufmann, however, ascribed 
enormaus political significance to modernist hausehold objects. His 
1950 manifesto V\ 'hat Is Afodem Design? declared at aodispensable to 
democracy, asserting: "1\Iodem design is ruteuded to rmplcment tlre (wes 

l 
I 
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offiee individuals" (emphasis in originai).38 Werkbund activist Heinrich 

Königwas correct in more 'vays than one when he noted that the prod
ucts shown at the New Horne Furnishings exhibition were not "repre

sentational" in style.39 Rather than merely representing anAmerican 

Way of Life1 modernist consumer goods were its physical embodiment1 

according to Kaufmann. 

The New Horne Furnishings exhibition catalog interpreted 

MoMA's International Style as the apotheosis ofGerman design cul

ture. Kaufmannsessay explained that the Werkbund and Bauhaus had 

provided the foundation for their heir apparent1 American midcentury 
modernism.40 The assertionwas echoed in a review of the exhibition 

by Bauhausalumnus v\Tilhelm Wagenfeld1 who declared that American 

product design1 with its "carefree1 ingenious lightness and an obvious 

joy taken in empirical experiment;' proved New World modernism 

"more perfectly resolved and less problematic than [its German precur

sor] the firsttime around ... :'4 1 Discourses establishing a continental 

provenance for postwar American design congealed into dogma over 
the course of the 1950s. "In this period;' as the llistorian Paul Betts 

observes1 "the Bauhaus assumed a privileged position within West 

German culture in part because it played a crucial role in the !arger 

Cold War project to drawthe Weimar Republic and the [postwar] 

Federal Republic into the same elective lineage, while at the same 
time conjoining West German and American cultural modernism:'42 

The message that modernist design bridged transatlantic difference 

~s broadcast across Western Europe as the New Horne Furnishings 

show took to the road. The exhibition traveled to venues in Stuttgart, 

\<\Test Berlin, Münich, Milan, Paris, London, Amsterdam, and Trieste, 

and as featured in tlte newsreel Welt im Film (World on Film), was 

seen by movie theater audiences in cities and towns across West 

Germany.43 

Despite its claim of displaying "American design and craftsman

ship as adapted to American home living;' New Horne Furnishings 

~s "in no way typical of the contemporary American household;' as 

a German reviewer recognized.44 The nostalgic and regional furniture 
styles that dominated the U.S. market were nowhere to be found in 

Kaufmann's exhibition. American freedom of choice for consumers, 

no matter what their taste ( or lack thereof), was an aspect of economic 

democracy that seemed to embarrass Marshall Plan officials. William C. 

Poster, a former steel industry executive acting as the ECA deputy 
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administrator for Europe, claimed that the "especially progressive" 

consumer designs showcased by Kaufmann were displacing more "con
servative and conventional" products in the United States. This dissim

tllation of populist taste became a recurring motif in American cultural 

diplomacy and its national self-portrait concocted for foreign consump

tion. By the mid-1950s, State Department exports included avant-garde 

sculpture, abstract expressionist painting, modernist product design, 

and International Style architecture, all offered as evidence of American 
freedom of expression.4S In this dubious marriage of art and politics, 

abstract works that were by common definition "nonrepresentational" 

were used to represent the nation's core values-a propaganda tactic so 

improbable that it was nothing short of sublime. 

MODERNIST PEDAGOGY AND ITS PRODUCTS 

Postwar American advisors pronounced the New Horne Furnishings 
show a public relations breakthrough. "Interest is enormous;' reported 

the U.S. Foreign Service Office of Public Affairs.46 Design education 

provided another opportunity to mobilize modernist design in support 

of economic reconstruction. The U.S. State Department became the 

majority stakeholder in financing the start-up ofUlrn's Hochschule 

für Gestaltung (Academy ofDesign, or HfG)J. often regarded as the 

postwar German successor to the Bauhaus. West Germans successfnlly 

co-opted the project, meeting some of the goals set by its superpower 

patron bnt slüfting others in conformance with the wishes of the 

school's foundersY Par from demonstrating the imposition of Ameri

can will upon a dient state, the HfG's creation is a study in soft-power 

renegotiation. 

The HfG was the brainchild oflnge Scholl and Otl Aicher, who as 
children were linked to the underground circle of"White Rose" insur

gents executed by the Gestapo. As a postwar memorial to her martyred 

siblings, Scholl wanted to found an institute of lügher learning that 

would bolster a postwar democracy distinctly socialist in inclination. 
"The world ofbourgeois imagination is no Ionger sufficient;' she wrote 

in 1946. "[ Socialism] should no Iongerbe merely the cry of the dis
possessed, but must become the obligation of a new culture."48 Scholl 

and Aicher shared a common interest in Bauhaus pedagogy as a vehicle 
for social reform. While teaching design at Uhn's municipal commu

nity college, they met Bauhausalumnus and Swiss Vlerkbund affiliate 
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Max Bill, who had been employed by the U.S. occupation government 
as an educational consultant.49 Bill's faculty position in Zurich's 

Kunstgewerbeschule (Arts Trade School) provided important creden

tials for the proposed design academy, and Scholl and Aicher enrolled 

him in their project. Scholl presented her ideas to U.S. High Commis

sioner John McCloy at his headquarters in 1949. A "quiet arrangement" 

emerged from their meeting. The United States would contribute 

half the cost of establishing a new school if Scholl could locate donors 

for the other half. She was given six months to produce a document 
specifying educational goals, curriculum, and construction plans.so 

John P. Steir1er, a U.S. educational advisor, added another criterion: 

"I put forth the question: how will your planned institute help in the 
reconstitution of a free and democratic nation?"5 1 As occupation 

authorities made clear, fundingwould be contingent as much upon 

political ideology as design education. 

Scholl's proposal aimed to put all questions to rest. The curricu

lum would offer training in politics, press, broadcasting, film, photogra

phy, advertising, industrial design, and urbanism: disciplines supporting 

a liberal capitalist democracy across its spectrum of practices, ranging 

from the technologies of shaping pu blic opinion to the design and 

promotion of mass-produced consumer goods. Consistent with the 

school's patronage, Scholl excluded socialism from the pedagogical 

agenda.52 The curriculumplan was submitted to U.S. authorities in June 
1950.53 It satisfied McCloy, who praised Scholl's "crusade to enlighten 

the German people" on their "democratic road" to forging "a close asso

ciation with the peoples ofWestern Europe:'s4 However, the political 

commitment that McCloy praised set off alarms foranother authority 

figure. Seekingsupport for the Ulm project, Bill appealed to Bauhaus 

founder Walter Gropius, a State Department consultant on German 
reconstruction with a faculty postat Harvard.SS Before agreeing to join 

the school's board of advisors, Gropius wanted to see the curricular 

emphasis placed "clearly and unambiguously" on designrather than 

politics. He insisted that architecture, urban planning, and product 

design be moved to the top of the inventory of course offerings, with 

political studies given the lowest priority. "However, I believe it quite 

possible that the inculcation of democratic attitudes could be included 

as a peripheral pursuit of the institute;' Gropius wrote, adding, "if you 

want me to help with the American officers who areincharge of cul
tural issues und er McCloy, please Iet me know:'s6 
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In 1951, one ofScholl's detractors-a former Gestapo officer, as 

it turned out-denounced her as a communist sympathizer. It took 

nearly a year to convince her American patrons that the chargewas a 
fabrication.$7 Bill's damage-control efforts painstakingly extricated the 

Uhn project from the legacy ofHannes Meyer's "Red Bauhaus": 

The object of the school in Ulm is not simply to educate new 

people, but to stiffen the spine of a !arger cohort already active 

[in society] so that they do not fall into the communist camp. It 
is a known fact that the "Bauhaus" was politically neutral, yet in 

practice took on German leftist tendencies. At that time, the 

"light from the east" appeared to many as the only possible sohL

tion to social problems ... for the most part they have changed 

their minds. Others, however, arestill working in East Germany, 

albeit und er increasing difficulties, since the agenda of a progres

sive contemporary culture is incompatible with the conditions 
that they strive for there.$8 

ln resuming support for the project, McCloy may also have been influ

enced by a Ietter from Gropius pledging that modernist design would 

produce dem.ocratic citizens. "Every successful student leaving the 

school to enteras a designer into the field of industry or teaching will 

represent a broad method of approach based on a consistent demo

cratic conception which then will make him a potential cultural factor 
in his environment:' Ulm's high er education program would enhance 

the prospects for a West German democracy, or so he argued.$9 

v\Then McCloy presented Scholl with a check for one million 

DM on 23 June 1952, he was funding a school in which a curriculum 

in politics had been replaced with a minor course of study und er the 
anodyne title of"Cultural Information:' Bill, taking Gropius's com

ments to heart, had established architecture and city planning as the 

school's focus of instruction. \Alhy would McCoy fund a design institute 

in which political education had been all but eliminated? Apart from 

the da im that modernist pedagogy yielded democratic subjects, 
McCoy's rationale paralleled the motives ofthe V\Test German industri

alists who co-funded the school. In his previous post as director of what 

would become the World Bank, McCloy was an outspoken advocate of 

economic and political stability through free trade, going sofaras to 
contemplate "complete economic union" as the ultimate anS\ver to 

Europe's problems.60 Given the crucial roJe of export manufactures in 
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hts vision of postwar geopolttics, ~lcCioy's continued support for the 

HfG was a calcu!Jted gamble m which the potential gain from substdiZ

mg \'\"est Gernun design mnovation far exceeded the risks. 

Ulm's new des1gn academy ultimately represented a strategic 

investment m economic reconstruction. The HfG, inaugurated in 

1953, remv•gorated Bauhaus functionalism, mahng its pomvar variant 

the hallmark ofhigh quality West German consumergoods. HfG 

instructor II ans Gugelot, a former associate at Bill's Zurichdesign 

office, pioneered minimalist design in home electronics, beginning with 

high-fidelity .1Udto equipment designed in collaboration with Dieter 

Rams for the :\1:\x Braun company. Gugelot'sMl25 moduJ;u storage 

system for home and officc made all-purpose functionalism chic among 

West German elitcs. Werking in concert, Gugelot and Aicher refined 

modernist graphic conventions for corporate branding, with Braun 

and Lufthansa among thcir early dients. Rather than designing single 

objects, G ugelot .1nd Aicher specialized in creating market identities for 

families of goods and Services, now the standard method of establishing 

glob.1l brands . . \kCloy's support for a school specializing in cutting

edge industnal design may have shortchanged American political goab, 

H;ms Gugelot (set~ted) 
.ind other faculty mem
be~ of the Ulm HfG pose 
wsth vutous consumer 
products developed at the 
s.:hool, sncludlng ht-6 
equspment designed for 
.Mn Braun GmBH. 
Ulmer Sto1dtmuseum/ 
HfG Arcluve. 
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but it yielded high dividends in advanctng ~lushall Plan ~trategies for 

European economic reconstruction. 

SOCIALIST MODERN 

lnge Scholl's dream of reviving Bauhaus pedagogy as a ~pringboard for 

postwar social reformwas by no means uruque. Fora cohort of pohti

cally galvanized modemists, East Germany's soc1ahst future msptred 

hope for a worthy successor to Hannes ~1eyer's "Red" ß.luhaus. All 

such educational initiatives ultimately failed, mcluding one by Hubert 

Hoffmann at the famed Dessau Bauhaus, and another by the architect 

Hermann Henselmann in Weimar, the si te of the o riginal Bauhaus 

academy.61 Only Mart Stam, who had taugbt architectural dcsign at the 

Bauhaus und er Meyer, COllld claim any measure of success in this 

regard. By the early 1950s, however, every attempt to apply modernist 

dcsign to the task ofEast German reconstruction had collided with the 

Party's project to irnport sodalist realism from its Soviet homeland. ln 

terms of aesthetics and power dynamicli, socialist realism was the 

antithesis ofWest German modernism. American support for modern

ISt design gave \1\'est German elites like Scholl ,\nd A1chcr the latitudc 

to shape cultural initiatives in \vays that met the need~ ofboth locals 

and a superpower patron. This soft-power approach was anathema to 

the bureaumtic avant-ga.rde of aStahmst cultural revolutlon. 1 In com

panson with ~iarshall Plan modernism, soc1ahst reahsm was cultural 

hard power. 
In 1948 Stam introduced hirnselfte Gerhard Strauss, a top offic•al 

m the East German ~finistry ofEducallon, announcing: •The (Party] 

Central Committee sent me. I 'vant to help bulld soc1ahsm. What can l 

do, wbere can you use me?""J Hisarrival was perfectly limed. Currency 

reform had just coupled West Germany to the ca pitalist economies of 

Marshall Plan Europe. Soviet administrators launched the East Gc1·man 

alternative: an initial Two-Year Plan of centralizcd cconomic manage

ment modeled upon Soviet precedent. Str.n1ss was looking for prag

matic educational reforms that could be harncssed to the project of 

socialist reconstruction.<>~ He engaged Stam to n1erge Dresden's two art 

academies into a single institute charged with training a fresh cadre of 

industrial designers. Stam proposed the name "bauschule" (building 

school) for the new institute, echoing Bauhaus trad1tion. In keeping 

with 1ts namesake, Stam's bauschule would expunge all remnants of 
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academic atelier culture. To cultivate a proletarian intelligentsia, student 

recruitmentwould favor candidates from agrarian and working-class 
backgrolmds.6s Rather than teaching fine arts, bauschule instruction 

would emphasize the design of"progressive hausehold goods" for 
working-class consumers.öo At Stam's new academy, Bauhaus pedagogy 

would be exercised by and for the proletariat. 

Strauss was delighted by the replacement of fine-arts instruction 

with an industrial design curriculum, but the same collld not be said 
for faculty displaced by the change. Stam's dictatorial manner and con

tempt for atelier tradition provoked a mutiny among the teaching staff. 

Believing that Stam's talents might be better used elsewhere, Strauss 

and the SED approved bis transfer to another institution in need of an 

Students in .:.vfart Stam's 

Institute for Industrial 
Design at the Berlin
Weißensee Art Academy 
work on prototypes for 
mass-produced consumer 
cerarnic goods, 1951. 

Bu11desarchiv, photo
graph 183-12940-4. 

Photograph by Kemlein. 
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overhaul. In 1948, Strauss had censured the Berlin-Weißensee Acad
emy, founded as a private initiative atwar's end, for "muddling along 

in the characteristic academic art orthodoxY:'67 As the school's new 

director, as ofMay 1950, Stam again advanced the goal of socialist 

reconstruction through educational reform.68 Aided by new faculty 

members, including Bauhausalumnus and fellow Party comrade 

Seiman Selmanagic, Stam applied his formula for turning a fine-arts 

academy into an industrial design laboratory. Finding the school 

hobbled by mediocre students, Stam cracked down on the laxwork 

ethos-a disciplinary effort that would come back to haunt him.69 

Rather than using classroom time for hypothetical assignments, he 

collected the school's best talent in a research group charged with real

world tasks. The resulting Institute of Industrial Design was a coopera
tive initiative involving the East German Bureau of Standardiz.'ltion 

and Product Testing and the Ministries of Heavy Industry and Popular 

Education. Stam envisioned the joint venture as the catalyst for a 
breakthrough in socialist material culture. "There are hundreds of 

superfluous and tasteless petit-bourgeois products tobe scrutinized 

and discontinued;' he insisted. Improving the design ofhousehold 

goods would take East German workers to "a high er planeoftaste 
and culture:'7o 

v\Tould-be socialist consumers agreed. Despite a goods famine 

gripping East Germany, traditionally crafted furnishings remained in 

production and on the marketat exorbitant prices. These wares were 

presented to foreign wholesalers at the Leipzig trade fair, used by locals 
as a source of vicarious thrills. Its visions ofhousehold abundance had 

little to do with public need, as a newspaper critic noted: 

In the Fair pavilions it was like a bath for the eyes to find so many 

beautiful things brought together at one time. G lass, porcelain, 

ceramics; color and form equally complete and balanced .... How 

did the new furniture Iook? There all expectations were disap

pointed. Amazed, one asked oneself: don't the interior designers, 

woodworkers and furniture producers have any insight-or are 

they still of the opinion that each family Jives in a multiple-room 

apartment? Nowhere does one see a truly fitting solution to the 

one-room apartment in which so many [ of us] today reside7 1 

Stam was not the only Bauhaus associate to address the dearth of 

consumer durables suitable for mass production. At the Deutsche 
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Werkstätte ( German Crafts Studio) in Dresden-Hellerau, fo und ed in 

conjunction with the Werkbund in 1909, Pranz Ehrlich, a Bauhaus 
alumnusund er Meyer and collaborator in the school's 1929 Volkswoh
mmg project, worked with engineer Erich Menzel to create molded ply

wood furniture using half the raw material needed for a conventional 

wooden chair.71 Gustav Hassenpflug, another Bauhaus protege, focused 

his efforts on modern storage and shelving units, a vector of research 
motivated by social concerns. "Modular furnishings;' he wrote, "will 

fulfill their purpose when they can be purchased and put to good use, 

above all eise, by the truly needy: that is, the bombed-out, the relo

cated, the immigrants who are living in twos and threes in single-room 
apartments, or in fours and fives in two-room dwellings:'73 East German 

designers bearing Bauhauspedigrees were poised to realize Hannes 
Meyer's call for "people's necessities instead ofluxury goods" (Volksbe
dmf statt Luxusbedmf) just as the Party issued a new round of directives 

aimed at stopping them in their tracks. 

HARD-POWER CULTURE 

The fortunes ofEast German modernism foundered in 19Sl. With poli

cies in place calling for the emulation of Soviet precedents in economic 

planning, Iabor organization, and dass structure, East Berlin's politburo, 

led by Vlalter Ulbricht, mandated the iinport of Stalinism's signature 
aesthetic. Described as "socialist in content and national in form;' 

socialist realism proclaimed that art's true purposewas to celebrate the 

triumph of communism and reveal its historical foreshadowing. Its 

doctrinal adoption in 1932 by the USSR.'s Communist Party Central 

Committee ended political infighting by competing avant-garde fac

tions and consolidated Party control over cultural production. Sodalist 

realism expropriated bourgeois taste and aesthetic achievements in the 

name of the proletariat, supporting Lenin's vision of proletarian culture, 

which he decreed "simply has to be the systematic further development 

of the sum ofknowledge that mankind has accrued und er the yoke of 

capitalist, feudal, and bureaucratic social orders:" 4 The official Soviet 

aesthetic disappointed modernists farther West, who had seen Stalin's 

USSR as the last best hope for an empowered avant-garde patronage. 

It confronted Soviet designers of the l930s with an even more discon

eerfing prospect: charting the unknown waters of an aesthetic based 

on ideological proclamations, rather than any proven system of creative 
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practice. To facilitate the developmental process, the Soviet Party 

Central Committee reorganized all fields of artistic endeavor into cen

trally managed unions and academies charged with turning doctrine 

into art. Writers, painters, musicians, sculptors, and architects exam

ined neoclassicism for its latent socialist content, scrutinized folk art 

for its lessons on national character, and combined these divergent 
elements in a new cultural admixture. Failure to combine these ingre

dients in a way that satisfied colleagues and Party authorities was 

admonished in terms bearing a confusing similarity to the lexicon 
ofWestern art critidsm. In Stalinist discourse, "eclecticism' meant 

slavish imitation ofhistorical styles without the compulsory process of 
socialist realist synthesis. "Kitsch;' said tobe an exclusively capitalist 

phenomenon, was the exploitation of vulgarity for its market value. 
v\That was called modernism in the West was dubbed "formalism" in 

Soviet parlance, denoting the manipulation of form as an end in itself 

rather than to convey socialist ideology: an absence that implied the 

presence of antisocial content. All of these shortcomings were, by 

default, politically suspect in that they mangled the message of com
munist progress?S 

During the war, the battle for national survival had trumped 

Soviet campaigns against internal subversion. \h/hen it was over, Andrei 

Zhdanov, a high-ranking politburo member and the future founder of 

Cominform, renewed the Party's crusade against aesthetic deviance. 

The so-called Zhdanovshchina of 1946 expanded outward to encompass 

Soviet dient states.76 East Germandesign professionals received their 

call to arms in 1950, after Ulbricht authorized the retraining of highly 

placed reconstruction bureaucrats in Moscow. Upon return to East 

Berlin, they became the deskbound firebrands of a Stalinist cultural 

revolution.'7 The SED Central Committee dissolved the IfB, the state

supported design bureau that had sponsored Henselmann's investiga

tion of Existenzminimum housing for millworkers a few years earlier. 

The organization's employees were reorganized as the Deutsche 

Bauakademie ( German BuildingAcademy), a new state institute 

named after a nineteenth-century Prussian precursor, but modeled 

on the Soviet Academy of Architects. Former IfB member Kurt 

Liebknecht1 the nephew of the German communist martyr Kar! 

Liebknecht, was appointed to head the state's new clearinghouse for 

design commissions. Bauakademie managementwas linked to the Party 

by a web of cross-memberships, allowing the SED Central Committee 
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to intervene in anything from urban planning and architectural design 

to the development of new furniture prototypes.78 

The "Formalism Discussion" at the SED Third Party Congress in 

July 1950 called upon the nation's cu]tural intelligentsia to abandon 

modernism. Its imported Soviet replacement proved a hard sei!, how

ever. Many East Germandesigners still equated socialism with the 

Bauhaus, not neoclassicism. One possible resistance tactic consisted of 

superficial acquiescence combined with a cautious attempt to reformu

late socialist realist practice to include modernism. For example, in a 

public lecture on postwar architecture's rediscovery of national tradi

tion, a leitmotif of socialist realism, Henselmann suggested the Bauhaus 

as an appropriate starting point.79 This attempt toreform socialist real
isrn's "Nati-Tradi" orthodoxy, as it was later lampooned, was a high-risk 

strategy~. as Henselmann quickly learned. An article in Neu es Deutschland, 
the national Party newspaper, enumerating his ideological and aesthetic 

infractions brought the architect back into the fold.80 

Intimations of the coming cultural revolution were feit at Berlin
\..Yeißensee prior to Starn's arrival as the school's new director. A contro

versy erupted in 1950 over the use of"hostile" avant-garde imagery in 

posters for school events. Six instructors, denounced as "bourgeois" 

and "reactionary;' were forced to resign. 81 As the head of the school's 

SED committee, Stam was expected to spearhead efforts to root out 

formalists. He evaded this responsibility, as indeed he had to: by Party 

criteria he also was guilty of th.e charge. Th.e rhetorical trailleft behind 

at Berlin-Weißensee suggests that Stam sought a discursive accommo

dation with socialist realism. While demanding postwar consumer 
objects that were "honest, good and true"-adjectives redolent of the 

\..Yerkbund's "design conscience"-he proclaimed the need for a new 

style expressing socialisrn's "comradely and life-affirming" qualities, 

terms saturated with Stalinist pathos.82 In attempting to attune mod

ernism to his party's ideology, Stam worked toward an unlikely (and 

largely unwanted) resolution of the dialectical clash between Bauhaus 

design and its socialist realist antithesis. Other modernist partisans 

forged their own rapprochement with the Stalinist paradigm shift. At 

the Department oflndustrial Design in Weimar, up-and-coming faculty 

member Horst Michel declared war on kitsch, a pathology reviled by 

modernists and socialist realists alike. Railingagainst "pointless design 

buffoonery, dishonest splendor and feigned quality;' Michel warned, 

"If people are surrounded by furnishings that are superficially grand, 
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untruthful, hollow and senseless, they will be influenced likewise:'s3 

His alarmist rhetoric found favor with SED ideologues, just as it would 

luve among cultural critics representing the \1\Terkbund, Bauhaus, or, for 

that matter, the Third Reich. An unwavering stand against kitsch proved 

to be the perfect statement of political commitment in the uncharted 

waters ofEast Germany's cultural revolution. Modemists like Hubert 

Hoffmann and Gustav Hassenpflug opted for the less ambiguous 

response ofvotingwith their teet, immigrating to vVest Berlin. 

The Party proclaimed a national "Battle against Formalism in Art 

and Literature" at the Fifth Congress of the SED Central Committee 

in March 1951. Press coverage informed East Germans of the threat 

posed by modernism. "In architecture, which faces great tasks in the 

context of the Five-Year Plan, what hinders us the most is the so-called 
'Bauhaus style: That is also the case with designs for mass-produced 

furniture and household utensils:'84 The politics ofBauhaus design 

could be discerned from the behavior of its adherents, insisted 
Bauakademie director Liebknecht "Today, where are the architects 

who represented the Bauhaus, such as Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, 

Martin Wagner and others? They are in America; they seem to like it 

there, and from this we can infer that they have decided in favor of 
American imperialism:'ss ln fact, the Party's quarre! was not with 

these emigre celebrities, who nicely illustrated the proclaimed connec

tion between modernist design and monopoly capitalism, but with 

Bauhaus recidivists in East Germany. As Hans Hopp, a well-placed 

Bauakademieleader and form er Weimar-era modernist, remarked, 
"the accusations made against the Bauhaus then must be made against 

all architects [who are products] ofthis time:'86 As Hopp understood, 

enthusiasts of modernist design had become, by definition, enemies 

of the socialist sta te. 

East Germany's newly minted socialist realists struggled to mas

ter an unfamiliar ideology ofSoviet provenance. For example, four 

months after the Party declared war on formalism, the director of the 

Bauakademie Institute for lnterior Design, Peter Bergner, issued an 
inadvertent defense ofhousehold functionalism: 

Furniture is produced in runs of up to 5000 pieces, making it sim

ply an article of mass production. That is a fact that can be praised 

or deplored, but not ignored. This explains why, in building con

struction and architectural representation, the retention of forms 
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from our clas~ical bentage presents far fewer difficulties than tn 

the mdustnal manufacture of furnishings.r 

Wtthin a fortmght Bergner had revised hjs position. Some sociaiJst 
commodthes still were exempted from the neoclassical imperatives: 
·No one would constder asbng more of a washbasin or frying pan than 
to fulfilltts purpose perfectly." Bergner's evaluationofthese objects 
echoed the ;\-larxist notion of·use value." However, armoires, chma 
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cabinets, and chairs reflected "the intellechtal, economic and cultural 

disposition of the inhabitant"; they had qualities inextricably linked to 

cultural heritage. "Kitchen appliances are tools;' Bergner explained; 
"furnishings should be housemates."88 A century earlier, .Marx had 

drawn a mental map locating bm1rgeois commodity fetishism within 
"the mist-enveloped regions of the religious world;' a realm in which 

man-made objects were regarded "as independent beings, endowed 

with life, ... entering into relation both with each other and with the 
human race."89 Although .Marx predicted that socialism would eradicate 

commodity fetishism, socialist realism had spawned its own unique 
variant: a domestic culture in which chairs and tables were housemates 

rather than tools. 

THE INTERIOR WORLD OF STALINISM 

The Bauakademie unveiled East Germany's new native style at a two

day conference, "Issues of German Interior Design and the Design of 
Furniture;' held in March 1952 at East Berlin's House of Soviet Culture. 

Participants included architects, inferior designers, furniture manu

facturers, representatives of state retailing organizations, and Party 

officials.90 The keynote address was delivered by the general secretary of 

the SED Central Committee, Walter Ulbricht, who emphasized the role 

played by beauty in nurturing socialism. "Furniture manufachued in 

the Bauhaus style;' he explained, "does not correspond to the sensitivity 

to beauty possessed by the new Germany's progressive human beings:' 

Und er the pretense of economical mass production, "designs were 

developed that had nothing to do with beauty:' According to Ulbricht, 
"crate-like furniture"-meaning modular storage units-of"primitive 

design'' served "neither the needs nor the demands of the working 

population:' Designers who failed to grasp that fact demonstrated their 

alienation from the working dass. "Is it not time, after all, to establish a 

closer cOimection between craftsmen and architects and the working 
people?''9 L Ulbricht's rhetorical question underscored the gravity of 

socialist realist "beauty;' a construct charged with the portent that 

another superficially neutral term, "function;' bore for modernism. 

Subsequent conference presentations revealed beauty's foundation in 

national tradition. Beauty was the antithesis of formalism: that vehicle 

of"the so-called American Iifestyle, which claimsglobal validity, is 

nothing other than a direct continuation of [bourgeois] decadence, and 
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serves to uproot human beings, making them suitable as objects of 

exploJtahon mall fonns, straightfonvard and veiled." The fact that 

German destgners could no Ionger create •beautiful details that come 

together hannomcally in a beautiful whole" revealed the pernictous 

mfluence of modemism's ~colorless intemationallanguage.""1 Beauty 

also had the power to rehabil1tate the ideologically misguided. ·we 

know that pohttcal consciousness, for many, is not sufficiently devel

oped to enable citizens to dtstinguish the beautiful and good from the 

ugly and bad. Only when such material education penetrates one's most 

inner being, mcludtng the world oflüs dreams and fantasies ... will 

such changes bcar fruit.'"l Rather than being defined by the eye of the 

beholder, socialist realist beauty denned the beholder. lt was the nexus 

linking soclalist subjectivity, resistance to capitalist imperialism, a 

revival of national cultural tradition, and-crucially for conferees- the 

reconciliation of former rnodernists with Ulbricht and the proletariat 

he spoke for. 
East German ncwspapers avoided any mention of the differences 

of opinion at thc Bauakademie conference. At a session on ·working 

V\'omen and thc lssucs of lntcrior Design;· Allee Lingner, an advocate 

of domestic reform, tnSJSted that housing was experienced differently 

by men otnd women, and that the repose men found at home would 

not be shared by women until apartments were "more functionaUy 

built, fumtshed and serviced.''~ Bauakademie associate ~iadeleme 

Grotewohl argued for the ~extreme rationalization and mechanizatton 

of housework" to factlitate the entry of women into the workforce. •; 

Another Bauakademte member, Liv Falkenberg, reported on new 

Czechoslovakian housing, noting its inclusion ofbuilt-in kitchen cabi 

nets and thus impltcttly eh allenging the argumentthat East Germany 

could not alford to provide such amenities.96 These presentations, out 

of sync wilh Lhe conference's overarching theme ofbeauty and national 

tradition, wcnt unreported. Ulbricht had the last word. He rejected tl1e 

"fonnalist" proposition that "the kitchen should be merely a workshop 

for women.'' • Women want a beautiful room;' he declared. uln the 

home, every Slu-face should not be blank (glatt). That is a piece of 

'"'eimar·era propaganda that interprets tl1e primitive as beautiful.'"7 

Ulbricht's gmsp of the psychology ofEast German homemakers was 

üterally unquestionable. To dispute his judgment chaUenged the axiom 

that he represented the citizens of socialism, an apostasy that no con 

ference parttetpant was foolhardy enough to commit. With femirust 

A model bousewife wtth 
her home's "buut lful" 
kttchen cabmets Ul 01n 

o1partmenl on East 

Berlln's St;~hn.JIIee. From 

C:ierhud Puhlman, Dre 

Stalmalltt: nationales 

Aujbauprogromm 1952 

(East BerUn: Verlag der 

Nation, 1953). 
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concerns dismissed, discourse shifted back to a predetermined message: 

that modernism was atavistic, and that socialist realist beauty embodied 

social progress. 
A session on "Criticism and Self-Criticism" showcased another 

Soviet cultural import: the political ritt1al called kritika/ samokritika in 

Russian. A staple of Stalinist daily life, it demanded that individuals 

publicly admit their failings and those of their coworkers as a Party 

functionary recorded th.e proceedings. As a tool of administrative con

trol, the ceremony created tension among colleagues, preventing their 

mutual enrollment as coconspirators. Having spent the war years in 

Soviet exile, Bauakademie director Liebknecht was well versed in the 
method. He introduced the session by noting "talented architects such 

as professor Selmanagic, professor Stam [ and] the architect Ehrlich 
have not as of yet taken a self-critical position regarding their work:'9s 

Instead of confessing, however, one ofbeauty's discontents seized the 

opportunity to criticize. Pranz Ehrlich opened his litany of dissent by 
thanking female conferees for their "reprirnand:' Since no women 

served on the Bauakademie presidium, he observed, it was no wonder 

that those in attendance had to instruct their male colleagues in the 

realities of domestic Iabor. Relieving the burden ofhousework called 

forafundamental reform in household design, Ehrlich insisted. By 

combining the expertise of housewives and industrial engineers, a kit 

of parts for furniture could be devised consisting of cabinet doors, side 

panels, shelves, and legs, from which citizens could assemble objects 

according to need-from a ehest of drawers to a storage wall. The 
socialist home's distinctive character, he maintained, should come not 

from ornament-laden furniture but from family possessions and craft 

objects displayed against a neutral background of modular storage. 

Ehrlich also dared to disagree with the knee-jerk criticism of mod
ernism dispensed at the conference: "Because it is not historically 

accurate, I must protest this cheap way of describing anything one 
doesn't like as Bauhaus:' He closed the abortive criticism and self

criticism session with a parting shot at the dogma of national tradition. 

The work of a self-critical designerwas based on an exacting study of 

history, Ehrlich insisted, rather than "words with nothing behind 
them:'99 v\Thy the insult did not cost him his career is difficult to 

fathom. At a time when skilled East German technicians were fleeing 

westward in ever-greater numbers, perhaps his production experience 

was too valuable tobe discarded. In any case, for the time being Ehrlich 
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failed to trigger the Party's purge reflex. But the issues he raised regard

ing feminism, functionalism, and socialist domesticity would remain 

suppressed from Bast Germandesign discourse for years to come. 100 

The Bauakademie conference closed with a volley of paper resolu

tions that had little discernable impact on Bast German mam1facturing. 

Meanwhile, the Party's cultural revolution swept academia, leaving 

few aspects of design education untouched. The Ministry of Popular 

Bducation reorganized Weimar's design academy, making its firstdass 

graduating with a degree in industrial designalso its last. 101 Although 

ministry officials considered reassigning Horst Michel, the head of the 

defunct department, to a post in a ceramies factory, he managed to 

remain at Weimar as a lecturer in interior design. 102 At about the same 

time, ministry officials arrived at Berlin-vVeißensee demanding to know 

what Stam had done to eliminate formalism at the school. Faculty 

members bristled at the combative tone. Stam urged the warring parties 

to show a measure of mutual tolerance. A transcript ofhis comments 
went directly to the SBD Central Comrnittee. 103 Denunciations were 

solicited from disgruntled students whom Stam had considered medi

ocrities but whom Party authorities declared "politically and ideologi
cally farther advanced than their professors."104 Stam was dismissed 

from his post, and a restraining orderwas issued to prohibit him from 

setting foot on school grounds. Having abandoned hisnative Holland 
five years earlier "to help build socialism" in Bast Germany, Stam again 

became an immigrant, fleeing his adopted nation for a new life in the 

West. Purged by the political system he had devoted his life to serving, 
he spent much of its remainder as a recluse, in his wife's words, "sick in 

heart and souJ:'10' 
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Better Living through Modernism 

A profound loss accompanied the rising postwar fortunes of the 

International Style, according to architectural historian Colin Rowe. 
As the "vision of . .. [a] unitary future world" receded after the war, 

modernism su1fered a "rapid devaluation ofits ideal contenf'1 The same 

could be said for the promise of modernist product design as a vehicle 

for social reform. In his Enquiry into Industrial Art in England of 193 71 

Nikolaus Pevsner maintained that modernism demanded "a certain 

leveling of social differences:' He wondered whether "a S\.veeping 

change in social conditions, such as the establishment of some kind of 

State Socialism, might lead to a sweeping change in the appearance 
of industrial products:'2 A world war later, as modernism went main

streamJ. such speculation all but vanished. Asked about the Arnerican 

market's Iack ofhigh-quality modern furniture at affordable prices, 

George Nelson shocked a Chicago lecture audience in 1948 by confess

ing, "I think I ought toteil you that, as a designer, I don't give a darnn 
about the people:' His catchphrases-"There is a market for good 

design'' and "Nothing is less consequential in the creation of a work of 

art than good intentions"-epitomized a postwar modernism stripped 
of social idealism.J 

In Europe, an unexpected patron reasserted modernisrn's poten
tial as the springboard to a "unitary future world:' In its efforts to 

anchor Marshall Plan member nations within a West of its own making, 

the U.S. State Departrnent discovered the visionary appeal and propa

gandistic potential of International Style modernism. We're Building a 

Bett er Life, a domestic spectacle mounted in 1952 by the Mutual Secu

rity Agency (MSA), a Ma.rshall Plan successor agency, hypothesized 
the transatlantic Wohnkultur of a modernist middle dass. lts new post

war people, exhibited along with the exhibition's model home, would 

be affluent, cosmopolitan in taste, politically democratic, and culturally 
hegemonic. Their domestic environment-the native habitat of either 

a "John Smith or Hans Schmidt;' as stated by Michael Harris, the Ger

mandivisionchief of the MSA-embodied the principles ofglobal 
mass consumption and barrier-free trade.4 At We're Building a Bett er 

Life, modernism escaped its postwar sentence as "the acceptable deco
ration of a certainly non-Utopian present;' in Rowe's words.s Und er 

the aegis of the State Department, the International Style returned to 

its continent of origin as a triumphant expression of Atlanticism: the 

CHAPTER THREE 

(jacing page) A young, 
affluent, two-parent-two
child model family enjoys 
a modernist home envi

ronment at the Marshall 
Plan's We're Building a 

Better Life exhibit as a 
crowd of spectators peers 
in through a living room 
window. U.S. National 

Archives, Still Pictures 
Division, RG286 .MP 
GEN 1903. 
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cultural unification of the United States and Western Europe as con
ceived by the former and revealed to the latter. 

ATLANTICISM BY DESIGN 

Divided Berlin's competitive market in ideologies shaped whatwasJ. to 
date, America's most ambitious household exhibition. Three weeks 

following the close ofEast Berlin's conference on "Issues of German 

Interior Design;' U.S. exhibit planners, having traded their Marshall 

Plan letterl1ead forthat of the MSA, proposed a shift in strategy for 
their nation's contribution to West Berlin's 1952 GermanIndustrial 

Exhibition. R~ther than creating separate installations related to indus

try and consumer goods, as had been done in 1950-with America at 

Home representing the latter-they would dedicate the entire U.S. dis

play to private consumption. The potential impact on East Germans 

vvas a primary consideration, as a State Department memorandum 

makes clear: 

The Berlin Industrial Fair in 1950 wasmostimpressive because 

it showed ]arge machines being prod uced by the West at ~ time 

when Bastern factories were suffering from dismantling by the 
Soviets and when raw materials in the East werein extreme short

age. Since that time, however, the Bastern emphasis on heavy 

machinery and production goods has brought about a changed 

situation. It is particularly appropriate at this time, therefore, to 

show West Berliners, and more especially East Zone and [Soviet] 

Sector visitors, the progress made in the West in developing 

consumer goods designed to raise the standard of living of the 

average family.6 

The name chosen for the MSA exhibition, We're Building a Better Life 

(vVir bauen ein besseres Leben) reflected cold war rivalry as weiL It 
echoed the East Germanmantra "Produce More-Live Better" (Höhere 

Arbeitsprodrtktivität-Besser Leben), a slogan used to motivate "worker 

activists" to boost productivity through Iabor techniques imported 

from Stalinist Russia. Party officials in East Berlin asserted that a social

ist Iabor policy based on voluntary overproduction and piecework 

wages would yield collective abundance. At the 1952 Berlin Industrial 

Fair, MSA offleials would strive to refute that economic formula and 

provide a glimpse of the capitalist path topostwar prosperity. 
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Exhibitionplans were finalized in May at a moment ofheightened 

border tensions. To exert a measure of control over its porous boundary 

with the West, East Berlin blocked some two hundred streets linking 

the city's two halves.7 Nevertheless, officers of the MSA presentations 

brancl1 were confident that they could draw crowds ofEast German 
visitors to their exhibit. lt would feature a house within a house-a full

scale "ideal dwelling" built withinWest Berlin's Marshall-Haus pavilion. 

With respect to previous U.S. exhibits, We're Building a Better Life was 

a breakthrough in what Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett has called the 
"political economy of showing:'s Just as in a nineteenth-century ethno

graphic display stocked with exotic subjects, the MSA model home 

would be populated by model inhabitants: a "man-wife-child family 

team actually going through [the] physical actions ofliving in [the] 

dwelling, making proper use of [ the] objects in it;' as outlined in a State 

Department telegraph.9 Unlike the unambiguous sense of superiority 

conveyed by coloniaHst displays featuring "primitive" peoples, popular 

responses to the MSA display were bound tobe fraught witl1 contradic

tions. Germans, encouraged to identify with the showcased residents, 

would inevitably be reminded of their relative penury. The exhibition's 

gamble was that observation of a fictive German family living in a post
war dream home would trigger Duesenberry's "demonstration effect;' 

inducing desire for a higher standard ofliving ratl1er than the alienation 
pervading Hauser's notion of an "American fat kitchen." To enhance 

audience identification, the MSA show would assemble its visionary 

home from local materials: '\vherever possible, equipment [is] tobe 
European rather than American:'10 The result was to be an American 

\.Vay ofLife formuhted for export and "developed in terms ofargu

ments for a high-production1 high-wage, low-unit-cost, low-profit

margin, high consumption system .... Emphasis [is] tobe placed upon 

[ the] fortunate outcome of American economic philosophy when 
c01nbined with European skills and resources:' The Better Life narra

tive asserted that prosperity, ratl1er than cultural difference, was what 

distinguished NewWorld domesticity from its Old World counterpart, 

and that this disparity could be eradicated through hard work and 

so und economic policy. 

Many of the interior appointments showcased in tl1e Bett er 

Life home were manufactured in Europe und er license by Knoll Inter

national-an inspired choice, given that Knoll's midcentury modern

ism not only symbolized Atlanticism but was also the product of its 
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economic policies. As a corporate entJty, Knolllnternattonal was born 

from a proposition made by U.S. State Department offic1als to the 

German expatriate Hans Knoll, a chansmatJc entrepreneur known in 

Washmgton through bis fum's refurbisbmg offederal office buildmgs.• 

Hts ~ tanhattan-based company, KnollAssociates, provided interior 

design services for business and govemment cltents, and 1mported 

modern Scandinavian fumishings. \4\ith hts file of European cont.tcts, 

Knoll was the perfect partner for a strategiC investment scheme Lntti

ated by the State Department to create a prototype for the private 

enterprises needed to plug what U.S. econom1c planners c.,lled the 

European "dollar gap:' 
Marshall Plan financial support for Europe was based not on cash 

grants but on dollar-<lenominated loans tobe repaid in loca l currencies 

into continental bank accounts controlled by the State Dcp:u'tmcnt, 

creating stockpiles of so-called counterpart funds. U.S. officials 

intended to leverage their counterpart funds to influence continental 

monetary policy. The ultimate goal, according to the ECA's chief 

adrninistrator, would be "a single !arge market within which quantita

tive restrictions on the movements of goods, monetary b.trriers to the 

flow of payments, and eventually all tanff barners are eventually swept 

away:'12 Putting this plan into practice proved anythmg but stmple. The 

crawlmg pace of market integration among ~I arshall Plan member 

nations frustrated American advisors. ll Exports to the Umted States 

declmed, threatening to increase the ·dollar gap" that ts, the de6ctt 

created when imports of the dollar-denonunated good\ vttal to postwar 
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reconstruction outstripped V\Testern European export income. Accord

ing to a Marshall Plan midterm review, the Ievel of monetary imbalance 

would hit a disastraus three-billion-dollar mark by 1952.14 

In response, Marshall Plan economists examined European 

export opportunities, surveyed American market preferences, and 
devised a number of intervention strategies. 1s A !arge order for furnish

ings to be used in a State Department expansionprogram for postwar 

diplomatic facilities provided the start-up capital, paid in Marshall 

Plancounterpart funds, that transformed Knol!Associates into Knoll 
lnternational. 16 Hans and Florence Knoll scoured the continent for suit

able subcontractors for their new manufacturing venhtre. "VITe drove 

from Stuttgart to Paris, from Paris to Milan, from Milan to Stuttgart;' 

Florence Knoll recalled. "We started producing our designs for Europe, 
and once this jobwas done, the companies were there:'17 V\Tooden fur

nihlre was fabricated in Germany and France, textiles in France, and 

metalwork in ltaly, where, after a decade-long disappearance from the 

market, the chromed steel furnishings designed by Bauhausmasters 

Marcel Breuer and Mies van der Rohe went back into production 

und er an exclusive Knoll contract. 18 The result was a model enterprise 

demonstrating the potential of"American economic philosophy when 
combined with European skills and resources;' as extolled at the Better 

Life exhibition. Knollinternational embodied the transnational flows 

of goods and capital promoted by the State Department as poshvar 

Europe's path to economic recovery. 

Knolllnternational's modernism, according to sociologist 

Herbert Gans, epitomized the "progressive upper-middle culture" of a 
"new dass;' whicl1 saw itself as "forward-looking, enlightened and 

enlightening, contemporary and reformist, out to vanquish the obsoles

cent, the unnecessarily complicated, and the dishonest inAmerican 

culture and everyday life:'19 In summer 1952, Knoll unveiled its new 

showroom in Stuttgart, the capital of the \..Yest German furniture 

industry. Local manufacturers had much to learn from its bold, fresh 

interiors, according to a British design journal: 

\..Yhen one sees the pieces that the posh'lar Deutscher Werkbund 

selects as examples of good current design . . . one sense[s] the 

loss over the years since 1932. The forms are pure, the lines 

straight, the angles right and the colors pale. The impression ... 

is of a somewhat outmoded puritanism.20 
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KnoiJ's Stuttgart showroom contrasted signature fumishtngs .tgainst 

the glossy surface ofblack rubber flooring otnd l>"\vatches of color

coordinated fabric draped floor to cetling. Abandoning traditionally 

matcbed suites of fumiture, Florence Knoll's subd ued tables and sofas 

provided a visual foil for bravura moderrust ch;urs b} the firm's stable of 

mternational talents, whose designs were manufactured under exclusive 

license. Examining thls "laboratory" of export ready European prod

ucts, a V\'est Germandesign critic put his finger on what disbnguisbed 

KnoU modernism: 

In all objects on display, despite the correclness of form, one 

always has the impression that there are no dogmas here1 but 

instead that the free development of a [dcsign] direction is left 

open. That, beyend the perfection of execution and color choice, 

is what strikes us as so extraordinarily congeniaLl1 

Knoll's ~new Iook" graced the interiors of new U.S. Jiplomatic facilities 

throughoutEurope and was commended fo•· private use by thc MSA 

Bett er Life dream home. Given these ties to the U.S. State Department 

and its propaganda initiatives, it is not surprising that International 

Style modernism was a high-profiJe target for East bloc detractors. 

Sociahst realists called it part of the cap1tahst consp1racy to "disasso

c•ate tbe people from their native land, from the1r language and the1r 

culture, so tbat theyadopt the J\mencan hfestyle' and JOin 111 the 

slavery of tbe American imperialists."!.. Party ideologues portrayed 

modem1sm as the handmaid ofMarshall Plan economics, wh1ch they 

condemned as an assault on European sovere1gnty. \\' h1le otlarm•st, 

their assessment was not baseless. As demonstrated at \\'e're Building 

a Bett er Life, MSA officials were indeed groommg modermsm as the 

stylistic lingua franca of transnational consumer capitahsm and its 

globalized American Way ofLife. 

WEAPONS-GRADE FURNISHINGS 

'T'he Better Life show reunited a tJ:ied-and-true cast. 'T'he MSA's initial 

choice for curator was Edgar Kaufmannjr., whose work at MoMA man

ifested an increasinglytransnational approach to home design.!3 Good 

Design U, which opened in Chicago injanuary 195 I, featured products 

from Dellßlark, Finland, France, England, ltaly, Germany, and the 

United States.1~ Although Kaufmann apparently turned down the ~1SA 
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commtssion, the roster of American designers featured in Good Destgn I 

and tts .\1arshall Plan spm-off- including Knoll, Saarinen, E.unes, .md 

Nelson, among others- w·.ts put to good use at the subsequent West 

German ~how. Curatonal responsibtlities for We're Building a Better 

Life fell to Peter Hunden. In his oew position as chief of the ~1SA pre

sentatlons branch, he ;~ssembled an international team to mouut the 

exl11bition. Harnden contracted a German architect, FritzBornemann, 

to draft plans for the Better Life model home. In Bonn, U.S. pubhc 

affiurs officer Herwin Schaefer was enhsted to secure the show's West 

German hausehold durables, many available through the Stuttgart 

office of Knolllnternational. Freelance consultants were hired to track 

down additional dornestic goods in Frnnce and Italy. To deliver the 

required objects to lhe exhibition site on short notice, Department of 

Commerce offleials considered asking the air force to mount a new 

ßedin airlift one dedicatcd to the emergency transport of chic fur

nishings rather than food and coal.15 

The production tcan1s rnost harrowing moment occurred just 

days before the gr.md opening. Describing the show, Harnden had 

stated at a press confercnce that the model housewife '\vould demoo

strate hausehold apphances and eqUJpment," including a bathroom 

shower. The ne.>:t day, United Press correspondent Joseph Fleming 

broke the news that the U.S. State DepartmentwouJd be staging a 

"strtptease" .1t West Bcrlin's upcoming GermanIndustrial Exhibitton. A 

flurry of confidenttal telegrams bet\\'een administrators in \\'ashington 

and thetr West German envoys ensued . .\1SA oflicers denied responst 

bility for the public relations disaster, insisting that Harnden 

dtd not (rpt not) !>ay or allude to: (A) any sort of•strip tease" 

(B) "lusctous young Germ[ an] girl" hired for "leading roJe" 

(C) ·rnodehng nylons, panties and brassieres." ... In view of wide

spread play given this misleading, erroneous account, plans for 

shower routine cancelled.:l<> 

Days latcr, following a preview of the exhibition for invited guests, ;1 

jubiJant MSA officer telcgraphed news ofvisitor responses to the secre

tary of state. Local journalists, business Ieaders, and state oflicials, 

including Wesl German Economic Minister Ludwig Erhard, bad found 

the show deltghtful. •contrary to UPstory implications, there is noth

ing vulgar or chc.1p about [the] roJe of actors demonstrating hausehold 

equtpment;' he reasserted.2" 

A publlcaty photograph of 

a fully clothed model 

housewlfe in the bome's 

bathtub <~t We're Buildmg 

a Bett er Llfe. U.S. 
National Arcluves, Still 

Ptctures Dtvtston, RG286 
~p C.EN 1888. 
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The main attraction at Were Building a Better Life, which opened 

in September 1952, 'vas a single-family dwelling-two bedrooms, a 
living-dining room, bath, kitchen, laundry /home workshop, nursery, 
and garden-realized down to its kitchen gadgets and garden tools but 
built without a roof All six thousand products in and around the house 

were modern in design and manufactured in a Marshall Plan member 
nation. A billboard beside the home's front door announced: "The 

objects in this house are industrial products from many countries in 

the Atlantic community. Thanks to technolog)J rising productivity, 
economic cooperation and free enterprise, th.ese objects are available 
to our Western civilization:' A model family-alternately portrayed 

by two couples and eight pairs of children, all professional actors or 
models-worked the floor in shifts, demonstrating the tasks and Ieisure 
rituals of "an average skilled worker and his family" living in a consumer 

wonderland. Perched overhead in a crow's nest, a narrator dressed in 
white coveralls explained the features of this exotic household environ

ment. Visitors became voyeurs, staring through windows or crowding 
overhead catwalks to observe the ways in which modernist domestic 

objects constructed new postwar subjects. 
A visitor's journey through the exhibition concluded at a gallery 

introduced with a nearly life-size photograph of a blue-collar male 
laborer, captioned: "This man is a worker and at the sametime a 
consumer:' Given the era's gender conventions, which regarded home 

interiors as a female preoccupation, the panel alerted visitors to an 

exhibition discourse of importance to men as weil as women. For the 
Bast Germans in the audience, it was also areminder of the Iack of 
material rewards.for workers under a Stalinist Iabor economy. In this 

final display area, all furnishings seen within the model home could be 
examined as closely as a shopper might. A tag attached to each item 
indicated country of origin, retail price, and the number ofhours of 
labor-as measured by a skilled worker's wage-needed to purchase 

the object. This seemingly guileless calculation of purchasing power 
challenged a tenet of communist faith. Marx had used "Iabor value" to 

define capitalist manufacturing and distribution as exploitive. Profit, he 

had claimed, was the unpaid Iabor value that industrialists appropriated 
from workers when products were sold at retail prices. A cenh1ry later, 
MSA exhibit planners radically redefined Iabor value as the amount of 

work needed to purchase an item rather than produce it. This changed 
emphasis turned the concept devised by Marx to reveal the abuses of 
capitalism into a means of measuring its rewards. 

(jacing page) Hovering 
above the roofless model 
home at the We're Build

ing a Better Life exhibit, 
a narrator dressed in 
white coveraUs explains 
the Iifestyle rituals of the 
installation's resident 
model family. U.S. 

National Archives, Still 
Pictures Division, RG286 
MP GEN 1841. 
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As a primer in "the modern approach to mterior decoration," 

the ßetter Life exhibition taught tbat wrationally destgned products 

from different countries in tbeAtlantic communtt)' can be combmed 

hannoniously," according to ~ISA pubi.Jctty matenals Anotber press 

release explained tbat "just as these ttems from the vuiou~ Countries 

combme to form a homogenouswhole, so the nattons themselves 

can combine to form a homogenous commumty.''·• The underlymg 

messagewas summarized in the V\ Test German daily Der Tttg: 

The new style, realism plus simplicity, find!> tls strongest expres

sion in the U.S. Marshall-Haus .... There aredifferent versions of 

one style and one way oflife typical for J wwestern bourgeois" 

household. Nothingis foreign to us, whether il comcs from Berlin 

or Los Angeles, from Stockhoi.Jn, Sicily or New York . .lC' 

"To some visitors, this home of a future 'average consumer' would 

appear perhaps tobe 1\merican; butthat is incorrect," a design journal 

reported, reiterating the talking points of an opening day address by 

Michael Harris, chief oftheGerman braoch of lhe MSA. ·Joh n Smith 

··-•• 59 ...... 
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or Hans Schmidt would be perfectly capable of affording such a house 
when certain conditions were met: we must make the Atlantic commu

nity of nations a reality, eliminate tariffbarriers, and raise productivity, 
thereby allowing us to lower prices and raise wages:'3t The Better 

Life's International Style was not simply an aesthetic but also a mode 

of production and consumption intended to cultivate a transnational 

middle dass. 
We're Building a Better Life was a hit among German audiences. 

Over a half million spectators, over 40 percent of them from the Bast, 

waited inline to view the MSA's topless house. Newspaper reports were 
positive, "with no (rpt no) reference whatsoever" to the striptease scan

dal, a State Department telegram reported.32 Word of the exhibitlon 

spread through promotional tie-ins, including a newsreel seen in movie 

theaters across vVest Germany, and a brochure, Wir alle können besser 
leben (We can alllive better), published and distributed free of charge 

by West Germany's Regional Federation of EmployerAssociations. 

By the decade's end, as historian S. Jonathan Wiesen notes, the term 
"better lite" would become an informal trademark ofWest Germany's 

economic miracle.33 Der Tagtold its readers: "Take your time to inspect 

this exhibit. With respect to the arts, handicrafts and technics, it reveals 

that America is the grown-up daughter of Europe .... You will see there 
what it means to live a decent life:'34 The adjective "decent" ( rather 

than "pampered;' for example) described a Iifestyle that mostpostwar 

Americans would have found enviable. In this textbook example of 
the "demonstration effect;' witnessing a model family's casual use of 

imported luxury goods had, at least for one local journalist, turned 

them into objeds of necessity. 
\!\Test German architects also expressed enthusiasm for \Ne' re 

Building a Bett er Life, reading into it the promise of a superpower 

patron with a taste for modernism. As noted in a State Department 

memorandum, "Manyvisitors expressed surprise that [the] modern 

design of furniture and household appliances originated in Europe, 

since many said that they thought such [a] modern touch to household 
equipment was available only in the u.s:'35 In a review of the Bett er Life 

show titled "The Domestic Culture of the Western People;' architect 

and editor Alfons Leitl asserted that "whoever might not have known it 

learns emphatically through this exhibition [ that] in all countries of the 

\Vestern world one deals with the same questions, with the same design 
themes:'36 The tact that the exhibitionwas a form of propagandawas 
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common knowledge, Leitl claimed, judging from a comment he had 
overheard at the exhibition, which he shared with readers: "You have to 

understand that this whole thing isn't put together just from a profes
sional point of view ... but with political intent:' "A political exhibition1 

then?" Leitl mused. "Domestic reform with 'industrial design' as a 

responsibility of tl1e Foreign Minister? Not bad. After the Werkbund, 
we'll give it a try with [West German Chancellor Konrad] Adenauer 

and [French Foreign Minister Robert] Schumann!"37 Werkbund advo

cate Heinrich König perceived the show as a call for state-sponsored 

cultural reform, exhorting, "This exhibition is also an appeal to min

istries, especially the one administering.public education, finally to 
introduce 'The Study of Living' as a course of instruction. , , . It goes 

without saying tl1at this dass is only to be entn1sted to teachers who are 
truly receptive to the New [style of] Living:'38 König's call for a mod

ernist cultural revolution echoed tactics used by East Germany's Party 

to institutionalize socialist realism. His enthusiasm for a government

mandated program of aesthetic reorientation shows how little was 

sometimes learned from firsthand experience oftotalitarian cultural 

politics. 

vVerkbund activists were not the only ones to approach the Bett er 

Life exhibition with a hidden agenda. For the United States, morewas 

at stake than a change in consumer habits. The Mutual Security Act of 

1951 had linked American aid and technical assistance for foreign 

nations to their participation in U.S. military alliances. This broadened 

definition of Atlanticism prompted the Office of the U.S. High Com

mander in Bonn to reject an initial proposal to develop tlle 1952 MSA 
exhibition around the theme "A Day in the Life of anAmerican 

vVorker;' and to issue a Statement clarifying the sponsor's goals: 

[The] MSA informationprogram [is] designed to ... further tlle 

defense contribution ofWest European nations1 bring about [a] 

greater degree of economic integration in [the] Atlantic commu

nity, and raise [ tlle] standard of shared agricultural and industrial 

productivity. These aims will not best be served by presenting 

[an] exhibition based on [the] tlleme ofhow anAmerican worker 

Jives or how U.S. trade unions operate.39 

Atlanticism1 as defined by the MSA, was an economic and military 
alignment tllat required V\Test German rearmament-an idea unpop

ular among the nation's citizens and neighbor states. The Bett er Life 
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exhibition's subtext, conveyed largely by implication, was that a trans

atlantic partnership laden with consumer bounty would call on its 
beneficiaries for defense in tim es of need. As Benedict Anderson has 

observed, "In themselves, market zones, 'natural'-geographic or 

politico-administrative, do not create attachments. V/ho will willingly 
die for Comecon or the EEC ?"4° The MSA's apparent answer was a 

transnational consumer-citizen willing to take up arms to protect 
Atlanticism's common home, in both the Iitera! and figurative sense. 

Better Life abundance advanced a final hidden agenda at West Berlin's 

1952 GermanIndustrial Exhibition. An organization ca1led the 

W"orking Group for East-West Assistance (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Ost

\1\Test-Hilfe) invited East Germans to see its exhibit featuring placards 
extolling "Free Enterprise" and "Free Economy;' concepts illustrated 

by a lavish display of merchandise. Staffers sent the most promising 

visitors to the headquarters of Cultural Help (Kulturelle Hilfe), a front 

organization financed and managed by U.S. intelligence operatives with 

the express purpose ofbuilding an extensive netv.rork of spies behind 

the East German border.4 1 As demonstrated atVVest Berlin's trade fair, 

cold war household goods truly were multipurpose products. 

CONSUMING THE MODEL FAMILY 

Although it captivated Germans, a Better Life sparked a controversy 

among U.S. advisors. Donald Monson, a housing consultant with the 

MSA European Labor Division, objected to the display of an "ideal 

house" with twice the square footage of the \!\Test German legal average, 

as stipulated by tl1e enforced egalitarianism of ilie nation's firstpostwar 
housing law. "It's all very well to put up shows like this, but in view of 

the extreme housing shortage in Germany ... it can be questioned 

whether propaganda to breakdown this rule of fair sharing is a wise 

one."42 His supervisor, Michael Harris, responded that the exhibition 
"was not about housing at all. Its main pointwas th.e attractive and 

realistic display of the least expensive, aesthetically acceptable mass

produced objects commonly used in everyday living by ordinary 
people:'43 That numerous items on display in and around this "Trojan 

house" were not available for purchase in Germany was unimportant: 

the .MSA was marketing a mentalit~ not a collection of retail goods. The 
Better Life dream home was a speculative social fiction. It charted the 

postwar future through a process of triangulation involving housing, 
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consumer durables, and-crucially-the model family. As catalysts of 

change, the household subjects displayed within the Better Life home 

confronted tasks ofhistoric proportions. Their family life was charged 
with repudiating communism's "forced and mechanical emancipation'' 

of women and, reaching farther back in time, female subjugation und er 

Third Reich patriarchy.44 A 1948 study by a psychiatrist working for 

the American militarygovernment traced the roots ofNazism to an 

authoritarian German family structure in which the father was a tyrant 
and his wife "an insecure, passive drudge:'45 The Bett er Life model 

family interjected an American viewpoint into ongoing V\Test German 

debates concerning gender roles and relations, state family policy, and 

the Kindet; Kiiche, Kirche ("children; kitchen, church") ideology that had 

emerged from the rubble of war only slightly the worse for wear. 

As purveyors oflessons on domestic politics, German spectacles 

involving the American home and its mechanical wonders were noth

ing new, a fact that probably escaped MSA planners-and perhaps 

thankfully so. The messages conveyed in previous exhibits of American 

household durables would have dismayed them. Weimar-era exhibitions 

produced by the politically conservative League of German House
wives' Associations (Bund deutscher Frauverine) showcased American 

washing machines, refrigerators, electric stoves, and vacuum cleaners 

not in order to drum up enthusiasm for these modern conveniences but 

to convince the German housewife that they were weil beyond her 

means. New V\Torld domestic technology, the League insisted, was far 

too costly for German households.46 Housewives were better off for it, 

added cultural pessimists. The machine age had conquered the Ameri

can home with lamentable results. Its housewife, as confabulated by 

criticAdolfHalfeld in his 1927 treatise Amerika und der Amerikanismus 
(America and Americanism), was a hard-edged female who fed her 

family from cans, preferred holding a job to homemaking, and presided 

over an efficient but comfortless household-a feminist betrayal of Kul
tw; Bildung, and Geist (culture, cultivation, and intellectual spirit).47 Die 

Deutsche Hausfrau (The German Housewife), a homemaking magazine, 

reported that women in the United States were abandoning traditional 
domestic skills en masse: "Heaven preserve us from this Americaniza

tion of the househo1d:'48 Rather than emulating America's machine-age 

feminists, conservative German females were to hone their skills as 
"master housewives;' a roJe marrying the Teutonic tradition of craft 

guilds with twentieth-century practices of rationalized labor.49 
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The model housewife proposed by German social conservatives 

was also the antithesis ofher Marshall Plancounterpart in macroeco
nomic training. For the League of German Housewives' associations, 

the promiscuous mix oflocal and imported goods seen inside the 
Better Life home, with its "nothing is foreign to us" attitude, would have 

been dismissed as unpatriotic and economically irresponsible. To help 

the defeated interwar nation cope with a punishing schedule of repara

tions payments set by the Treaty ofVersailles, the League directed 

housewives to improve the balance of trade by rejecting foreign goods 
and adopting a "buy German" policy. For their fictional success in elim

inating foreign fruit, like bananas and oranges, from a greengrocer's 

stall, militant shoppers were portrayed as heroes in the League's travel
ing play Buy German Products!S0 Although edibles were at the focus of 

the campaign, furnishings also were fair game. Die Deutsche Hausfrau 
informed its readers: "foreign carpets are ... mmecessary, since the 

German carpet industry has been producing the most wonderful car

pets for decades-their patterns are easy for us to und erstand, while 
the figures on a Smyrna or Persian rug require a degree in philosophy:'s t 

In encouraging housewives to live within modest means, the League 

dissuaded them from buying on credit, an economic practice of enorc 

mous consequence when considered in the aggregate. Discouraging 

credit purchases suppressed demand for new household durables and 

virtually ensured that their price would remain high, because the 

economies of scale required for low-cost mass production would not 

be achieved. The League's housekeeping lessons gained renewed 

importance und er the Third Reich, when housewives were told that 

support for husbands and sons in uniform meant frugal housekeeping, 

safeguarding the Wehrmacht's privileged access to raw materials and 

industrial capacity. These historic German obsessions with the virtue 

of thrift had to be overturned for the Marshall Plan blueprint for eco

nomic recovery to function. 

While by U.S. standards West Germany in the early 1950s was 

not a consumer society, signs of an incipient economic surge, including 

industrial wages rising at more than 11 percent annually, lent credibility 
to the MSA's bullish forecast for future affluence.s2 AState Department 

memorandum on the Bett er Life show admitted that "many of the items 

in the house (refrigerator, automatic dishwasher, television set, etc.) are 

still beyond the averageGerman budget." Parked around the model 

home were a bicycle, motorcycle, motor scooter, and a Volkswagen 
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(chosen for its "direct appeaJ to locaJ pride"). "No average worker could 

possibly own all these forms of transportation," the memo noted.S3 

Although ·skepticaJ persons felt that they were wandering through an 

unrealizable utopian realm;' :\1SA observers noted, "young people 

seemed the most enthosiastic, since apparently they feit that the posst

btltty of such anAtlantic Community IIllght sttll be wtthm the bounds 

of theu Hfe span. "S-- The insight should bave come a<; no surprise. The 

young, middle-dass, cbild-bearing coupJe conJured as the bastc unit of 

private consumption within the Better Ltfe model home constituted a 

small segment ofGermany's postwar population but was at the heart of 

thc "politicaJ reconstruction ofthe famlly" taking placc in both the 

United States and West Germany in the 1950s.s~ 

Postwar notions of proper family environmenls conveyed tenets 

about proper dass structure. Helmut Schelsky, an influcntinl West 

German sociologist, argued in 1952 that the post Nazi colh1pse of 

society had demolished conventional dass strata, sctling thc stage for 

a "leveled-o1f, petty-bourgeois, middle-clas~ society" th.1t would be 

"neither proletarian nor bourgeois."» ln tl1e same year Schlesky made 

this prophecy, the Better Life show proffered a portrait of family life in a 

hegemoruc middle-dass society.lts utoptan nature ts apparent when 

Contrasted with the social Realpolitik of another exhibition, Bntain 

Cao :\lake It, staged at London's Victoria and Albert ~1useum six years 

earlier. Produced by the UK Council of lndustrtal Design, it prescnbed 

modermzing British bomeswithout meddltng wtth establtshed dass 

categories. Just as at ~'\-e're Buildmg a Better Ltfe, the model interiors at 

Britatn Can ~Iake ltwere designed arouod the needs of mettculously 

tmagined residents. The latter exh1bitton scnpted the ljves of three 

hypothetical UKfamilies: a middle-aged coal mtner hvtng m a vtllage 

with his wife and children; a railway engmeer, his "hou~e proud" wife, 

.1nd their five chlldren; and a middle-aged clerk and his wife (both 

sta mp collectors and "regular picture-goers'') with two eh ildren.>' MSA 

exhibition planners, railier than accepting postwar differences in taste 

and social status, hypothesized that consumer modernily would eradi

cate dass distinctions. Seen from another perspective1 di(fercnces in 

con~umption differentiated ilie ooly dass identitics that mattered to the 

MSA: capitalism's middle dass and communism's proletariat. Photos 

of East German women queuing for scarce provisions or dressed in 

drab uoiforms to engage in "men's work" were a staple ofMarshaU Plan 

press releases and even surfaced in West German private sector ad 
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campaigns. As memodes of the hardscrabble "rubble years" faded, 

images of chic housewives surrounded by modern appliances gained 
an ideological charge when juxtaposed against press photos ofEast 
bloc women engaged in labor and lifestyles "beyond the pale of accept
ability;' as cultural historian Ingrid Schenkpoints out. 58 

Given the incipient emergence of a hegemonic middle dass, 
Schelsky and the economist Gerhard Mackenroth maintained, the time 
had come for West German policy makers to abandon their fixation on 
rectifying social inequity and focus instead on subsidizing the nuclear 

A kayak, casually parked 
at the front door of the 
We're Building a Better 

Life model home, con
veyed Western Europe's 
future consumer Iifestyle. 
U-S. National Archives, 
Still Pictures Division, 
RG286 YlP GER 2221. 

-- ~- -
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family-a shift of enormous portent for postwar gender politics. 

National initiatives to remunerate housework and establish cash grants 

for child rearing, while tendered in behalf of families, categorized them, 

providing social support for some and invalidating others, as llistorian 
Robert Moeller notes.59 Exclnded trom the middle-class, nuclear family 

ideal were West Germany's female-headed honseholds, present in 

historically nnprecedented nnmbers due to the wartime slaughter of 

soldiers. In 1950, when most prisoners of war had returned home, there 

were one thousand West German men for every fourteen hundred 

women between the ages of t\.venty-five and thirty-nine. Mass media 

discussions of the so-called Fraueniiberschuß, or "oversnpply of women;' 
spread alarm about "incomplete" families and their impact on chil

dren.60 Single women also suffered the cold war stigma of being labeled 

Flinteuweiber: communist insurgents whose unmarried status reflected 

an intent to destabilize society.61 Of the nation's fifteen million house

holds, roughly one-third were headed by widows or divorced women.62 

For them, the necessity of employment precluded the role of a stay-at

home mother, the Iifestyle dominating positive media portrayals of 

adult females in the l950s and reprised in the Better Life dream home. 

Anxieties specific to postwar Germany pervaded its imagery of 
the housewife as a bastion of tamilial and social order. Sensationalistic 

news reports asserted that pathological war veterans were putting the 

institutions of marriage and family at risk. Journalists diagnosed the 

problern as intrinsic totheGerman male, "with his politics, his greed 

for power ... his worship of violence, his cockiness when successful 
and his whining in defeat:'63 A volley of articles in woman's magazines 

counseled readers on how to deal with the "conquered man'' and his 

deficiencies "as husband, as politician, as 'head of household; as 

lover-as man pure and simple:'64 Having been tried in the press and 

found guilty, postwar German men were to cede leadership to "the 
healthier sex:' \A/ith "her whole great unshakeable nature, her instinct 

for the practical and immediate;' and the "singular magic" with which 

she managed home and family, the housewife, as fantasized in the rhet

oric of popular magazines, had the power to single-handedly resuscitate 
the German family.65 Absent was any mention of the psychological 

scarring of women who had experienced bombardment, rape, forced 

relocation, or the survival tactics ofscavengingand sexual traterniza
tion.66 Given the specter of repressed memory that haunted notions of 

gender and family in postwar Germany, the Bett er Life depiction of a 
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perky, stay at-home housewife- her nest feathered with stylish furni

ture, shmy apphances, and a p1cture-perfect busband and children

must have appealed to vis1tors for her breezy exorcism of sexual and 

social ai\Xletles. 
As the protagonjst of a ubiquitous social narrative, the new 

woman peenng out frorn West German ads and the Better Life kitchen 

window bore an uncanny relationship to what art historian Boris Groys 

calls the Mtypology ofthe nonexistent," used to define Stalinism's "new 

man.""" To paraphrasc socialist realist theory, the vVest Germanmodel 

housewife was ~typical" of postwar life in that she embodied "not that 

which is cncounlered the rnost often, butthat which most persuasively 

expresses thc cssence of a given social force:'68 Conversely, the Bettel' 

Life housewifc can be regarded as a marufestation ofwhat Michael 

Schudson calls "capitaüst realism": 

lt does not cla1m to picture reahty as it is, but reality as it should 

be hfe and lives worth emulating. lt is always photography or 

The trad1tional German 

Hcmsfwu would be mod

emlzed \\'lth Amenan 

k1tchen technology, as 

dlspl<~yed before Genn.tn 

ob~ervers <~t the We're 

Buildlnß .1 Better Llfe 
exhib1t1on in 1952. U.S. 

National Arcluves, Still 

Plcture~ Division, RG286 

.'vfP GEN 1834. 
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drama or discourse with a message-rarely picturing individuals, 

it shows people only as incarnations oflarger social categories .... 

It focuses, of course, on the new, and if it shows some sign of 

respect for tradition, this is only to help in the assimilation of 

some new commercial creation.69 

v\Tith her relentless optimism and determination to live in the here 
and now, the "capitalist realist" housewife Vvas the "new man' ofWest 

Germany's firstpostwar decade.7° Her high-profile Iifestyle, celebrated 

in magazines and within the Better Life model home, rendered the 

unmarried single wo man or war widow-livingalone or supporting 

children (and perhaps an elderly parent), employed, struggling to make 

ends meet-a persona non grata: the unwanted reminder of an 

unspeakable past. 

THRILLS AND CHILLS IN THE POSTWAR KI TCHEN 

Given a cold war context fraught with historical and cu1tura1 com

plexities, the housewife imagined in the MSA's Better Life exhibition 

took on a life ofher own. Just who, then, did she think she was? There 

was certainly more to her than met the eye. Beneath the apron, pinned

up braids, and Kaffee-Klatch charm lurked a cultural revolutionary. 

Semaphores of domesticity and feminine tradition allowed her to work 
undercover as she colluded With American advisors determined to turn 

V\Test Germansinto mass consumers. Although her husband was 

described as "a worker and at the sametime a consumer;' his wife was 

the real pioneer of the new materiaHst Iifestyle, ensconced in her "com
pletely automatic, mechanized wonder kitchen. , , somehow reminis

cent of the control panel of an airplane;' as the Neue Zeitung effused.7 1 

This wonder kitchen-the only room of the Bett er Life model home in 

which every object was imported from the United States-induced 

desire among both genders, according to another newspaper revie'v: 
"For women and all men interested in mechanics, it is a white paradise:' 

Germanmilitary aggression had previously lent a sinister masculinity 

to high-tech hardware, but its feminization in the poshvar kitchen 
rendered technological advance Gemiitlich-"cozy." "This house is so 

perfect that I am afraid we will not want to move out;' confessed an 

actress hired to portray the Bett er Life housewife. "What will happen if 
I fall in Iove with the kitchen too?"72 As Erica Carter argues, the gender 
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construct of the postwar housewife was limiting but also liberating. 
She was situated "in discourses of reconstruction as the bearer of the 

values of a specific form of poshvar modernity, one dominated by scien
tific and technological rationalitY:'73 National chauvinism was another 

Third Reich legacy undermined by the Bett er Life housewife. She was a 

cultural cosmopolitan, judging by her home's interior, which mixed 
modernist decor from across the entire "Atlantic communitY:' As envi

sioned by the MSA, the feminine roles ofkitchen technician and con

sumer connoisseur came with heightened social status, at any rate for 

those affluent enough to buy their way in. 

No appliance within the Better Life kitchen played a more cele

brated roJe in West Germany's economic miracle than the refrigerator. 

It topped the Iist ofhousehold items desired by women and men 

throughout the 1950s ( with washing machines and vacuum cleaners 

coming in at second and third place, respectively). Half of all house

holds polled in 1955 dreamed ofbuying a refrigerator, but only one in 

ten owned one. In West Germany of the early 1950s, as recalled by a 

family that had pooled its resources to acquire a gleamingwhite Bosch, 

refrigerators were status symbols: "VITe were terribly proud. Everyone 
who visited us was led into the kitchen and shown the refrigeratorJ4" 

This chilly luxury sparked a heated controversy involving the standard

bearers ofWest Germany's main political parties. In 1953, when Alfred 

Müller-Armack of the CDU proposed federal financing for installment 

purchases of refrigerators in order to expand their market, Welt der 
Arbeit, a Iabor union journal, decried the initiative for its exclusion of 

citizens oflimited means-retirees, for example-who would not 

qualifY for the credit. CDU Finance Minister Ludwig Erhard stepped 

in, defending his party's platform with an article titled "A Refrigerator 
in Every Household." Erhard insisted that "luxuries of today" could 

only become "the general consumer goods of tomorrow ... if we 

accept that in an initial phase, they will only be available to a small 

group with elevated incomes who will have the purchasing power to 
obtain these goods:'7s If the refrigerator came to define a gap between 

the haves and have-nots, it would have tobe tolerated in the interest 

of egalitarianism.76 Erhard's paradoxical contention proved correct. 

By the decade's end, the cost of a Bosch refrigerator had decreased to 

40 percent of its 1951 price.77 V\Test Germany was poised to emulate 

America, where between 1940 and 1950 home ownership of refrigera

tors had nearly doubled.78 
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Far from reflecting an un:unbtguous process of Americanization, 

however, \\'est Germany's state-sponsored Iove aff<lirwath the refng

erator came with its own troubled rustory. Promascs of a refrigerator 

an every kitchen dated back to a Thrrd Reach pledge to provade \ 'olks· 
produkte (people's products) as harbingers of Nazi andu ... trial modern

aty. These included the Volksempfänger (people's radao), Voltswagen 
(people's car), and Folkskül!lsdarauk {people\ refrigerator) the latter 

complementing a campaign to ·Fight Food Spoalage , .. as Germany 

headed for war. By 1937,less than one hundred thousand ·people's 

refrigerators,'' selling at luxury-market prices, had becn manufactured. 

vVeapons production pushed refrigerators off the Iist ofThird Reich 

priorities in 1939, atwhich time less than 1 percent of German house

holds owned one.79 Although Hitler's promise to build an Aryan 

consumer society proved holiow, it had long-tenn rcpcrcussions, as 

S. Jonathan Wiesen has observed. Postwar consumer rhetoric echoed 

"language about ec:onomic renewal- indeed language .lbout 'mit<t

cles'- that had been presented fifteeu years earlicr."~o The appli:mce

laden Better Life kitchen may have sparkled with postwar novelty, but 

it was a repository of faded memories associated with an older and far 

less palatable recipe for modern living. 
Refrigerators changed far more than West Gcrm<ln cooking. They 

were a stepping-stone between the Fresswelle, or ·reeding-wave;· as his

torian :\lichael Wildt has dubbed the econom•c maracle'~ openang act, 

and its subsequent incursion into durable goods. In 1953, SS percent of 

\\'est German wages were spent on food, more than twace the average 

U.S. amount-11 Tight budgets and careful food m<1nagement, rather than 

the effortless entertaining portrayed m the Bett er Lafe home, character

azed the kitcheo of the early 1950s.12 Daily rounds to the butcher, 

baker, and greengrocerwere standard household chores, absorbing 

seventy hours of the V\Test German housewife'c; typacal week. House

hold thrift and tlte fight against food spoilage remained a selling point 

for refrigerators. "If you don't have a cool bascment, see that you get a 

refrigerator;' a household hints column advised. "You nccd it foa·your 

leftover sausage and your milk more than the rich man does for his 

fancy pickJed herring and champagne." While thc logic was dubious

"for the price of a refrigerator, one could replace a grc<1t deal of so ur 

milk," as jennifer Loehlin notes-the notion of pinchang pcnnics 

through an extravagant purchase speaks volumco; .lbout the West Ger· 

man consumer mind-set of the 1950s.u 
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A refrigerator promised not just fewer trips to specialized shops 
but the ability to avoid them altogether. Newly introduced American
style self-service markets meant reduced prices for those who could 
buy }arger quantities1 refrigerating purchases and using them gradually, 
instead ofbuying small amounts that without refrigeration had tobe 
used in a day. Beyond this quantitative change in retailing, supermar
kets offered a qualitatively different consumer experience. "Shopping is 
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one of those disciplines of the body by which we find our place in soci

ety;' writes Sharon Zukin, a historian and theorist of consumption.84 

Shopkeepers traditionally served as intermediades between products 

and people, dispensing consumer advice as weil as neighborhood 
gossip, and sometimes using both to influence buying behavior. ss 

Self-service purchases, made without having to call the orderout to a 

shopkeeper, denied fellow shoppers a glimpse, in the words of a West 

German contemporary, "into my cooking pot, and thus into my 

purse:'86 Eliminating the shopkeeper as arbiter and overseer of con
sumer choice lent packaging new prominence as the product's "second 

skin;' conveying contents, value, and social cachet.87 The postwar era's 

supermarket novitiate learned the skills of commodity jldnerie, negotiat

ing a dense semiotic environment in which products conununicated 

directly through slogans and graphics designed to compete with similar 
goods sharing the same shelf.88 "Now everything was within reach;' 

writes Wildt, "ready to grasp at the Ievel of eyes and hands; the arrange

ment of goods, lighting, decor-everything was organized around the 

presentation of commodities:'89 For the vVest German shopper, the 

promenade do\'111 bright fluorescent aisles lined with eye-catching 

Iabels marked tl1e culmination of a Bildungsreise, a journey of self

discovery, into the promised land of postwar consumption 

Self-service food markets increased exponentially in West Ger

many over the course of the decade, from 39 in 1951 to 17,132 by 

1960, by which time they accounted for one-third of all grocery sales.9° 
In keeping with America's self-appointed roJe as Europe's economic 

tutor, the MSA's Caravan ofModern Food Service introduced retailers 

and shoppers to supermarket basics across \!\Testern Europe. Produced 

by Peter Harnden, the exhibitwas contained inside a collection of 

expandable cargo trailers. Tn1cked from city to city, it brought the 

gospel of self-service retailing to an ever-widening circle of disciples. 

Mounted outside the installation, placards in seven languages explained 

supermarket theory and practice. Inside, visitors found a complete 

library of reference materials, a small theater for screening technical 

films, and a mocked-up supermarket display, complete with shelves 

of products, refrigerator cases, and a check-out stand. By grabhing a 

shopping cart, rolling it do\rn the aisles, selecting packaged foods, 

and proceeding to the register, visitors discovered for themselves the 

pleasures of modern shopping. Panels informed local entrepreneurs 
that "all materials used in the construction of the exhibit are available 
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inEurope.'" As w1th its promotion ofbousehold mass consumptJon, 

the V.S. State Department had a vested interest in publicizing self

serv•ce reta1ling m ~·estem Europe, just as it had in South Amenca a 

few years earher. At the 1949 mauguration ofVenezuelan supermarket 

operations by the lntemahonal Basic EconomyCorporation, its d~Cec 

tor, Nelson Rockefeller, had announced, "lower food prices represent 

the same thmg as an mcrease in \vages."''! The increased purchasmg 

power resultmg from more efficient retailing, State Department offiCLals 

beheved, would enfranchise workers within capitalism's reward system, 

eroding the appeal of communist trade unions and the tactics oflabor 

confrontation used to disrupt economic reconstruction 

After its Paris debut in May 1953, the Caravan ofModern Food 

Service toured Belgium, Holland, Derunark, Germany, and Italy. lts 

iti nerary overlapped that of another traveling exhibition prod uced by 

Harnden for the MSA: Wc're Building a Better Life, which hit the road 

foUowing its 1952 West Berlin opening. The Better Life model home 

proceeded to two rnore West German venues, Stuttgart and Hannover, 

before heading to Fr.lnce and Italy, countries in which disruptive com

munist Iabor unions had greatly alarmed Marshall Plan officials. The 

exhib1tion conhnued to p1tch 1ts vision of·whatthe ideal modern 

home could Iook like if customs barrierswere abolished" under a new 

name: Home Without Borders (~lalSon Sans Frontichs for its Paris 

operung in February J 954, and Casa Senza Frontiere for an April 

-----.. -

The mterlor ofthe 
C.u·.avan of Modem Food 
Service exhib1l, trans
ported lhrough Western 
Europe tn the interest 
of enh.1ncing economlc 
produdlvlty through 
streamltned food retall
lng. U.S. National 
Archives, Still Pictures 
Division, RG286 MI' 
GEN 1990. 
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showing at Milans International Sampies Fair ).93 Although conceived 
in-and for-divided Germany, We're Building a Better Life remained 

true to its Atlanticist creed, addressing citizens across Marshall Plan 
Europe with a universal message: that transnational consumer practices 
festered economic recovery and integration. The Bett er Life and 
Modern Food Service exhibits conveyed interlocking facets of the State 
Department's message aboutAmerican-style affluence and its modes 
of perception, apprehension, and behavior-the duster of dispositions 
that structure everyday life practices according to Pierre Bourdieu's 
concept of "habitus:'~'4 European aspirants to the good life depicted at 

Harnden's exhibitions learned that it could not be acquired piecemeal, 
bit by glittering bit. The American Way ofLife demanded collective 
commitment to a total package of economic, cultural, and political 
transformations no less comprehensive than that of any other revolution. 
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Stalinism by Design 

Across Germany's internal border, the West's model housewife en

countered resistance from another mythologized female: the East's 

worker-activist. One of her more vivid manifestations was Marianne 

Brose, a character created by proletarian author Theo Harych for his 

novel Stalinallee, commissioned by the National Building Program for 

Germany's Capital (Nationales Aufbauprogramm der Haupstadt 

Deutschlands). Like the Better Life housewife, the worker-activist was 

a social narrative incarnate. Fresh-faced and fervent, striving selflessly 

to construct socialism, she was the antithesis of the stay-at-home 

Hausfrau promoted by the U.S. State Department. These two feminine 

ideals embodied Germany's divided economic paths. The Better Life 

housewife epitomized a postwar consumer Iifestyle and challenged its 

threadbare East bloc alternative. The worker-activist, rejecting West

ern promises of mass aff1uence, dedicated life and labor to creating a 
socialist future. 

Harych plotted Marianne's socialist coming-of-age within the 

story of a single evening of misadventure in West Berlin. Unlike the 

border crossings made by real-life East Berliners-which, in the years 

before the construction of the wall, typically involved commuting to 

work, taking in a Hollywood film, or going shopping-Marianne heads 

\..Yest to undertake a da ring mission. Armed with a roll of posters and 

a pot of glue, she proceeds to plaster Partypropaganda across shop win

dows, obscuring capitalist advertising with its communist equivalent. 

As she observes her surroundings, the West's consumer wonderland 
qtiickly dissolves· and is revealed to be a shimmering Scheinwel~ a 

"world of illusion": 

Delleions American jams, coffee, citrus, [along with] furs and 

shoes, filled shops and storefronts. But the bags carried by 

window shoppers were empty. Perhaps hunger drew them to 

these display windows, or they were drawn to the streets out of 

boredom. Their own apartments were cold; light was expensive. 

Their cupboards were bare. Out here, however, light, life, warm 
clothes, and groceries were found in abundance. "For whom?" 

Marianne wondered. 

Marianne's amazement turns to terror as Fritz, an unemployed brick

layer ( and future refugee to East Berlin) pulls her off the sidewalk and 

CHAPTER FOUR 

(jacing page) Frau Hacke, 
helped by her son Rainer, 
puts up curtains in a new 
apartment on East Ber
lin's Stalinallee in 1955. 
Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 
183/ 12940/4/Kemlein. 
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pushes her into a darkened building. His motives, like the shop win

dows, are not what they seem: he is keepmg her from fallmg anto a trap 

set by the novel's brutal V\-est German pollce. H1dmg in bis dingy tene

ment apartment, ~1ariarme gets her first shock1ng v1ew of tbe interior 

world of capitalism. "Two moth-eaten bedsteads and an old overstuffed 

sofa stood beside a table and tbree chaus. The room also bad a ehest 

and shelves curtained off witb a worn blanket:'1 LJnder tbe blanket are 

goodswaiting tobe sold on the black market, a system of commodity 

distribution tbat sums up tbe West's f.1ntasy of aft1uence. The rescue 

propels Fritz castward into a melodrama populated by socialist workers, 

ccment mixers, and saboteurs: in tbis boy-meets girl story the Iove 

interest is driven not by sexual cbemistry but by thc magnetic attraction 

exerted between Stalinistprograms for human and urban reconstruc

tion. Although Harych's novel was never published, his depiction of 

West ßerlin tenement life is historically significant nol as a document 

of life in the capitalist West but of the pledgc that working dass life in 

the socialist Eastwould boast a higber standard ofliving. By that narra

tive thread, the fate of a nation-and indeed an empire would dangle. 

THE BATTLE fOR A NEW INTERIOR DESIGN 

~lananne ßrose and her activist-to-be boyfnend, Fritz, were promo

honal by-prodocts ofEast Berlin's ßagsh1p reconstruction proJect The 

Stahnallee, a newSoviet-style boulevard, marked East Berlm's tnumphal 

entry along the land route from ~1oscow. Tbe street '!. ktlometer-long 

run of neoclassical facades bracketed tree-lmed ~·dewalks and six lanes 

of traffic. ~ Ground-floor shops and restaurants, ennobled by travertine 

sheathing and Doric columns, consciously recalled the arch1tecture of 

imperial Prussia.3 Stacked above commercial amenitie~ were apart

ments sheathed in lustrous tiles from the Meissen porcelain works

once f.·uned forthefine china adorning aristocratic tables, subsequently 

a supplier ofbuildingmaterials for proletarian palaccs. For tbe boule

vard's Karl Marx Bookstore, Bauakademie interior design specialists 

rcprised the building's monumental facade in hardwood paneling and 

casework. Inside the Haus Budapest Restaurant, thcy explorcd social

ist realism's Htmgarian mood witb .Magyar-in-;pired embroidery and 

folk-art scraffito. Down the street at the Caf~ Restaurant Warschau, 

customers savored a corresponding rec&pe for Polish decor. These 

ltnked expressions of national character traced their origins to a culturaJ 
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strategy th.1t attempted to neutralize the centrifugal effects of oatlonal

ist sentiment. Stahn's 1913 treatise Marxism and the National Question 

proposed a maddle course between nationalist factionalism and Party

imposed anternataonalasm. He proposed a new category of oational.asm, 

the "oppressed nataon" variety, characterized by a struggle for mdepen

dence and comp.1tible wath the goal of dismantling capitalism. 1n 

Stalin's 6rst admmistrative position at the helm of~arkomnats-the 

People's Commassanal ofNational Affairs-this nationalities pol.acy 

nurtured natave Party elites loyal to Kremlin leaders. Similarly, the caJI 

to create an .1rchitecture "socaalist in content and national in form" in 

tbe early 1930s gave socialist realist representatives ofthe USSR's 

national minorilies an ideological advantage over the modernist estab

lishment, which w.1s predoaninantlyRussian in nationality4 The result 

was an ins titutionalized collection of styles expressing the individuated, 

yet unHied, idcnlity politics of"socialism in one countl-y;' and the 

socialist real ist dcpiction of the USSR as a world w1to itself, complete 

with its own colorful a~sortment of regional cultures. 

The Soviet occupation of Bastern Europe brought with it the 

apotheosis of socialtst rcalist anternationalism. Its reflections could be 

found throughout the Stalanallee, from restaurant interiors to state retaal 

(btlohl) The stolid 

neoclilS!>Jcal aesthetic 

tmported from ~oscow 

;and (;avored by East Ger

man P01rty Je;aders 1s dts

plolyed Jn the Ka.rl ~an: 

Bookstore, destgned by 
the Deutsche Bau.tka

demle. BundesarcbJV, 

D:.vt2 V1 .06.3, volume 3, 

figure 8. 

(bclowlcft) Hungari.m

lnsplrcd curtaln embroi

dcry and ,, scrafllto panel 

ln lhc Stullnallce's Haus 

Bud;lpe!.t restaurant 

excmpllfy t he aesthetlcs 

of sociallbt real1st identity 

po lit 1cs. Bu ndes.trcltiv, 
D\112 Vl.06.3, Volume 5, 

Figure 18. 
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outlets stocked with socialist indulgences like Bulgarian cigarettes and 

feta cheese, Romanian Riesling and Hungarian Bikaver wines, Polish 
eggs, and canned pineapple from China.s The Stalinallee's material 

culture evoked a wider world spreading outward from the boulevard in 

a single direction-east. From a vantage point framed by the continu

ous frontage of new seven-story facades, East Germany's reconstructed 

capital could be perceived in its imaginary totality. "Multiply this image 

by one thousand: the generous appointments of the street, the mechan

ical cornforts of the housing, the attractive shops, social amenities and 
restaurants;' exhorted an East German tract, "and you will get a general 

idea of the good life in the socialist residential district of the future:'6 

Walking the broad sidewalks1 gazing into well-stocked shop windows, 

tonring the street's spacious apartments, residents ofboth Berlins 

would undergo a conversion experience-or so it was hoped. The 

Stalinallee was East Germany's ultimate marketing tool: a model of the 
socialist future built at one-to-one scale. 

v\Tith the completion of the first Stalinallee apartment units in 

December 1952, model residences outfitted by the Bauakademie Insti

htte for Interior Design opened for public inspection as "an example of 
how the working population should live:'7 The results, which fell short 

of the boulevard's neoclassical grandeur, disappointed Party Ieader 
v\Talter Ulbricht. Advances in socialist realist architecrure had outpaced 

those of furniture design. In the United States, savvy entrepreneurs like 

Hans Knoll and George Nelson had made it their business to close the 
gap between modernist architecture and the market's tired selection of 

mainstream fumishings.8 In East GermanYi with market responses dis

mantled and the profit motive demonized, out-of-sync interiors created 

an ideological crisis rather than a commercial opportunity. A Bauaka

demie memorandum reported that socialist realism's cultural revolution 

had faltered. Formalism was rampant among East Germandesigners 

and-far worse-their proletarian clients: 

Popular opinions expressed at the [Stalinallee open house] 

exhibit again have provided striking evidence that the conse

quences of the capitalist brutalization oftaste are more deeply 

spread and rooted than the feeble initial development of tlte new 

[aesthetic]. It should also be taken into account that if the popu
lace were allowed to choose between fumiture of the familiar 

formalist-modernist sort which the majority stilllike, and the new 
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[furnishings] linked to the [nation's] cultural heritage, which the 

majority do not yet like, the latter would be left on the showroom 

floor while the form er would be soid by the thousands, even if 

both were of the same quality.9 

\Vith the quest to create a "realist" home culture stalling, a follow-up to 

the 1952 conference on "Issues of German Interior Design" seemed 

imperative. 

The initial Bauakademie colloquium on household design had 

resounded with defamations of\Vestern modernism but had been 

notably short on positive exemplars suitable for emulation. Advice to 

would-be socialist realists had emphasized hindsight. Conferees had 
learned that "all that is truly new is developed out of the old" and that 

"the last great unified epoch of German furniture and domestic design 

was the beginning of the nineteenth century:'10 \Vhile anachronistic 

from a modernist perspective, the postw·ar revival of neoclassicism con

formed to Stalinistnotions of a contemporary socialist heritage. East 

German arts rediscovered the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth cen

turies in the 1950s. At the DEFAmotion picture studios in Babelsberg, 
"heritage films" revealed Beethoven, Goethe, and Hölderlin to have 

been "fervent supporters ofthe French Revolution, and thus harbingers 

of socialism."1 1 Promoting neoclassicism as a paradigm for contempo

rary designwas part of this broader trend. The furniture of imperial 

Prussia, with its "comforting cosiness and human warmth, [and] beauty 
in its overall features;' belonged among "the cultural goods of our 

people;' according to Bauakademie design theorists. 12 Their "Battle for 

a New lnterior Design" reached back in history to appropriate the cul

tural capital of a vanquished bourgeoisie in the name of Germany's 

postwar proletariat. 

Neoclassical reclamation in the decorative arts generated its own 

state-sponsored research programs. In summer 1952, photographers 

und er contract to the Bauakademie traversed East Germany document

ing late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century furnishings, lighting 

fixtures, textiles, and even tiled stoves. Sites included national museums, 

stately homes in public ownership, and the dwindling number of 
antique collections that remained in private hands. l3 The final product 

was a catalog intended as a source of information and inspiration for 

postwar designers. Of course, the notion of sorting through the past in 

search of a twentieth-century patrimony was by no means unique to 
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socialist realism. Two generations earlier, in a project analogous to 

Bauakademie efforts, and which may well have been their model, Paul 

Mebes published Um 1800 (Circa 1800), an evaluation ofGerman 

neodassical works suitable for contemporary emulation. 14 Published 

just as a youthful Walter Ulbricht was beginning his apprenticeship as a 

furniture craftsman in the Leipzigworkshop ofErnst Werner, Um 1800 

was a foundational text of its era-and thirty years later, a reference text 
in the Bauakademie library.'s 

For aspiring socialist realists, Um 1800 advanced several appeal

ing arguments. Mebes advocated German neodassicism as a "modest, 

truly economical" alternative to Jugendstil excess: "After the long, fruit

less wandering1 truly it is not a step backwards but an advance when 
we reconnect with the architecture ofthe eighteenth century."16 His 

neodassical canon, like that of the Bauakademie}. excised the mannered 

Biedermeyer style. Comparing Germany after the Napoleonic wars
Mebes's goldenage of neodassicism-with circumstances after World 

vVar I, the 1920 edition of Um 1800 prescribed neoclassicism for post

'var reconstruction1 insisting "beauty is also possible with the greatest 

simplicity and the mostmodest of means:' The only requirement ~s a 
"vital transmission of tradition" and a rejection of"formalism;' described 

as "the new aesthetic ideal1 which ... seeks in all its expressive endeav

ors to overturn the classical tradition:'17 Um 1800, howeverJ. also con

tained Stalin-era profanities1 induding the notion of neodassicism as 

"cosmopolitan;' which in Soviet parlance denoted capitalist cultural 

degeneracy, and the assertion that "local and folk traditions slowly are 

dying:'18 This admixture of orthodoxy and heresy made Um 1800 un

suitable for citation by socialist realists, and indeed Mebes is nowhere 

mentioned in Bauakademie documents. But parallels ranging from 

rhetorical tropes to aesthetic prescriptions suggest that East Berlin's 

postwar style was as dependent on interwar precedent as was its mod
ernist V\Test German adversary. 

At Ulbricht's direct behest, the Bauakademie launched another 

research venture in 1953. The organization's director, Liebknecht, and 

two colleagues toured venerable furniture manufacturers in Leipzig, 
Zeulenroda, and V\Taldheim. An archive at Zeulenroda contained an 

exhaustive collection of patterns and decorative details that had sur

vived two world wars intact. The researchers pulled samples for imme

diate transfer to East Berlin and made planstoship the rest of the 
archive to the capital. Unlike the Bauakademie's survey of German 
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antiques, analysis of the Zeulenroda material would not attempt to 

identify excmplars for contemporary emulation, but exactly the oppo

stte. ·we are unammous in our conviction that one must study thts 

matenal, ul that tt is e'ipectally tnlportaot to find the initial configura

tions, that ts, the origmal con6gurations, (.-lusgangs- bzw. Urspnmgljor 

me11) ofbad dcsign." The researchers believed that the trove of furruture 

pattems documcnted the nineteentll century's trajectory of aesthebc 

decay and that buried witl1in the archive they would find evidence of a 

fonnahst • Urspnmgsmoddl": the ancestor of all subsequent generations 

of ugly furmture. Thts empiricaJ breakthrough would reveal the bistori

cal circumstances of beauty's decline und er capitalism. 1o Bauakademie 

investigators wcre poised to create a definitive history of hausehold 

formalism1 mapping its cvolution:uy origins with absolute precision. 

Like the archacology of modcrnity undertaken by W.'llter Benjamin a 

generation earlietj the Bam\kademie initiative traced its own origins to 

the Kultruwisscnsclllljt ("cultural science") tradition tl1at had flourished 

d uring the Weimar era.1u While sharing some aspects ofBenjamln's 

investigative method, wh ich also sifted through seemlngly trivial .trti

facts to dtscover unexpected orders of meanlng, the Bauakademie 

project was pessunrsttc, teleologtcal, aod reductive. In any case, as thetr 

ambittous researchplan makes clear, Bauakademie officialswere not 

content merely to reproduce ep•stemological structures of Soviet 

provenance. They aspired to become the pioneers of a ~Iarxist-Leninist 

disciplme of aesthetJc archaeology, a breakthrough capable of pro

pelhng East Germany to the forefront of socialist real ist theory and 

practice.-
As the Bauakademie pondered the origins of culturaJ decadence, 

the Party wa~ engaged in a life-or-death struggle with its proletarian 

constituency. In July 1952, the Socialist Unity Party (SED) announced 

its accelerated program for the national Construction ofSocialism 

(Aufb:~u des Sozializmus). It called for forced agrarian collectiviza

tion1 massive industrial invcstment, and the suppression of private 

entreprencurship, organizcd religion, and all ties to the V\Test among 

socialist citizcns.ll Unexpectedly, tlle KremJin also mandated iliat 

East Germ:my creatc a national army to counter West Gerrnany's 

rearmament und er m utu.ll security agreementsv.rith the United States. 

Topreserve capital for industriaJ investment, Ulbricht's Politburo 

deducted the cost of East German remilitarization from state funds 

earmarked for the production of consumer goods. Public provision 

"An elGimplc ofunartis

tlc redevelopment" of 

national design herltage, 

.lS depkted in the catalog 

of Live Better- .More 

BeautifulJyl o1n exhibition 
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faltered, morale plummeted, and the gap between socialism as lived 
and as publicized gtew ever wider. By winter 1952, butter and sugar had 
all but disappeared from shops. 23 In the first quarter of the new year, 
nearly eight thousand East Germans were arrested for black ma.rket 
transactions or for speaking critically of the regime. Every month, 
between fifteen and twenty-five thousand East German citizens fled 
westward.24 The most remarkable socialist tempo turned outtobe not 
the speed of economic reconstruction but the rate at which the prole
tariatwas abandoning the nation established in its name.2s 

Stalin's death in March 1953 stoked hopes for change. The SED 
promptly dashed them. In mid~May, the Party announced a l 0 percent 
escalation oflabor norms-which in effect decreased wages by the 
same amount, reduced state subventions for public transport and basic 
foods, and called for a lavish public celebration ofUlbricht's sixtieth 
birthday at the end ofJune. Aware that the situationwas spinning out 
of control, the Kremlins new leadership convened an emergency meet
ing in Moscowwith Ulbricht and histop colleagues. On 2 June, the 
Soviets presented their German colleagt1es with a policy program called 
the New Course. It abandoned the accelerated Construction of Social

ism and proposed improvements in living conditions in order to stem 
the westward exodus. The rise in Iabor norms was revoked, but its alien

ating effects could not be retracted. A group of construction workers 
at the Stalinallee put dovm their tools to march on the politburo's 

House ofMinistries headquarters in protest on 16 June 1953. The next 
day, thirty thousand citizens-15 percent ofEast Berlin's Iabor force
took to the streets. Demonstrators trampled national flags, defaced por
tciits of Stalin, and torched the socialist state's flagship retail outlet in 
Potsdamer Platz in a visceral expression of consumer dissatisfaction.26 

Protests quickly spread to other cities. In Leipzig, crowds jammed 
downtown streets chanting demands for "butter, no cannons, freedom 

and high er wages:'27 The Party ultimately remained in power only 
through the intervention ofSoviet army tanks followed by arrests, 
prison sentences, and executions. 

In the wake of the uprising, Ulbricht purged the SED of any 
potential opponents while trumpeting the New Course reforms he had 
attempted to resist.28 The Party announced increased state investment 
in food and household goods "to bring about a real irnprovement in 
economic and political conditions ... in the immediate future and, 
based on this step, to raise the living standard of the working dass and 
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white collar workers significantly."29 The promisewas hollow. Bast 

Germany's agenda for post-Stalinist reform proved so amorphous that 
when asked what the New Course was, Ulbricht answered "Marxism

Leninism:'30 As far as domestic designwas concerned, "Stalinism" 

would have been an accurate response. Ulbricht enlisted New Course 

mandates to propel socialist realist furnishings offthe drawing board 

and onto showroom and living room floors. 

LIVING SOCIALIST REAL15M 

On 17 November 1953, five months to the day after the Bast German 

uprising, Ulbricht and the Bauakademie turned their attentionback to 

the crisis in household design. The House ofMinistries, where angry 

crowds had gathered to mock Party Ieaders and demand their resigna

tion, was the venue for a second national conference on Bast German 

interiors. The conference and its concurrent exhibition bore a shared 

title: Live Better-More Beautifully! (Besser leben-schöner 

wohnen!), establishing beauty as the missing ingredient from West 

Germany's Better Life ideal. The intended message for Bast German 
citizens was that "Bauhaus machine-furniture is Bnemy Number One; ' 

according to internal Bauakademie documents, with "eclecticism" and 

"kitsch" the runners-up for "Bnemy Number Two:'31 Presentations 

would trace socialist realism's provenance back to the Renaissance.32 

The target audience consisted of designers, manufacturers, retailers, 

and-recognizing the crisis in proletarian taste and behavior-the Bast 

German public. Flyers, cinema advertisements, and sidewalk placards 

announced, "In conjunction with the New Coursethat our government 

has embarked upon, this exhibition represents a breakthrough in .. ; the 
furnishings industry, and benefits consumers:'n Par from departing 

from the policies that had incited riots, however, Live Better-More 

Beautifully! offered yet another dose ofStalinist culture as a eure for the 
nation's malaise. 

A temporary pavilion erected on Bast Berlin's Alexanderplatz 

housed the Live Better-More Beautifully! exhibition. To convey 
socialist realism's native patrimony, a "Culhtral Heritage" display 

included rare Gothic, Renaissance, baroque, and neoclassical antiques. 

Musemn curators were persuaded to loan their treasures for a show 

staged on a downtown pavement after receiving a Ietter from the 

Bauakademie stating, "The conference and its corresponding exhibition 
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is of entirely exceptional significance, in that Minister President Walter 

Ulbricht is intensely interested in this event, and will be participating 
personallY:'34 A second installation forecast a socialist realist future 

for East German households with thirty new suites of neotraditional 

furnishings. A third display, introduced by the broadside "Formalism 

and kitsch serve only the misanthropic interests of imperialism and 
its politics of warmongering;' was called the "Chamber of Horrors" 

( Schrecken.skammer) by the exhibition's planners.3S Inside, a collection 

of"reactionary" modernist objects provided evidence of capitalist cul

tural decay. By highlighting the "emphatic primitiveness" of modernist 
armchairs and "complete decadence" of minimalist light fixtures, the 

Bauakademie hoped to reeducate citizens duped by modernism and 
Bauhaus design.36 Four photographs in the Live Better-More Beauti

fully! catalog illustrated the Chamber ofHorrors concept: a 1927 

v\Teißenhofhousing exhibition interior designed by Mart Stam, a room 

outfitted With modular storage units designed by Bruno Paul in the 

1930s and still in production at the Hellerau workshops, the Manhattan 
showroom ofKnoll International (incorrectly identified as a "New 

York living room"), and a contemporary West German home furnished 

with pieces from Knoll and its competitor Herman MillerY The last of 

theseillustrationswas cribbed from the West Germandesign journal 
Architektur und Wohuform-the same issue featuring the dream home 

interiors showcased by the Better Life show.38 Bauakademie propagan

dists clearly were aware of the work of their MSA competitors, and Live 

Better-More Beautifully! resumed a cross-border dialogue transacted 

in the langnage of exhibitions. 

The Live Better-More Beautifully! catalog contained a state

ment acknowledging "the generous support of the government of the 

USSR" in helping stage the exhibition. However, its Chamber ofHor

rors strayed far from contemporary practices ofSoviet art exhibition. 

The first Chamber of Horrors was a gallery antechamber at London.'s 

Victorian-era Museum ofOrnamentalArt (the precursor ofthe Victo

ria and Albert) that showcased objects selected explicitly for their taste
lessness, setting the stage for the "proper" displays that followed.39 

Early Soviet exhibitions employed similar installation techniques, 

shifting their didactic content from art education to political denuncia
tion.40 Art from the Age of Imperialism and Art of the Great Industrial 

Bourgeoisie on the Eve of the Proletarian Revolution, mounted in 1931 

and 1932, respectively, accompanied their negative exemplars with a 
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narrative accusing the avant--garde ofleadmg Sov1ct culture down a 

"blind alley of formal.ism."~ 1 The Chamber of Horrors strategy fellout 

offavor in the mid-l930s as Soviet curators stro\'e to express the aes

thetic hegemony of socialist realism as an aesthetlc totahty. D1splays of 

·bad art" had become obsolete as well as potentlally dangerous, m that 

they placed ideologically discred1ted artifacts on v1e\v. The "Stahmst 

museum'' relegated to storage all objects deemed •lleg•timate, indeter

mmate, or illegible. ~: Sodalistrealist beautywas to re1gn unchallenged

an exhibition strategy utterly at odds with the "forrnalism and btsch" 

showcase ofLive Better-More Beaut:ifuUy! 
A rieb tradition of native precedents was far more likely to have 

infonned the Bauakademie's Chamber of Horrors. At the I 933 exhibi

tion Away with National Kitsch1 the newly Nazilied Werkbund showed 

side-by-side Living rooms: one a jumble of tawdry furniturc and cheap 

political memorabiliaj the other a dignified hearth wortl1y of a 'T'eutonic 

Zivilisation.43 TJlis display of antipodes was followed four years later by 

the DegenernteArt (Entartete Kunst) exhibition in ,\l[unich, which 

seared the term Schreckenskammer into Westernart history as a Nazi 

phenomenon. 44 The DegenerateArt Chamber of Horrors diagnosed 

avant-ga.rde objects to be Bolshevist :md jew1sh; a generatlon later, Live 

Better- .\1ore Beautifully! declared them cap1tahst and American. 'T'he 

Bauahdemie's unsavory conflation of pre- and posnvar ant1modernism 

may be explained by an article in its in-house JOUrnal, Studl~llmatenal, 

wh1cb featured Germantranslations of Russ1an te~1s on ·problems 

mvolving .\1arxist-Leninist aesthetics." Tbe 19.S3 issue contained an 
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article by the Stalin Prize-winning sculptor Vera Mukhina depicting the 
U.S. art scene as a "gangsterworld, in which anything is allowed:' The 

headline above this excursus was rendered as Entartete anu rieanisehe 
Kunst-"Degenerate American Art"- in German translation.4S Apre

sumed validation of the trope of degeneracy may have led Bauakademie 
officers torevive its associated Chamber ofHorrors tactic in their strug

gle against modernism. Bast German spectators, however, would have 

been unaware of the arcane museological ancestry of Chambers of 

Horrors. For them, the obvious antecedent would have been a Nazi 

exhibition decrying non-Aryan cultural pathologies. The West's cold 

war propagandists delighted in drawing comparisons between the 

Third Reich and the communist Bast, a task made rather easy by their 
socialist realist counterparts.46 

The Bauakademie paradigm of household consumption as cul

tural enlightenment madeLive Better-More Beautifully! a dry and 

lifeless affair compared to the animated spectacle of the Bett er Life 

home. Lacking any human presence, the neotraditional interiors con

veyed next to nothingabout postwar Iifestyles or activities. An espe

cially curious omission, given the new working-class social order, was 
the Iack of attention to the home as a site of domestic Iabor. Most of the 

room settings assembled for the exhibition depicted what was known in 

Soviet parlance as the "general room;' which combined living, dining, 

and home study functions. Along with a few bedroom suites and a chil

dren's playroom, a single kitchen was shown: a compact Russian model 

named after its designer, architect Ivan Zholtovsky. The meager display 

perfectly illustrated the eclipse of the kitchen as a symbol of socialist 
refoim. From the October Revolution until the close ofStalin's First 

Five-Year Plan in 19311 Soviet cultural revolutionaries lauded the com
munal kitchen as a "social condenser" capable of forging proletarian 

consciousness. Bxperience proved otherwise. Purpose-built collective 

kitchens sparked feuds and accusations of food theft, rather than a 

socialist utopiaY In the mid-l930s, with the advent of socialist realism, 

the emphasis in Soviet housing shifted from innovative programming 

to monumental packaging. The ideal resident changed as weil. Failing 

to keep pace with peasant migration into newly industrialized cities, 

Stalin-era apartment construction targeted managers, engineers, and 
other "responsible cadres" as its primary dien tele. Inside their new resi

dences, a household maid was an unmentioned but popular amenity. 

The reality of a Soviet Iabor market for domestics, typically former 
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peasant girls, remained repressed from public discou~e untrl the late 

1930s, when cartoons and jokes about m•uds began to surface tn satiri

cal joumaJs.~• ·~Ianned" as it sometimes was by an unmentionable 

dass of female Iabor, the apartment kitchen \Y<lS stnpped of most repre

sentational duties, a fall from grace apparent 10 the Zholtovsky kitchen, 

whrch m terms of technology and space plannmg would have been 

considered state-of-the-art in Germany Circa J 925. 

A '~'est German visitor to Live Better-~1ore Beautifully! might 

have found its emblems of domestic culture- matched venee~, applied 

rosettes, high-gloss lacquer finisbes- surpnsing for a sociahst society. 

However, their transposition from bourgeois to proletarian contexts 

w:~s what defined the emergent ideal ofStalin-era domesticity. In the 

1930s, the word kul'trmtost', or "culturedness," entered common Rus

sin ll usage. lt denoted "the complex of behnviors, attitudes and knowl

edge that 'cultured' people had, and 'backward' peoplc lacked."4'
1 As 

markers of the transformation of form er peasants into d isciplined 

workers, lace curtains, frilly Jamp sbades, and spotless tablecloths 

bccarne totemic kul'tumost' artifacts. Stalinist socialism's rehabilitation 

of objects and behaviors formerly caJJed bourgeors made the rough 

personal habits celebrated by a previous generatron of Bolshevrks not 

only obsolete but also ideologically sed1ttou~.) 

Ulbricht and bis circle of German cornmumsts ass1m11ated the 

concept of kul'tumost' wbile in Soviet exile du ring the war, as revealed a 

decade later in bis praise for •fumiture and decorative ob1ects that !Jft 
the domestic culture of the working dass to a high er Ievel.":; In its 

transmission to Germany, kul'turuost' \Y<lS easHr conflated with the 

native concept ofBildung, a tenn connohng mtellectual and cultural 

development UJbricht's life story, in 1ts official versron, was a study of 

thrs transposition. Biographcrsfell silent when it came to Ulbricht's 

physicallabo~ as an apprentice cabinetmaker but waxed poetic when 

relating his youthful trek through ltaly. They scripted the futurc Party 

leader's road trip as a proJetarian Bildwrgsror~~em the ~hronicle of a 

journey to intellectual maturity-embeUishing it with rcferences to 

Goethe's Mediterranean pilgrimage.S2 lnteriors shown at the Live 

Setter- More Beautifully! exhibition expresscd a similar synthesis of 

German Bildu11g and Soviet kul'tun•ost'. The neotraditional furnishings 

promoted by the Bauakademie invoked a family life characterizcd by 

decorous dining, quiet leisure, study, and self irnprovement- socralist 

Iifestyle ideals championed in the USSR as of the late 1930s. Socialist 
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realist household furnishmgs allowed citizens to "buy into" the Party's 

coloruzatton of everyday life, a form of managed consumption that 

advanced Stahnt'>t identlty politics by introducing templates for 1ts 

behavioral•deals mto the pnvate sphere.B 

The conference accompanying the Live Better-:\1ore BeautJ

fully! exhib1t1on took a nuhtant line on aesthetic recidivism. Speakers 

denounced \\'c!>tern cultural inßuence and, more ominously, identllied 

sources of internal !>ubvers1on. Ulbricht's keynote address decried the 

lmgering lllfluence of modernism on the East German furnishings 

industry. "The attempt was made for decades to convince the laboring 

masses tll.lt thc wretched and shabby novelties of capitalist profiteers 

also were beauliful!"- precisely the means bywhich formaHmt 

"exerted its harmful in!luencc extensively throughout the population." 

Following in Ulbricht's footstcps, the president of ilie Bauakademie, 

Kurt Liebknecht, citcd a specific Bast German manufacturer, Dresden's 

Hellerau Werkstätte, for tlouting "democratic cultural objectives" and 

"lagging behind thc demands of the working dass." "In truth, the pub

licity for the crate like furniture offered by the Hellerau Werkstätte is a 

hold -over from capitalist advertising," Liebknecht asserted, ·which 

served the smgul.u purpose of dumping the capitalist fumiture mdus

try's cheap noveltlcs und er the pretense oflifestyle reform.''>' Hellerau's 

Bauhaus-tramed des1gners had earned scorn through market success. 

SaJes were brisk at the Hellerau retaLI outlet in East Berlin. lnstltutional 

The "cultured" home ;rnd 

fa.mlly Ufe ofSt<tlin-era 

vmtage, n dep•cted l.n 

So1•rtt Lift magaztne. 
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customers included the East German ~1imstry of the lntenor, the 

AcademyofAgriculturalEconomy, the Party's Karl ~1arxAcademy, 

.md, most embarrassing, the Bauahdemte ttself. The organization's 

cultural revolutionbad failed even amoog tt<> own offic•als, a sm that 

could not go unpunished.» Accordmg to L1ebknecht, the guilty parties 

were the designers, not the consumers. 
Ulbricht proclaimed the Live Better exh•b•tlon and conference 

"a great step fonvard:'» Others were not so sure. Shown a sutte of 

furniture prototypes praised in the show's catalog for its "very spare 

but effective use of moldings;· the East German prime mini~ter, 

Otto Grotewohl, voiced bis concerns, according to an industry sales 

representative: 

He found the suite offurnitu re lovely, but not for ou r wol'king 

classes. It would be impossible for a worker to buy the suite, he 

said, first, as it is too ... impractical, and second, far too expen

sive. Especially for families with children, the suite would not be 

recommended .... My own opinion is as follows: mass produc

tion oftbis suite offuroiture would be hardly worth thc effort, 

since it wouJd be purchased only by a few enthusiasts, and not, 

by and large, by our working people.~-

East German citizens were just as skephcal. Each of the 6~, ~2"' vtsitors 

to the ex.hibition was supplied with a questlonnaire, which less than 

5 percent filled out To supplement the survey data, members of the 

Bauakademie roved the exhibition floor notm:g conversJtlons. The 

results were discouraging. According to survey feedback and overheard 

comments, the sbow's Chamber of Horrors bad backfired. Rather than 

being repulsed bythe modernist exemplars of"fonnahsm and k1tsch," 

seven out of eight survey respondents favored them. Worse yet, the 

main public criticism ofthe installation's furnishings by lhe Hellerau 

Werkstätte was their limited retail availability. Bauakademie analysts 

putthebest face on the unwekome Feedback, concluding, "Only obsti

nate ad herents of fonnalism were hardened in their vicwpoint that 

these furnishings are beautiful because they are functionaJ."SN Officials 

maintained that when East German citizens looked at modernist 

storage units, they saw mere utility. Positiveresponses to L Lellcrau cabi

netry were chalked up to cramped postwar living .urangements. This 

anomaly would correct itself once !arger apartments like those along 

the StalinaUee beca.me widely available, or so it was claimed. 
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The tortured logic di~played by the foot soldiers of antiformalism 

eluded the Berlme1 ZcJttmg, which printed several negative responses to 

LIVe Setter ~1ore Beautifully! "From the majority ofletters, it seems 

that people found the fumishangs on display too delicate-'spmdly."'~~ 

East Gennans, the newspaper sumused, bought "frowned-upon 'crate

like furniture··· bec;ause at was reasonably priced, unlike the pohtically 

correct alternative. •The maJority of the working population could not 

pay 3375 .Marks for the Deutsche Bauakademie designed bedroom 

suite ... no matter how much they like it'"'1 Since the average monthly 

income for a f:unily of four hovered at around 390:\1, and installment 

purchase plans carried a credit Iimit of2000 :vt:, socialist realist beauty 

was,, luxury that few East Germans could afford. Whether they 

wanted the national culture being formulated by the Bauakademie on 

their behalf was another story altogether, and one that would remnin 

unrepo•·ted. Meanwhile,lettcrs to the editor told offuctory furniture 

inventories tossed in jumbled heaps inside warehouses or exposed to 

the element~ in outdoor lots, retail shipments in wbich nine out of ten 

suites arrived damagcd in transit, and sbowroom chairs that fell into 

pieces when sat upon for the first time."1 Liberated from capitalist mar

ketplace constraants, managers of the economic New Course seemed 

linked both to consumers and the means of production solely through 

ideologacal abstracttons. 

BEAUTY AND REPRESSION 

New Course reforms proposed at Live Better-~ore Beautifully! 

anticipated delivery of antiformalist furnishings into East German 

homes wathan a matter of years. "The New Tasks oflnterior Design and 

the Furnishings Industry," a miojsterial resolution printed in the exhibt 

tion catalog, oulhned plans for a ·fundamental transformation" in 

design, manufacturing, and distribution. Research on ·prefabricated 

mold ings, trim, legs, rosettes, and otber decorati:ve elements" would 

be undertaken hy the Ministry ofLight Industry in conjunction the 

Bauakademic.t>2 Representatives of the latter were tobe posted at design 

schools to help instruct "a conscientious cadre imbued with progressive 

spirit which, wilh skill and knowledge, contributes to the development 

of a new, progrcs~ive interior design." Bauakademie officers also were 

to be embedded watlun every furniture manufacturer's design depart

ment m order torout out formalism while still on the drawing bo.ud.ol 

A ncw ~ocialist rcalist 
chalr prototype designed 
10 1953 by thc Deutsche 
Bauakademie as .1 •cntical 
relnterpretiltion ofthe 
culturoll herit..ge" of 
~octallst Germ.tny. 
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8tsM1 ltben- scllimtr 

h 10IIIltll! 
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FinaUy, Bauakademie specialists wouJd tr.lin state retallers in ·cultivated" 

methods of fumiture display and teach saJes clerks to "fulfill thetr rote 

as a good advisor and tutor of consumers""' At the Ltve Bett er confer

ence, Liebknecht argued that ·much of the bad furmture m worl::ers' 

apartmentswas purchased as a resuJt of mcompetent advtce." • A net

work of Bauakademie operatives, orgam:red lll emulallon of the Party's 

all-pervasive hierarchies, were to oversee every .tspect offurntture 

development, from the education of destgn students and manuf.1cturers 

and retauers to the enlightenment of proletarian shoppers. Within a 

year ofits issue, the New Course maodate to improve consumer supply 

had become a scheme to reali.ze Ulbncht's vision of a socialist society 

saturated with beauty. 
Promoting the new aesthetic ort110doxy, the East Germanmedia 

rcgaled citi:rens with stories about the hazards of formalism, humored 

them with its excesses, and advised them in the art of <;ocialist rcalist 

hornemaking. The Neue Berliner Illustrierte pira ted an American public

ity photo of a young wo man perched prec~uiously on a modemist stool 

and asked: 

Is [model] Evelyn Thompson nesting? Hardly! Nevertheless, the 

photographer found this pose symbohc of what the American 

fumiture industry has hatched up. Truly a bad egg! The tatest rage 

from the land of unlimited tastelessness Not beautaful and not 

comfortable-but new at whatever cost."' 

Just as seating designs for fashion vtcbms spoke volumes about the 

decline of the V{est, the properly scuJpted armrest or chatr leg was a 

repository of socialist meaning. Helpmg others to dectpher this lan

guage of form was the self-appointed task of Bauakademie bureaucrats, 

East German pioneers in the mastery ofStal111ist culturalliteracy. 

When a producer of educational films at the state motion p1cture 

studio, DEFA, contacted the Bauakademie for advice on a script titled 

"On Questions regardingDomestic Culture;' its officials responded 

with dismay. The film, a parable explaining how to ''beaulify daily life 

through tasteful home appointments," told the story of a dueless 

bachelor attempting to furnish his apartment. The narralivc's myopic 

focus on "the war against kitsch," accord ing to ß.luakademie script 

doctors, overlooked the hazards of modular modernbt furniture, 

wluch deserved mention as artifacts ofvVest Germany's "so called 

social housing:' The East German public also deserved to know the 
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role that national heritage played in furniture design, and about atten
tion to detail, in the Iitera! sense. "Decorative elements-namely 

moldings, carving, inlay patterns, etc.-are an essential medium of 
social content, and ; .. mastery in interior designlies in bringing into 
expression the ideational content (Ideengehalt) of our time:'67 The film 

script's critique, a bravura performance in the rhetorical mode labeled 
"speaking Bolshevik" by historian Steven Kotkin, demonstrated an 
impressive knowledge of socialist realist "ideational content" in its 

own right.68 

The triumph of socialist realism in East Germany was of more 
than just local interest. Just as in Marshall Plan Europe, adoption of a 
new postwar style wastobe a catalyst for international trade. Furnish
ings seen at Live Better-More Beautifully! were included in The 
Democratic Germany, a 1954 show of export samples assembled for 
display in Moscow. "It is known that German furnishings, including 
furniture from werkshops in the GDR, have a good global reputation, 
and that many of these pieces are exported abroad;' Bauakademie presi
dent Liebknecht stated. "On the part of the People's Democracies, and 

above all the Soviet Union, interest in our furniture production is very 
great:'69 His colleague Hermann Benseimarm held a rather different 
opinion, one provocative enough to merit the deposit of a transcrip
tion in his Bauakademie personnel file. According to Henselmann, 
products selected for The Democratic Germany made it seem as if 
th.eir designers had "rummaged through the catalogs ofSoviet furniture 
factories in order to approximate the taste ofthe great eastern neigh
bor:' A matched suite produced by VEB Ostthüringer Möbelwerke in 
Zeulenroda, Ulbricht's favorite manufacturer, was "in no way the high
est achievement of the GD R1 which is what one would expect for such 
an exhibition:' These seemingly tactless comments were in tact care

fully strategized. Heuseimann made sure to pay a compliment to the 
Kremlins post-Stalinist leadership, while setting a booby trap for his 
watchdog superiorat the Bauakademie. "Malenkov has explicitly stated 
that the Soviet Union also wants to learn from the West, to which our 
GDR belongs. Even president Dr. Liebknecht, after his trip to Moscow, 
adopted the view that the GDR has surpassed the Soviet Union in 
terms of interior design:'?o The tactical indiscretion implicated 
Liebknecht as a coconspirator. IfHenselmann's comments were ever 

fonvarded to Party authorities for review, the incriminating evidence 
would return to haunt his director. 
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Another exhihition, the falll954 Leipzig trade fair of export

quality goods, gave East Germany's ultimate arhiter of home decoration 

a chance to assess the first crop of New Course furnishings.7 1 Touring 

displays hy various manufacturers, Party Ieader and former apprentice 

cahinetmaker Ulhricht issued a running commentary on the state of 

East German design, rendering judgment on color choices, the proper 

use of foam ruhher in upholstered furniture, and the relative advantages 

of square versus round lamp shades as a memher ofhis retinue took 

notes. Products from the Zeulenroda works received Ulhricht's unqual
ified approval. He praised the firm's hedroom suite for its "effective use 

of moldings" and suggested that the Bauakademie pubHeize the firm's 

living room furniture "to bestow special honor to its pilasters and foot 

forms." Predictahly, an exhibit by the Hellerauworkshops provoked 

Ulhricht's ire. Living room cabinets lacked traditional base trim and 
were dismissed as "abstract art:' An office suite struck the Party Ieader 

as "on the whole, devoid of ideas:' Aprewar dining set designed by 

Bruno Paul, still in production at Hellerau, proved the last straw. "The 

design of this suite shows no continuity with the traditions of German 

furniture. Here, practice is detached from the history of German furni

ture making. In no epoch were there ever designelementssuch as 

these:'72 In response to the Leipzig show, Jacob Jordan, director of the 

Bauakademie Research Institute for Interior design, issued a press 

release proclaiming a breakthrough in the nation's cultural history: 

"with just a few exceptions, formalism in the design of furniture has 
been eliminated:'73 The identity of the exceptions was obvious to those 

who had witnessed Ulhricht's trade fair tantrum. 

One month later, at a review of furniture designs submitted for 

display at Leipzig's spring trade fair, the chief designers at the Hellerau 

works hegan agame ofhigh-stakes brinkmanship with the Bauaka

demie advisory council. The council unanimously approved the entire 

line of furnishings proposed by Zeulenroda for the upcoming exhibi

tion but rejected every design submitted by Hellerau's Pranz Ehrlich.74 

The decision bore grave implications. Although the Party trumpeted 

its independence from the capitalist world economy, the need to gener
ate hard currency for strategic V\Testern imports eroded the ideal of 

economic and cultural autarky. Ehrlich's flaunting of socialist realist 

mandateswas possible due to the black ink on Hellerau's foreign sales 

ledger. In effect, success in the \Vestern marketplace had bought Ehrlich 

a measure of culturallaissez-faire. Although banning Hellerau from 
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displaying its wares in Leipzig would reduce the nation's export income, 
after Ulbricht's outhurst it seemed a cost that the Bauakademie was 

willing to incur. 

Over the ensuing six months, officials from the Bauakademie 

and the Ministry ofLight Industry met repeatedly with Ehrlich and 

Seiman Selmanagic, Hellerau's other Bauhaus-trained talent, to address 

the charge of discrimination against their firm. Knowing that their 

comments were being transcribed, the two designers mounted one of 

the most audacious defenses of modernism ever made in the face of an 

aesthetic dictatorship. Selmanagic called the Bauakademie just that: a 
"dictatorship" bent on exerting "monopoly status" over East German 

design. He described the organization's socialist realist prototypes as 
outmoded absurdities: "The musty reworking of national tradition 

undertaken here belongs back in the ehest of moth-eaten hand-me

downs (M ottenkiste):' He denounced Bauakademie "shield-bearers" as 

unqualified to render criticism, despite their impressive titles-a barb 

undoubtedly directed at Liebknecht, who had received a Soviet Ph.D. 

in architecture during the 'var. Ehrlich was equally insolent, informing 
the committee that his remarks would be "especially sharp;' since he 

expected them tobe relayed "to a lügher Ievel:' The "official opinion'' 

promulgated by Bauakademie officers and pursued with "brute force" 

was utterly at odds with public opinion, Ehrlich asserted. Hellerau 

products could be found not only in the home ofJohannes Becher, the 

East Germanminister of culture, but also in apartments of various 
Bauakademie officials: "two-faced" consumers of the very objects they 

condemned as formalist,75 Just as at the "Issues of German Interior 

Design'' coruerence in 1952, Bauakademie officers had structured the 
confrontation as a "criticism and self-criticism'' session, and once again 

Ehrlich refused to play by the rules. 

The Hellerau team's defiance of authority, attack on the integrity 

of Party industrial managers, and mockery of the Soviet cultural para

digm said to embody socialist progresswere the raw materials from 

which show trials were spun. That potential outcome was clearly on the 

mind of the director of the Bauakademie Research Institute for Interior 

Design as he proposed the next step in reining in Hellerau's renegade 

designers: 

They take a precarious position on many questionsJ. and take issue 

with the party for its theory of Formalism. I therefore suggest that 
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these comrades be given an opportunity toset forth their 

thoughts and designs before members of our Central Committee 

and authorities among our comrade architects, and that we, clos

ing ranks, demonstrate their views false. If it is then shown that 

they have taken no self-critical position in regard to their errors, 

this attitudeJ. which is not useful to our development, must be 

urunasked76 

"Unmasking" (in German,Entlarvung; in Russian, razoblacheno) was 

the communist ritual used to expose citizens who while claiming to act 

in the interest of socialism secretly subverted it, supposedly in collabo

ration with deposed dass elements or imperialist agents. As Michael 
David-Fox notes, an obsession with the "masked enemy" permeated 

Stalinist daily life and became "a fundamental issue around which an 

emergent Soviet political culture crystallized:'77 East bloc purge trials 

portrayed the camouflaged subversive as the most treacherous of social

ist subjectivities. Penetrating this false identity and revealing its betray

als were highly refined Stalin-era skills, and had apparently survived 

their patriarch's demise, as Jordan's Ietter of denunciation demonstrates. 

As the presumptive agents of misconduct conducted at an indus
trial enterprise, Ehrlich and Selmanagic were "wreckers;' in Stalinist 

parlance. In retrospect, however, their behavior was not quite as reck

less as it seemed. One month before the designers committed their ini

tial round of cultural heresy before Bauakademie officers, Khrushchev 
ridiculed "confectionary" architecture and its academic proponents 

at Moscow's All-Union BuHding Conference, alerting Soviet design 

professionals to an impending shake-up. By the second installment of 

the Hellerau inquest, Soviet architectural journals were lampooning 
Stalin-era "ornamentalism:' Another top-down cultural revolution had 

begun, and it repudiated the arcana of socialist realist form. Ehrlich and 

Selmanagic, in their critique of the Bauakademie, had gambled that a 

changewas in the air-in fact, they had wagered their professional 

future on it. 

In March 1956, less than a year after the Bauakademie's last 

attempt to subject Ehrlich and Selmanagic to the ritual of"criticism and 

self-criticism;' Hellerau's workshops hosted a visiting dignitary from 
the Soviet Academy of Architecture's Institute of Interior Design. As 

part ofhervisit to the Leipzig trade fair, comrade Manutscharova, the 

institute's acting director, requested a stopover in Hellerau, the only 
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mam1facturing firm on her itinerary. Aftermeeting the firm's designers 
and seeing their work in factory production, Manutscharova joined her 
Bast German hosts in a roundtable discussion.78 One of the USSR's 
leading authorities on furniture had come not to dictate socialist design 
principles to Hellerau's renegade talents but to learn from them. Before 
leaving Bast Germany, she sent a telegram to Moscow suggesting that 
product samples from Hellerau be shipped to the Soviet Union for 
exhibition there. Ehrlich and Selmanagic had won their wager and were 
on their way to becoming pioneers in the post-Stalinist avant-garde of 
socialist modernism. 
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People's Capitalism and Capitalism's People 

International Style modernism completed its mutation from avant

garde icon to establishment orthodoxy over the course of the 1950s. 

Covering the opening of MoMA's 1953 Good Design exhibition, New 
York Tim es reporter Betty Pepis noted that furniture regarded as 
"extreme, even revolutionary" a few years earlier had become common

place, its familiarity neutralizing any lingering sense of "strangeness:'1 

Equally striking was the extent to which this international aesthetic had 

become a marketplace convention. The 1952 Good Designshow had 

revealed that "the points of origin are more widely spread than ever 

before-reinforcing the very positive impression that good contempo

rary designs for the home areinternational both in origin and appeai:'2 

The U.S. State Department disseminated MoMA's gospel of global 

modernism abroad. American Home Furnishings, the exhibition devel

oped from MoMA's 1950 Good Design sho"v, toured Stuttgart, Berlin, 

Munich, Amsterdam, Paris, London, Milan, and Trieste und er Marshall 

Plan sponsorship.3 Many of its featured furnishings took centerstage 

at We're Building a Better Life, seen in Berlin, Stuttgart, Hannover, 

Paris, and Milan between 1952 and 1954. American Design for Home 

and Decorative Use, produced by MoMA for the U.S. Information 

Agency (USIA), visited cities in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 

Belgium, and Italy from 1953 to 1955.4 And thanks to federal start-up 

funding, Knoll International showro01ns in Stuttgart, Paris, Milan, 

Brussels, Stockholm, and Zurich marketed many of the same pieces 

seen at Marshall Plan, MSA, and USIA exhibitions. MoMA's formula 

forapostwar modernism boasting broad points of origin deserved its 

International Style Iabel, but exportvia U.S. cultural institutions, 

commercial enterprises, and propaganda campaigns proclaimed it an 
American-based franchise. 

A straw poll conducted by Pepis in 1953 for the New York Tim es 
suggests the extent to which America had secured its reputation as a 

modernist superpower. Interviews with twenty foreign designers visit

ing Manhattan revealed a remarkable concurrence of opinion: 

They offered unanimous praise for the experimental attitudes and 

progressive machine production methods which prevail in our 

country. And, almost without exception, a single designer

Charles Eames of California-was mentioned as having made the 

CHAPTER FIVE 
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most remarkable contribution to creative designing both in his 
own country and in the visitors, native Iands. [ . . . ] The work of 

several other American designers ... [was] considered impor

tant by those who came to observe from abroad. Ranking high 

on the lists was the furniture created by George Nakashima, Eero 

Saarinen, Edward Wormley, George Nelson, and the fabrics 

developed by LaverneAssociates, Alexander Girard and Knoll 

Associates.5 

Pepis concluded that "a visit to the United States these days is becom

ing as imperative for the serious interior designer from abroad as was a 
period of study in Germany or France in the ,Twenties or Sweden in 

the ,Thirties:,6 The fact that every American talent named by her polfs 

respondents had been represented by work shown in at least one State 

Department foreign exhibitionwas hardly a coincidence. Federal 

investment in the International Style as a soft-power asset helped turn 

America into the global epicenter of midcentury modernist design. 

SHOWDOWN AT THE CONSUMPTION JUNCTION 

International modernisms NewWorld triumph may have inspired 

European designers, but it was deeply unsettling to some Americans. 

In 1953, Elizabeth Gordon, the editor of House Beautiful, electrified 

readers with the promise of a revelation "never been put into print by us 
or any other pu blication:, Cultural propaganda emanating from "highly 

placed individuals and highly respected institutions" was placing 
democracy at risk. "Your first reactions will be amazement, disbelief 

and shock;, Gordon wrote. "You will say 'It can,t happen here!"., Her 

editorial "The Threat to the Next America" told readers that they were 

at a crossroads. "Two ways oflifestretch before us. One Ieads to the richness 

ofvariety, to comfort an.d beauty. The othetj the one we want fully to expose 
to you, retreats to poverty and unlivabi/ity. Worst of all, it contains the threat 

of wltural dictatorship" (emphasis in original).8 Gordons unmasking of 

Iifestyle saboteurs, published just as Bast German authorities were 

denouncing modernists as enemies of socialism, marked cold war 
America,s closest approximation to Stalinist aesthetic discourse. 

As in standard socialist realist practice, Gordon provided a crash 

course in art history to inform consumers why Bauhausdesign under

mined their national identity. She traced the origins of modern product 
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design to nineteenth-century American manufacturers. When the 
New \A/orld's innovations crossed the Atlantic, European modernists 
got them wrong. Bauhaus intellectuals "used these industrial forms as 

ends in themselves, as art motifs for their O\VIl designs, not noticing
probably not understanding-how they arose as practical forms solving 
practical problems.''9 Upon immigration to the United States in the 

1930s, Bauhausmasters brought with them an "intellectualized philoso
phy of design": the International Style. Its partisans, according to 
Gordon, championed asceticism and mocked the postwar homes and 
appliances crucial to anAmerican Way ofLife. "The continued 
belittling of technology as 'gadgetry' will ultimately weaken the whole 
structure ofWestern civilization and eventually Iead to subsistence liv
ing and totalitarianism.''10 Modemists who preached "less is more" as "a 

basis of judgment for the good life" were askingAmericans to surrender 
their common sense and free will: 

[I]f we can be sold on accepting dictators in matters oftaste and 
how our homes are to be ordered, our minds are certainly weil 
prepared to accept dictators in other departments oflife .... So 
you see, this well-developed movement has social implications 
because it affects the heart of our society-the home. Beyond 
the nonsense of trying to make us want to give up our ... conve
niences for what is supposed tobe a better and more serene life, 
there is a threat of total regimentation and total control. 11 

( emphasis in original) 

\.V hat seemed a mere question oftaste in home furnishings was in 
reality a struggle for the natiori's soul. "Freedom, yourwon freedom of 
choice-and its consequences-is the only road to personal growth. 
Your reason, your common sense, is the finest instrument you possess 
for living. Don't Iet them take it away" ( emphasis in original) .12 In a lec

ture at the Chicago Merchandise Mart, the cosponsor ofMoMA's Good 
Design shows, Gordon refuted charges that her Hause Beautiful essay 
was an exercise in national chauvinism. She denied being "narrowly 
nationalistic" but insisted that "just as there is such a thing as French 

civilization,Japanese architecture, Italian music, German philosophy or 
Russian fiction, so I believe that there is anAmerican culture:' Her 

responsibility as the editor of a major American home journalwas to 
"help develop that culture by supporting itwhere I find it:' l3 In telling 

readers about the progress of American household design, Gordon 
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helped them formulate "their own declaration of independence against 
the frauds, the over-publicized phoneys, the bullying tactics of the self
chosen elite who would dictate not only taste but a whole way oflife:'14 

Despite Gordons pledge to describe America's cultural threat 
"in its bluntest terms;' she identified its perpetrator only obliquely
albeit in a hold typeface: "House Beautiful finally speaks up to point 
plainly at the nonsense that goes on in the name of 'good design."' 
Her excoriation of"non-rational objects that are chosen for glorification 

by avant-garde museums" ( emphasis in original) and the code word 
"good design' pointed plainly to Edgar Kaufmann Jr. at MoMA. Gordon 
had reason to resent his Good Design project. Kaufmannsambition to 
influence consumer behavior by inserting museum curatorship into 
the mechanisms of wholesale and retail trade reduced the value-

both figuratively and literally-of Gordons editorial advice to home
makers. Household journals situate themselves at a nexus of product 
information and consumer preference that Ruth Schwarz Cowan calls 
the "consumption junction:'JS Profit margins for Hause Beautiful were 

determined by its ability to translate loyal readership into advertising 
revenue: the price manufacturers pay to access a pool of promising cus
tomers. Gordon's expertise in matters ofhousehold design attracted and 
influenced readers, who in turn attracted advertisers. MoMA's innova

tion of displaying and conferring awards to objects of "good design" 
provided free publicity for manufacturers and usurped Gordon's role as 
an arbiter of taste, undermining her journal's revenue strategy. Worse 
yet, Kaufmann had cut deals with two Hause Beautifill competitors, 
Interiars and Hause & Garden, allowing them a sneak preview of 
MoMA's upcoming Good Design collections. What Gordon described 
as a "threat to America" also threatened her magazine's credentials 

among readers and advertisers, and ultirnately its profits. 
Both in terms of cultural politics and financial anxieties, Gordon 

overreacted. However brilliant Kaufmann was at promoting MoMA as 
an arbiter of good design, most American consumers were not buying 
it. Even an outside observer could read the writing on the wall, as 
revealed in the New Yark Tim es poll of foreign design professionals: 

There was most disagreement among foreign commentators on 
the subject of American taste. "Underdeveloped;' commented 
British ceramieist Bernard Leach, "faulty in evaluation of its 
own contemporary products." "Not firmly set;' said his friend and 
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student, Japanese potter Hamada. "In general, among the millions 
of people, not high;' ''lt'ote Ilmari Tapiovaara of Helsinki, cur
rently instructing at Chicago's Institute ofDesign. "But;' added 
Mr. Tapiovaara, "fortunately there is a small but brilliant and 

influential group of those with good taste:'16 

With Kaufmannsdeparture from MoMA inl9SS, the museum aban
doned the Good Design project and its aspiration to reform consumer 
preference. The museum "had lost its bid to shape the taste of a nation;' 

as historianJeffrey Meikle observes. 17 Kaufmann's campaign was not 
without its victories, though. While failing to convert the masses, it 
had succeeded among elites, namely the captains of postwar industry 
who were reinventing international-style capitalism. Over the course 
of the 1950s, Knoll International established its modernist furnishings 
as the sine qua non of corporate elegance. In office headquarters, Knoll 
Barcelona chairs designed in 1929 by Mies van der Rohe "became a 
cliche of every new entrance Iobby;' as Florence Knolllater remarked. 18 

Patterns of patronage differed in Western Europe, where State Depart
ment exhibitions had promoted International Style furnishings in a 
domestic context. There, as design historians Brie Larrabee and 
Massimo Vignelli point out, products from Knoll International were 
"far more often tobe found in residences than in offices;' making the 

brand "not so much a trade name as a generic term ... signifying 
modern design:'19 

CULTURAL O.IPLO.MACY BESIEG.ED 

Gordon's revelation of a conspiracy to subvert American taste in favor 
of a foreign "good design'' dictatorship echoed the rhetoric and logic of 

McCarthy-era politics. Joseph McCarthy, a Republican senator from 
Wisconsin, used warnings of communist infiltrators to blaze a path to 
power. He denounced President Harry Truman1 Secretary of State 
DeanAcheson and General George C. Marshall as "soft on commu
nism;' when in fact their Marshall Plan had neutralized communist 

agitation in Western Europe by triggering the fastest economic growth 
in its history. Truman authorized efforts to destabilize the Soviet bloc 
and facilitate "the emergence of the satellite countries as entities inde

pendent of the USSR;' as stated in a 1948 National Security Council 
document, but kept the policy covert, committing publicly only to the 
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containment of communism within its existing borders. McCarthy 

depicted containment as collaboration and alleged that communists 

had infiltrated federal agencies.20 The Republican presidential candi

date, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, capitalized on the concocted 

scandal. Asserting that the Truman administration had neglected the 

cold war's propaganda front, he pledged to abandon a "strictly defen

sive" foreign policy for one dedicated to Eastern Europe's Iiberation, a 

strategy that helped defeat Trumans Democratic Party in the 1952 
presidential race. 

As a reward for his election-year performance, McCarthy's party 

promoted him to the position of chairman of the Committee on Gov
errunent Operations, a platform from which he denounced the'State 

Department for harboring "socialists, misfits and perverts." His insepa

rable aides, Roy Cohn and G. David Schine, toured public libraries 

operated by the State Department on a European "clean-up expedition." 

They proclaimed the discovery of thirty thousand subversive books, 
includingworks by "some seventy-five different communist authors:' 

The suspects included Albert Einstein, Ernest Hemingway, Helen 

Keller, Henry David Thoreau, and Frank Lloyd vVright. Librarians were 

dismissedi books were removed and in some cases burned.2 1 \!\Test Ger

maus perceived the carnival of censorship as a manifestation of the kind 

of totalitarian information control practiced in the USSR.22 McCarthy
ism's transatlantic adventure degraded one of America's most strategic 

soft-power assets: the carefully cultivated perception tl1at intellectual 

freedom was a fundamental aspect ofU.S. democracy. 

Stateside, the library scandal fueled taxpayer disenchantment 

with foreign cultural diplomacy, as expressed in a Ietter to Democratic 

Senator Lyndon B. Johnson from a member ofhis Texas constituency: 

Weil, it Iooks like some should be a watch dog on $10,000,000 for 

U.S. Culture for Germans. Senator, such truck that the new Fair 

Deal is putting out, and spending the U.S. citizens hard earnings is 

nothing eise than the stealing in the tax collection officials. [sie] 
Senator, you boys better wake up.23 

Another accusation of fiscal extravagance came from a U.S. House of 

Representatives subcommittee examining the State Department's over

seas building program. Its use of"impractical" Knoll furnishings for 
diplomatic officeswas said to show "poor judgment:' The subcommit

tee report claimed that in the newU.S. embassy in Brussels, "because of 
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the modernistic furniture placed therein, the office of the Ambassador 

lacked the dignity which might be expected:'24 

American anticommunists, anti-intellectuals, and isolationists 

joined forces in their assault on U.S. cultural diplomacy, putting Eisen

hower at odds with his party's congressional majority. As the form er 

supreme commander of allied military forces in Europe, Eisenhower 
knew all too weH the battlefield's wake of blood and rubble and 

regarded psychological warfare as the humane alternative.25 Standing 

armies were also enormously expensive to maintain, absorbing capital 

that might otherwise flow into the consumer economy. The moderniza

tion of national security und er Eisenhower proposed two substitutes 
for conventional warfare. A defense policy dubbed "the NewLook" 

relied on nuclear warheads as a sobering and cost-effective deterrent 

to Soviet military aggression. Offense would be conducted through 

propaganda campaigns, which also received a NewLook makeover. 
"Overt" tederal propaganda dampened its anticommunist tone to 

focus on positive content. Far more important in terms of strategk 

value was information scrubbed clean of any attribution to State 

Department sources. Filtered through intermediaries ranging from 
independent news media to nongovernmentai agencies, "camouflaged" 

propagandawas the newadministration's preferred method to advance 

U.S. interests overseas.26 No information strategy, covert or otherwise, 
could salvage Eisenhower's pledge to liberate the "captive nations" 

of Eastern Europe, however. The Red Army suppression of East 

Germany's 1953 uprising communicated the Kremlin's intent to defend 

its East bloc francllise with force. The popular insurrection's quick 

defeat shattered any illusion that U.S. propaganda could induce a 
"rollback" of communism. This reality w.ls soon mirrored in a "new 

basic concept" for psychological warfare, which would attempt to 
"create and exploit troublesome problems for the USSR" while avoiding 

"incitement to premature revolt:'27 The Truman administration's policy 

of deterrence, publicly condemned by Eisenhower as "futile;' was 

recycled as American propaganda's NewLook within a year of his elec

toral triumph.28 

The Eisenhower administration reorganized psychological war

fare operationsund er a host of new agencies. To evade the gauntlet of 

McCarthy's public hearings, the new U.S. secretary of state,John Poster 

Dulles, insisted that overseas information programs be removed from 

his jurisdiction. In summer 1953, as the orchestrated hysteria over 
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federally employed "communists, left-wingers, New Dealers, radicals 
and pinkos" came to a crescendo, Eisenhower armounced the crea-

tion ofthe USIA (U.S. InformationAgency).29 Congress, swayed by 

McCarthy's allegations, responded by slashing the USIA personnel 

budget by one-third. As the United States reduced investment in the 
cold war's "battle for hearts and minds;' the USSR poured in resources.JO 

Stalin's successors announced a newgoal of "peaceful coexistence" 

with the West, reversing previous Soviet policy and its ideological 
underpinnings. The "peace offensive" used international trade fairs to 

portray communism as technologically and economically advanced. 

Soviet bloc nations staged 60 foreign exhibitions in 1954, and 170 the 

following year. Meanwhile, the United States more often than not 
stayed home.31 

Recognizing a foreign policy disaster in the making, Eisenhower 
established a fi:ve-million-dollar "President's Special Emergency Fund" 

in 1954 to subsidize U.S. trade fair participation. Responding to the 

Kremliris use of exhibitions "as a means of disseminating propaganda 

and impressing the audience with the wonders oflife in the Soviet 
Union;' federal officials envisioned a new kind of display that would 

be perceived by foreign audiences as a "cultural exhibit" rather than a 

"pure trade fair project:'32 In what historian Robert Haddow calls a 

"McCarthy-proof" strategy for propaganda, Eisenhower created an 

Office oflnternational Trade Pairs (OITF) within the Department of 

Commerce to manage U.S. trade fair participation. The agency would 

disassociate its operations from those of the beleaguered USIA, depict

ing its activities as a support service for U.S. private enterprise seeking 

foreign markets. American businesses would supply product displays 

and persormel for international exhibitions. OITF officialswould ship 

the materials overseas, oversee their installation, and provide assistance 

to corporate sales agents abroad. OITF agents then assembled individ

ual product d isplays into mosaics that related a narrative about Ameri

can culture and values through material artifacts, an approach that 

camouflaged the efforts of federal propaganda specialists and success
fully eluded the attention ofMcCarthy and his colleagues.33 The novel 

arrangementalso reflected Eisenhower's conviction that "the hand of 

government must be carefully concealed, andin some cases, I should 
say, wholly e1iminated" when conducting psychological warfare.34 

Trade fair diplomacy redeployed the suburban model home as an 

emissary of the American Way ofLife. The OITF hired Peter Harnden, 
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who had produced the MSA's 1952 Bett er Life show, as director of its 

Paris-based European Trade Fair Program. Harnden produced a new 

generation ofU.S. exhibitions on a shoestring budget by artfully editing 

a grab bag of material donated by businesses into thematically coherent 

installations. OITF operations employed a transatlantic division of 

Iabor. Officials in \Vashington would choose a trade fair theme relevant 

to the local venue and tied to a particular facet of American life. In 

Paris, Harnden would review the stockpile of corporate displays, select 

those that seemed appropriate, and integrate them into a cohesive 

exhibit. Privatized cultural propaganda turned exhibition design into 

agame ofbricolage, and Harnden was soon its master. This novel genre 

of installationartalso came with unintended consequences. Since 

exhibitions representing the United States were now assembled from 
the "found" material of corporate donations, an unofficial federal 

endorsement was suddenly available to any business willing to pay for 

th.e privilege. 

Hause Beautifill wasted no time in using the new system of trade 

fair diplomacy to settle an old score. At Main Street USA, an exhibition 

designed by Harnden's office for display in Paris, Barcelona, Milan, Bari, 

and Valencia, MoMA relinquished its federal franchise on good design. 

Hause Beautifitl staffers at regional offices in Lafayette, Indiana, and 

Toledo, Ohio, selected interiors and furnishings for two prefabricated 

houses supplied by a consortium that included ScllOltz Hornes, the 

National Hornes Corporation, the NationalAssociation ofHome 
Builders, the Producer's Council, and the Prefabricated Horne Manu

facturer's Institute. The Main Street home interiors were assembled in 

the United States, photographed for publication, dismantled and 

shipped to Europe1 and finally reassembled on site, where the original 

arrangements were re-created down to the placement of ashtrays and 
decorative accents.3S Wall-hung photographs showed the home in use 

by anAmerican model family as it gathered in the living room listening 
to music on the hi-fi, or greeted neighbors across the backyard.36 

"Proudly HauseBeautiful shows Europe how Americans live;' said 

Gordons article about the exhibit, boasting that the nationwas moving 

"upward culturally, so fast it is making the old conception of dass vs. 
mass as antiquated as the parlor:'37 The evidence presented for this 

assertion included pastel-hued kitchens and rooms that combined sleek 

contemporary furnishings with traditionally upholstered armchairs 

amid a flurry of color-coordinated fabrics and knickknacks. Praised by 
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Gordon as heralds of a "noticeable improvement in taste, as compared 

with interiors of only yesterday;' the .Main Strcet USA interiors would 

have been decried by modernism's partisans as better suited to Lafayette 

and Toledo than ~an or Paris. Accordmg to d1plomallc lustorian 

Robert Haddow, they reftected a conscious exercise 111 down market 

advertismg in the beliefthat aiming low would y1eld mcreased 

exports.~ 

A year before its European debut, the Housc Bem1tijul aesthetic 

showcased at ~fain Street USA was market tested at the Texas State Fair 

and the Los Angeles County Fair, wbere visllor responses 1mpressed 

Gordon as "hushed, pensive, sort of reverent, you m1ght say." ' \o\'hat 

msp1red on one side ofthe Atlantic could aUenate on the other, how

ever. A young Italian visiting the Hause Bcautij111 installation in Milan 

grumbled: 

Americans show us beautiful refrigerators, and these only show 

ns how poor and ugly our own are; Am erleans overwhelrn us 

with displays of products based on an abunclancc of electricity

when in ltalywe never know if the little costly current we have 

wiU operate at all The exhibits don't relate to the reality of our 

Life, nor do they offer positive belp- and they seern, without 

meaning to, to cast a negative Ugbt on what we have struggled to 

accomplish.w 
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As the Houstt Bmutiful residences made the rounds of European trade 

fairs, a ßetter Life home produced by Harnden and updated with new 

fumjshmgs by Knolllntemational and Herman.Miller, traversed the 

same Clf'CUJt. These d1vergent expressionsoftaste conveyed e1ther 

Amenca's aesthetic diversity or 1ts cultural schizophrenia, dependmg on 

the observer's pomt of v1ew. 
As Jdeolog•cal conveyances, home installations at trade fairs took 

a deCJSJVe leap forward und er Hamden's OITF management ßy com

birung weil prov•s•oned model homes with product displays, he devel 

oped more complex exhibitionnarratives representing the mechanics of 

Amencan consumer cap1talism as an integrated system. Technology in 

Daily Life, produced for a 1955 trade fair in Valencia, Spain, juxtaposed 

a furnished suburban residence witb industrialresearch exhibits to 

demonstrate how American technological advances had changed 

lifestyle for the better.4 1 In Paris, a supermarket mock-up alongside a 

model home clarified the relationship of the mechanized kitchen to its 

source of packageJ industrially processed provisions. This additive 

approach to exhibiting the American V\'ay ofLife implied that its repli

cation ent.1iled importing an entire economic system, not just isol.1ted 

products.•! ln effect, Harnden discovered how to fuse elemeots of the 

F w ; 

The hvmg room of .t 1955 
show home mock·up at 

the 1955 Frankfurt exht
btllon Amenca .lt Horne, 

b.tSed on Peter Hamden's 

1952 We~1 Berlm bhow 

We're Building a Bett er 

Ltfe. Updated fumishings 
mclude Harry ßertoia's 
Diamond ch.llr for Knoll, 

•wter left, and Allen 
Gould's "Cord and lron" 
clu1ir, t•igllt. Die Tnnell

clrclrltcktur 3, no. 7 

(j.1nuary 1956}: 412. 
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wide range of exhibitions he had produced und er the Marshall Plan and 

MSA into more elaborate and compellingvariants. 

A 1955 New York. Time.s article applauded the OITF for creating 
an American presence at international trade fairs "for the firsttime in 

recent history:'43 A Ietter to the editor sent in response begged to differ. 

lts author maintained that absolutely nothingabout the OITF program 

was particularly new, and noted that U.S. participation in West German 
trade fairs had begun years earlier as "a countercattraction" to the East's 

Party propaganda. A furnished suburban home displayed in West Berlin 

had amazed Germans in 1951, the writer remembered. ~t least one of 

the visitors was a teen-age Communist agitator who nearly succeeded 

in precipitating a fight in the American Sector, but wo und up on a 
specially conducted tour of the modelAmerican home:' The letter's 

author, Paul Shinkman, modestly avoided mentioning that as a former 

U.S. State Department official, he had been the communist teen's tour 
guide.44 Anyone with Shinkman's knowledge of Marshall Plan exhibi

tions must have found the NewLookintrade fair diplomacy strangely 

reminiscent of an antecedent dismissed by Eisenhower administration 
critics as "haphazard;' "merely defensive;' and "oflittle use:'45 

AT HOME WITH MR. AND MRS. CAPITALIST 

Because they were unwilling to learn fromMarshall Plan household 

propaganda, Washington's new ranks of psychological warriors were 

forced to reinvent it. The task feil to Ted Repplier, president of the 

Advertising Council, a voluntary industry organization that had orches

trated federal public relations campaigns duringW'orld War II. Funded 

by an Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship, Repplier embarked on a six

month study tour ofU.S. propaganda methods inAsia, the Middle 

East, and Europe. He returned warning that America remained "terribly 
outgunned" in the "Idea War:' To defend U.S. interests abroad, he 

insisted, "we desperately need a Crusade:' lt would spread the gospel of 

America's unique econornic system, "which gives more benefits to more 

people than any yet devised:' As a first step, Repplier devised a new 

brand name for the U.S. economic system. lts global trademark would 
be "People's Capitalism:'46 

Like manyproducts, People's Capitalism was not as newas its 

ad campaign claimed. An unmentioned (and unwelcome) precedent 

was J. George Frederick's The New Deal: A People's Capitalism, which 
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was published in 1944, the same year that Eric Johnston, the youthful 

Republican director of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, promoted his 
own new book1 America Unlimited, as "the case for a people's capital

ism:'47 Both works lauded the New Deal's reconciliation of competing 

interests among Iabor, management, the public sector, and private 

enterprise. President Franklin D. Roosevelt was impressed by Johnston's 
"liberal mindedness:'48 So was Stalin. He invited Johnston to visit the 

USSR, an offer the author graciously accepted.49 The New Dealaura 

surrounding People's Capitalism was purged by Harold E. Stassen dur

ing his 1948 bid for the Republican presidential candidacy. Stassen dis

tinguished modernAmerican capitalism from a European predecessor 

characterized by "rigid dass distinctions, exdusive ruling-dass privi

leges, colonial exploitation and ... private monopolies and cartels:' 

America had jettisoned these archaisms, Stassen daimed, and was 
"evolving into a people's capitalism:'so Although he lost his shot at 

becoming his party's presidential candidate, Stassen accepted a 1952 
appointment by Eisenhower to head up the MSA, the organization 
responsible for Harnden's We're Building a Better Life exhibition

which may explain why the trademark "People's Capitalism" occurred 

to Repplier while studying U.S. propaganda in Western Europe. 
Although the new brand name had "a sort ofRussian sound;' it 

was only because the word "People's" had been "kidnapped by the Rus

sians;' Repplier explained at an Advertising Council award ceremony. 
"The U.S. Constitution begins with 'We, the people;" he reminded his 

audience.s 1 To remove the "unpleasant odor" that capitalism had 

acquired in much of the world, Repplier prescribed a traveling exhibi

tion. It would show t1lat American capitalism had expanded the nation's 

middle dass "until the segments of the very poor and the very rich have 
shnmk almost to the point of extinction:' Reversing an axiom ofMarx

ism, the exhibition would show that workers in the United States were 

the proprietors of its means of production through their ownership of 

stocks and bonds: "In short, the people are the capitalists-a great new 

phenomenon in the world:' As elsewhere, Repplier's argument followed 

a well-worn path. In 1951, the director ofMarshall Planoperations in 

Europe, Paul Hoffman, proposed that the Soviet "misinterpretation of 

history" (emphasis in original) demanded "a sustained propaganda 
offensive to destroy the credibility of the Communist doctrine:' The 

Party's "'classless society' has produced sharply differentiated dasses;' 

Hoffman maintained.52 To exploit this ideological vulnerability, he 
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proposed articu1ating and publicizing anAmerican "free world doctrine:' 

He outlined its economic pbtform as ·the new, ~octatly-consctous capi

talism whicb, in the United States, bas been developcd to .m extent 

whtch the world as a whole little understands; a system bascd on wide

spread owner.ohip, düfusion of initiative, dectston and entcrprise and 

an ever-widening distribution of its benefits:•; Reppher's notton of 

People's Capitalism resembled Hoffinan's doctrine of economtc cgali

tarianism, albeit purged of any reference to ·soctally-consctous capital

ism." Missing as well were the three othcr legs of Hoffma n's doctrinal 

agenda: a -charter of dvilliberties," religious freedom as a sacred 

• brotherbood of man;' and social "humanism" that combined ind ivid

ual opportunity with collective well-being. 
The Advertising Council unveiled its model home for mass 

capitalists in February 1956 beneath the neoclassicOll vault ofUnion 

St01tion's grand concourse. The city's population offoreign diplomals 

provided the rationale for a dress rehearsal of the Pcoplc's Capitalism 

cxhibition in the nation's capitaL lnvited to an adv;tnce showing and 

surveyed for their comments on the exhibtt, Washington's resident 

alicns supplied feedback as well as a justification for contr.~vening fed 

erallaw.s-- The Smith-~1undtAct of 1948 had mandatcd that the federal 

government abstain from indoctrinatmg U.S. cttizens with propaganda 

devtsed for foreign audiences. In a textbook example of camouflaged 

propaganda delivery, the Union Station prevtew launched .l media 

blttz orchestrated by theAdvertising Counctl. "Newspapers dutifully 

reported tbe themes ofthe campa1gn," as dtplonutic l11stonan Kennetb 

Osgood notes, •often with exclamatory approval " H Amencan~ were 

showered with endorsements of people's capttahsm from federal offi

cials, corporate executives, academic think tanks, and organtzed Iabor. 

The Washington trial run ofPeople's Capitalism had another covert 

propaganda adva.ntage, in tbat its prospects as a venture in foreign 

diplomacydepended less on a positive reception among the capital's 

resident aliens than among another local population. Staged a stone's 

throw from Capitol Hlll at a trausportation hub frcquented by members 

of the House and Senate in an era before the domination of air travel, 

People's Capitalism sought as much to win hcarts and minds in Con

gress as abroad. 
The seven-thousand-square-foot (650 square meter) installation 

took visitors on a meandering journey through two hundred years of 

progress in ten tbematic displays. A full-scale replica of a colonial-era 
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cabm and 1ts f.1mily of mannequms-posed in the act of chuming 

butter, spmning thread, and forgmg nails-began the tour. A passage

way lined with 1mages and artifacts conveyed changes wrought by the 

lnd ustnal Revolution. Hand-cast natls bad been madeobsolete by a 

machme stampmg them out at the rate offour per second; hand-spun 

fabrics gave way to dnp dry synthetics strung on a clothesline. S1gns m 

uppercase explained the visitor's sojoum through history and summa

rized the story ofPeople's Cap1talism: *sciENcEmscoVERED NEW 
••• PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCTS1 THE REWARDSWERE SHARED WITH THE 

••• • •• 
WORKERS1 AIIIF.RJCA ßFCAME A 1\flDDLE-INCOME NATION, CLASS 

LlNES ßEGAN TO DI'>APPRAR," and ultimately, "ALMOST EVERYIIODY 

BECAJ\1 s A CAPI TAL I sr."~~ 'fhe trek through time ended at a prefabri

cated suburban residence donated by U.S. Steel Homes and "furnished 

as an average American family might have it-color kitchen, modern 

laundry, television, the wholc works."57 

The Adverti~ing Council was not alone in its beliefthat Arnerica's 

suburban Iifestyle had all but eradicated dass difference. "Our houses 

are all on one Ievel, like our dass structure," proclaimed a 1953 issue 

of House Benutifut.s• A photornural at People's Capitalism informed 

visitors that 1ts residence was not that of a genericAmerican family but 

The &me~ f.uruty m 
front oftheir photo~ 

gr.apluc representation ~t 
the opening ceremony of 
People's C~ptt~hsm. 
Courtesy ofthe Advertis
Ing Council ArchiVes, 
Unlverstty of lllinois, 

13/ 2/305.58. 
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a specific one: Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Barnes and their children, 

Linda, Lana, and James Jr. The exhibition home was the same model 

owned by the Barnes family in Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania, a suburb 

built for the nearby U.S. Steel plant. A display captioned "Meet Ed 

Barnes, An American Capitalist" pictured the Barnes family at home, 

school, church, work, union headquarters1 public library, supermarket, 
and bank. A pie chart showed the percentages of the family's five

hundred-dollar monthly income devoted to food purchases and home 

and car payments. As embodiments of a market abstraction that retail
ers called "Mr. and Mrs. Consumer;' however, the Barnes family was 

already obsolete. 59 In aggregate, the generic Mr. and Mrs. Consumer 

had fueled the Iongestand most democratically distributed wave of 

prosperity in U.S. history.60 They had bought postwar homes, furnished 

them with installment plan purchases, and started new families. Their 

consumer preferences reflected their income parity, spurring builders 
and retailers to cater to a "middle of the middle" dass market.6 1 But by 

the time People's Capitalism opened at Union Station, this undifferenti

ated mass consumer was on the way out.62 A Iandmark study published 

in 1956 by economist Wendeil Smith insisted that "core markets have 

already been developed ... to the point where additional advertising 

and selling expenditures [are] yielding diminishing returns:' Smith pro
posed that "attention to smaller or fringe market segments" ( emphasis in 

original) could tap novel sources of profit.<'3 The theory and practice of 

market segmentation flourished, unleashing a host of new products 

pitched at a broader range of incomes and lifestyle aspirations. While 
People's Capitalism was celebrating "middle of the middle" dass hege

mony as Arnerica's contribution to capitalism, the obituary was being 
written for its dead-center consumer culture. 

More than hventy-five thousand people attended the two-week 
U.S. preview of People's Capitalism at Union Station. The Advertising 

Council solicited viewer suggestions and received many-not all of 

them constructive. Proofthat imitation can be less than flattering was 

provided by the British ambassador to the United States, Sir Roger 

Makins, who was so impressed that he wanted his own nation to mount 
an analogous exhibition called "People's Colonialism" to demonstrate 

that "old-fashioned ideas about colonialism are no Ionger true:'64 

"People's Capitalism? Where did that gern come from?" wrote public 

relations consultant Ralph Bugli in his industry newsletter Intercom. 
"Let's face the fact that you can't put a Iabel on America like you can 
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on a tube of toothpaste or a can of dog food:'6S John L. Peters, the 

president ofWorld Neighbors, a global relief organization, took issue 
with the portrayal ofEd Barnes as "an averagewage earner;' as did the 

\1\Tashington correspondent for the Deutsche Zeitung, who called him "a 

veritable Iabor aristocrat:'66 John Nuveen, a Department of Commerce 
consultant, worried that "flaunting our abundance, fatness and luxury" 

would alienate audiences in the developing world. "Are we selling pass
ports or a way oflife, and how do they get it?" he asked. "Where do 

they send the box tops?"67 On a more productive note, Warren Mullin, 

a business analyst, thought that the Barnes home interiors looked "too 
Madison Avenue:' He wondered, "Could some orderly disorderliness 

be managed ?"68 Repplier found Mullinssuggestion "perfectly wonder
ful:'69 For showings ofPeople's Capitalism abroad, used furniture 

replaced the showroom-fresh interior displayed in v\Tashington. Less 

could be done to salvage the colonial home installation, which one 
museum curator called "a conglomeration of erroneous ideas" assem

bled out of items from "a department store's basement counter:'7o In 

the export version of People's Capitalism, the colonial shanty and its 

mannequins were replaced with a reproduction of the historic log cabin 

birthplace of Abraham Lincoln, an icon ofU.S. patriotism irrelevant to 
the exhibition narrative. 

The photo gallery showing the Barnes family at work and play was 

intended to convey the physical reality of their American Way of Life, a 

task that was accomplished only too well. The racially segregated post

war community depicted in the images appalled some visitors. Reacting 

to pictures ofthe Barnes children at school,John Gilhooley, an assistant 

to the U.S. Secretary ofLabor, asked, "Ifwe reallywant to make the 

point that America is classless, ought there nottobe at least one Negro 
and one woman in the picture?''7J People's Capitalism portrayed an 

apartheid Arnerica for good reason, according to a Ietter deploring the 

civil rights record of the subdivision in which the Barnes family lived: 

The Arnerican Friends Service Comrnittee, together with repre

sentatives of other national organizations ... expressed their 

concern that, since Fairless Hills and the adjoining community 

of Levittown were built for workers at U.S. Steel, their Negro 
workers be included in these two communities .. .. No Negro has 

ever lived in either of these communities, although they total over 

1,000 homes. This is the largest all-white community which has 
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persistently refused all appeals to change its segregation policy, 

and this is widely known.72 

Although this failing was disastrous for a soft-power asset developed 

for use in Asia and Latin America, the exhibit remained unchanged. 

People's Capitalism was stuck with its model home. As Repplier 

explained, "U.S. Steel gave us this and one doesn't Iook a gift horse too 
hard in tl1e mouth:'73 The privatization of federal propaganda elforts 

had made it impossible to insulate the nation's reputation from that of 

a corporate donor. 

Another intractable problern lay in communicating the notion of 

pu blic ownership of the means of prod uction through stock holdings. 

An elfective graphic translation of this theory eluded Repplier and his 

Advertising Cmmcil volunteers. Their attempt, a display panel papered 
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w1th crsatz stock certificates and explamtory notes, became mired m 

"the gobbledegook of economics;· according to Conger Reynolds of the 

USlA. "I don't beheve the latter will be understood by thousands upon 

thousands of people who view tbe exhibit.,..~ \\'hether the dilemnu was 

even worth resolving was debatable. Assertionsofa "new capitalism" 

based on pnvate stock ownership came und er fue at a Yale University 

roundtable d1scussion sponsored by theAdvertising Council in 

November 1956. llenry Wallach, a professor of economics, noted that 

only lS percent of U.S. famihes were private shareholders. Refonnulat

ing theory to fit practice, the panel resolved that "'widesprcad owllet·slup 
11ced 1101 bc reganled as tile 111ost e.ssc11tial part of a proples capitalis111" 
(emphasis in onginal).'.> A 1958 study in theAmericcmEco/lomic Revie111 
revealed that the proportion of Americans holding shares had actually 

declined since the G reat Depression, wh ile clans like the Du Ponts nnd 

Rockefellcrs ·owned many tim es as much stock as all the wage earners 

in the United States." The claims behind "People's Capitalism" were 

"without substance;' the report concluded, and the concept's rapid dif

fusion in news joumals, business advertising, and stockholder report:> 

had not reflected any true innovation in economic theory but rather 

·the effectiveness of orgamzed propaganda:~o A reexamination of the 

theory m J 964 concluded, "'Executives' capitalism' may be a more apt 

name for our corporate system than the overworked, largely unsup

ported slogan of'people's cap1tahsm."~ 

Text heavy, graphlcally mept, and factually inaccurate, People's 

Cap1tahsm sh1pped out in three differentversionsfor its world tour m 

1956. A copy of the Umon Stationexhibition modified in accordroce 

with suggestions made at its preview headed south for stops in Guate 

mala City, Bogot.i, Santlago, and La Paz. Setup and knockdown proved 

so cumbersome that entire sections were jettisoned in Bogotoi, yielding 

an ad hoc abndgement th.1t toured aJI remaining South American ven

ues . .Al1other stripped down variant traveled to Colombo and Kandy in 

Ceylon (Sri Lanka), where the Barnes family's living room1 amputated 

from the rest of the dwelling, was seen by fifty thousand visitors. ln 

overseas settings, the exhibit's ponderous storywas easily misinter

preted. According to :1 USLA observer, a local nun shepherding students 

through the show explained that the photos ofthe Barnes f.unily proved 

that the saucy attire seen in Hollywood movies was, in fact, not worn by 
real Americans. ller exegesis, while devoid of the intended lesson on 

cap1t.lltsm, perfectly illustrates the self-serving nature of sott power as 

Coloml>lan schoolchil

drcn in llnc to see People's 

C.tpltalism ol ßogoto~'s 

International Trade Fair 

in 1957. I leaclline cap

tlons on the two panels 

re.1d, "No E.conomic 

System ls Perfect" and 

"Ciass Dtfferences Are 

Oisappearmg:• U.S. 
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foreign cultural capital. The show's reliance on text to get its message 

across posed ongoing financial challenges. An anemic USIA budget 

forced American diplomatic outposts at each venue to foot the bill for 

translating and resetting display captions. Slated for a tour oflndia, 

People's Capitalism ran agrmmd at its first stop, New Delhi, where it 
remained crated and warehoused for two years due to Iack of funds.78 

The Barnes family home made its final appearance in 1956 at the Amer

ica at Horne trade fair exhibit in Zagreb, Yugoslavia.79 "The fairgoer is 

supposed to get a rounded picture of a happy, contented Ed Barnes at 

work, at play, shopping, and at his do-it-yourselfworkshop;' a jour

naHst reported. "From that point on, the theme is lost:180 Despite 

the efforts ofleading ad industry talents, People's Capitalism was an 

unqt1alified failure, in !arge part because its creators ignored the wealth 

of experience gleaned in a previous generation of cold war household 

propaganda campaigns. 

CULTURAL INFILTRATION INSIDE OU T 

Participation at trade fairs in socialist nations like Yugoslavia only par
tially satisfied the Eisenhower administration's stated goal of"piercing 

the Iron Curtain:'81 An alternate cultural infiltration strategy involved 

bringing communists to America for intensive reorientation. The 

president's advisor on psychological warfare, C. D. Jackson, proposed 
that V\Tashington "deluge Moscow with invitations;' predicting that 

90 percent of America's Soviet visitors would return, if "not necessarily 

convinced;' then at least "profoundly perturbed" by their experience 

abroad.82 The Kremlin seemed delighted to comply. At the Geneva 

summit ofJuly 1955, Eisenhmver and Khrushchev agreed to ease 

restrictions on bilateral exchanges. One month later, Soviet officials 

accepted an invitation extended through the U.S. State Department by 

Earl W Smith ofthe Nationa!Association ofHome Builders (NAHB), 

a construction industry coalition, to host Soviet housing officials on a 

cross-country tour ofU.S. residential construction sites and materials 

manufacturers. A ten-member Soviet delegation headed by the USSR's 

Minister of Constrnction I. K. Kozuilia arrived in the United States on 

3 October 1955. Over the next five weeks, the group visited dozens of 

building supply manufacturers and home-building sites in Virginia, 

NewYork, Massachusetts, Indiana, Illinois, Arizona, California, and 
V\Tashington. 83 
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It was not Kozuilia's first visit to the United States. A decade ear

lier, he had headed a delegation to the 1945 American-Soviet building 

conference. Held in Manhattao du ring the waning days of wartime 

alliance, the gathering marked the high tide of architectural knowledge 

transfer between the superpowers. Sponsored by the Architects' Com

mittee of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, a U.S. 

voluntary organization, the conference brought together approximately 

250 American participants and SO Soviet Counterparts to discuss the 

future ofhousing in both nations. Soviet representatives arrived at the 

talks with a shopping Iist in hand. They hoped to place an enormous 

order for equipment that would make possible assembly-line construc

tion of prefabricated housing. 84 Financing vvas to be one portion of a 

six-billion-dollar reconstruction loan requested of the United States by 

Soviet Foreign Minister Vyachselav Molotov. The scheme to harness 

American cash and technology to Soviet postwar reconstruction was 

stillborn, a casualty of collapsing foreign relations. A decade later, 

Kozuilia seized the opportunity created by the Geneva Accords to 

absorb the latest developments in American housing, albeit without 

the prospect ofU.S. !end-lease financing. 

The visiting Soviet delegation of 1955 carefully documented 

every construction and manufacturing process they saw, "their camera 

shutters clicking almost as fast as they popped questions;' according to 
their U.S. hosts. ss "At the [ construction] site, the Reds swarmed over 

th.e slab, dodging partitions and roofing sections as they came off the 

truck, reaching up to gauge ceiling heights ( which they considered 

low), examining heating, plumbing and wire connections;' an observer 

reported. 86 American building industry offleials knew that the Soviets 

had devised their own prefabrication systems based on reinforced 
concrete rather than wood-frame construction due to the limitations 

ofSoviet sawmills and the transport infrastructure needed tobring 

timher to mills and lumber to construction sites. Nevertheless,Ameri

can building methods were being evaluated for their relevance to 

Soviet postwar reconstruction. As explained by delegate Aleksandr 
Vlasov, Moscow's municipal architect, "In order to carry out this task 

in the shortest time, our building industry is now switching to prefabri

cating complete housing, and we are greatly interested in American 
prefabrication:'87 

The contemporary American kitchen was another object of 

Soviet fascination.88 Afterhearing a keynote address by Vice President 
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Richard Nixon at the inauguration of the National Housing Center in 
Washington, Kozuilia examined a model kitchen finished in pink 
enamel and ot1tfitted with "pul! down cookingunits, ovens built into 

the wall, sliding panels that revealed cabinet space, even a built-in 
makeup kit." Bemused, the Soviet construction minister asked his hosts, 
"Can you also sleep here?"89 Although a newfound spirit of consumer 

excess, expressed in chrome trim and push-button wizardry, haunted 
the American dream kitchen, Kozuilia maintained that it had under
gone vast improvement since his lastvisit to the United States.90 

The Soviet officials collected construction site souvenirs with an 
enthusiasm that amused and worried their American sponsors. "They 

wanted to know the price of everything, but not out of curiosity" an 

• --
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NAHB tour guide reported. "One told me they were interested in 

buying things to takeback to Russia."91 At visits to manufacturing facili

ties, they placed orders for hundreds of products, ranging from spring

balanced windows and disposable paint rollers to ready-to-install 

door-and-jamb units. The delegation's voracious appetite for samples 

raised eyebrows in the industry, and its newsletterweighed the possible 

outcomes: 

This could mean big-ticket orders when the delegates get back to 

Russia-assuming that such export is determined tobe consis

tent with U.S. interests. However, their penchant for sampling 

could also mean that the Russians will merely copy what they take 

back-dealingAmerican manufacturers a slap in the face for their 

generous cooperation.92 (emphases in original) 

American builders had good reason to wonder about the acquisitive 
mania. Soviet reverse engineering-called the "Western option'' by 

technology historian Raymond Stokes-had long been the USSR's 

tried-and-true method of achieving industrial parity with capitalist 
nations at a fraction of the cost of original research and development.93 

The Westernoption was a hallmark of the First Five-Year Plan of 1928-
32, speeding Soviet industrialization through ready-made factory blue

prints originally purchased (and later simply duplicated) from Albert 
Kahn Inc., the firm responsible for Ford's famed River Rouge plant out

side Detroit.94 Reverseengineering lived on during the cold war, as 

revealed by the mysterious resemblance ofSoviet cars and appliances 
shown at international trade fairs to V\Testern Counterparts of previous 

model years. Soviet attempts to ship American building samples to 

Moscow for inspection had begun as early as 1935, architectural histo
rian Richard Anderson has revealed.% As the Soviet housing delega

tion of 1955 devonred the latest advances in U.S. building technology, 

anAmerican delegate to the Geneva foreign ministers conference, 

th.e follow-up to the Geneva summit, complained that the Kremlin 

"seemed to want exchanges supplying the Soviet Union with essential 

technical know-howwithout making corresponding concessions in 
the areas to which we attach importance:'96 The strategy of hijacking 

U.S. soft-power initiatives to accrue maximum Soviet benefit while 

thwarting American propaganda goals would reach its climax at the 

American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959, a story told in the 

next chapter. 
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Of all the samples sought by Kozuiha and company for shtpmeot 

back to ~loscow, none astonished their hosts more than the completely 

furrushed suburban house that they seemed detem1ined to purchase. 

The 6rst inquiry came in Fort Wayne,lndtana, dunng a factlttte~ tour at 

General Industries, a prefabricated home manufacturcr. •This 1s no 

JOke;· Kozuilia assured the firm's incredulous pres1dcnt, who demurred, 

citing his company's lack of export expeneoce."' Thc pro~pective home 

buyers were more successful on the \1\'est Coast. At Rolhngwood, a 

suburban developmeot in San Pablo, Califorma, the Soviet minister 

of construction discovered a three-bedroom, two and one half~bath 

split-level that he found "delightful:' The price tagwas $13,750. Kozuilia 

requested that the home's unassembled components be shipped to the 

USSR, complete with heating aod air cond itioning eq uipment, GE 

clectric kitchen, and all display model fumishings: dinette suite, sec

tional sofa and side chair, television set, occasional tables, beds, 

d rcssers, d rapes, bathroom fixtures and ceramic tilcs, Ooor coverings

cverything but the bricks and mortar for the fireplace and chimney. 

Freight costs and optional extras brought the tot.ll cost to $40,000. 
·Just send the bill to the [Soviet] embassy in Wash111gton," an unfazed 

Kozuilia told the developer.01 Before heading back to lus bomeland, 

Kozuilta confessed to reporters that he too would hke to hve in a split

level." The Soviet minister of construction had been ravtshed by an 

American suburban home. 

I t I 
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Sovielmterest in American housing innovations laundted a 

follow-up vtstt m ~lay J 956, when another team of functionaries 

arrived m ~l;mhattan to attend the New York State Horne Builders 

Assoetahon conference and the concurrent International Horne BuLld

mg Exposition. ~teanwhtle, after a year ofbeing mired in red tape, 

Kozuilia's crated ~uburban home was finalJy ready for shiprnent from 

Califomta. San Pa bio netghbors threw a ·housewarm.ing" send-offfor 

the collectton ofbutldmg materials and appliances bound for .Moscow. 

Housewives donated women's joumals, horne sections pulled from 

newspapers, plastic food containers, rolls ofwaxpaper, prepared bake 

mixes, boxes of detet-gent, even a can of spray deodorant to enclose 

with the rest of the cargo. NWe wanttosend sorne of the little 'extras' 

which add so much to American living,'' volunteered a local resident. 10 1 

Another ritual presumably unforeseen by the Soviet home buyers took 

place on thc evc ofthc shipment's departure. Reverend Peter Kotlarov, 

a Russian Orthodox priest in San Francisco, blessed the split-level's 

future residents as its compouents were being hoisted aboard a 

freighter. 102 Although Kozuilia informed h.is American hosts that the 

Rollingwood tract home would be displayed near the Kremlin, that 

plan never matenahzed. What happened to the Californian home upon 

arnval m the Sovtet Union is a story that remains to be gleaned from 

Russtan archtves But there ts no doubt that Soviet Ieaders were 

informed of the comforts and wtdespread availability ofU.S. suburban 

··--

The k•tcben of the Rolhng
wood model home. The 
opemng at nght (artfully 
disguised through Lbe 
~'tmt~ic placement of a 

potted plant) as intended 
fort he refrlgerator-freezer, 
an itcm includcd in the 
Sovict order and sbipped 
to .\1oscow wtth the rest 
of thc prefabricated home 
and its contents. U.S. 
Nationoll Archives, Still 
Ptctures D•vision, RG306 
PS Subjech Box 346, 

56 16564. 
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housing. The 1955 housing delegation's report to the Party Central 

Committee praised the high quality of materials and assembly found in 

American prefabricated buildings and noted that such houses were 
often occupied by a working-class family of average income. 103 Amer

ica's propaganda experts would spend the next three years colluding 

with OITF officials to deploy a Trojan house behind the iron curtain, 

despite having been beaten to the punch by a delegation of Soviet 

bureaucrats bankrolled by the Kremlin. 
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The Trojan House Goes East 

People's Capitalism produced a rapid and nnequivocal Soviet response. 

At the momentous 1\.ventieth Party Congress of 1956, Pravda editor 

and Khrushchev protege Dmitri Shepalov denounced the exhibition 

within days ofits unveiling: 

In the United States the "new capitalism'' myth has been elevated 

to an official state doctrine, and the propagation of this "people's 

capitalism'' has been assigned to a special government informa

tion agency. ; .. Theinformation agency has even organized a 

special "People's Capitalism'' exhibition that will be put on display 
at fairs all over the world. Yet "people's capitalism" is as absurd an 

idea as fried ice! 1 

Party anthorities rushed a Counterpropaganda campaign into effect. 

Moscow's Foreign Language Publishing House issued People's Capital
ism? a scathing critique created expressly for export. A New York Tim es 
reporter on assignment in the USSR photographed a billboard embla
zoned with a cartoon depicting a well-dressed cadaver labeled "Capital

ism" surrounded by business tycoons stitching a makeshift "People's" 

tag onto his lapeJ.2 As irate Party Ieaders understood, capitalism's new 

trademark deliberately infringed npon communism's brandingas the 

egalitarianism of working-class choice. Fora brochnre accompanying 

th.e Bogota, Colombia, showing of People's Capitalism, Alberto 

Galindo, a former Pan-American conference president, encroached 

even further on Moscow's turf Appropriating the Marxist orthodoxy 
of dialectical materialfsm,l1e wrote, "In the People's Capitalism of the 

United States1 there is being forged the new, modern, liberal formula 

which, if we are to apply the dialectic process, could be the first step 

toward synthesis in the universal conflict [between communism and 

capitalism] which we are presently witnessing" (emphasis in original).3 
America's newand improved formula forcapitalism had turned commu

nism into a postwar "Brand x;' according to theAdvertising Council 

and its allies. 

People's Capitalism failed to gain favor among members of the 

U.S. House and Senate, however, arguably its most crucial demo

graphic. A year after the exhibition's Union Station debut, the House 

Appropriations Committee slashed Eisenhower's requested USIA 

budget by one-third.4 The fiscal rebnke by a Congress controlled by the 

CHAPTER SIX 

(jacing page) Anne 
Sonepol Anderson, an 
appliance "demonstration 

Iady;' expresses delight 
at the werk of a robotic 
floor cleaner in the 
RCA/Whirlpool ~racle 
Kitchen at the American 
National Exhibition in 
Moscow, 1959. Library 
of Congress, Prints and 
Photographs Division, 
Look Collection-Job 59-
8225 (color), LC-L901A-
59-8225-2. 
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president's own party imperiled his most ambitious propaganda initia
tive to date: the cultural infiltration ofSoviet bloc "captive nations:'s 

Proposed trade fair participation for 1956 had included venues in 

Leipzig, East Germany, and Poznan, Poland-the goal being to strike 
"as close to Moscow as possible:'6 The administration went ahead with 

its plan for exhibitionist subversion with a minimum budget, attaining 

its ultimate goal in summer 1959 with the opening of the American 
National Exhibition in Moscow. The USIA's Moscow exhibition mar

shaled the persuasive power of two furnished homes ( one inhabited by 

a model housewife), no less than four model kitchens, and a pavilion 

designed around the theme of a hausehold products bazaar. Pundits 

celebrated the exhibition's K.itchen Debate between Nixon and 

Khrushchev as the victory of America's most audacious propaganda 

offensive. An alternate reading, uncolored by cold war triumphalism, 

has gone largely unexamined. The Krernlin had sanctioned an Ameri

can consumer spectacle in Moscow, the Soviet capital and ideological 

hearth ofglobal communism. Was this really a myopic blunder, or 

could it have been part of a Promethean scheme to steal the secrets of 

consumer modernity from its capitalist master? 

ROMANCING THE BLOC 

During Poznan's International Trade Fair in June 1956, Poles marked 

their horneland as a soft target for the Eisenhower administration's 

planned infiltration ofEastern Europe. Western exporters became acci
dental witnesses to history as workers took to the streets chanting, "We 

want bread !" The protest soon turned into a riot. Mobs attacked public 

buildings, including Party and police headquarters. Trade fair visitors 

used their hired cars to transport the wounded to hospitals.7 Poznan's 

uprising raged out of control for three days. In the wake of the suppres

sion, in an attempt to regain popular confidence, the Party rehabilitated 

vVladyslaw Gomulka, a former Ieader who had been denounced and 

jailed in the Stalin era. Sniffing an opportunity, U.S. foreign policy 

specialists called for an expansion of cultural diplomacy in Poland.8 

Offering Gomulka's government $95 million in loans and credits, 

Washington announced that it would sponsor a U.S. exhibition at 

Poznan's 1957 trade fair.9 The theme of America's pavilion, Made in 

USA, divulged its propaganda strategy. A year after Poznan's bread riots, 
Polish citizens would be invited to a buffet of American abundance. 
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Before the U.S. exhibition even opened it doors, the Party news

paper Ga;;cta Po::umrska deemed it a shameless provocation. w Upon 

seeing its wanton hausehold extravagances being put on dtsplay to 

taunt the natton's proletanat, Polish construction worlers walked off 

the site outraged, or so the story went Joumalists paoned the upcom

ing exhJbat as yet another demonstration of capitalism's disdain for the 

rnasses. Days l.lter, fairground visitors seemed to have a different 

optnion. They Jammed the U.S. pavilion beyond capacity, prompting 

police to cordon off' the entrance to constrain surgiog crowds. Beneath 

a translucent geodesac dome designed by Buclminster Fuller, socialist 

citizens examined sewing machines, listened to a jukebox blaring 

American h its, watched a nonstop fashion show featuring models out

fitted in ready to-wear apparel, and fed tokens (supplied courtesy of the 

sponsor) into vending mnchines stocked with candy and Coca-Cola. 

Ecboing Ricsmnn's ~Nylon War" parody, Timemagazine called the 

Poznan cxhibit a "Nylon Wonderland:'11 Outside, a furnished three

bedroom suburban residence donated by Hause a11d Home magazine 

also exceeded visitor capacity. USIA exhibition plaoners atternpted to 

open the enttre home to foot traffic, but human gridlock made thts 

untenable. Alter a bnef carcuit of the living room, visitors were sbown 

tbe door and shunted along tbe home's perirneter walls for gllmpses of 

the litchen and other antenors, faces pressed to windows. To maxim1ze 

vaews, USIA exhibitors removed the doors from ai1 roorns. Tourguades 

explamed d1at whale the open kitchen was indeed a popular innovation 

in Amencan home~, a complete lad~ ofbathroom and bedroom pnvacy 

·was, m fact, not custom.1ry. 1 The installation techniques developed by 

Peter Harden five years earlier for the MSA Better Life home, wh1ch 

bad circumvented such crowd control problerns, seemed tobe a lost 

exhibition art. 
One of the most popular Made in USAdisplays vns tbe demon

stration kitchen, donated and staffed by General Foods and its Birds 

Eye frozen foods subsidiary. Horne economist Barbara Sampson more 

than fulfilled thc modcl housewife role. Sampson was a "demonstration 

Iady," onc of the highly trained professionals employed by appliance 

and processed food manufacturers to introduce newproducts toAmeri

CaJl consu mers. 14 Ln Poznan, she soon realized tbat her demonstrations 

ofhow to whip up a variety ofhot meals from packaged, industrially 

prepared angred1ents mystafied an audience unfamiliarwitb supermar

kets, electncalappliances, and convenience foods. To bridge the gap, 

Pollsh spectators jam a 

modellivlng room at the 
I [ouse .t.nd Home exhibit 

at the 1957 Po~nan Trade 
P~ir. The original caption 
daimed, *Starved for 
consumergoods, the visi
to~ often tnetl to buy 
the tltspl~ys." Houu and 

Homt 12, no. 2 (August 

1957). 
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she distributed individual frozen peas to thousands of onlookers who 
had never seen one. Invited home by one ofher local assistants for a tra

ditional Polish meal, Sampson's initiation into Bast bloc homemaking 

skills came as a revelation: 

The stove on which they cooked was a wretched two-burner 

affair with no knobs. To turn on the gas, they had to use pliers. 

The children's beds, ordinarily set up in the living room-they 

had only one bedroom-were moved to the kitchen so there 

would be space to serve dinner in the living room. 

Sampson quickly realized that "refrigerators are as rare in Poznan as 

they are at the South Pole." Intending to take snapshots of her hosts 

cooking a Polish meal, she desisted. "They were so charming I couldn't 
do it:' Looking back at the Birds Eye exhibit, she mused, "It was difficult 

to teil what most people thought about our display. They were friendly, 
but so awed they were speechless:' The problemwas neither new nor 

undiagnosed. USIA analysts knew that audiences overseas were predis

posed to agree with the Soviet indictment of Americans as "a gadget

loving people produced by an exclusively mechanical, technological 

and materiaHst civilization:' At a 1955 trade fair in Ethiopia, the USIA 

had nonetheless showcased a luxuriously equipped Ford Thunderbird, 
Dumont televisions, and a GE kitchen baking "typical American cakes" 

made from packaged mixes. 1s Of a 1956 exhibition in Syria, Jane Fiske 
Mitarachi in "Design as a Political Force;' an assessment ofU.S. trade 

fair diplomacy, noted: "the model kitchen ... with its washers and dis

posals and mixers, might seem like a legitimate statement ofAmerican 

accomplishment in Paris; but in Damascus, an electric kitchen actually 

has no relation to middle-eastern cookery:'16 Similarly, demonstrations 

ofhow to reconstitute canned frozen orange juiceinan electric blend er 

were as alien to homemakers in Poznan as lessons on preparing Polish 

fermented rye soup would have been to U.S. suburban housewives. 17 

America's corporate food chain took centerstage at the 1957 

Zagreh trade fair in Yugoslavia, a nonaligned socialist nation present

ing another opportune target for USIA infiltration operations. The 

Supermarket USA exhibition, sponsored by the National Association of 

Food Chains, featured a model self-service retail outlet within a glass

and-steel pavilion by the industrial designfirm ofWalter Dorwin 

Teague. The installation, which had debuted a year earlier as The Amer

ican Way Supermarketat Rome's Third International Congress ofFood 
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Distribution, boasted shopping carts, refrigerator cases, cash registers, 

and 2,500 food items supplied by some six hundred corporate donors. 18 

The USIA employed young female students from the University of 
Zagreh as model shoppers. Their "demonstration effect" task involved 

wheeling a shopping cart down the aisles as spectators watched from 
an overhead catwalk similar to the one Harnden developed for V\Test 

Berlin's Bett er Life exhibition. Loading the cart with cellophane

wrapped cuts of meat, canned goods, cake mixes, packaged frozen food, 

and fresh produce flown in from Philadelphia, they took their selections 

to a checkoutstand tobe rung up and bagged. The demonstration 

ended with the model shopper drawing a lottery ticket and awarding 

her trove of American groceries to a lucky audience member. 19 Mer

chandise showcased elsewhere within the pavilion included appliances, 

books, records, sporting goods, apparel, and the familiar battery of 

candy and soft-drink vending machines.20 A furnished apartment dis

placed the usual suburban home representation of the American house

hold. Visitors passed through the two-bedroom-plus-nursery, one-batl1 

on their way out of the pavilion. Progressing from shopping spectacle 

to domestic idyll, the narrative sequence ofThe American V\Tay Super

market portrayed the consumer rather than the capitalist as the raison 
d'~tre for U.S. retail innovation. 

Supermarket USA was a soft-power success story, advancing 

American prestige in ways that could be leveraged by local elites to 

benefit themselves. In his opening-day speech, Zagreb's deputy mayor 

announced, "This is not just a trade fair, but a great school, where the 

experience of other countries can be learned by our technical people 
and tlnis assist in tl1e improvement of our own Yugoslav economY:'21 

A Serbo-Croatian speaker hired by the USIA to track visitor responses 
overheard a worker telling a communist official, "If you install some

thing like this here, all honors to you, and we will elect you for three 

more years:'22 Three days after the trade fair closed, Jugotechna, the 

state import-export organization, purchased the supermarket display 
for $30,000, a fraction of its initial cost. 23 Aided by ilie National Associ

ation ofFood Chains, Belgrade opened Yugoslavia's first supermarket in 

Aprill958. 24 Its debut prompted plans for ten more supermarkets in 

the Yugoslavian capital, and another sixty throughout the country.2s 

Supermarket USA continued the project begun by the MSA's Caravan 

of Modern Food Service to spread the gospel of self-service shopping, 

first throughout Western Europe, and finally to the socialist world-
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albeit in a nation embarked upon its own idiosyncratic path to a prole

tarian future. \.Vhatever the ultimate impact on Yugoslav retailing, it was 

not simply the product ofUSIA machinations but also of choices made 

by the host nation's Ieaders in their own self-interest. 26 

DETENTE AND PSYCH WAR 

After months of negotiation, on 28 January 1958 the United States 

and USSR endorsed the Soviet-American Cultura!Agreement, paving 

the way for exchanges of performers, visiting delegations, films, broad
casts, and exhibitions as a "means of establishing mutual understand

ing:' The accord also offered the United States a way to shift the tone 

and substance of superpower rivalry. Khrushchev's new policies of 
"peaceful coexistence" and "peaceful competition;' announced at the 

Twentieth Party Conference in February 1956, overturned Party 

dogma concerning the inevitability of armed conflict between commu

nist and capitalist camps. Without removingthe threat ofSoviet hard 
power, Khrushchev forged a "soft line" to extend communist influence 

internationally. In 1957, successful Soviet intercontinental missile and 

nuclear bomb tests established the relative parity of the USSR and 

United States in terms of cold war weaponry. The Soviets overtook 
America with the launch of the world's firstorbital satellite, Sputnik. 

v\Then the United States tried to laUJlch its own satellite, its booster 

exploded upon ignition. A live telecast, intended to proclaim America's 

entry into the space race, broadcast the fiery miscarriage around the 
world. Newspapers dubbed the launch "Kaputnik:'27 CIA director Allen 

Dtilles acknowledged the "very wide and deep impact" of the Soviet 

Union's propaganda in "relating their scientific accomplishments to the 
effectiveness ofthe Communist social system:' Extravagant Soviet dis

plays at international trade fairs leveraged satellite, missile, and nuclear 

reactor technology to burnish communism's progressive credentials, 

outshining the chronically underfunded U.S. competition, particularly 
in Asia and Latin America.28 Given its record of "psych war" losses, 

America needed to regainground.29 

v\Thile the U.S. and Soviet delegations hammered out protocols 

for an exchange of national exhibitions, another U.S. venture in fair

ground diplomacy was foundering. In time-honered fashion, while 

the USIA was planningAmerica's contribution to the 1958 Brussels 

v\Torld's Fair, Congress was eliminating the necessary funding. Despite 
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estimates that the USSR would spend at least $50 million to build and 

operate its Brussels pavilion, an appropriations subcommittee reduced 

Eisenhower's requested $15 million budget by 20 percent. Howard 

Cullman, the exhibition's U.S. commissioner general, railed at the 
prospect of"a second-rate show for a first-dass nation:' One day before 

the Soviet-American CulturalAgreement of 1958 was signed, the Wash

ington Postran the headline, "We're SettoBe Shamed at Brussels."30 

An air of crisis enveloped discussions of how to represent Amer

ica in Brussels. An executive-branch council urged the USlA to aban
don the People's Capitalism campaign and its "heavy, belabored" 

propaganda, encouraginga less deterministic approach that entrusted 
visitors to formulate their own positive views of the United States.31 

A second advisory panel concurred. The Cambridge Study Group, 

composed ofUSlA offleials and academics from the Massachusetts 

Institute ofTechnology, convened a brainstorming session devoted to 

modernizing U.S. cultural diplomacy. With Peter Harnden as a partici

pant, the group suggested exhibits emphasizing traditionally feminine 

roles like homemaking and fashion to counternegative stereotypes 

about American women. The USlA commissioned Harnden, assisted 

by Bernard Rudofsky, a frequent guest curator at MoMA1 to devise 

installations for the Bn1ssels pavilion. Harndenmade the fateful deci

sion to dispense with the usual American model kitchens, which he 

believed had lost impact both through overexposure at trade fairs and 

as the rising economic tide brought Western European household tech

nology onto the market. Instead, the design team opted for a gallery of 

household objects displayed with playful panache. The proposal put 

Harnden and RudofsRy at odds with former Republican National Com

mittee Ieader Katherine Graham Howard1 appointed by Eisenh.ower as 

the U.S. exhibit's deputy commissioner. She implored Cullman, the 

event's commissioner general, to insist upon a more conventional 

installation: 

[T]he American kitchen has profound sociological and psycho

logical implications . ... lt is one of the wonders of the world that 

Americans in every economic strata have kitchens with labor

saving devices which free the American wo man from drudgery, 
which make the kitchen the heart of the home. 

Even Khrushchev realized the broader portent oflabor-saving house

hold technology, Howard argued, citing his lingeringvisit to an 
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American kitchen display at a recent international trade fair, where he 

scrutinized the appliances.32 Her pleas were ignored, paving the way 

for a litany of complaints that would make the Brussels commission 

Harnden's last major U.S. exhibition. 

Cullman appointed a Committee ofSelection and Procurement 

from Boston's Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA) to assemble house

hold goods for display at Brussels. Composed of volunteers from the 

fields of industrial design, crafts, and interior decoration, the committee 

identified seven categories of products "peculiar to the American mode 

ofliving": mobility, portability, flexibility, disposability, outdoor living, 
toys, and the decentralized kitchen.33 The committee's director,Joseph 

Carreiro, stated in a press release: 

Y.le have made no effort to provide a complete story, or to con

vince or persuade anyone that our approach to living is the right 

one. Wehave tried through fragments, relationships, contrasts 

and the value revealed by the object, to point up our [national] 

diversity and uniqueness.34 

After the sample collection's trial run at the ICA, Harnden and Rudof

sky installed the full set of approximately six hundred objects on the 
mezzanine of Edward DurreH Stone's Brussels pavilion Titled Islands 

for Living, the archipelago of dustered household objects was best 

known for its role in the pavilion's most popular event, a daily fashion 

spectacle. Before walking an atrium runway, European models in 

American outfits posed amid Harnden's Islands and their Eames leather 

and rosewood recliner, George Nelson desk, antique Shaker chair, 

and an assemblage of other domestic objects ranging from upscale to 
oddball.3.S 

Although the fashion show att racted overflow crowds at every 

performance, critics in the United States bridled. Given the Soviet 

pavilion's emphasis on space-race triumphs, success at Brussels, they 

insisted, vvas not a simple popularity contest. Congressional detractors 

judged America's ready-to-wear triumph frivolous, and Harnden's wry 
installation pointless.36 Islands for Living also attracted criticism from 

an alliance ofU.S. home builders and housing offleials who objected to 
its "Cinderella-type" portrayal of American lifeY Far more serious, 

however, was the outrage ignited by Unfinished Work, a display pre
sentingAmerica's hot-button issues in problem-and-solution pairs: 

racial discrimination and desegregation, slums and urban renewal, 
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environmental degradation and conservation. Quarantined from the 

main pavalion and its showcase of American afiluence, the Unfinished 

Work. mstallataon was housed an a jagged outbuilding that evoked the 

uncomfortable tbemes explored within. Photos of tenements m the 

shadow of the Capatot countered with images ofnew public housLDß 

and ·a Negro couple in a modern, upper rniddle dass htchen in a Lattle 

Rock home" marked Ameraca's firstinternational display of housing 

condihons at odds with the dream homes typicallypeddled at such 

exhibataons. Europeans were aware of America's ghettos, often from 

communast propaganda countering the claim of a ·dassless" U.S. 

democracy wath sensataonal accounts of slums, poverty, segregation, 

and racial vaolencc. ' 1 Soviet soft-power strategists understood that the 

global appeal of an American Way ofLife could be neutralized, particu 

larly in devcloping nations, by its portrayal as a "whites only" club. 

According to the testimony ofAmerican tour guides, Unfin.ished Work 

impressed European visitors as honestand courageous.J9 Segregation

ists like Democratic South Carolina Senator OlinJohnston, however, 

maintained that the display "could not have been more designed to 

reßect against the American nation ifit had been made inMoscow by 

the Kremlin." Gu.uds shooed press photographers away from Unfinished 

Work as USlA officials removed images showing black and white chU

dren playing together. Unconsoled, congressmen Jobbied Eisenhower 

An *lsl;md" o( c:ontem

por.ary furnislungs at the 

Brussels World's Fa•r U.S. 

P.lvJJion, 1958. Photogra· 

pher: Luc:ien Willems. 

Courtesy ofthe Ghent 

Umvers1ty Oepartment 

o( Arclutecture. 
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to close the exhibit entirely, which he did. Bruised pride and unrepen

tant racism had trumped effective cultural diplomacy, giving Soviet 

propagandists an uncontested fi.eld from which to attack.40 

Unfinished Work and Islands for Living held diffi.cult lessons for 

the USIA. Both had been favorably received by European audiences 

but were proclaimed fiascos by critics in the United States. A classified 

USIA document settingout the policy for a subsequent exhibition to 

be mounted in Moscow reflected the hard knocks taken in Brussels. It 

put an end to experiments with persuasion marked by "indirection;' 

proposing "a clear thread of continuity leading the visitor in a logical 

fashion from one aspect of the American scene to another."4 1 Adopting 

the Eisenhmver administration's two-pronged approach to propaganda, 

exhibition development would proceed along twin tracks: one covert, 

the other concocted for media consumption. Critical planning deci

sions were to be reported to the public only "to the extent that this does 

not jeopardize the carrying out of the policY:' The target audience for 

the Moscow showwould be "university youths, people in cultural work 
and teaching, middle-level bureaucrats and skilled workers" considered 

by the USIA tobe "potentially [ the] most influential citizens of the 
Soviet Union:' Displays lüghlighting "the unimpeded flow of diverse 

goods and ideas" would, it was hoped, increase "existing pressures 

tending in the long run toward a reorientation ofthe Soviet system in 
the direction of greater freedom:'42 To avoid snatching defeat from the 

jaws of victory as at Brussels, organizers of the American National Exhi

bition in Moscow would revert to tried-and-true ideological narratives, 

exert far greater control over information shared with the public, and 

re1y far more heavily on corporate donations in the hope of circumvent

ing budgetary constraints imposed by a Congress incapable of properly 

managing its soft-power investments. 

AMERICA IN MOSCOW 

In October 1958, one ofArnerica's acknowledged masters of midcen

tury modernism, George Nelson, was invited to Washington. His firm 

had been selected to coordinate the upcomingAmerican National 
Exhibition in Moscow by Ha.rold "Chad" McClellan, who had managed 

the Office oflnternational Trade Pairs (OITF) as an assistant secretary 

of commerce, and Jack Masey~. a USIA veteran. Nelson, with a gold 

medal already und er his belt for the USIA exhibit at Sao Paulo's 195 7 
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Biennial Exposition, was an inspired choice.n Advised of the federal 

offer, Nelson pondered its pros and cons: 

On the one hand, glamour ph1s realization that the exhibition 
could have an important effect on U.S.-USSR relations. On the 

other, the possibility of wrecking the office by taking on too 

!arge a project: the Government as a dient, plus an impossible 

time schedule, offers fascinating possibilities of exposure to a 

scandal-loving press, with congressional investigation as possible 

jackpot.44 

Glamour and historical significance defeated caution, and Nelson 

accepted the assignment. 

After rejecting a series of inauspicious exhibition locations 

offered by Soviet authorities, McClellan seenred a site in Sokol'niki 

Park, a northern Moscow suburb. Nelson gathered a brainstorming 

team that included Masey, Hollywood film director Billy Wilder, and 

the husband-and-wife design team of Charles and Ray Eames. During 
a marathon four-day meeting at the Eameses' iconic glass-and-steel 

house outside Los Angel es, the group developed a spatial and narrative 
sequence for the Moscow exhibition. Functioning as "a kind of'infor

mation machine;" a geodesie dome designed by Buckminster Fuller 
would open the visitor's tour. Inside, a multiscreen audiovisual specta

cle produced by the Eames team would depict a typical week in the life 
of anAmerican suburb.45 The dramatized documentarywas to establish 

credibility for the exhibition's ensuing representations of American 

abundance, as Nelson noted: 

An automobile, for instance, might be looked upon, if the Rus

sians chose to do so, as a prototype made for display purposes. 

Twenty to thirty shots of the parkinglots surrounding factories 

and shopping centers, traffic congestion in cities, and car move

ments on express highways could leave no possible doubt in the 
visitor's mind.46 

Ernerging from the hypnotic dazzle of the information dome, visitors 

would enter a glass-walled warehouse of goods. It was to be, according 

to Nelson, "a bazaar stuffed full of things, [ the] idea being that consumer 

products represented one of the areas in which we are most effective, as 

weil asonein whicl1 the Russians had already indicated theywere most 

interested:' His appraisal of Russian interest was confirmed weeks later 
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by Soviet first deptlty premier Anastas Mikoyan dt1ring his diplomatic 
visit to the United States. Mikoyan and his entourage astounded subur
ban shoppers in White Oak, Maryland, who watched them make their 
way through aisles of packaged foods and hausehold cleaners at the 
local Super Giant supermarket.47 This Week magazine boasted, "He 
really went overboard for electric mixers, openers, fryers and other 
devices that make the American kitchen a complete cantrast to its 
crude Russian counterpart;' and quoted Wkoyan as exclaiming, "We 
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have to free our housewives like you Americans! The Russian house
wife needs help!"48 TheAmerican National Exhibition would serve up 

an assortment ofhousehold products to Soviet citizens, although 

Mikoyan's notion of help was not the intention. 

A grueling round ofbilateral negotiations finalized the terms of 

reciprocal U.S. and Soviet exhibitions slated forManhattau and 

Moscowvenues. A six-member Soviet delegation headed by Ivan 

Bolshakov, the USSR vice minister of foreign trade, scrutinized the U.S. 

proposal down to its details, eh allenging USIA plans to operate food 

concessions, distribute souvenirs and pamphlets, stage jazz concerts, 

and build fairground restrooms.49 "I've been in many tough negotia
tions;' McClellan noted, "and the moments put in by the Soviet team 

match the best:'so The plot to seduce Soviet visitors with visions of 

household affluence may have been kept from the American press and 

pu blic, but it was no secret to the Kremlin. Areport to the Party Central 

Committee filed by its team of negotiators noted that "special attention 

will be paid to the demonstration of domestic appliances: electric 
kitchens, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, air conditioners, etc:'s 1 

W'ith Soviet permission finally granted, the scheme proposed 

by Nelson and company progressed to design development. "We have 

January, February, March and part ofApril to put together the most 

important of all United States exhibitions;' Nelsonjotted in his log

book.52 He arranged consultations with Jane Fiske McCullough, who 

had analyzed previous OITF and USIA shows for the trade journal 

Industrial Design, and another authority on overseas exhibitions, Peter 
Harnden.sJ Of the thirty new employees Nelson hired, the most influ

ential was Philip George, a former associate at Harnden's Paris office, 

who was given responsibility for coordinating the exhibit and oversee
ing its assembly in Moscow.54 Nelson's "bazaar" concept took the form 

of an enormous grid of steel shelving housed in a glass pavilion. His 

firrn's design transformed the modular storage systems Nelson and 

other itmovators had marketed for domestic use-a type of modernist 
furniture denounced as "formalist" by socialist realist ideologues-into 

a habitable, multistory structure accessed by stairways and mezzanine 
catwalks.ss Visitors could literally wand er the shelves to examine mer

chandise donated by hundreds of corporate sponsors, or gazedown 
from the elevated catwalks at demonstrations ofAmerican name-brand 

products. G iven a relatively modest budget, Nelson stocked the pavil

ion with tried-and-true trade fair attractions. Barbara Sampson again 

Uacing page) American 
rush-hour imagery 
sprawls across seven 
screens in the audiovisual 
introduction produced by 
Charles Eames for the 
American National 
Exhibition in .Moscow, 
shown within Buckmin
ster Fuller's domed 

pavilion. U.S. National 
Archives, Still P ictu res 
Divjsion, RG 306 PS-D 
Subjects, 70-2722. 
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conJured thousands of different meals from packaged products in her 

General Foods/ B1rds Eye demonstration kitchen.So Just as at Zagreb's 

Supermarket USA, a ~elf-service shopping display revealed the source 

of the u1dustnally processed mgredients used in Sampson's mag1c act 

An RCA ·~llracle Kitchen of the Future," previously displayed in 1958 
at a trade fa1r m \ 11lan, entertamed visitors with high-tech enticements. 

A home workshop stocked with power tools for the do-it-yourselfer had 

debuted at a trade fa1r m Par.s three years earlier, as had a Singer sewing 

machUle demomtration. An RCA television studio, as first seen in West 

Berlin, represented American mass media and would unintentionally 

document the cold war's most famous soft-power showdownY On a 

somewhat different note, Helena Ruhenstein and CoitfuresA.mericana 

sponsored beauty parlor makeovers for Soviet women selected from thc 

audience. From Iabor saving appliances to the chemistry ofbeauty, a 

grab bag of corporate prcscntations would c01nbat Soviet technological 

triumphs with Amcrican consurner technology. 

In designing the Moscow exhibition's model apartment- the 

narrative point of convergence for all goods and services on dispby

Nelson kept a far tlghter re1gn. He envisioned the five-room residence, 

similar in concept to the umt shown in Zagreb, asthat of an affluent 

family, with "childrcn at play and the parents enjoying hi-fi, teleVlSIOO 

and readlllg." The domeshc stage set, designed by Lucia DeResplllis at 

I~ 

- ~ l 
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lj11d11g p11ge) Designers 
at George Nelson and 

Assoclates build a model 

ofthe modulu dtsplay 

framework for the Amen

can Nat tonill Exhtbition 

10 \1oscow. V 11 ra Destgn 

\1useum, Nelson ArchiVe. 

Watched by cunous 

Sovtet VISil Ors, wdemon

str.lllon Iady" Bubara 

Sampson whips up a 

packaged cake miX in the 

General Foods/Birds Eye 

kttchen at the American 

Nation:~ I Exhibition in 

\1oscow. U.S. National 

Archives, Still Pierures 

Division, RG 306 PS-D 

Subjects 59- 14563. 
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Nelson's New York office, came witb. a model restdent: the Russian

speaking wife of a U.S. press corps officer. She demonstrated the ease of 

laundry day with an automatic washer, answered visitor questions, and 

squelched comments by Party-line skepbcs, such as "Jsn't at true that 

rats bite your babies?"51 ~1any of the furnishang~ were Hem1an ~1iller 

products-no surprise, given Nelson's rise to glory as the firm's design 

tmpresario-but the apartment interior also dtsplayed the output of a 

virtual honor roll ofAmerican designers, includmg Florence Knoll, Paul 

McCobb, and Edward Wormley.s• •v-.re are assuming that the couple has 

pretty sophisticated taste and a pretty good income," Nelson remarked, 

estimating the model family's annual income at about $12,000- in 

1959, over twice the national average.r<1 Finding a single atem from tllis 

sterling collection of midcentury modernism in the avemge U.S. home, 

much Jess the complete collection1 would h:we been just as atypical. 

A second American model home in M oscow conveyed a midd le

of-the-middle-dass life on the nation's suburban frontier, a display 

almost certainly induded to rectify its omission at the Brussels fair." 1 

Herbert Sadkin of All-State Properties, a Long Island developer of 

bedroom communities for Manhattan commuters, an'i"\vered the USIA 

call for donations before Nelson and Ytasey were able to secure a home 

wath better design credentials."1 The Ali-State prefab, in comparison 

wath the model apartment, reflected "less <tdvanced ta,te," accordmg to 
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Nelson, btlt was meant to display more affordable furnishi.ngs.63 Exhibi

tion organ.izers portrayed the home as belanging to "the Browns;' a typ

ical ( albeit fictional) American family. I.nterior appointrnents, selected 

and donated by the New York headquarters of the Macy's department 

store chain, were budgeted at $5,000 to prove that the All-State home 
was .no "privilegentsia" set piece.64 Pale blue wall-to-wall carpeting and 

contemporary oil-nnished walnut furn.iture, a closet filled with colorful 
towels and linens, and the consumer electronics said to be "indigenous 

to almost every modernAmerican home" provided a sampler of aftltl

ence for the masses.65 

Differences in press coverage latmched the two model residences 

into divergent historical trajectories. Montl1s before openi.ng day, the 

Soviet news agencyTASS derided the exhibition's "allegedly typicaf' 

-

-
-

1he apartment kitchen, 
designed by Lucia 
DeRespinis, at the Amer
ican National Exhibition 
in .Yioscow. U.S. National 
Archives, Still Pictures 
Division, RG 306 PS-B 
Subjects 59-4995. 
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model homes, ridiculing the notion that "the Pennsylvania miner or 

Indiana meta! worker always comes home to an apartment with deep 

fitted carpets, and that the textile workers ofNew England allluve huge 

television sets, expensive radios, record players and tape recorders, all in 

fine cabinets:'66 The fulminationwas hypocritical, and Party Ieaders 
knew it. Soviet international exhibitions like the recent one in Brussels 

regularly displayed residential stage sets "containing many facilities 

otherwise reported existing only in top-level Russian homes;' as noted 

in the Washington Post.67 New York Tim es Moscow correspondent Max 

Frankel nearly lost his Soviet visa for reporting of the USSR's 1959 
show at Manhattans Colosseum: 

Many a Russian would agree with the one who expressed a desire 
to come to the NewYork exhibit to find out how he lives .... 

[It] strives for an image of abundance with an apartment that few 

Russians enjoy, with clothes and furs that are rarely seen, and 

with endless variations of television, radio, and recording equip

ment, cameras and binoculars that are not so easily obtained in 

such quality or rangein Soviet stores.68 

Reports filed years earlier by the Soviet housing delegation visiting 

the United States had informed Party Ieaders that suburbanAmerican 

homes were often occupied by a working-class family of average 
income.69 

It was Nelsons cosmopolitan apartment, and not Sadkin's subur

ban prefab, that grossly misrepresented an average American lifestyle. 

However, the fonner went all but unmentioned in Soviet press cover

age, while the latter was the subject of furious denunciation. The Long 

Island dream home attracted attack not only as a propaganda threat 

but also as a soft target. Media space devoted to criticism of Nelson's 

luxurious apartment would have generated implicit comparisons 

with the cramped and poorly equipped Soviet units churned out by 
Khrushchev's mass housing program. With its wood-framed vvalls, the 

American suburban prefab struck many Russian visitors as insubstantial 

and temporary in construction. It was easy to depict as a Poternkin 

village cottage, and more alien than Nelsons city apartment, with its 

Russian-speaking hostess who entertained drop-in guests while doing 

her household chores. 
Soviet vitriol directed at the All-State home captured the atten

tion of American journalists, politicians, and entrepreneurs, who 
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proceeded to create the script for its place in cold war history. Return
ing from Moscow, Sadkin told reporters that Russian officials had been 
"persistently cynical" in their attitude toward his model home, given the 
"drab and crudely finished" nature of their own housing stock.7° With 

the gauntlet dropped, American journalists rushed to defend the virtue 
of the suburban Long Island prefab with patriotic fervor. Newspapers 
ran headlines like "Average American Horne Jolts Red Propaganda;' 
"Look at Building Here, Red 'Doubters' Invited;' and "Nothing to Fear 
but the Truth:'7 1 Meanwhile, Sadkin's generosity in donating and ship

ping the home's components and assembly crew to Moscow garnered a 
bonanza in free publicity. All-State properties and the R. H. Macy 
Company sent reproductions of their Moscow exhibition home on a 
cross-country victory lap, with showings in Long Island venues, Joplin, 
Missouri, and on the rooftop ofMacy's San Francisco store.72 Eclipsed 
in the celebration of America's suburban sweetheartwas Nelsons 

Moscow apartment, outfitted with modernist panadle and all but 
ignored by journalists and later historians of the cultural cold war. The 
unkindest cut of all came from the Washington Pos~ which referred to 
the impeccably appointed interior asthat of a "motel apartmenf'73 
W'ith the gutting of city centers across the United States in the name of 
"urban renewal" and the attendant flight of affiuent residents and their 

capital to the surrounding suburbs, a metropolitan home, no matter 
how upscale, had lost its ability to represent the American Way of Life 
both in th.e nation's popular imagination and its mass media reflection. 

TRIUMPHAL15M REVISITED 

For six steamy midsummer weeks in 1959, crowds of stalwart Russians 
braved long waits and a gauntlet of Partyagitators to enter the Ameri
can National Exhibition at Soko I' niki Park. Just as planners and 
designers had hoped, Soviet citizens were captivated by the American 
commodity spectacle. They sampled Pepsi-Cola, examined automo
biles with rocket-fin taillamps, applauded rock-and-roH dance routines 
at an elaborately staged fashion show, and gazing at the performer 
apparel, asked, "Please, comrade, where can we buy it?" They pocketed 
souvenirs-some distributed free of charge, others surreptitiously 
'liberated: American tour guides tmned a blind eye as toys, paperhack 
novels, mail-order catalogs, and packaged food products disappeared 
from displays. By disregarding the summer's epidemic of petty theft, 
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U.S. corporate sponsors quietly circumvented a Soviet contract enjoin

ing them from distributing free samples of any product other than 

Pepsi. Muscovites swarmed through the All-State home's central gang

way, an innovation suggested by Philip George. The bisected floor plan 

overcame the problern of processing throngs within tight domestic 
spaces and earned Sadkin's prefab the nickname "Splitnik" inArnerican 

newspapers. The home's multiple bedrooms impressed Soviets accus

tomed to communal apartments, often shared with one family per 

bedroom?4 In a guest book, a visitor wrote, "At the first opportunity 

I would buy such a house. Meanwhile I have no house and live in a 

rented apartment and pay 300 rubles. I earn 700 rubles a month:"s 

Domestic appointments like the hi-fi cabinet and convertible sofa bed 

were complete novelties for Soviets, provoking disbeliefthat such 

pieces were within reach of a typical U.S. worker.76 Voting for the most 

interesting home life exhibit, visitors cast 22 percent of the bailots for 

Splitnik, and 26 percent for the fair's kitchen appliances.77 Among the 

scraps of paper slipped to the crew of Russian-speaking tour guides 
recruited from across the United States, one read, "If the exhibition 

represents theAmerican way oflife, then it is the Arnerican way oflife 
that we should overtake:' The compliment echoed a vow made by 

Khrushchev prodaiming communism's capacity to not only replicate 

capitalist abundance but also outstrip it.7 8 

Soviet authorities mobilized a rapid response to America's subver

sive consumer paradise. In the weeks that followed, the Party Central 
Committee convened a Moscow trade fair to sell hard-to-find goods 

and introduce a host of new products.'9 American diplomats noted 
that the city's shops seemed better stocked than usual. In the wake of 

the U.S. exhibition; Soviet state retailers adopted installment-plan 

financing-a purchasing system previously unknown in the USSR but 

which fairground tour guides were forced to clarify in order to explain 

how American workers cou ld afford expensive household durables.80 

Officials in Washington proclaimed the Moscowexhibition "probably 

the most productive single psychological effort ever launched by the 

U.S. in any communist countri"'8 1 

The U.S. media portrayed the Moscow exhibition as an American 

triumph, providing a needed success for the USIA and an international 

springboard for Republican presidential contender Richard Nixon. In 

the famous Kitchen Debate, Nixon, gesturing toward Splitnik's gleam

ing collection of appliances, proceeded to explain to Khrushchev that 
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labor-saving devtces, made alfordable when manufactured in mass1ve 

cost-saving runs, eased the burden of housework for American warnen. 

Khrushchev obJccted to Ntxon's characterization of·the capitalist attl

tude toward women" and m:untamed that the United States had no 

exclusive franchise on advanced domestic technology. The Soviet pre 

miere made the preposterous clatm, *All of our houses have this Lnd 
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of equipment:' When Nixon praised the virtues ofU.S. twenty-year 

home mortgages, Khrushchev countered that Splitnik was so cheaply 

built that it would last only twenty years, forcing the owner to pur

chase a new one just as the final mortgage installment was paid; Nixon 

responded that the house would last Ionger than that, butthat its 

kitchen equipment certainly would be obsolete in twentyyearsJ. and 

went on to extol planned obsolescence in a consumer economy 
"designed to take advantage of new Inventionsand new techniques:'82 

The WallStreet Joumal reported that "the Vice President has been firm
ness personified in standing up to Khrushchev:'s3 Nixon's autobiogra

phy, Six Crises, carried an account of the Kitchen Debate calculated to 

help win the Oval Office. It was "a new and perfect way to launch a 

campaign for the American presidency;' wrote New York Tim es reporter 

James Reston. "Instead of throwing hishat into the ring, [Nixon] is 
throwing N ikita Khrushchev."84 

Just as the debate generated by a yellow, all-electric GE kitchen 

was a product of the cold war, so are the narratives through which the 

American National Exhibition in Moscow has been interpreted. The 

version of events reported by American journalists, as weil as histories 

based on their accounts; raises questions when reconsidered from a 

Soviet perspective. For example, a recent history maintains that "noth

ing had prepared Soviet officials for the exhibit that the United States 
mounted in Sokol'niki Park."85 However, years of exposure to U.S. 

dream homes at international trade fairs, Khrushchev's firsthand exami

nation of a kitchen display as recounted by Katherine Graham Howard, 

and the Soviet import of a furnished suburban prefab home kit all make 

the notion ofSplitnik's surprise attack implausible. Soviet negotiators 

had explicitly warned Partyleaders that the United States would muster 

an arsenal ofhousehold technology for its Moscow exhibition. vVith 

so much advance knowledge and a Soviet negotiating team armed with 

veto power over every aspect of the American exhibition, why did 

Khrushchev consent to its inclusion of a furnished suburban home or 

engage in a debate about its kitchen? Whywould the Kremlirr know

ingly pave the way for America to deploy its most powerful propaganda 

weapon within Moscow's city Iimits? Soft power, as this book has 

argued; is only effective when parties on the receiving end are able to 

appropriate it for their own benefit. Could Khrushchev have had his 
own use for the American Exhibition and its intended culture shock? 

To construct such an argument, one might consider events and 
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conditions several years prior to the American National Exhibition. 

Tbe 1955 U.S. vtstt by Sovtet houstng e~erts is a good place to start. 

Du ring the last d.tys of the tour, delegation members recetved unset

tling news from \1oscow. 1'he release of a decree "On the Elimination 

of Ornament.tl Excess in Building" had thrown the Soviet desigo estab 

Lshment mto turmotl. The edtct condemned Stalin-era architects for 

tbeir e:~.'travagance, citing the number of additional housing units that 

might have been built had state fundsnot beeo wasted on colonnades 

and cormces. Design otfenders included Aleksandr Vlasov, tne cluef 

architect for the city of.Moscow, who was stripped ofhis post and pro 

fessional honors while still on assignment abroad with the housing 

delegalion. When interviewed by reporters in NewYork on the eve of 

his return to Russia, he was unable to explain the meaning of recent 

events, saying only, 4 1'hc dismissal is a surprise .... I just knowwhat has 

been told [ to] mc.''ll" 
Vlasov's fall from gracc had plenty offoreshadowing, however. 

He had been among those reprimanded irt Khrushchev's address to the 

Soviet All Union Butlding Conference a year earlier for impeding the 

adophon of prefabric.tted concrete construction-a building method 

that decreased costs at the expense of aestheticvariety. Khrushchev 

demanded a paradigm shift of the first order. Architects were to •turn 

away from the St.thn er.t ethos of the built environment, ;ugutng for a 

complete reversal on e.tch of its mairt poirtts: private space should be 

pnontized over publtc space, mteriors over exteriors, technology over 

art, stand.trdtzatton over uniqueness, and economy over aestheucs," m 

the words ofhiston.tn Andrew Day.'- The shift in policy overturned 

socialtst realist orthodoxies twenty years irt the making. A subsequent 

edict on ornamental excess, whtle not carryi.ng Khrushchev's signature, 

bore hts fingerprints. Jts wave of career demotions was the coup de 

gn\ce in a thorough shake up of the Soviet design profession. This exer 

eise in "symbolic violence," as architectural historianAlbrecht Martiny 

has called it, smashed carcers, values, and institutional hierarchies 

cemented in place und er Stalin.u8 Soviet magazines and newspapers, as 

if on command, beg.m mocking the socialist realist old guardas self

indulgent artistes. Khrushchev, in effect, was de-Stalinizing architecture 

through a Stalinesque purge of establishmentfigures. 

Vlasov returned from his American field trip obsolete, a classical 

master supplanted by a younger cohort of designers rallying to a new 

battle cry: ·Architect~, mto the factories!" 89 Soviet architects abandoned 

A Sovaet c.utoon pub
lished in 1956 slaows an 
Jrchilect aboul tobe bit by 
a fini,ll falling from a 
bullding posted "Dangec-
0 mamentl" This derislon 
of Stalinist "confectlon
,,ry" excess 11lso hlnts at 
the dire professtonal con
sequences for architects 
resi~ting Kh.ruslachev's 
reformast mandates. 
Strorltll ( 1956). 
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their fascination with neoclassical omament in favor of prefabricated 

concrete housing, its walls and floor slabs engineered and mass

produced like any other standardized product.90 The 195 7 Party decree 
"On the development ofhousing construction in the USSR'' made an 

unprecedented pledge: every Soviet familywould receive its own apart

ment within a decade. The abrupt departure from communalliving, 

made possible by a revolution in housing's means of production, 

entailed much more than just an adequate supply ofliving space. A 

perpetual Soviet housing crisis bad forced multiple households into 

ad hoc communalliving arrangements, typically within units originally 

intended for single-family use. Overburdened kitchens, bathrooms, 

and common areas fostered conflicts that quickly became politicized 

in an overheated ideological climate. Lack of privacy and the fear that 

any slip of the tongue could be relayed to authorities by a household 

informant nurtured the everyday culture of surveillance and conformity 

synonymous with Stalinism.9 1 By establishing single-family occupancy 

as Soviet policy, Khrushchev's housing initiative promised citizens an 

tmprecedented degree of privacy-and with it, a liberating transforma

tion of daily life.92 

Mass-produced apartments presaged another novel development: 
Soviet mass consumption. The move to what Russians called a "sepa

rate" apartment stimulated demand for a newgeneration ofhousehold 

durables. To conserve funds and maximize output, Soviet policy 

emphasized the construction of diminutive one- and two-room apart

ment units. Horne furnishings scaled to the !arger rooms of an older 

housing stock overwhelmed the tiny Khrushchev-era flats. Outfitting a 

new residence with out-of-date furniture also was unpopular for sym

bolic reasons. Theseparateapartment was a harbinger of moderniza

tion and social reform, the principles at the heart of what Susan Reid 
has labeled "Khrushchev Modern:' Communism's new era was associ

ated not only with new housing but also with the fresh Iook ofhome 

furnishings that were functional and laconic in style-a worldview 

removed from the dark veneers and plush surfaces that characterized 

Stalin-era taste.93 From household privacy to domestic iconography, 

Khrushchev's mass housing program revolutionized the lived experi
ence of Soviet socialism. 

The American National Exhibition in Moscow took place just 

as Russian housing production hit an all-time high, and with it, 

Khrushchev's popularity.94 His policies had accomplished what seemed 
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like a miracle to a populace inured to empty promises. Apartment pro

duction, measured in terms of the amount of new living space built 

annually, had doubled in the four years since the Soviet housing dele
gation purchased its suburban California split-level.9S Moving into a 

fresh housing unit in the rising phalanxes of novostroiki, or "new struc

tures;' engendered its own ritual observance. The housewarming party 

( novosel'e), a novel and increasingly popular festivity, marked the rite 

of passage into the new epoch with an intimate celebration staged in 

private space.96 The USSR's domestic idyllwas plagued by a stubborn 

shortage, however. Production of modern furnishings and appliances, 

the responsibility of an underdeveloped light manufacturing sector, 

lagged far behind new housing construction. Undercapitalized work

shops continued to turn m1t limited runs of oversized, overpriced furni
ture.97 In an address delivered weeks before the Moscow opening of the 

American National Exhibition, Khrushchev railed against the problems 

of state-managed production: 

The plan for furniture factories here is planned in rubles. There

fore it is moreprofitable for the factory to make a single massive 

armchair, and this big armchair will be heavier and that also 

means more expensive . ... The plan is fulfilled formally, but who 

needs such a chair? If they madesimple chairs, do you know 

how many of them, these chairs, you'd need to produce to fulfill 

the plan? So at the factory they think: armchair or chairs? And the 

scales tip in favor of the armchair.98 

Krokodil, a journal of popular humor, lampooned the continued pro

duction ofhousehold archaisms: barbs were directed not at architects, 

as they had been four years earlier, but at furniture manufacturers.99 

Apartment residents who aspired to cook in a modern kitchen certainly 

could have used a good laugh. Appliances remained rare luxury items. 

Soviet builders, keen on speed and economy, skimped on built-in 

kitchen storage, forcing occupants to improvise substitutes. Even when 

kitchen cabinets could be found at state retail outlets, they were shoddy 

in design, materials, and construction. A Iack of coordination between 

manufacturers yielded cabinetry without standard dimensions, making 

it impossible to group products from multiple suppliers beneatl1 a flat 

kitchen countertop. 100 By the late-1950s, with the production ofhouse

hold furnishings and electric appliances trailing far behind new housing 

starts, Soviet manufacturers badly needed a wake-up call. 
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In allowing the American National Exhibition to stage its con

sumer spectacle in Moscow, Khrushchev appears to have had exactly 

that in mind. His negotiators admitted as much to Chad McClellan at 
the end of a long evening of post-negotiation drinking; "They want 

us to serve, out of what we exhibit, as catalysts to their own Russian 

people to produce things in Russia which they need and do not now 

enjoy. This was a shocking surprise to me;' McClellan reflected. "They 
vvant us to push them a bit, to show it can be done:'10 1 Khrushchev was 

not tricked into letting the United States exhibit the domestic propa

ganda of anAmerican Y.lay ofLife in his capital city. At a moment of 

enormous self-confidence, the Kremlin deliberately parted the iron 

curtain in the USSR's national interest. Russian pride may have been 

somewhat bruised by the experience, as Khrushchev confessed to 

Nixon-significantly, in a comment shared with readers of Pravda
but the pain would be salutary and, most importantly, transient: 

I do not want to conceal the fact that during my inspection of 

your exhibits I not only experienced a feeling of satisfaction, but 

also, to a certain degree, a feeling of envy. But tllis is a good envy, 

in the sense that we should like to have all this in our country as 

soon as possible . ... '"'e regard tl1e American exhibition as an 

exhibition of our own achievements in the near future ... when 

our plans have been realized. 102 

SanctioningAmerica's Moscow exhibitionwas the kind ofbold, high

stakes gamble for which Khrushchev was weil known-and which 

tlltimatelywould account for hisdownfalL 

THE OTHER KITCHEN DEBATE 

Organizers of the American National Exhibition in Moscow noticed a 

curious visitor demographic on opening day. A Macy's representative 
reported that those in attendance were "obviously of managerial 

level:' 103 In accord with a negotiated settlement, ticket distribution had 

been handled by the Soviet hosts. USIA offleials interpreted the skewed 
audience profile as the result of"elaborately organized obstacles" 

intended to reduce attendance. In fact, the ticket distribution scheme 

had encouraged attendance by a target demographic established by 

Party Ieaders. Few Soviet administrators or industrial managers would 

ever have the opportunity to experience U.S. household consumption 
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in situ, as had the nation's 1955 housing delegation. For the USSR to 

accrue maximum benefit from America's commodity spectacle, its 

intelligentsia would require preferential access. lronically, the classified 

USIA policy of targeting the "more politically alert and potentially most 
influential citizens of the Soviet Union" suited the goals of not only the 

U.S. State Department but also the Party Central Committee. 104 

As American officials surmised, the Party had indeed gone to 

great lengths to minimize the exposure of average citizens to the U.S. 

propaganda initiative. Byzantine admissions procedures created enor
mous waits to enter the Sokol'niki Park compound. Using a dassie 

bait-and-switch routine, planted agitators worked the long queues, 

badgering would-be fairgoers with the question, "Why bother with 
the American exhibit? Go to our own 300 meters away. ... We've got 

better things to see and you don't need a ticket:'105 Nearby, a collection 

of temporary structures, coated in metallic paint imitating the anodized 
aluminum sheen ofBuckminster Fuller's geodesie dome, housed a rival 

exhibition. Titled All for You, Soviet Man, it showcased displays on 

housing, medical services, and other hallmarks of socialist progress. 

Visitors could examine photographs of a compact Soviet electric 

kitchen, as featured in Izvestia on the U.S. exhibition's opening day, 

captioned, "Our kitchen is as good as the American one shown at the 
exhibition in Sokol'niki:' Depictions of a novostroiki apartment fur

nished "with taste, with a knowledge of the demands of our people" 

rounded out the glimpse of domestic artifacts plucked from a Soviet 

future. 106 Leslie Brady, counselor for cultural affairs at the American 
Embassy in Moscovv, dismissed All for You, Soviet Man as a "ridicu-. 
lous parody of the American exhibition'': "Pretty girls demonstrate 

kitchen equipment and blood homogenizers. Glossy new cars stand 
resplendent on flower bedecked pedestals. A 'typical' apartment 

room displays tasteful Dutch furniture, etc., etc:'107 Brady was mis

taken. The furnishings were not Western European iinports but Soviet 

prototypes designed for the new apartmentblocksund er construction 

across the USSR. 108 

Fairground attendance and furniture provenance were not the 

only areas in which American and Soviet perceptions diverged. While 
\!\Testern journalists remained transfixed by Nixon and Kluushchev's 

verbal jousting in the All-State suburban home, Soviet newspapers 

focused on an alternate kitchen debate. Another dispute between the 

two Ieaders occurred at the Moscow exhibition's RCA Whirlpool 
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"Kitchen of the Future," a stage set outfitted with eye poppmg appli

ances. Some were functioning prototypes, others mere dummtes. A 

team of model housewives, headed by a Russi.tn speaking Ukrainian 

Amencan, Anne SonopolAnderson, demon~trated all of the appliances 

as tf they actually worked. Created to promote the Whirlpool brand 

wttlun the Uruted States, RCA's display of smoke and mtrrors mtracles 

debuted in 1956. American audience response wa~ so enthu~iastic that 

the USlA drafted the futuristic kitchen into overseas servtce, amazing 

trade fair visitors in Germany, ltaly, Yugoslavta, and Po land before tts 

engagement in Moscow. A working prototype of a mtcrowave oven 

turned out" 110 varieties of edibles ranging from frozen beef pies to 

chocolate cake mixes" before the eyes of Soviet visitors. 10" The room's 

visionary conveniences included an adjustable height sink, "mood 

lighting" that changed from bluish on hot days to reddish on cold for 

the homemaker's "psychological benefit;' ,\ dishwashcr that traveled an 

"elcctronic track'' to the dinirlg table and back, a robotic "mechanical 

maid" that emerged from its baseboard garage to wand er the floor on 

mop and polish rrussions, and a push-button "planning center" with a 

closed-circuit television to morutor baby's nap. 11 Unhke the mute col

lection of electric appliances that had provaded the backdrop for the 

other Kitchen Debate, the Kitchen of the Future was inhabited by a 

human subject embodying the ideals ofU.S. commodaty culture, as 

advertised by RCA. V\-hether they were worth dtsseminating abroad 

was debatable. USIA position papers recognized the penl of reinforc

tng the international stereotype summanzed by a newspo~per 10 the 

Phtltppines: •Americans live in a cuJtural wasteland, peopled with 

gadgets and frankfurters and atom bombs."11 RCA's use of a human 

subject embodying precisely this critique ofthe Amertcan consumer 

galvaruzed tbe Soviet media, just as the East bloc was attempting to 

define its own proprietary ethos of socialist mass con~>umption. 

Because the Kitcben of the Future provided a case study of 

excesses said tobe intrinsic to capitalism, it was of far greatcr conse

quence to Soviets than Splitnik's sunshine-yellow kilchen, both as n 

Springboard for propaganda and as a foil ngainst which an ,\lternate 

model of consumer citizenship could be proposed. Casting a skeptical 

gaze at the kitchen's appliances, Khrushchev asked Nixon, "Don'tyou 

have a machine that puts food in the mouth and pushes it down?" His 

tone quickly moved from sarcasm to repro01ch. ·Many things you've 

shown us are interesting;' he admonished, • but they are not needed in 
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life. They have no useful purpose:' A numher of Soviet citizens went 
further, contending thatAmerica's Kitchen of the Future was not 

only irrational but also antisocial. In a Ietter to the newspaper Izvestia, 

Marietta Shaginian, a novelist, criticized the RCA kitchen for being 

overscaled and overmechanized, and enslaving the housewife rather 

than liberating her. 1 12 In the exhihition's visitor book, an engineer wrote: 

In the "miracle kitchen'' a wo man is just as free as a hird in a cage. 

The "miracle kitchen" shown at the exhibition demonstrates 

America's latest work in the field of perfecting obsolete forms of 

everyday living which stultify women. 113 

Anothervisitor added, "Is it possible to consider kitchens and cosmet

ics a cult ... ?"IH Whether contributed spontaneously or planted as 

Sitting at a push-button 
control panel, home 
economist Anne Sonopol 
Anderson is seen througl1 
the open shelving ofthe 
RCA/Whirlpool ~racle 
Kitchen at the American 
National Exhibition in 
.Moscow. Library of Con
gress, Prints and Photo
graphs Division, Look 

Collection, Job 59-8225, 
LC-L917-59-822S-l. 
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propaganda, these remarks demonstrate the broad dissemination of 

Khrushchev's notion that excess-in domestic technology, just as in 

architectural ornament-was fetishistic and regressive, consuming 

resources without contributing to social purpose. 

The Soviet economy was in no position to duplicate the kaleido

scopic selection of goods and mercurial shifts in taste associated with 

American consumer culture. Rather than attempting to replicate capi

talist consumption, Soviet planned modernity proposed a more disci

plined alternative. Accompanying the Party's 1959 proclamation that 
the USSR had embarked upon the "Advanced Construction of Com

munism;' a new Five-Year Plan called for the introduction of appliances 
to "lighten the Iabor ofhousework:' The electrification ofSoviet house

keeping, as Susan Reid has observed, assumed a prominent roJe in the 
era's reformist ideology: "Machines in the home would not only make 

housework more efficient and liberate the housewife for active partici

pation in political and economic life; regular use of new technology 

would also modernize users, inculcating the scientific consciousness 
requisite for the transition to communism:'1 IS Shortly after the close of 

the American National Exhibition, Izvestia surveyed the cornucopia of 

new Soviet consumer offerings, which included "washing machines, 

vacuum cleaners, electric floor polishers, and all kinds ofkitchen 

machines for paring vegetables, beating egg whites and who knows 

what eise ... :''116 The United States had shown analogous goods in its 

fairground pavilion, eliciting approval in guest book comments along 

with a claim that these items soon would have Soviet counterparts: 
"Small articles for everyday living are good, but weshall have them too;' 

'-vrok an exhibition guest. "Apparently, the desirewas to stun us only 

with these small articles. Butten years more and we willleave you 

behind:'117 Rather than the baroqtle extravagances of a proclaimed 

miracle kitchen, it was modest household technology that Party Ieaders 

had intended Soviet managerial cadres to inspect and reproduce after 

attending America's consumer goods spectacle in Moscow, a mode of 

technology transfer almost as effective as a transatlantic study tour 

(and far eheaper to arrange). 

Over 2.5 million Soviet citizens visited the American National 

Exhibition in Moscow during its six-week run. U.S. officials observed 

that the four kitchens on display "were jammed with admiring Soviet 

women from morning until night. Even after the lights went out at night, 

they stood near the kitchens asking questions of demonstrators."1 18 
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On a final, unscheduled visit, Khrushchev ignored the throngs behind 

him, declaring, "Our people arenot really interested in your exhibi
tion:'119 One month later, du ring a first visit to the United States, his 

conflicting expressions of disdain and envy resurfaced. Beset by insecu

rity, the Soviet premier relied on diplomatic aides to investigate the sur

roundings and briefhim on their findings. He refused to display curios

ity or wonder when experiencing America firsthand, although he did 

express horror at the sight of rush-hour traffic jamming a higlnvay 

du ring a helicopter flight with Eisenhower over Washingtons suburbs
the real-life version of a virtual experience offered by the Eameses' 

seven-screen show in Soko I' niki Park. 120 As a boast of Soviet space race 

supremacy, Khrushchev presented the American president with a 

replica of the banner a Soviet vehicle had dropped on the moon just 

that week. But a different race piqued Khrushchev's competitive streak, 

as revealed in a brusque toast at a state dinner: "It is true that you are 

richer than we are at present. But tomorrow we will be as rich as you 
are. The next day? Even richer!"J21 His boast echoed one made to Nixon 

at the opening of the American National Exhibition: "In another seven 

years we will be on the samelevelas America. When we catch np with 

you1 while passingyou bywe will wave to you."122 Published in the 
USSR und er the headline "We Will Overtake America !" Khrushchev's 

address revealed that a "politics of envy" had infected Soviet planning. 123 

Khrushchev's vow to beat the United States at its own game of 

consumer affiuence represented the metastasis of an earlier and far 

more limited goal of surpassingAmerican productivity. In 1955, a 

Soviet agricultural delegation visiting the U.S. Midwest had reported, 
"That which the Americans have taken decades to achieve we can man

age to do in just a fewyears:' Khrushchev pledged to surpass the United 

States in per capita production of meat, milk, and butter two years later, 

mocking economists who insisted that his goal could not be reached 

before 1975. These so-called experts had ignored the catalytic influence 

of socialist ideology upon human productivity, Khrushchev explained. 

He set 1960 as the date by which Soviet consumption, in the alimen

tary sense, would outstrip its American counterpart.124 Escalation of the 
contest to other commodities followed suit. The Seven-Year Plan for 

1959-65 pledged that the USSR would outdistance the '·Vest in produc

tivity measures across the board. Industrial productivity would rise by 
80 percent, despite the introduction of a seven-hour workday. 125 By 

1980 certain basic consumer goods would be distributed free of eh arge. 
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Abundance for all, according to the USSR's Third Party Program, rati

fied in 1961, was a precondition for the full transition to communism, 

which would occur by 1980. This irrational exu berance contradicted 
the Party's concurrent goal of inventing an alternative commodity cul

ture based on temperance. Soviet bloc citizens were being encouraged 

to embrace consumer discipline and simultaneously to imagine their 

horneland achieving parity with the '..Yest before overtaking it, a para

dox neither addressed by Khrushchev nor recognized for its potentially 

destabilizing consequences. 
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Consuming Socialism 

In the dawning years of Khrushchev's Thaw; portents of a post-Stalinist 
citizen-the socialist mass-consumer-came to light. A descendant of 

the cultured proletarian of socialist realist pedigree, this novel subjectiv

ity was the product of an international coproduction involving the East 

bloc. An early sighting reported in the East German advertising journal 

Neue Werbung occurred in the Czech city ofPilsen, which like East 

Berlin had witnessed a worker's uprising in June 1953. Four years later, 
a downtown department store staged a "showcase window pantomime" 

titled A Day at Horne. This "new form of socialist advertising" employ

ing live subjects was said tobe "a realistic portrayal of a household day 

demonstrating an extensive assortment of products through a sequence 

of entertaining scenes:' A male fashion model, two regional stage 

actresses, and three local children portrayed a family of modern con

sumers residing behind storefront windows. Sidewalk spectators 

watched as the model family demonstrated newly available appliances 

on a set depicting an unusually well-provisioned home. An offstage nar

rator lauded the products seen in use; loudspeakers carried his patter to 

crowds outside. A Day at Horne, according to its sponsors, offered a les
son in "tasteful home furnishing:' It was received by Czech audiences 

with "great interest;' just as an analogous dream home had captivated 

crowds in divided Berlin five years earlier. 1 U.S. propagandists had 

staged their affiuent household fantasy With a very different goal: to 

alienate socialist citizens from centrally planned privation. Among the 

uncanny parallels between tl1e MSA's We're Building a Better Life 

exhibit and Pi1sen's A Day at Horne, the most apparent was the strategy 

of putting "consumers themselves in the store showcase, thereby turn

ing them into objects of consumption and observation;' in the words of 
historian Katherine Pence.2 A Day at Horne heralded a new era. An 

absence of objects, rather than the presence of socialist realist culture, 

would define the real-and-existing socialist home. 

Despite similarities in exhibition strategy, We're Building a Better 

Life and A Day at Horne showcased divergent approaches to product 

design. In Pilsen, roses bloomed across the surfaces of cups and saucers, 

florid upholstery covered bloated easy chairs, and appliances reminis

cent of shop tools populated kitchen counters. That would soon change, 

however. In the late-1950s, Soviet and Eastern European designers jetti
soned socialist realist cultural politics to restore modernism's socialist 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

(jacing page) A 1959 
post er for East Germany's 
"Main Economic Task" 

depicts an unhappy West 
German worker con
tributing to the produc
tion of atomic bombs 
(left), while his smiling 
East German Counterpart 
stacks consumer goods 
beside a tranquil socialist 
family. The caption states, 
"We create the example 
for a better life:' 

Deutsches Historisches 
Museum, Bildarchiv, 
P94/344. 
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Actors portr;\y a modern 
consumcr houschold 
for A Day at [ lome, a 
storefront exhll>ltlon 

staged in Plisen (PI8en), 
Czechoslovakla, in 1957. 

Neu~e Wubut~g 4, no. 4 

(Aprlll957). 
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credentials. Tasteprofessionals aspired to achieve "world dass" (Welt
llivecw) standards in hausehold design. Economists hoped that a new 

generation of contemporary consumer goods would cncourage export 

sales ofEast bloc products, providing the hard currency needcd for 

Strategie Western imports. The construct ofworld cl.1ss design pre

sumed a global marketplace, dismantling the Stalimst ideal of economic 

and cultural autarky. lt also opened a portal to thc West, inviting social

tst citizens to imagirle themselves on a convergence course wtth capital

ist consumers, a notion as appealing as tt W3~ tllusive. Rather than 

definmg an emergent socialist modernity, ·world dass" destgn and the 

stuttering attempts made to achieve tt affirmed the mstability of East 

bloc socialism as a historical formation. 

THE REHABILITATION Of MODERN15M 

InJune l 957, USIA offleials at the Poznan trade f;ur breached the tron 

curtain with a model home. V\'eeks earlier, the Bauakademie Research 

Institute for lnteriorArchitecture had celebrated a simtlar achicvement 

in the opposite direction. At the Munjch exhibitton llow Does Europe 

Live Today? (Wie wohnt Europa heute?), sleek inleriors designed in 

ßelgiurn, Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and West 

Germ01nywere joined by an East Germanmodel apartment. With its 

open Iayout and contemporary furrushiugs, it pleased crowds and crit
ics alike. A West Germanjournal reported, "What W3S shown [by East 

Germany] in.\1unich W3S remarkable throughout, in the sense of a 

European standard: still somewhat timid and unsure in part, but obvi

ously along the best route to the style oflivmg that weintheGerman 
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cultural zone, in spite of all borders, consider tobe our own.".> In East 

ßerlin, Bauakademie offleials exulted, reporting: 

The mitia.l apprehension that the GDR installation might seem 

pallid in the context of powerful displays hT other countries 

proved unfounded from the first day. Judging from the interest 

shown by the maJonty of visitors, the opposite was the case. ... 

Frankly, many reacted with astonishment that the GDR was 

capable of aclllevsng so mething so impressive." 

The Party affilsated dessgn institute expressly established sixyears ear

lier to prosecute an antimodernist Kulturkampfbad completely reversed 

its aesthetic polarities. 
The invilation to p;uticipate in Munich·s How Does Europe 

Live Today? cxhibit entailcd a "double obligation;' according to Jacob 

Jordan, the Bauakademic's intcrior design chief. On one band, West 

Modemist furniture 

prototypes deslgned by 

East Gennany's Deutsche 

Bauakademae for the 

exhibataon How Ooes 

Europe L1ve Today? 

~otged ln Muruch, West 

Germ01ny, an 1957. 

lnnt•wrclultktur 5, no. 1 

(July 1957): 33- 34. 
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Germans were to be shown furnishings reflecting "what is new in our 

socialist society and consciousness:, On the other, prototypes exhibited 

in the West would serve as models for future East German production.~ 

Some had been audience-tested at an East Berlin exhibition in Febru

ary 1956, garnering rave reviews. Singled out for praise were chairs 
described as "modern"-a term of endorsement that had all but disap

peared from Stalin-era design discourse-which "both in form and 

quality, fulfilled the most current and discriminating demands:, "Bravo;, 

wrote one reader to the Berliner Zeitung, "finally furniture that one can 

tlse to appoint a home beautifully and very practically:,., What was in 

fact the most remarkable thing about these household goods was over

looked by laymen and design professionals alike: products specifically 

formulated for their appeal in the capitalist West had suddenly become 
the standard bearers of socialist domestic culture. 

A detailed dient scenario guided Bauakademiedesigners in devel

oping their Munich exhibit. The apartment's imaginary family consisted 

of an East German factory machinist with a monthly income of 500 

Marksi his wife, a sales clerk earning 300 Mi and their four children: a 

nine-year-old boy and three girls, age seven, four, and three. How this 

demographic model family would be able to afford the contents of their 
dream home was a matter of concern. The unmatched furnishings would 

be sold separately, a departure from the East Germannorm of furniture 
manufactured and sold in suites, but standard practice for V\Testern 

firms like Knoll Internationaland Herman Miller. Bauakademie officials 

considered this feature irnportant for young East German couples, who 

would be able to rearrange items when their expanding family moved 

into a !arger apartment-a utopian consideration, given the nations 

chronic housing shortage. The model family's itemized l10usehold bud

get earmarked 75 M for monthly payments on furnishings: a fire-sale 

price, given the 20,000 M tab for fabricating the one-off prototypes? 

The Bauakademiedisplay at How Does Europe Live Today? over

turned not only Western preconceptions but also the organizations 
mission to devise a German variant ofSoviet socialist realism. The tran

sition did not go smoothly. In November 1956, with furniture designs 

for Munich finalized and production underway, a Sodalist Unity Party 

(SED) Iiaison to the Bauakademie called for the project tobe cancelled. 

Party officials found the exhibition title How Does Europe Live Today? 
"presumptuous" given that only one of the People,s Republics, East 

Germany, had been invited to participate.8 Jordan, who in December 
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1954 was ready to "unmask" modernists as subversives, quickly orga

nized a defense of the first Bauakademie venture into the new style. A 

form er cheerleader for Walter Ulbricht's antiformalism campaign, Kurt 

Liebknecht, went before the Central Committee to argue the merits of 

the Munich show. Bast German participation, he claimed, would 

strengthen ties with the \!\Test and yield new export deals. It would also 
offer "the potential for effective political persuasion and a forum for 

invalidating the inflammatory propaganda disseminated by the Western 

press:"' "[W]e are responsible for informing the working people of 

the world and especially West Germany that, with regard to culture, 

socialist society is more advanced than that of capitalism;' Liebknecht 

testified. w Party Ieaders were persuaded, approving the experiment in 

modernist cultural diplomacy. 1 1 

How Does Burope Live Today? demonstrated the authority with 

which Bauakademiedesigners could handle contemporary form, but 

Westernmedia narratives spun from their work remained outside their 

control. Rather than perceiving the Bast Germandisplay as evidence of 

socialist cultural superiority, West Germans used it to confirm their 
own preeminence in defining the norms of postwar culture. "The work 

of the GDR .. . shows a notable effort to connect with V\Testern Buro

pean developments in furniture design;' the journal Innenarchitektur 
editorialized. "The primary impression gotten from the six participating 

nations ... was that, among these countries, Iifestyle [ Wohnhaltung] 
differences are much slighter than their similarities:'n The observation 

was half-right. V\That was shared in Western and Bastern Burope was 

not Iifestyle but Iifestyle aspirations. A chasm separated the reality of 

the Bast Geimari home from the utopian rendition shown at Munich. 

A survey conducted by socialist retailers found that 60 percentofall 

chairs in production were of such poor quality or unappealing design 
that they were, in fact, impossible to sell. 13 Bast German previews of 

the new modern trend in home design impressed the public but also 

provoked resentment. Inured to a grim retaillandscape, most Bast 

Germans knew intuitively that these objects of domestic desire would 
remain unavailable for the foreseeable future. A Ietter to an Bast Berlin 

daily accused the paper of taking readers on pointless "newsprint jour

neys to the land of our dreams:'14 According to ideologues, critically 

acclaimed previews ofBast German home modernism demonstrated 

the effectiveness of central economic planning, while to frustrated citi
zens they confirmed exactly the opposite.1s 
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Howwas socialist realist doctrine overturned, and how could it 
happen so quickly? Soviet condemnation of"ornamental excess;' while 

an important factor, could not dismantle institutional hierarchies 

cemented in place over years nor cancel the effects of a defamatory 

campaign that had sent modernists like Mart Stam into foreign exile. 

In fact, East German modernism remained fraught with ideological 
ambiguity. Bauakademie Ieaders warned that a "false interpretation of 

Khrushchev's speech" could "open the door to Functionalism and 

Constructivism:'16 Rehabilitation proceeded rapidly nonetheless, 

largely because the purge of modernism was never completed. In the 
wake of the SED's antiformalist crackdown, nonconformist design van

ished into internal exile. Provincial academic gT1ettos-most notably 
vVeimar's Institute of Interior Design and Halle's Burg-Giebichenstein 

Academy of Art and Design-were distant enough from Berlin's Party 

epicenter to offer refuge. Sequestered from the mandate to devise a 

postw·ar neoclassical style, talents like Horst Michel, Albert Krause, 

Martin Keim, and Günter Reißmann (tl1e latter three proteges ofMart 

Stam) experimented with modes of industrial design suited to mass 

production, relying on ideologically orthodox rhetoric for camouflage. 

Michel1 for example, presented his work as an outgrowth of the Party's 

war on kitsch. 17 Open contempt for socialist realist mandates and man

darinswas rare for the 1950s, Hellerau's Pranz Ehrlich and Seiman 

Selmanagic providing notable exceptions. 

By 1957, evidence of a midcourse correction in household design 

was accumulating on exhibition floors and in newspaper accounts, if 

not in shop windows. New designs from Hellerau appeared at Leipzig's 

spring trade fair, including sleek plywood chairs and tables by 

Selmanagic, and the Model 602 cabinet line by Ehrlich, which was a 
"kit-of-parts" system introduced as "ensemble-capable furniture units" 

(KomplettienmgsfähigeEinzelmöbel), a byzantine Iabel concocted to 
avoid the term "modular furniture" (Anbaumöbel) and its formalist 

associations. 18 At Weimar's Institute oflnterior Design, Michel blazed a 

different discursive trail to modernism. His essays, with titles like 
"vVhat Must Be Done to Improve the Qpality of Our Consumer 

Goods?" and "Is 'Popular Taste' Definitive?" provided would-be mod

ernists with talking points they could marshal when confronted by 

skeptics. These East Germanposition papers became "something like a 

Hippocratic oath for the designer;' in the words of design historian 

Heinz Hirdina.19 Rather than mounting a frontal assault on socialist 
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realism, ~ltchel ~ubtly redefined notions like formalism and national 

tndition an way!. that were compatible with modernism. Because the 

resultant body of dcsign theory remained built onStalinist foundations, 

its crittque W.t!. hm1ted to oblique references, an epistemological weak

ness that, in terms of Party coexistence, ·was a Realpolitik strength. 

The complcXJty of recychng antimodernist discourse in defense 

of modemism 1s evident in ~fichel's 195 7 essay "Tradition or No,•elty?" 

Startlog from the fam1har premise of capitalist commodity exchange as 

a corrupting influence, he condenmed nineteenth-century profiteers 

and the1r flood of tawdry mass-produced novelties for the el.·tinction 

of aesthctically virtuous domestic objects. However, in Michel's 

retelling of this socia Iist realist origin myth, the lost goldenage was not 

neoclassical but vernacular. The simple forms and honest materials of 

preindustrial cJ".\ft constiluted the true East German tradition, accord

ing to Michel. lli~ redircction ofStalinism's heritage fetish provided 

national roots for modcrnism while avoiding any mention of the 

Bauhaus, which in East Germany remained a politically ambiguous sub

ject until the 1970s.:.' Michel also redefined beauty-a pivotal socialtst 

reahst construct as the middle ground between omamental excess 

and asceticism. 

'Vtodel 53693 molded 
plywood umchatr by 

Selm.tn Selma.n.Igit a.nd 
.t modulu ~odel 602 
c.tblnet by Franz Ehrhch, 
botb manuf01ctured by the 
Hellerau Werkstarten a.nd 
mtroduced in J 957. wie 

ncltft lclt merne 1110/mung 

cml (Leipzig: VEB 
Fachbuchverlag, 1961). 
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One should not speak in favor of the primitive, functionalism, or 

Constructivism-however, one can invest purpose with grace. 

Between the superfluousness of ... the dusty, gilded, and over
decorated "Baroque" porcelain service ... and the penury of the 

battered, enameled steel pitcher, lies the purposeful beauty of 

household objects, reliant neither on pretense, invented form, nor 
rich decoration.21 

According to Michel, "quality;' "sobriety;' and "appropriateness" would 

characterize a newgeneration ofEast German household objects. 

EchoingWerkbund arguments made a decade earlier, he declared the 

products of this new material culture crucial to the healthy develop

ment of postwar society:22 

Hand in hand with the sheer material harm of purchasing infe

rior manufactured goods comes a spiritual impact damaging to 
human character. The soulless and mendacious kitsch of our con

sumer goods exerts an influence as negative asthat of inferior 

films and base literature, which are understandably countered 
through censorship.23 

Convergence with the West was skin deep. Michel's commendation of 

censorship (presumably extending to the realm ofhousehold design) 
reveals the continuity with Stalinism's repression of cultural deviance 

that lurked beneath the streamlined surfaces of a socialist NewLook. 

A new magazine, Kultur im Heim (Culture at Horne), popularized 

modernist home design in East Germany. The journal traced its origins 

to ;\March 1956 symposium sponsored by the Kulturbund ( Cultural 

League), a voluntary association modeled on Soviet precedent and 
used as a "transmission belt" to relay Party initiatives to the public.24 Its 

advisory panel proposed the founding of a "journal of housing culture" 

advancing national campaigns "to eliminate kitsch and petty-bourgeois 
habits from the homes of our citizens:'25 The recommendation was 

approved at the SED Third Party Conference. The editors of Kultur im 

Heim soon promised to provide the missing feedbacklink benveen 
socialist manufacturers and shoppers, thus breaking the "vicious circle" 

ofEast German retailing: shelves filled with unwanted products1 made 

by firms whose designers ignored the needs of consumers, who in turn 

recoiled from the selection of available goodsJ.leaving shop shelves 

filled with unwanted prod ucts. "If [ the linkage] functions correctly, it 
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won't be long before your wishes are fulfilled," the magazine's editors 

pledged.l< 
Kultur im Heim taught readers to distinguish socialist modem

ism from 1ts cap1tJhst counterpart: space-age kitsch conforming to 

"the tatest rnge" but designed only to increase profitthrough planned 

obsolescence: 

Th1s mcludes the epidemic of shrill, shrieking colors that have 

come mto fashion; ... the wild atomic curves ofblack area rugs; 

giant ac1d green triangles on draperies; the bizarre and senseless 

forrns of lamps, bowls, vases, etc. that are so often praised as being 

especially modern. There certainly are places in the world where 

the meaningless is modern, buttheGerman Democratic Republic 

is not onc ofthcm.2' 

Thls caricature ofWcst Germandesign focused on a populistvariant, 

called the Nierentisch style after its namesake object: the biomorphic, 

•kldney-shaped" cotfee table. Exuberantly novel, derided even by West 

ern critics as "apphed Kandinsl..-y;• Nierentisch modernism betrayed the 

escapism of "a culture desperately seeking to rid itself of the past and to 

live a Ia PICtJSSo," 10 Paul ßetts's memorable formulation. 1' Sodalist 

The "Nterentiscb" curves 

of .1 Knoll Butterfly chaLr 
;are echoed by a bulbous 

umcha1r and an amoebic 

dr.apery pnnt in a Werk

bund showroom, J 963. 

Werkbund Areluv e.V.

vtuseum der Dange, ABD 

7 113/53. 
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modernism proclaimed loftier aspirations for "economic life ... and 

human consciousness;' according to Kultur im Heim.29 The magazine's 

editors advocated pale colors and light veneers, portraying the shift in 

taste away from dark tones in Manichaean terms. They scolded Bast 
German retailers for consigning to "the darkest corner of the show

room" modern furnishings that were "optimistic" and "light in mood:'30 

"Our tim es have shaped new people, and their consciousness grows and 

changes daily;' another editorial prodaimed. "Life and living prefer

ences have also changed. From the conformist persuasions of a hypo

critical and unreal period, clear and optimistic living requirements 
emerge:'31 Modernism had emancipated socialist society from atavisms 

that were either petty bourgeois or Stalinist, depending on the reading. 

WORLD-CLASS DESIGN 

The SBD Third Party Conference of 1956 exhorted Bast German 
industrial managers to "attain and overtake world-class teclmology 

standards:' "Cultural Heritage and the World Class Standard;' a Kultur 

im Heim article by the Bauakademie's Peter Bergner, transposed the 

Partymandate to househ.old design. A quest for "the modern" implied 
adoptingWestern technology, he clarified, but not "the Western world's 

characteristic style:'32 Pietorials in Kultur im Heim carried a different 

message. Features like "International Review" and "Furniture from 

around the World" showed goods from West Germany, Sweden, Den

mark, Finland, Austria, Bngland, and Japan. In stoking domestic desire 

for such products, editors hoped to goad Bast Germanindustries to 

produce export-quality products-the overarching goal of the SBD 

campaign. An internai Bauakademiememorandum declared that the 

"unsatisfactory mode1 quality, on average, of furniture produced in 
the GDR" occurred because production was "almost never subjected 

to a serious comparison with the international benchmark:'33 "lf we 

improve the quality of our furnishings;' the editors of Kultur im Heim 

reasoned, "the balance of trade irnproves, as weil as the standard of 
living of all workers-and with it, the culturallevel of our citizens:'34 

Modernist enlightenment and economic growth would go hand in 

hand-or so the theory went. 

To reorient designers to international standards, the Bauakademie 

began Sponsoring pilgrirnages to vVest Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, 

and Sweden, where delegation members would collect data on the 
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design and production ofhousewares.JS The informationwas fonvarded 

to the Ministry ofLight Industry for analysis, then disseminated to East 
German manufacturers.36 The continent's most spectacular exhibit of 

world-class home design, however, avvaited at a site just two subway 
stops from the Bauakademie's East Berlin headquarters. West Berlin's 

International Building Exposition (Internationale Bau-Austellung) 

of 1957, known by the acronym Interbau, commissioned architects 

from Austria, Brazil, Denmark, England, Finland, France, Israel, Italy, 

Sweden, Switzerland, the United States, and West Germany to design a 
"city of tomorrow" displaying "the free world's technology and creative 

strength in its wide variety of forms:'37 West Berlin mayor Otto Sulrr 

proclaimed that hlterbau revealed "a new dwelling order" of nations 

"more allied to each other with respect to their aspirations for living 

than we ever realized;' a comment evoking the Atlanticist Iifestyle 

shown five years earlier at Vle're Building a Bett er Life.38 Over the 

course of those five years, the Marshall Planvision ofbarrier-free trade 

had crystallized as the European Common Market. The Treaty of 

Rome, endorsed in March 195 7, eliminated tariffs between signatory 

nations, an economic development with potential consequences for 
household design. In "Design for European Trade;' Peter Tenant of the 

Federation of British Ind ustries declared that "six countdes combining 

in one market and one area of production'' would mean increased 

attention to export criteria.39 With economic integration creating new 

conditions for European trade, East German officials were not alone in 
their quest for '\vorld-class" consumer products. 

Interbau marked a turning point in postwar reconstruction. V\Test 

Germany's Second Housing Law of 1956 had abandoned the legislated 

egalitarianism of its predecessor.40 The nation's flourishing advertising 
industry pitched yesterday's htxuries as today's necessities. Horne bud

gets, no Ionger dominated by basics like food and clothing, could splash 

out on household durables like televisions and refrigerators. Insta1lment 

purchases, once discredited as irresponsible, had become an accepted 

way ofbridging the gap between desire and income.4 1 V\Test Germans, 

having largely satisfied and surpassed their fundamental needs, "con

sumed in order to achieve a more intangible result;' as Ingrid Schenk 

notes.42 Interbau trumpeted the nation's change in fortunes. One visitor 

recalled feeling so inspired by the model interiors that she quickly 

replaced her furniture with fresh pieces from Finland and Denmark, 

adding new Italian drapes and an assortment ofAmerican gadgets 
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for the kitchen. H West Germany's econoouc mtrade was makmg itself 

at home. 
Forthose who knewwhere to Iook, Interbau revealed traces of 

a bygone propaganda campaign that, wlule populanzmgAmenca's 
household technology, had failed to improve the n.1tion's culturnl 
standtng. ln 1950, 58 percent ofV\-est Germans surveyed believed that 
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Americans could teach them nothingabout culture. Six years later, the 

proportion had risen to 70 percent.-14 American materialism, however, 

had provided lessons worth learning. The compact galley kitchens 

fou.nd throughout Interbau's model apartments were compared by a 

West German jo11rnalist to "the cooking niches and bar kitchens ... that 
have proliferated first and foremost in the U.S., wbere the overwhelm

ing majority of city dwellers quickly prepare meals from canned ingre
dients:'45 Another correspondent mused that "wben deep-freeze menus 

are no Ionger limited to the freezers in commercial establishments and 

aircraft, then perhaps will the housewife of today's fantasy become 
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tomorrow's reality" -a notion advanced in U.S. exhibitions ranging 

from the Caravan ofModern Food Service to Supermarket USA.-16 

Proposals to display anAmerican model kitchen at Interbau were 
turned down by the committee assembled to planAmerica's contribu

tionY With the United States bowing out of its traditional tole as a pur

veyor of dream kitchens, the Werkbund took up the task. Its pavilion 

featured a model home by Vera Meyer-Waldeck designed around a 

great room surrounded with proprietary nooks for individual family 

members. Rather than marginalizing the housewife in an isolated 

kitchen, Meyer-Waldeck placed her at a central, freestanding hearth 

combining open fireplace, charcoal grill, and electric cooktop. Because 
"tomorrow's meal preparation will consist more of thawing than cook

ing," Meyer-Vlaldeck placed the cooktop on wheels, allowing the 

housewife to serve convenience foods wherever might be needed.4 8 

The ideal of nomadic domesticity advanced a decade earlier in Berlin 

by Alix Rohde-Liebenau had come full circle. Rather than eliminating 

the bourgeois practice of cooking as "a hobby, a pastime like playing the 
flute;' Meyer-Waldeck's "wheeled camp kitchen" allowed the postwar 

family to pursue its migratory destiny as a Ieisure collective. 

Interbau home interiors, seen by nearly one million visitors, dis

played a remarkable l10mogeneity of style. Knoll International spon

sored two model apartments, but its furnishings could be found 

through01.1t the exhibition. Products designed at Ulm's HfG, from 

Braunradios to record players and the modtllar shelving they perched 

upon, were also standard Interbau fare.49 Although International Style 

modernism had conquered the design community, the same could not 

be said ofWest German consumers. Anational survey conducted in 

195 7 found that only 13 percent of respondents favored Interbau's 

feah1red design mode. With a S 1 percent approval rating, the plush 
1930s "G elsenkirebener Baroq ue" ( named after a manufacturer in the 

town of Gelsenkirchen) was the most popular style. Middle-of-the-road 

decor took second place with 31 percent5° Marshall Plan and MSA 

assumptions that border-free trade implied a unitary product style had 

been profoundly rnisguided. As the miracle economy gained momen

tum1 it did so without the benefit of a hegemonic modemist aesthetic. 

Traditional revival styles still held appeal, and not just in their nation of 

origin. "It is a sad fact that some of the worst examples ofBritish goods 

find a ready market across the North Sea and the Channel, because for 

so many Contineutals the pseudo-Jacobian, Byzantine and Gothic 
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horrors of ... Iodging houses in Bayswater areforever England;' Peter 
Tenant lamented in the British journalDesign.s 1 Modernism turned out 

tobe just one of many paths to consumer seduction. There was no need 

to purge Tudor roses or Florentine filigree from tableware to asstue via

bility in an international marketplace-least of all in Germany, where a 

predilection for the exotic flourished, perhaps as a reaction to years of 

Nazi cultural autad.'y. This was nowhere more apparent than in the 

postwar kitchen. Over the course of the 1950s, West German home

making magazines like Die klugeHausfrart (The Clever Housewife) 

abandoned their depiction of a culinary realm coincident with the 

Third Reid1s form er boundaries .. It was replaced by a new gastronomic 

internationalism, most of it deliriously ersatz, as evident in concoc
tions like "Cabbage a Ia Strausborg;' "Fish Milanese;' "Portuguese 

spinach rolls;' "American Kidneys;' and "Steak a Ia Hawaii"S2 This Iitera! 

globalization oftaste proclaimed that one of the thingspostwar con

sumers enjoyed consuming mostwas cultural difference. 

Kar! Mahler, West Berlin's senator for Construction and Housing, 
called Interbau an example of"what we understand tobe modern 

urbanism and proper l10using, in contrast to the false ostentation of the 
Stalinallee:'s3 East German critics responded in kind. "Berlin's Biggest 

Rental Barracks at Interbau;' exclaimed an East Berlin newspaper.s4 The 

exhibitionwas a "fantasy from a decaying world;' according to Bauaka

demie president Liebknecht.S.S How could one then explain the fresh 

assortment ofEast German housing experts who arrived daily on fur

tive inspection tours, as reported by West Berlin's Tagesspiegel?56 Build

ing by building, Bauakademie officers inspected the model apartments, 

scrutinizing Iayout, furnisl1ings, and functional relationships.>? They 
criticized small ga11ey kitchens placed ",Nith astonishing carelessness" 

far from exterior walls and windows, thus requiring artificiallight and 

Testimages from a 1957 
public opinion survey 
accompanying the 
question, "Which of 

these rooms do you like 
the best-that is, which 
would you choose to live 
in yourself, ifyou could?" 

The illustrations show 
( 1) a living room deco
rated in the so-called 
Gelsenkirchener Baroque 
style; ( 2) a middle-of
the-road contemporary 
style; and (3) an up-to
the-minute interior incor
porating organic and 
International Style design 
trends. Jahrbuch der 

Öffentlichen Meinung, ed. 
Elisabeth Noelle and 
Er ich Peter Neumann 
(Allensbach: Verlag für 
Demoskopie, 1957). 
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mechanical ventilation They analyzed Interbau Iayouts in terms of 

hausehold Iabor and found them unacceptable für placing bathrooms, 

where delicates were washed and hung to dry, next to bedrooms rather 
than the kitchen.58 Such shortcomings unmasked the true nature of 

Interbau's "indistinctly defined 'modern Iifestyle"': 

Principally, the question that must be asked is: for which portion 

of the population are these designs intended? They are not based 

tlpon the Iifestyle of the majority population, but rather the needs 
and living patterns of the propertied dass and the "well-situated" 

petty bourgeois. This especially expresses itself in the notion of 
design based on Ieisure use.59 

East Germanagitators also infiltrated Interbau, ernerging at opportune 

moments to launch disparaging comments, just as at Berlin's Marshall 
Plan exhibits. One such visitor condemned a modernist chair in accor

dance with the old Party line: "This thing is an example of the cultural 

decay of the West. No human being could possibly sit in this, it's at best 

an abstractdesignout ofa modernist painting:'60 East German state 

representatives, from agitators to architects, found Interbau incompati
ble with socialism. "One cannot start from the principle that the home 

serves only consumption-either individual or collective, of a material 
or an ideal sort-instead the home is linked to productive tasks:'6 1 The 

socialist definition of functionalism was that of the workplace, stripped 

ofleisure and its pursuit of nonproductive pleasures. 

INTRODUCING COMRADE CO NSUMER 

Capitalism's francllise on global consumer culture was challenged in 

December 1957 at a watershed event in post-Stalinist reform. Prague's 

conference of the Advertising Workers of Sodalist Countries brough t 

tagether delegates from Yugoslavia, China, Mongolia, North Korea, 

Vietnam, and the East bloc to discuss the relationship of propaganda to 

socialist commerce. Soviet bloc advertising, the delegates concluded, 

would reject the precepts of its Western Counterpart, which served 
"the interests of individual entrepreneurs with the aim of personal 

enrichment:'62 Instead, it would coordinate supply and demand within 
a planned economy, nurturing "true" rather than "invented" needs.63 

Purging "inauthentic" material desires required a new breed of consumer 

exhibiting rational, predictable, and manageable market behavior. 
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Paradoxically, in cultivating this new socialist subject, Bastern 

Buropean advertising would borrow heavily from promotiona1 tech

niques devised in t11e West to induce im pulse buying, shorten the life 

cycle of commodities, and imbue high-end purchases with prestige. 

All of these goals revealed an experiment in cultural hybridization of 

profound historical significance. Sodalist advertisers seemed blind to 

the possibility that their consumer propaganda might "(re )awaken a 

concern for social status and reinforce dass divisions in a society that 

was supposed to be uncomprornisingly egalitarian;' as Patrick Hyder 
Patterson has observed.64 In effect, the rampart of satellite nations 

assembled by Stalin as the Soviet Unions insulation from the West was 

proving tobe nothing of the sort. By the late l950s, Bastern Burope 

had become a cultural conveyor belt on which repackaged Western 

trends were shipped to Moscow for evaluation as potential innovations 

from the socialist periphery.65 

The Advertising Workers conference marked a new era in socialist 

material culture. Bast Germany's Institute for Consumer Needs and 

Market Research, founded in 1957, devised strategies for "managing 
consumer needs" and "educating the new consumer:'66 In May 1958, 

the nation ended nearly twenty years of food rationing. 'I\-vo months 

later, at the SBD Fifth Party Congress, Ulbricht unveiled the nation's 

new economic campaign, the Main Economic Task. Bast Germany was 
to "overtake the West" by 1961, so that "the superiority of the socialist 

order ... will be clear, and, consequently, our population's per capita 

consumption of the most important foods and consumer goods will 

match and surpass per-capita consumption in V\Test GermanY:'67 Kultur 

im Heim informed its readers that an abundant supply of refrigerators, 

televisions, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, and contemporary 
furnishings soon would be available for those wishing to create "a beau

tiful, cultured life within one's own home:'6 8 The euphoria that foresaw 

Bast German shoppers becoming the envy of their West German coun

terparts can be traced back to Khrushchev, who foresaw Soviet per 

capita output outstrippingAmerica's by 1970.69 Nottobe outdone, 

Mao Tse-tung declared that communist China would overtake Great 

Britain in per capita production by 1961 .'0 Ulbricht followed suit. 

Historians remain divided in their assessment of whether the epidemic 

of optimism that infected Party leadership in 1958 was a case of cynical 

manipulation or fatal self-delusion.' 1 In either case, the result was a 

revolution in rising expectations. 
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Communism's "catch-up complex" spurred a new round onVest

ern technology transfer. In East Germany, self-service shopping became 

a fresh symbol of economic modernity.72 By October 1958, 399 self
service retail outlets were up and running in East BerJin_73 However, 

supermarkets are consumers as weil, relying upon abundant assortment 

to stimulate shoppers. East German self-service markets madevisible 

the socialist consumer economy's periodic shortages and supply-chain 

interruptions.74 Packaging was often unappealing in design and shod

dily made. The vicissitudes of centrat economic planning yielded other 

'f!• 
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unfortunate retail outcomes, including so-called shelf-warmers
products so undesirable, given their price, that they could not be sold
and what Polish shoppers termed brakorobstwo, a neologism applied 
to unused items that were unusable as sold. Socialism's byzantine 
regulatory system-negotiated by the Party, ministries, and manufac
turers-set retail prices as determined by political expediency and 
complexsystems of subsidy. Campaigns to improve the design and 
quality of goods, rationalize pricing, and develop efficient and courte
ous retailingwere, in effect, cumbersome attempts to reverse engineer 
into socialism the qualities required for most market-driven businesses 
to survive.7s East bloc shoppers may have been inured to their hard

scrabble existence as retail hunters and gatherers, but having been 
invited to see themselves, rather than state industries, as socialism's 

sovereign consumers, the nation's Iackluster economic performance
showcased by self-service retailing-helped disabuse any lingering faith 
in the Party's central planning skills. 

The modular concrete residential districts built throughout the 
People's Republics also helped construct socialism's new consumer

citizen. The move into a new apartment unit, as historian Steven Harris 
notes, "was the first step many [socialist] citizens took in acquiring 
objects of mass consumption for the home, identifying themselves as 
consumers ... and by extension comparing themselves with the wider 
consumer culture outside the Soviet Union and Soviet Bloc."76 Stan

dards for the newgeneration ofhousing blocks were set at the 1958 
Union of International Architects' conference in Moscow. Multistory 

buildings assembled from industrially produced concrete panels were 
prescribed for urban peripheries; iimer-city development was also a 
possibility, if accompanied by sweeping demolition to give heavy con
struction equipment free reign.'7 In East Germany, the SED's Main 
Economic Task called for building one hundred thousand new units per 
year through 1965.78 Homemaking magazines and books showed flats 
furnished in skeletal wood furnishings of a style reminiscent of Nordic 
modernism. The similaritywas by no means surprising, according to an 
East Germandesign critic, since Scandinavia had successfully absorbed 
"the ideas of'new dwelling' ('neues Wohnen') ... developed in Germany 

during the ''I\.venties:"9 According to this argument, the resemblance to 
foreign sources indicated a recovery of German tradition, not mimicry. 

Dresden's Fourth GermanArt Exhibition, held in 1959, raised the 
ante for socialist consumption with television prototypes designed by 
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~!artin Kelm, a former ~lart Stam protege, wh1ch received "1ustified 

applause from visitors:· In his review of the exh•b•tJon, Horst~ !Jchel 

cited Marx (with a parenthetical amendment) to claim that the produc

tJon of modern, tasteful furnishings presaged the creatson of soc•allsm's 

new citizens: 

Karl ~larx says: ·an object of art creates a public that has artistic 

taste and is able to enjoy beauty- and the same can be sa1d of 

any other (artistically designed) product Produchon accordingly 

producesnot only an object for the subject, but also a !>ubject for 

the object:' 80 

Designers, then, had a pivotal roJe to play in sha ping sociali~t con

sciousness. Michel's assertion gave them a renewed sense of self

importance and provided ammunition for thci•· "battle for inAucnce 

over the material environment of everyday Ii fe," as Susan Reid has 

notcd ofSoviet modernists.w• 

By the decade's end, however, plans to nurturc an atfluent socialist 

mass-consumer faltered as the East German economy stalled. A cam

paign to collectivize agriculture produced a harvest offood shortages. 

As muket disrnptions rippled outward, shoes, soap powder, even 

underwear vanished from stores.n V\'aiting hsts ranged from two or 

three years for delivery of a television, to 6ve for a refngerator '' Resi

dential constrnction feil far short of targets, w1th the Party blammg 

buJiders for their •tad. of a clear seciahst perspectlve." Whatever the 

reasons for failure, prospects for those seek1ng housing were gnm. 

A 1961 survey by the Party Central Comm1ttee Councll on Construc

tion revealed that one-third of the nation's dwelhngs remained without 

rumung water, the same proportion shared to1let facilit1eS w1th other 

units, and one out of ten units warranted demohtlon due to the severity 

of disrepair.1' Another set of statistics was even more alarming. Every 

month in 1960, departures of citizens head ing orr for a new life in the 

West showed an increase of rnore than 100 percentover lhe same 

month in 1959.85 East Germany was hemorrhaging its proletariat, 

espccially skilled laborers. Given the West's booming economy and 

insatiable job muket, many found it simpler to rclocatc than to remain. 

On 3 August 1961, Ulbricht flew to Moscow for .1 secret meeting 

in Moscow. Khrushchev reluctantly approved a planthat woulcl resolve 

East Germany's border problern butthat would .1lso confirm the SED's 

loss of popular support."' At the stroke of m•dmght on 13 August 1961, 
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military commanders in Bast Berlin received instructions to rouse their 
troops and proceed to the border. The first Berlin wall consisted of sol
diers and polkernen standing side by side at two-meter intervals, backs 
to the east. vVithin hours the humanwallwas replaced by one built of 
posts and barbed wire. Three days later, masons began building a con
crete divider. Adjacent houses were bricked shut and later demolished. 

Trip wires, lacerating traps, attack dogs, and watchtowers eventually 
sprouted along the cleared strip of urban land. 87 An official guide to 
Bast German architecture described the wallas a noteworthy piece of 
infrastructure: "The protective measures establish reliable conditions 

for the quick and successful economic, political and cultural develop
ment of the GDR and its capital city. It opens a new chapter in German 
historY:'88 Ulbricht's "anti-Faseist protection wall" ended the nation's 

spontaneous evacuation, safeguarding the economy from a wholesale 
loss oflabor and affording the Party a last chance to construct modern 
socialism. 

"OVERTAKING WITHOUT CATCHING UP" 

Two months after the wall sealed Bast Germany's socialist ecosystem, 
a Bauakademie design collective setout to revolutionize the nation's 
mass-housing program. Concrete panel apartment construction had 
begun three years earlier, but floor plans remained archaic, with all 
rooms opening off a windowless corridor. Charged with designing a 
cost-effective solution to the housing crisis, the collective proposed 
a new residential prototype, the P2, that reduced the size of the stan
dard two-imd-one-half room, fou·r-person dwelling to 55 square meters 

(592 square feet). This feat of compression was accomplished by 
merging living and dining into a single open area and moving an adja
cent galley kitchen far from exterior walls and windows, a formula 
advanced at Interball four years earlier and roundly dismissed by the 
Bauakademie. Its apologists were forced to retract the propaganda of a 
previous decade, announcing, "A widely shared but mistaken idea is 
that, with the expanding construction of socialism, apartment size must 
also grow:'89 Horst Michel proclaimed, "Compactness, condensation of 

the essential does not imply impoverishment: quite the contrary
through the elimination of useless padding, value is added:'9o Kultur im 

Heim informed readers that in Sweden, where the smallest apartments 
were about the same size as P2 units, "mass-housing is built no !arger 
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than ours:'9J As formerly maligned Existenzminimum ideas were dusted 

off for real-and-existing socialist needs, the Party, taste professionals, 

and state media agreed: learning'to thlnk small was a big part ofEast 
German "world-class" design. 

Completion of the first P2 prototypein East Berlin's Lichtenberg 

district prompted yet another Bauakademie model home show and 

domestic design conference. The new life-new dwelling (neues leben

neues wohnen) exhibition exuded modem.it)j from its lower-case title 

A 
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to an open house featuring fifteen model units outfitted to "the interna

tional standard:'92 Interiors revealed the socialist rehabilitation of mod

ular storage (Anbaumöbeln), a furniture type once so reviled that even 

its name had been synonymous with formalist excess. Tim es had 

changed. The P2's wall-mounted cabinets provided storage space for 

the new emblems of proletarian prosperity: "technical devices and 

hardware, such as the radio, phonograph, audio tape system, television, 
and film and slide projectors:'93 Furnishings were functional and ratio

nally constructed, yet "free from modernistic effects:'94 "Considered all 

in all;' Michel effused, "the new living-new dwelling exhibition demon

strates the progress, the great turning point, that has come to pass in the 
German Democratic Republic's style ofliving:'9s 

The public seemed to agree. More than thirty-two thousand visi

tors, including a handful from West Berlin, toured the model units. 

One in a hundred recorded their impressions in the show's guest book. 
Most found the "apartments of the future" enchanting: "The exhibit 

shows how space can be put to better use than in the other [housing] 

types built in Berlin. I'd move into one of these beautiful apartments 

immediatelY:' The compact kitchen, however, garnered several critical 

responses: "One can easily prepare a salad or mixed drinks in the little 
kitchen, but I think that a home-cooked dinner would leave it a mess:' 

Built-in closets and drawers also raised eyebrows. "What is a family 

supposed to do with a complete bedroom suite and wardrohe when 

moving into such an apartment?" But the most common complaint 

stemmed from unrequited desire, plain and simple. "When will such 

furnishings finally appear on the market? When will offi.cials in industry 

and retailing take into account the wishes and tastes of their cus
tomers?" "Once and for all, we want to put an end to being satiated only 

by exhibitions. We want the modern, rational way oflife that is right
fully ours:'96 The project to cultivate an enlightened proletariat through 

the "demonstration effect" of socialist home exhibitions had become a 

finishing school for the disenfranchised. Prospects for consumer satis

faction seemed to recede as fast as home design made progress. The P2 

prototype interior that received the greatest pu blic acclaim, for exam

ple, was by a design collective associated with the Leipzig Trade Fair, an 

institution focused on export revenue, not domestic sales.97 The 

national imperative to raise cash for strategic imports would force East 
German enthusiasts of"world-class design" to compete with foreign 

buyers wielding world-class currencies.98 

(jacing page) T he P2 

housing.prototype in 

Berlin-Lichtenberg, 
designed by Wilfried 
Stallknecht, Achim Felz, 
and Herbert Kuschy. 
T he building was the site 
of the new life-new 
dwelling (neu es leben
neu es wohnen) exhibi· 
tion in 1962. Institut für 
Regionalentwicklung 
und Stmkturplanung, 
Berlin-Erkner. 
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A three-day conference held in concert with new living new 

dwelling assembled interior designers, architects, and furmture manu

facturers from five East bloc nations. Ulbncht, who~e presence at previ

ous colloquiums had literall)·lent authonty to the dehberatton.o;, was 

conspicuously absent Delegates resolved that a "future socialist style" 

ofhouslng would be international, involvt.ng a ·radtcal standardtzatton" 

of butlding parts. The same ideaJs wouJd apply to furntshings: *the 

appomtment of a dwelling is by no means a questton of decoratton, but 

rather an architecturaJ task.""" A *modular assembly system" (Bcwkas
tcnsystem) applied to furniture would "pomt the way toward design 

discipline ... and distinguish itselffundamentally from the emphasis on 

individualism found in furnisllings and interior design wilhin capitalist 

nations."wo Industrial production metJ10ds would reconslruct the 

designer as weil, yielding the "furniture architect" (Möbclarchitekt), a 

title born duringthe conference proceedings.lll 1 Beneath the rcvolu

tionary rhetoric lay a thread of continuity. At an East Cermandesign 

conference of the previous decade (and cultur,\1 revolution), Hellerau's 

FranzEhrlich had proposed a kit-of-parts approach .11lowing furnish 

ings tobe configured according to need, and was denounced as a for

malist for his efforts. 10 : The visitor who wrote, *Why not thts ten years 

ago?" in the new living-new dwelling guest book htt the mark in more 

ways than she or he realized. 
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V\' ith modern intcriors tbat would not have looked out of place at 

Interb.1u, new livang new dwellang seemed to announce tbe stytistic 

unification of East and West Germany. That impression would have 

been wrong, however. An adeologacal wallstill divided tbe modern m its 

soca.1hst guase, ats functionalism officially characterized by ·a clear and 

persu.1save relataon to mankind" and differentiated from tbe \•;est's 

gratuatous use of•the ·modern' alone, solely formal in intended effect . .. 

pure charlatamsm." ~3 The claim tbat tbere were two German mod

emisms nearly andistinguishable in style, yet politically incompatable an 

content, W.lS S)'mptomatac of a late-socialist identity crisis. ltwas also 

expressed in the quixotic Partymandate Überholen oJweEiuzuholeu 
(literaJiy "overtake without catching up"), which called for parity with 

the West withoul in any way emulating it. In adapting modernism to 

socialist ends, East bloc designers faced a similar impasse. 104 Photo

grapbic evidence of thc dilemma can be found in an early Bast German 

guide to modernist home dccor, published in 1961.'05Its opening 

interior is a study ou tfitted with the new "world-class" furnishings and 

graced by a framed portrait of Karl.\1arx, beavily retouched to ensure 

reader recognition. Stripped of this socialist icon, tbe room's furrush

ings could easily have been mastaken for the offerings ofany V\'est 

The openlog allustration 

of oan tnterior from an 

Eal-1 Gerrom home deco

r.lhng guade from J961 

shows a modern ~dy 

dhpl.lyang its socioalist 

credential~ with a con

splcuomly placed portrait 

of K;arl :MarJC. wie ricllte 

lcll mcr11e wollmmg ei11? 
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German department store. As socialism adopted the design semiotics 

of its capitalist antipode, only an overdetermined identity statement 

would suffice in eliminating the resultant ambiguities. 

STYLE AND INSTABILITY 

Celebrating the official "conquest oflate-bourgeois conceptions of art;' 

V\Talter Ulbricht and over one thousand visiting elites opened Dresdens 

Fifth German Art Exhibitionon 22 September 1962. Guiding the SED 

First Secretary through the Graphie and Applied Arts section, Horst 

Michel discovered hirnself having to defend the works on display. Three 

months later, Ulbricht issued his verdict in a public statement, which 

bears quoting at length: 

The color of the glassware there was grey. The color of curtains 
shown there was grey .... Certain "vases" were simple cylinders. 

One doesnt need a state-financed art institute for that. ... Now, 
we understand that there are workers in the arts who want to 

advance standardization .... But here [in Bast Germany] we want 

rich color. And because most other countdes also want the same, 

we need lively colors in glass made for export, so we can obtain 

good foreign currency sales. These issues have something to do 

with the battle against the Stalinist cult of personality. Some 

people think that, because we're against the Stalinist cult of per

sonality, one has to grant freedom now for everything, including 
V\Testern formalism and abstract art. No, we've said, that has noth

ing to do with Stalin. Stalins view on the issue of socialist realism 

'-vas incorrect, we know that. Butthat anyone would exploit the 

battle against the Stalinist cult of personality to smuggle formal

ism [into Bast Germany ], that goes too far. 106 

"Left Behind by Life;' an article by Karl-Heinz Hagen, the cultural edi

tor of the Partynewspaper Neu es Deutschland, asserted that Dresdens 
"functional, industrial aesthetic" revealed "a politically illegitimate, 

V\Test-oriented attitude on the part ofits exponents:'107 A week later, the 

Cultural Commission of the Party Central Committee denounced "fol

lowers of the Bauhaus tradition' for their "ice-cold technics;' "reduction 

of the color scale to merely black, white and grey tones;' and "ongoing 
impoverishment of the applied arts:' 108 Nearly a decade after Stalin's 

death, the color, form, and market viability of furnishings remained 
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ideologically volatile and subject to Party censure. A new antiformalism 

campaign seemed imminent. 

Bast Germandesigners prepared for the worst. vVest German 

newspapers readied their satirists. But a repression of purveyors of gray 

curtains and cylindrical vases never materialized. 109 Ulbricht's antimod

ernist tirade had been a vestigial reflex triggered by trauma. A failed 

campaign to surpass \<\Testern consumption and the ensuing Bast Ger

man working-class flight had left Ulbricht sensitive to perceived con

taminants ofhis socialist project. Bast Gennarr advertising, blamed for 

failing to curb "capitalist purchasing habits;' also suffered a temporary 

withdrawal ofParty support, as did the nation's fashion industry. These 

two creative arenas, like domestic design, had attempted to cobble 

together an indigenous socialist modernity from exogenous sources. 110 

However, as the nation's spatial quarantine became familiar-even 

normal-modern household design slowly gained institutional and 

ideological clout. 

A younger generation of teeimidans and specialists engaged to 

invigorate the socialist economy oversaw the late efflorescence of Bast 

German modernism.111 Martin Keim, the Mart Stam protege whose tel

evisions had won design accolades in 1959, was a pivotal figure. His dis

sertation ( overseen by politburo member and Party Central Committee 

Bconomic Secretary Günther Mittag) argued that household products 

possessed the power to mold human su bjectivity: "Consumption in 

socialism is not simply a matter of needing something and getting it, 

but rather a process by which the socialist personality is created:'112 The 

combined effect ofhigh-quality design, central economic planning, and 
a socialist Iifestyle would guarantee that "we ... will win the competi

tion with the capitalist world:' tt3 In 1962, Keim founded the Central 

Institute for Design, an advocacy group attached to the Ministry of 

Culture. Three years later, as the eleventh SBD plenum reasserted the 

Party's monopolypower over culture, Kelrn's institute forged an affilia

tion with the Gennarr Office for Measurement and Product Testing, 

placing designers within the managerial structure that licensed goods 

für production and denied manufacturing approval to those judged 
inferior. Both Keim and the socialist modernism he advocated were 

further empowered by the 1972 succession ofBrich Honecker to 

Ulbricht's former position as Party chief, Kelrn's wife being Honecker's 

personal secretary. 1 14 The following year, the Council of Ministers 

compelled manufacturers to outsource industrial design commissions 
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to Kelm's agency. In one of the great ironies of tv.rentieth-century 
design history, those "once on the receiving end of the anti-formalists' 

totalitarian control ... now held a similar degree of power;' as historian 

Eli Rubin has observed.11s Sodalist modernism had outgrown its 

embattled youth to achieve maturity, first as a set of voluntary product 
guidelines, and finally as a tool of the command economy.116 

By 1971 the Party had abandoned its former maxim, "as you 

work today, soshall you live tomorrow"-the economic precept also 

endorsed by the MSA and Marshall Plan, which had insisted on rising 
productivity as the prerequisite for "building a better life." Honecker's 

new "unity of social economy and policy" transformed consumption 

from a reward system for achievement into an incentive program for 

improvement. Uncoupled from measures of production, socialist con

sumption compensated citizens for their loyalty to the state with what
ever its economy could churn out-and then some. In the interest of 

social stability, East Germany took out foreign loans to cover the oper

ating expenses of what Konrad Jarausch has dubbed its "welfare dicta
torship:'117 This shift in political economy found expression in the new 

home furnishings that appeared on the East German market in the 

1970s; Sofas, tables, and modular storage abandoned lightness and 

transparency in favor of intlated scale and plush volume. The shift from 
"lean'' to "fat"-not only stylistically but also metaphorically, as used a 

generation earlier by Heinrich Hauser-wasfirst diagnosed by design 
historian Thomas Topfstedt: "In place of thin-legged chairs and tables 

and ladder-like shelving came upholstered seating groups and the all

but-obligatory wall of storage units providing the maximum possible 

cargo space:'1 18 Minimalism had yielded to a style that better expressed 

and provided the requisite storage for a socialist variant of postwar 

affiuence. 

Through the early 1970s, East Germany made impressive strides 

in its standard ofliving, gaining renown throughout the Soviet bloc as 

a consumer oasis. Between 1965 and 1970, household consumption 

rose by nearly 25 percent. From 1960 to 1970, the proportion ofhomes 

boasting a refrigerator rose from 6 to 56 percent, and a television, from 

16 to 69 percent.119 In the late-1970s, however, the "planned miracle" 

stalled; 120 As the economy sputtered, even partial fulfillment of a social 

contract based on consumption could be achieved only by cannibaliz

ing funds earmarked for industrial investment or through increased for

eign debt. By the 1980s, Bast Germany's standard ofliving had become 
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a false front concealing economtc stagnation. A 1989 report prepared 

by the ~hntstry of State Securi ty, arguably four decades late, informed 

Party Ieaders that consumer goods were "'increasi.ogly becoming the 

bastc entenon for the assessment of the attractiveness of socialism m 

compamon to capttahsm."- At a crisis meeting ofthe Politburo, con

ducted as East German citizens ßooded toward newly deregulated 

\'\·estern border crosstngs tn Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland, 

State Planning Commission Chairman Gerhard Schürer informed 

his colleagues: "Just to avoid further [national] indebtedness would 

meanlowering the standard ofhving for 1990 byaround 25 percent to 

30 percent, and would make the GDR ungovernable:'m "Tbere are 

poorer countries than the GD R with a much rieb er offering of goods 

in the stores," Schürer notcd. ·vvhen people have a lot of money and 

can't buy thc goods they want, they curse socialism."123 The socialist 

command cconomy promising an equal distribution of weaJth bad 

proven incapable of eliminating periodic scarcity. As fantasized in 

Riesman's fictional "Nylon War," an unsustainable escalation of con

sumer desire, fueled by Western Iifestyle comparisons at tim es explicitly 

promoted by P.uty Ieaders, banl:.rupted state socialism. 1c4 

The ~lllft m East Gennan 
modernism from skelet.U 

.lS<:etlctsm to corpulent 

.lccumub.tJon tS illus

tnted in hvmg room 

furntshings designed by 

\lfobelkombmat Nord 

for dtsplay at Leip:ug's 

fall 1974 tnde fair. 

SLUB/Deutsche 
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Frledrich Welmer, 1974 
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Critical Masses 

In 1966, two Soviet scientists, brothers Boris and Arkadi Strugatski, 

published the account of a catastrophic attempt to create "the universal 

consumerwho desires everything:' Their science fiction fantasy,Monday 

Begins on Saturday, takes place in a research compound located in Rus

sia's far north. In the laboratory ofArnbrosiArnbrusovitch Vibegallo, an 
"ideal man" gestates within a steel autoclave. Vibegallo describes his 

creation as "the model of our common ideal. ... All of us, comrades, 

with due respect to us, are simply ciphers in comparison, because it 
desires such things as we cannot even conceive of'1 A colleague, com-

• 

rade Oira-Oira, fears that the release of a humanoid programmed with 
insatiable desirewill pose hazards. "vVhat happens when he consumes 

it all?" Vibegallo responds with disdain: 

What are you trying to say with your question, comrade Oira

Oira? That in the future of our scientific organization there will 

come a time of crisis, of regression, when our consumers will 

not have enough consumer products? That's not nice, comrade 
Oira-Oira!2 

Arrangementsare made to decant the ideal man at an isolated test site. 

\Vith the press ensconced behind protective barriers and cameras 

rolling to record the event, scientists open the autoclave by remote con

trol. A glowing cloud shoots upward accompanied by ablast wave-not 

moving outward, as at an atomic bomb detonation, but inward, toward 

the ideal man. The roaring gust carries with it watches, wallets, wedding 

rings, caineras, boots, overcoats, necklaces, trousers, bottles ofvodka, 
even Volga and Moskvich automobiles. The observers are saved from 

the same fate when Oira-Oira releases another laboratory creation 

brought along in case of an emergency: an evil djinn, the only entity 
capable of consuming the "universal consumer:' As survivors pick 

through the wreckage and Vibegallo spouts his "demagogy about limit
less and variegated needs;' Oira-Oira mutters, "I told him a thousand 

tim es: You are programming a standard superegocentrist. He will 

gather up all the material goods he can lay his hands on, then ... wrap 
himself in a cocoon and stop time."3 

As cold war parody, Monday Begins on Saturday ranks with 
Riesman's "Nylon War" in prophetic accuracy. Both satires speculate 

about the role of consumption in deciding the fate of communism and 
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fantasize the deployment of material desire as an agent of destruction. 

v\Thereas Riesmanimagines U.S. airdrops ofhousehold goods as the 

catalyst of subversion, the brothers Strugatski give credit where it is 

also due, depicting socialist consumption as a domestically engineered 

catadysm. That possibility was foretold in a treasonous broadside seen 
posted in a Siberian city in December 1961: "You're a loudmouth, 

Khrushchev: where's that abundance you promised ?"4 Prescriptions 

for a socialist consumption regime were, in fact, marbled with contra

dictions. IfWestern appetites for commodities were pathologically 

inflamed by capitalist advertising, why would the USSR want to 

equal-and then surpass-the United States in measures of per capita 
consumption? How could Kluushchev's vow to "catch up" be recon

ciled with communism's reformist intentions? 

Tom between promises of plenty and rationalizations for scarcity, 

the project to cultivate an enlightened socialist consumer instead 

became a finishing school for citizen alienation. The Khrushchev-era 
flats that Russians called "separate" apartments were the conflict's front 

line. Moving out of an ad hoc collective and into a proprietary housing 

unit gave residents new identities as socialist consumers, opportunities 
to become the "active engineers" of domestic m.odernization, and rea

son to compare their experiences with perceptions of"world-class" liv

ing standardsoutside the Soviet bloc.> Although domestic artifacts of 

the modern socialist home proliferated in magazines and public exhibi

tions, prospects for consumer satisfaction remained stuck in the future 

tense. Modelapartment interiors presented to Muscovites at the 1961 
exhibitArt into Life! provoked this visitor's book comment: 

Things done with great taste and very good. But as a whole, 

strange as it may sound, the exhibition leaves a painful impression 

of an organized mockery of the people. Do we stilll1ave to live in 
Poternkin villages from Catherine's time? . , . disgraceful1 and 

again disgraceful. Simply so offensive it could make you weep !6 

A Ietter to the East German home journal Kultur im Heim regarding the 
publicityblitz promoting a new generation of "world-class" furnishings 

had this to say: 

I buy your magazine often. However1 when I Iook through it ... 

it seems to methat you don't live in this world. One sees very 

beautiful things there .... Formost people, these home interiors 
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are an illusion. It seems to methat your world dass exists only on 

paper (since its material foundation is, for most people, close to 

nil) .... Please, don't answer from the perspective of the construc

tion of socialism, giving yourselves an easy way out. .. . Drop your 

disgusting masquerade, which has no relation to reality7 

Rather than succumbing to America's Trojan house campaign, Party 

Ieaders had devised one oftheir own, with devastating consequences 

for public morale. 

The conflicted project to create an Bast bloc analogue of the 

West's postwar consumer stimulated material desires and a sense of 

entitlement within an economy characterized by fluctuating shortages, 

destabilizing late-socialist societies. As Marshall Goldman, an expert on 

the Soviet economy, observed in a 1960 essay for the journal Problems 
of Comnmnism, 

\1\Thile life has materially improved for tl1e Soviet citizen, there is 

every reason to believe that the increased supply of consumer 

goods has only whetted his appetite rather than satisfied his 
needs. The Russians have found that new apartments stimulate 

demand for new furniture, that new suits create a desire for new 

shoes. So goes the unending process of demand generation, a 

phenomenon weil known in the consumer-oriented economies of 
the \1\Test. 8 

In the l970s, Bast German economists belatedly adopted standard

of-living metrics like job security, child care, public education, and 

health care-alternatives to measures based simply on material acquisi

tions-to quantify the socialist reward system. Until then, however, 
"the SBD ... allowed itself to become fully and publicly beholden to a 

standard of well-being not of its own devising:'9 As Jeffrey Kopstein 

observes, the life span of state socialism undoubtedly contracted as 
communism defaulted on the creation of"its own unique understand

ing of modernity, its own vocabulary for it, its own discourse that 

would have enabled people to experience scarcity in a qualitatively 

different waY:'10 

By establishing single-family occupancy as official policy, the 

socialist mass housing program launched by Khrushchev afforded 

unprecedented privacy, compared to previous Bast bloc living condi

tions, within which to construct an individuallife. The implications for 
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the Party's goal of constructing an overarching collective identity were 

assessed by an editorial in Kultur im Heim: 

Ifliving space were only a repository of individual accents, subjec
tive fantasies, and "tastemaking;' there would be no need to treat 

it as a social issue-it would be purely a private affair. But its pri

mary significance in the education of the human being, in the 

richer formation of socialist cond itions of reality, as weil as in its 

chief function within social psychology makes its form a para

mount public affair. 11 

As design professionals pondered the modern home's potential to 
nurture collectivist subjectivity, the Soviet b1oc's "universal consumer;' 

as envisioned by the brothers Strugatski, was using privacy to adminis

ter communism's coup de gn\ce. Rather than producing socialist citi
zens committed to living out that role in the public realm, "separate" 

apartments became insular outposts of a "niche society" (in German, 

Nischengesellschaft). Wrapped in a cocoon of privacy, provisioned by a 

shadow economy generated by the inefficiencies of its centrally planned 

counterpart, residents withdrew from the pu blic sphere, halting the 

flow of Marxist historical time and its teleological narrative of progress. 

Household consumption indeed proved fatal to communism, but 

rather than having been forced down the Party's throat, as depicted in 

Riesman's fantasy and triumphalist cold war histories, the poison pill 

vvas willingly ingested. 

Socialism was not alone in grappling with the unexpected conse

quence_s of a program to breed ideal consumers. Just as the East bloc 

was commencing its foray into postwar p.rosperity, America entered a 

period of se1f-diagnosed malaise. The launch of Sputnik in 1957, fol

lowed by a parade of Soviet high-tech successes involving atomic 

weaponry, nuclear-powered ships and submarines, and intercontinental 

ballistic missiles, shocked the United States and its Western European 

allies. How could the Soviet Union, a nation previously regarded as 

educationally retrograde and industrially primitive, have outpaced 

the United States as technological front runner? Educators, cultural 

critics, and politicians faulted sybaritic materialism for distracting 

Alnericans from their destiny. George Kennan, one of the architects of 
the Marshall Plan and a former Soviet ambassador, blamed the "over

whelming ac.cent oflife on personal comfort and amusement ... and a 
surfeit of privately sold gadgetry" for the "insufficient social discipline" 
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he perceived in American postwar society. 12 Austrian-born essayist and 

Au schwitz survivor Jean Amery closed his 1961 Preface to the Future 
with the verdict: "Euro-American civilization, as seen at the end of the 

destiny-laden decade of 1950-1960, had only one point of reference
consumption. The rest is illusion:'13 The complaints that affiuence 

had left its beneficiaries fat and complacent spread beyond intellectual 

circles. In a 1960 commencement address, President Eisenhower 

admonished a fresh crop of graduates that "freedom is imperiled where 

peoples, worshiping material success, have become emptied of idealism. 

Peace with justice cannot be attained ... where opulence has dulled 

the spirit:'14 The abnndance of anAmerican VJ'ay ofLife, promoted at 
home and abroad as the free world's future, appeared to be its Achilles' 

heel as weil. 

Prescriptions for a society grown fat varied. Educators demanded 

the improvement of public schools, increased funding, and more rigor

ons science and math courses, a curricular reform movement that 

crossed the Atlantic in West German warnings of an irnpending "educa
tion catastrophe:'JS Moral Re-Armament, a fiercely anticommunist 

evangelical movement, enjoined Americans to build national unity and 

spiritual discipline through regular churchgoing. The most striking 

indication of a crisis mentality, however, came with the mobilization of 

the Advertising Council, producer of the ill-fated People's Capitalism 

exhibition, to monnt a campaign alertingAmericans to the dangers of 

self-indulgence. Councilleader Ted Repplier, whose 1955 "propaganda 
offensive" had celebrated America's consumer economy for giving 

"more people more benefits than any [ other] yet devised;' by 1960 had 

come to believe that the nation's strength was being sapped by "the 

attitudes of a people who have had it too good, too long." Repplier 
described the council's new initiative, "Challenge to Americans;' as 

"the most difficult yet perhaps the most important project" the organi
zation had ever undertaken. It would exhort citizens, in Repplier's 

words, "to pul! up our socks, tighten our belts, [and redress] our cur
rent softness and ethical shabbiness:' The widespread conviction that 

hedonism was eroding national resolve generated one of the oddest 

couplings imaginable, as capitalisrn's merchants of desire volunteered 

to promote consumer abstinence through ads imploring fellow citizens 
"to strike a balance between purpose and comfort in our private Jives:' 

Repplier's missionwas antithetical to tlte established goals ofhis indus

try but oddly reminiscent of the attempt by the Advertising V\Torkers of 
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Socialist Countries to nurture a ratioual,md dtsctplmed East bloc 

shopper. 10 

As in the case of the ·People's Capttaltsm'' campaign a few years 

earher, Repplier called ou ·the best rninds m the Untted States" to par

ttctpate in a symposium at an Ivy League venue to advance the new 

crusade. At the 1961 roundtable ou ·~toral Attttudes and the \'\' ill to 

Achievement ofAmericans" at Princeton, notables addressed ·raults in 

our moral attitudes in relation to the demands of present world htstory" 

and •the most important deficiencies in Amencan ltfe." William F. 
Whyte, a pioneer in industrial sociology, deplored the prcssures of a 

consumer society that imposed ·an abnost moral demand Lhat we 

consume goods." Roger Starr, a union official, agreed. "Advertisers whet 

our appetitesforastill high er standard of Living and make us still softer 

and more the slaves ofthe things they have t:'lughtus to use," Starr 

lamented. "They cause us to insist on a standard oflife utterly incom

prchensible to the rest of the world."17 His remark acknowledged a 

disconcerti.ng reality that would ultimately subvert the Advertising 

Council initiative: its sponsors had the most to lose from their project's 

success. 
By the time "Challenge to Amenca" found tts way mto prmt and 

broadcast media in 1962, with the exceptton of .t stngle reference to the 

pertl ofbecoming "'abnonnally selfish and morally ~lac'-," all cntictsm of 

America.n self-indulgence bad vauished. lnstead, public !>ervice adver

tising alerted its audience to the peril of communtsm aud presented a 

vague case forgood citizenship and ctvtc responstbtlity. Public service 

announcements proclaiming ·\'\'e Are Challenged" appeared m maga

zines beside advertisements for ·cars, mouthwash, and soft drinks," as 

lustorian Robert Ziegerwrites. ·'l'\vo messages !tcemed tobe conveyed, 

vtrtually simultaneously: national survival demanded resolute sacrifice, 

.tnd 'things go betterwith Coke:"n The conflict of inlerest .tssociated 

with an advertising industry attack on profligate consumption virtually 

assured that the "Challenge to America" would be anything but that

not that an alternate sponsor would have madc much dilfcrence. In a 

marketplace battle behvee.n spartau virtues and Iifestyle hardwarc, 

there could be little question about the ensuing consurner preference, 

whether in the capitalist West or the socialist E.tst. 
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block of, 11, 12; Bauakademie on, 

97; chairs by, 16; Schwi tters on, 12; 

success of, 115 

Mikoyan, Anastas, xiv, 150- 51 

minimalism, 3, 5. See also asceticism 

Ministry ofHeavy lndustry, 48 

MinistryofLight Industry, 103 

Ministry ofPopular Education, 57 

miracle economyofWest Germany, 16, 

80, 186 

Möbelkombinat Nord, 201 

model family: at An1erican National 

Exhibition, 155; Barnes family as, 
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125,126, 128, 155; asconsumers, 

126; East German, 176; images ot~ 

74; political aspects of, 71; role of, 

58, 67; subsidizing of, 75- 76. See 

also housewives and housework 

model homes: advances in1 121; by the 

Advertising Counci l, 124; at Ameri

can National Exhibition, 153-57; 

exportation of, 134, 135; by House 

Beautiful, 119- 20; of the Marshall 

Plan, 22- 26; by Meyer-\l'laldeck, 

186; at People's Capitalism, 128; 

recon·struction and, xviii-xix; at 

Rollingwood, 111, 134; at Technol

ogy in Daily Life, 121; atWe're 

Building a Better Life, 60, 61, 65, 

66- 67; of the Werkbund, 11. See also 

apartments 

Modern Architecture-lnternational 

Exhibition (New York Oty), 36-38 

modernist design: American, 38-42; 

atti tu des toward, 111 -121 113-14; 

Bauakademie on, 97; as degenerate, 

98, 99; democracy's linked to, 40-

41; for democratic reconstruction, 

36; diplomacyof, 177; for economic 

reconstruction, 42; institutionali

zation ot~ 70; origins of, 113; and 

pedagogy; 42-44; rehabilitation o f, 

174-76; repression of, 49; SED on, 

51; socialist, 178- 80, 197, 199- 200, 

201; for social reform, 59; threat of, 

52; Weimer-era, 3, 7, 8, 13-14. See 

also Bauhaus; International Style 

Modernism; Knoll International 

modular furnishings: by Ehrlich, 178; 

Hassenpflug on, 49; at new life-new 

dwelling, 196; for storage, 24 7n55; 

Ulbricht on, 54 

Moeller, Robert, 76 

MoMA See Museum ofModern Art 

(lvfoMA), New York 

Index II 271 

MondayBegins on Saturday (Strugatski), 

203- 4 

Monson, Donald, 71 

MoralAttitudesand the \Nil! to 

Achievement of Americans round

table1 208 

Moral Re-Armament, 207 

Moscow, Russia, 105, 140, 191 

Mlieller-Armack, Alfred, 79 

Mukhina, Vera, 99 

Mliller-Rehm, Klaus, 184 

Mullin, vVarren, 127 

Muntz, Donald W., 23 

Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), 

New York: architecture exhibi t of 

Edgar Kaufmann _Ir., 36; MSAcon

tracts ot~ 230n23; promotion of 

modernism, 38-39, 111; Review of 

Germany49, 34- 35. See also Good 

Designexhibitions (NewYork City 

and Chicago) 

Mutual Security Act of 1951, 70 

Mutual Security Agency (MSA): on 

German constunerism, 73- 74; 

ideologyof, 59, 71; Marshall Plan in 

relation to, 33; model home exhibi

tions, 60, 61; promotion of self

service markets, 82-83 

National Association ofFood Chains, 

142- 43 

Natio nal Asseclation ofHome 

Builders, 130 

National Building Program for 

Germany's Capital (Nationales 

Aufbauprogramm der Haupstadt 

Deutschlands), 87 

National Housing Act of 1934, 19 

nationalism, 89, 112 

Natio nal Recovery Administration 

(NRA), 19 

national secui ty, modernization of, 11 7 
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Natiotralzeittmg, 35 

Nazi Germany: familles under, 71 1 

72; League of German Housewives 

and, 73; people's products of, 80; 

protests against, 34; Schreckenskam

mer and, 98; 111/erkbund and, 7, 

15-16 

Nelson, George, ix, 148-49, 151, 152 

neoclassical design: cabinetry, 53; a 

general room in, 98; of the Kar! 

Marx Bookstore, 89; Mebes on, 92; 

reclaiming ot: 91; reconstruction 

project in, 88. See also socialist 

realism 

Neue Berliner Illtlstrierte, 104 

Nwe Frankfurt, Das, 9- 10 

neue Ha ushalt Der (Meyer), 11 

Neue Sachlichkeit (new objectivi ty) : 

concept of, 9 

Neues Deutschland, 51, 198 

Neue Werbung, 173 

New Course reforms: establlshment of1 

94; furnishings of, 105- 6; oversight 

of, 103-4. See also Stalinist cultural 

doctrine 

New Deal: A People's Capitalism, The 

(Frederick), 122-23 

New Deal initiatives, 20- 21 

New Delhi, lndia, 130 

NewDv;-elling exhibition (Cologne), 

7,8 

New Home Furnishings exhibition 

(Stuttgart), 39- 40,41 - 42 

New Household1 The (Meyer), 11 

new lite-newdwelling exhibition (East 

Berlin), 193, 194- 97 

NewLook defense policy, 117 

ne w obj ectivi ty archi tectu re, 9 

"NewTasks oflnterior Design and the 

Furnishings Industry, The," 103 

New York Home Builders Association 

conference, 135 

New York Tim es: on American National 

Exhibition, I 56; on International 

Style modernism, 111; on Kitchen 

Debate, x, 160; on the OlTF, 121; 

opinion polls of, 111, 114- 15; on 

People's Capi talism, 139 

Nixen, Richard Milhous, 159; 

Khmshchev and, ix; Ki tchen Debate 

of, x-xi, 140, 158-6o 

Nölting, Erik, 7, 16 

nomadi c living, 3, 4, 19 

NRA (National Recovery Administra-

tion), 19 

nuclear family. Seemodel family 

Nuveen,John, 127 

Nye, Joseph, xi 

"Nylon War, The" (Riesman), vii, 201, 

203- 4 

Office ofForeign Buildings Operations, 

229nl6 

Office oflnternational Trade Pairs 

(OITF), 118 

O.MG US Information Center and 

Exhibition Branch, 22 

Operation Abundance, vii 

opinion polls and surveys, 11 1, 114-

15, 187 

Organic Design in Home Furnishings 

exhibition, 36-38 

Osgood, Kenneth, 124 

overtake without catching up (Über
holet! ohne EitfUiholen) campaign, 

197 

Overy, Paul, 14 

Party Central Committee Council on 

Construction, I 92 

Patterson, Patrick Hyder, 189 

peaceful coexistence policy, 144 

peace oft"ensive, 118 

peasants, 99- 100 
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Pence, Katherine, 173 

People of Plenty (Potter ), 32 

People's Capitalism exhibition (Wash

ington, D.C.) : challenges of, 128, 

130; definition ot~ 123; description 

of, 124-26; origin of, 122; photo 

gallery of, 125, 127; response to, 

126- 27, 129, 139; U.S. previewof, 

124; world tour of, 129- 30 

People's Commissariat ofNational 

Affairs, 89 

people's products (Volksprodukte), 80 

people's republics, 4 

people's residentialunit (Volkswoh-

l! ung), 82 

Pepis, Betty, 111-12 

Peteri, György, xiv- xv 

Peters,JohnL., 127 

Pevsner, Nikolaus, 59 

Pfister, Rudolf, 23 

Pilsen1 Czechoslovakia, 173, 174 

planned obsolescence, 160, 181 

postwar economic reconstmction. See 

economic reconstmction, post war 

"Potential Danger, A," 18 

Potter, David M., 32 

Poznan, Po land, 140 

Prague, Czechoslovakia, i 88 

Pmvada, ix, 139 

prefabricated homes: by All-State Prop

erties, 154- SS; exportation of, 134, 

135; by General Industries, 134; by 

Hause Beatltiful, 120; in the Soviet 

Union, 131. See also Spli tnik model 

home (Moscow) 

Priface to the Future (Amery), 207 

Problems oj Communism, 205 

Produce More- Live Better (Höhere 

Ar bei tsproduktivi tät-B esser 

Leben) campaign, 60 

Productivity, Key to Plenty (fi lm), 24- 25 
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proletariat, the: housing for, 14; living 

standards of, 94; pedagogy for,47-

48; protests by, 94; relocation of, 

192; taste of, 90- 91; worker-activists 

of, 87. See also social classes 

propaganda: for the American \"lay of 

Life, 21 - 22; anticommunist, 117; 

camouflaged, 117, 124; challenges 

of, 128- 29; Communist, 21; con

sumers and, xiii- xiv, 16- 18; cri ti

cism of, 71; Eisenhower approach to, 

148; langnage of, 24; poster, vi, 1 72; 

Repplier on, 123; roJe ofWest Ger

man consultants, 33; sublime 

aspects, 42. See also psychological 

warfare; trade täir diplomacy 

prosperi ty, I, 20- 21,61 

protests, xix, 39, 94 

psychological warfare, ll7, 118, 144 

P2 housing prototype, 193, 194, 195 

public housing, 9, 10 

public opinion polls and surveys, 1111 

114- I S, 187 

purchasing power of workers, 67 

racial segregation, 127- 28, 146, 147 

razoblacheno (unmasking), 108 

RCA (Radio Corporation of America): 

kitchens by, 138, 153, 165- 66, 167; 

televisions by, xvii, xviii 

reconstruction, economic. See Marshall 

Plan 

Red Bauhaus, 1 S, 44, 46, 49 

refrigerators, 79- 81. See also kitchens 

Regional Federation ofEmployer 

Associations, 69 

Reich, Lily, 11 

Reid, Susan, xix, 162, 168, 192 

Reißmann, Günter, 178 

Releaux, Pranz, 35 

Repplier, Ted: compared to Holfman, 

124; on consumer abstinence, 
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207- 8; on People's Capitalism, 128; 

propaganda researcb of, 122 

Reston, James, x 

retai lers, 39, 104, 191. See also 

supermarkets 

Reynolds, Conger, 129 

Riesman, David, vii, xii, xiii, 201 

Ri ley, Terence, 39 

Robinson, Gilbert, x 

Rockefeller, Nelson, 83 

Robde-Liebenau, Alix, 3 

Rollingwood housing development, 

111, 134, 159 

Romanychev, Aleksandr Dmitrievich1 

202 

Roosevelt, Frankli n D., 17, 19 

Ro\o\<e1 Carl, 59 

Rubenstein, He1ena1 153 

Rubin, Eli, 200 

Rudofsky, Bernard, 145 

Ruf, Der (The Call), 2, 5 

Saarinen, Eero, 37 

Sadkin, Herbert, 154, 156-57 

Safire, William, x 

Sampson, Barbara,141 -42,152, 153, 

154 

San Pablo, California, ll1, 134 

Schaefer, Her"~n, 34- 35, 65 

Schelsky, Helmut, 24, 74 

Schenk, Ingrid, 75, 183 

Schnüdt, Hans, 7 
Schmidt, Joost, 23 

Scholl, Inge, 42, 43 

Schudson, lv!ichael, 77- 78 

Schumacher, Kurt, 2 

Schürer, Gerhard, 201 

Schütte-Lihotzky, Gre te, 9 

Schwarz, Rudolf, 7 

Schwarz, Ruth, 11 4 

SchMppert, Hans, 15- 16 

SchMtters, Kurt, 12 

Second Housing Law of 1956, 'West 

German, 183 

SED. See Socialist Unity Party 

segregation, racial, 146, 147 

self-service markets. See supermarke ts 

Selmanagic,Selman, 107, 108, 109, 179 

Semenov, Vladimir, 218n51 

Seven-year Plan for 1959- 65, xi, 169 

Shaginian, Marie tta, 167 

Shepalov, Dmitri1 139 

Sbinkman, Paul A., 27, 122 

shopping exp.eriences, 81 - 82. See also 

consumers and consumption 

shortages: food, 1, 94; furniture1 163; 

housing, 71; impact of economic 

reforms on, 5- 6 

Siegmann, Gerhard, 184 

sing1e women, 76. See also women 

Six Crises (Nixon), 160 

Skidmore, 0Mngs and Merrill, 229n16 

Slater, Don, xiii - xiv, 9 

SMAD (Soviet Military Administra-

tion), 4, 32 

Smith, Earl W., 130 

Smi th, Terry, xviii 

Smith, Vlendell, 126 

Smith-Mundt Act, 124, 221n4 

social classes: attitudes on asce ticism, 

1; dilfere nces in, 125; fami Ii es o f the, 

74; Goblot's distinction and, 10; 

managerial, 164- 65; marketi ng to, 

126; middle,59,123, 154; peasants, 

99- 1 00; space needs of, 9; stmc

tures of the, 74; in Unfinished 

Work, 147; upper, 63, 154. See also 

working class 

SociaiDemocraticParty (SPD), 2, 16, 

35 

social housing program, 9, 10 

socialism: construction of, 193- 94, 

205- 6; opposi tion to, 5; postwar 

conceptions of, 2- 3 
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sociallst consumers: attitudes of, 48, 

90- 91, 102, 195; in fiction,203-4; 

frustrations of, 48, 103, 163,201, 

204- S;asideallzed, 172- 73,174, 

188- 91, 192; illustrated, 202. See 

also consumers and consumption; 

furnishings; housing 

sociallst modernism: illustration of, 

197; progress of, 199- 200, 201; 

rehabilitatio n ot: 178- 80, 181 

sociallst realism: beautyand, 54- SS; 

denunciation of, 107; Dymschitz on, 

32; economic aspects of, 103- 4, 

lOS; end of, 178; as hard power, 

46; heritage of, 91 - 92, 95; interiors 

of, 88- 89, 90, 98, 99; under 

Khrushchev, 161; manufactured 

products, 1 03-4; regional aspects, 

88- 90; repudiation of, 108; resist

ance to, x:x, Sl - 52, 106; response 

to, 90-91 

Sociallst Unity Party (SED) : arts poli

cies of, SO; o n Bauhaus, 52; cultural 

reforms of, 32- 33, S0- 51; economic 

pollcies of, 93- 94; on formalism, 

52; on How Does Europe Live 

Today?, 176 

socially conscious capitalism, 124 

socfal market economy, 16 

Societe des Artistes Decorateurs, 13- 14 

Society for Study of Soviet Culture, 

32 

soft power: as cultural capital, 129- 30; 

definition ot: xi; democracyand 

prosperity as, 20- 21; oflnterna

tional Style modernism, 112; Soviet, 

xiv-xv; success of, 35, 143; theories 

of, xii. See also American Way ofLife; 

propaganda; psychological warfare 

Sokol'niki Park, 149 

Sonderweg (special path), a socialist, 2, 

4, '21 Sn6 

Index II 275 

Soviet Academy of Architecture's Insti

tute oflnterior Design, 108 

Soviet All-Union Building Conference 

(NewYorkCity), 161 

Soviet-American Cultural Agreement, 

144 

Soviet cartoon, 64 

Soviet Exhibition ofScience Technology 

and Culture (New York City), viii 

Sovi.etization: compared to American

ization, xiv-xv; of cultural produc

tion, 32-33, 49- SO. See also Stalinist 

cultural doctrine 

Soviet Military Administration 

(SMAD ), 4, 32 

Soviet Union: delegates i n the US., 

130- 34, 135; foreign pollcy of, 118. 

See also Khmshchev, Nikita; StaUnist 

cultural doctrine 

spatial compression: ethos of, 8-9 

SPD (Social Democratic Party), 2, 16, 

35 

Spli tnik model home (Moscow) : 

compared to Kitchen ofthe Future, 

165- 66; legacyof, xxiii; photo of, 

viii; response to, I 58. See also i\11-

State Properties 

Sputnik, viii, 144 

StaUnalleeboulevard (East Berlin), 

88- 90 

Stalinist cultural doctrine: antimod

ernism of, >.'V; entorcement of, 32-

33; nationalist aspects of, 88-89; 

redefining of1 178- 79 

Stallnstadt, Germany, 190 

Stallknecht, Wilifred, 195 

Stam, Martin: bauschule ot: 46-47; at 

Berlln-Weißensee, 481 Sl, 57 

Starr, Roger, 208 

Stassen, Harold E., 123 

State Department, U.S .. See Marshall 

Plan; Mutual Security Agency 
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Steege, Paul, 213n37 

Steiner, _lohn P., 43 

stock holdings, public, 128-29 

Stokes, Raymond, 133 

Strauss, Gerhard, 46 

Strugatski, Boris and Arkadi, 203- 4 

Studie•rmaterial, 98- 99 

Stuttgart, Germany, 31, 39, 63, 64 

suburban development, 19- 20, 126, 

132 

Suhr, 0 tto, 183 

supermarkets: at American National 

Exhibition, 154; East German, 190-

91; exhibitions of, 142-44; promo

tion of, 83; signilicance of, 81 - 82 

supplyand demand, 188,205, 251nl5 

Tag} De1; 68, 69 

Tagesspiege, 187 

taste: of A.mericans, 114; as a commod

ity, 41-42; dictators of, 113; dilfer

ences in, 11 6, 154-55; social aspects 

of, 41-42,48 

Taylor, Frederick Vvinslow, 8, 9 

Teague, \<\Talte r Dorwin, 142 

technology, 145; advancements in, 118, 

121, 206; Communist Party on, 

182; feminization of, 78, 79; mili

tary, vi - viii; races, 144; rivalries, 153, 

159; Soviet imitation of, 244n93; 

transfer of, 244n95 

televisions, 27, 192 

Tenant, Peter, 187 

texti le mill worker residences, 3, 4, 5 

Third International Congress ofFood 

Distribution, 142-43 

Third Reich. See Nazi Germany 

third way, 2, 5 

This Week, 150-51 

Thompson, Llewellyn, vii 

"Threat to the Next A.merica, T he" 

( Gordon), 112 

time-and-motion studies, 8, 9 

Time magazine, 141 

Tomolt~ Kiril, 32 

Topfstedt, Thomas, 200 

trade. Seeexport trade 

trade fai r diplomacy: federal invest

ment in, xii, 118, 139-40; response 

to, 142; strategyof, 140; themes of, 

121,1 40 

Treaty ofRome, 183 

Truman, HarryS., 115-16, 117 

Tuch, HansA., 248n82 

Twentieth Party Congress of 1956, 139 

Überholen ohne Einzuholen ( overtake 

wi thout catching up) campaign, 197 

UK Council on Industrial Design, 74 

Ulbricht, Walter: antimodernism of, 

198; background ot~ 100; on beauty, 

54; Berlin Wall of, 192-93; on con

sumption, 189; on Leipzig trade fai r, 

106; on modernism, 1011 106, 198; 

socialist realism and, 49, 55, 106, 

199; to you th, >.'Vii 

Ulm, Germany. See Hochschule für 

Gestaltung 

Um 1800 (Circa 1800) (1.1ebes), 92 

underconsumption, 19 

Unfinished Work installation (Brus

sels), 146-48 

Union oflnternatonal Architects' con

fernece, 191 

Union of Soviet Sodalist Republics 

(USSR). See Soviet Union 

United States Steel, 126, 128 

unmasking (Entlarvung or 

razoblacheno ), 108 

U.S. Congress, 139, 144, 147-48 

Useful Objects exhibition (NewYork 

City), 38 

U.S. Foreign Serivice Office ofPublic 

M'ai rs, 42 
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xiii,4, 117- 181 140 

U.S. Joint Export-Import Agency, 34 

USSR (Union ofSoviet Socialist 

Republics). See Soviet Union 

van de Hayden, Pieter, 2 

Van Delden, Patricia, 22 

Van Deren, Harold, 39 

Vassiltchikov,lvlarie, 22 

VEG Rafena Werke, 192 

Vignelli, lvlassimo, 115 

Vlahos, Michae l, xv 

Vlasov, Aleksandr, 161 

Volksprodukte (people's products), 

80 

Volkswohnung (people's residential 

unit), 15 

Von Stalin bis Gorbatschow (Semenov), 

218nSI 

VVB Sachsenholz, 98 

Wagenfeld, Wilhelm, 41 

Wagner, Bernard, 26 

Wagner, Martin, 26 

Wallach, Henry, 129 

WallStreet Jounral, 160 

Washitrgton Post, 145, 156, 157 

We Americanize ourse lves! (Wir 

Amerikanisieret! uns), 8 

We create the example for a better life 

(Wir Schaffen das Beispiel jiir ein 

besseres Leben), 172 

Wegner, Hans, 68 

Weichers, Bud, 111 

Weimar's Institue of lnterior Design, 

178 

Weißenof housing Exhibition 

(Stuttgart), I, 11, l2 

Welt der Arbeit, 79 

We're Building a Better Life exhibition 

(West Berlin) : compared to ADay at 
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Home, 173; controversial aspects, 

71; curation of, 65; description of, 

61; highlight of, 67; housewife in, 

65,87; ideology of, 95; kitchen of 

the, 79; model fami ly of, 59, 74; 

model home of, 75; model house

wife of, 76-77, 78; nanu ngof,60; 

politicsof, 70- 71; purposeof,38; 

response to, 69; signincance of, 

68,69 

Werkbund: Dwelling exhibition of, 11; 

history of,6- 7; at the Exposition de 

Ia Societe des Artistes Decorateurs 

(Paris), 13-14; atlnterbau, 185, 

186; minimalism of,6- 8; Nazis and, 

15- 16, 98; response to Germany 

49,35 

Westchester, Califo rnia, 19- 20 

West German Economic Jvliracle, 16, 

69,80, 186 

West German econontic reconstruc

tion. See Marshall Plan 

What Is Modern Design? (Kaufmann), 

40-41 

Whirlpool, 138, 165- 66, 167 

Whyte, Wi lliam F., 208 

Wicker, Tom, x 

Wiesen, S. Jonathan, 69, 80 

Wie wohnt Europa heute ? (How Does 

Europe Live Today?) exhibition, 

174- 77 

Wilder, Billy, 149 

Wildt, Michael, 80 

Wohnkult11r (dwelling culture): contra

dictions of, 11, 12; furnishings ot; 

10; origin of, 9; signi6cance of, 10; 

Weimer-era, 16 

Wohnung, Die. See Dwelling exhibition 

women: beauty makeovers for, 153; 

cooking and, x, 4, 187; East German, 

86; as maids, 99- 100; men com

pared to,67; oversupplyof, 76; roles 
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of, 72, 87; under SMAD, technology 

and, 78, 79; as worker-activists, 87. 

See also housewives and housework; 

model fami ly 

working class: architecture for, 9; 

hausehold goods tor, 4 7; living 

standards of, 94; purchasing power 

of, 67; transformation of, 99- 100. 

See also social classes 

Working Group tor East-West Assis

tance, 71 

world-class design, 174, 182-83,204- 5 

World Festival ofYouth and Students 

for Peace ( Welttestspiele der _Tugend 

und Studenten fiir den Frieden), 

X'Vl1 XIX 

World Neighbors, 127 

World \"lar I, 81 9 

World Vlar II, 19- 20 

Wunde1wirtschajt, 16, 69, 80, 186 

Your Eighty Dollars (fi lm), xv 

Yugoslavia, 143 

Zagreb, Yugoslavia, 142-43 
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Zeulenroda, Germany, 92- 93 

Zhpanov, Andrei, 4, 50 

Zhdanovshchina, 50 

Zieger, Roger, 208 

Zimmer Co-op, 15 
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